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1 The spelling most commonly used in archaeological works, Quseir, is used in
this book throughout instead of the standard transliteration. The excavations, in the
seasons 1978, 1980, and 1982, were sponsored by the Oriental Institute of the
University of Chicago and funded by the Smithsonian Institution Foreign Currency
Program and the National Geographic Society; see QQ1 (season 1978); QQ2 (sea-
son 1980). The final report of the 1982 season has yet to be produced. The pre-
sent description of the “Sheikh’s house” is based on Janet Johnson and Donald
Whitcomb, “1982 Season of Excavations at Quseir al-Qadim,” ARCEN 120 (1982):
24–30; “The ‘Year of Stairways’ for Dig at Red Sea Port,” The Oriental Institute News
and Notes 78 (April 1982); and unpublished field reports of the season. I thank
Whitcomb for providing me with the reports.

2 The last word on the key has yet to be deciphered to every one’s satisfaction.
The initial reading was mftaa˙ al-˙j brkha (sic.), which may be rendered as “the key
of (or for) Hajj Baraka”; see Fredrik Hiebert, “Commercial Organization of the
Egyptian Port of Quseir al-Qadim: Evidence from the analysis of the wooden
objects,” AIS 2 (1991), 157–58. However, judging from the drawing provided by
the article, a problem of the reading of baraka is the visible alif, instead of the sup-
posed tà" marbù†a. In addition, there seems to be one more tooth between the pre-
sumable k and the alif. I propose two explanations: (1) The key was in fact reserved
for this “˙àjj Baraka” (the same name also appears in one letter; see chapter 1), a
customer of the warehouse; or (2) The word could be read as mr˙ba, thus mar˙abà,
that is, “the key of the ˙àjj [Abù Mufarrij?]; welcome home!” But the phraseology
is a little odd.

PREFACE

In February, 1982, the excavations at the Red Sea port of Quseir

(al-Qußayr al-qadìm) were winding down.1 The ancient port lies eight

km to the north of the modern town of Quseir and is located at

the end of the Wadi Hammamat which connects the Luxor region

of the Nile valley with the Red Sea. The third, and final, season’s

work was concentrated in what the archaeologists termed the “Islamic

knoll,” especially in one particular residential complex in the central

area of the town. The complex was completely uncovered by the

team, revealing a well-built house that had a number of storerooms

and apartments as well as two stairways leading to the second floor

or roof. The excavations provided constant surprises. Secreted under

bricks in front of a doorway—exactly as if placed under a welcome

mat of sorts—was a wooden key, on the obverse of which is inscribed,

in black ink, something like “the key of al-˙àjj [so-and-so],” which

might have contained the house owner’s name.2 Inside the house,
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several hundred paper fragments, mainly personal and business cor-

respondence written in Arabic, were found alongside other small

objects. The paper fragments, as well as other objects, were clearly

discarded trash, and were strewn all about the house, inside and out.

They obviously had never been kept deliberately or in any order.3

In these shredded fragments, reference to a certain “shaykh” is being

constantly made; the complex was thus named the “Sheikh’s house.”

This book is about the Arabic documents uncovered from the

“Sheikh’s house.” These paper fragments form a private “archive,”

in a loose sense of the term, that sheds light on the activities and

operations of a family shipping business on the Red Sea shore during

the late Ayyubid and early Mamluk era in the thirteenth century. The

documents promise great potential as a mine of information for the

study of social, economic, and maritime history of Islamic Egypt.

They will also be beneficial to the general study of the Red Sea and

Indian Ocean trade, and the economic history of the pre-modern

world.4

Aside from their documentary significance for socio-economic his-

torical inquiry, the fragments also bear testimony to medieval Muslim

popular belief and communal rituals; among the codices unearthed

are samples of block printed amulets, poetry, zodiac charts, prayers,

and what appear to be words of magic. These will be of immense

interest to specialists of the history of printing, Arabic paleography,

letter writing, language, magic, astrology and astronomy.

This book, by examining and analyzing these fragments together,

tells the story of Everyman in an interesting place at a significant

time. The time was the thirteenth century, a remarkable era that

saw revolutionary changes that would eventually shape the world

economy for centuries to come.5 The place was a remote port town

on the Red Sea, the trade routes to which played an essential role

in mapping out the key territories within this “world system.” Since

3 Personal electronic communication with Katherine Burke on October 27, 2003.
4 The renewed interest in Quseir is evidenced not only by the continuing pub-

lications of the material uncovered by the Chicago team, but also by the ongoing
excavations conducted by the Southampton and Leeds team; for up-to-date infor-
mation, see the team’s website: http://www.arch.soton.ac.uk/research/quseirdev//.

5 For the significance of the thirteenth century in world economic history, see
Janet Abu-Lughod, Before European Hegemony: The World System A.D. 1250–1350 (New
York, 1989), especially 3–24; Peter Spufford, Power and Profit: The merchant in medieval
Europe (London, 2003).
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all the activities described and reconstructed in this book are centered

around one household, a local merchant and his extended family,

our first goal in the following pages is to piece together the life and

history of this merchant family. The family story provides us with a

microscopic view of Quseir, a port that saw modest volumes of traffic

and a relatively short period of prosperity but was nevertheless

significant in its own right, having peaked at a critical juncture of

the economic and commercial development in the Red Sea and

Indian Ocean. By making the key Arabic texts available, our second

goal is to enable other researchers to further use these documents

and answer questions in related areas.6 The book consists of two

main parts:

Part One is an introductory essay on the historical and cultural

context of the documents in question. Descriptive and conceptual in

method, the three chapters deal with, respectively, the “Sheikh’s

house” and its inhabitants, the Red Sea commerce as reflected in

the textual evidence of the trade activities around the house, and

aspects of popular belief and culture as revealed through the non-

commercial texts. Chapter 1 sets the stage and introduces the char-

acters, major and minor. The focal point is men and women living

and working in and around the “Sheikh’s house.” Who are they?

When did all of this happen? What were their relationships to one

another? Chapter 2 begins with technical aspects of commerce and

trade, such as weights and measures, commodities and prices, and

so forth. Special attention is then given to larger issues of trade pat-

terns, business practices, and the monetary situation, as well as trade

routes, both domestic and international. By asking questions such as,

“What was being traded, and how?” this chapter explores the com-

merce-oriented material culture in this Red Sea port against the

international backdrop of Mecca pilgrimage caravans and Indian

Ocean trade routes. Chapter 3 deals with a different arena: life,

death, and everything in between. Based on an examination of the

6 For preliminary reports on the documents uncovered in the 1978 season, see
Michael Dols et al., “Arabic Inscriptions,” QQ1, 247–49; Gladys Frantz-Murphy,
“The Red Sea Port of Quseir: Arabic Documents and Narrative Sources,” QQ2,
267–83. Fragments from the 1980 season remain to be examined. Some of the
material from the 1982 season was used by Jennifer Thayer in “Land Politics and
Power Networks in Mamluk Egypt” (Ph.D. dissertation, New York University, 1993),
and “In Testimony to a Market Economy in Mamluk Egypt: The Qusayr Documents,”
al-Masàq 8 (1995): 45–55.
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non-commercial textual material found in the “Sheikh’s house,” it

sets out to look into aspects of the spiritual culture of the commu-

nity: the things people did, or believed in, or worried about, besides

selling and buying. The texts—charms, amulets, prayers, sermons on

behalf of the dead and the dying—give the modern reader a rare

chance to glimpse the mindset and practices held by ordinary men

and women in this small provincial town, the way they went about

their daily business, and, more importantly, the way they coped with

disasters and anxieties. The seemingly all-too-human desires—heal-

ing ailments, mourning the dead, and seeking God’s protections in

the affairs of this world and the hereafter—may have less to do with

orthodox religiosity than with popular belief and communal rituals,

but are nevertheless significant for our better understanding of the

culture, and psyche, of the time and place. This chapter also main-

tains that in many ways magic practices and prayers were not divorced

from trade and economy. In the concluding remarks of Part One,

the “big picture” issues are addressed, those concerning the significance

of the documents in question for historical inquiry in general, and

for the study of the Red Sea and Indian Ocean commerce in par-

ticular. While our focus is on the case study of the rise and fall of

a particular merchant family, references will be made, and com-

parisons will be drawn, to Islamic legal writings on business prac-

tices and commercial partnership as theory, and to contemporary

documents (especially the contemporary Cairo Geniza papers) as

reflections of the reality.

The core of Part Two is a critical edition, in chapter 5, of eighty-

four original Arabic texts, with translation and commentary. This is

preceded by chapter 4, which is devoted to paleographic and lin-

guistic matters, chief among them the classification of the various

types of documents, and the features of the “Middle Arabic” lan-

guage as seen in these particular documents. While in chapters 1–4

attempts were made to utilize all the available (that is, decipherable)

documents found in the site, the criteria for choosing only eighty-

four documents for edition lie largely on the utility, that is, the rel-

ative completeness, of the manuscripts; those too fragmentary to

make any meaningful context were therefore left out. The focus on

editing and analyzing these “economic texts” is justified by the fact

that they form the overwhelming majority of the textual findings.

Selected pieces of non-economic texts, such as private letters and
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miscellanies—prayers, words of magic, poetry, amulets and charms

(discussed in detail in chapter 3)—are represented in the editions 

as well.

Some of the material in chapters 1 and 2 first appeared in my

articles “Arabic Documents from the Red Sea Port of Quseir in the

Seventh/Thirteenth Century, Part 1: Business letters,” “Arabic Docu-

ments from the Red Sea Port of Quseir in the Seventh/Thirteenth

Century, Part 2: Shipping notes and account records,” JNES 58.3

(1999): 161–90, and JNES 60.2 (2001): 81–116, and “Golden Dinars

and Silver Dirhams in the Red Sea Trade: In light of the Quseir

documents,” Proceedings of the Red Sea Trade and Travel Conference (forth-

coming). It has since been thoroughly revised. Of the Arabic texts

included in chapter 5, eleven have been published in the above-

mentioned articles; however, new reading of certain words and slight

amendments to the translation have been made throughout.

Research at the Museum of Islamic Art, Cairo, where a substantial

portion of the Quseir documents is currently housed, was supported

by a fellowship from the National Endowment for the Humanities

through the American Research Center in Egypt. During my stay

in Cairo in the summer of 1999, I managed to examine, hand copy,

and take measurements of all of the fragments that could be accounted

for (RN 964–RN 1093). The bulk of the writing was done during

a sabbatical leave from my teaching duties at the University of Notre

Dame in the academic year 2002–2003, sponsored by a generous

grant from the American Council of Learned Societies. For the gen-

erous financial and logistic support of these institutions, I express my

sincere gratitude.

The list of the persons to whom I owe a large debt of gratitude

is not short but sweet. My thanks first go to Janet Johnson and

Donald Whitcomb, the directors of the Quseir excavations, for giv-

ing me the opportunity to study the material. Whitcomb not only

provided me with the microfilms of the original material, but also

has diligently kept me informed over the years about any new finds,

new publications, new ideas, and new anything “Quseirian.” I would

also like to thank Katherine Strange Burke for sharing with me her

thoughts and ideas on the project; her diligent and skillful editorial

assistance is greatly appreciated as well. Katherine is currently writ-

ing her dissertation at the University of Chicago under the supervi-

sion of Whitcomb, on archaeological findings from the “Sheikh’s
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house.” I wish her all success and hope that cooperation between

the textual scholar and the archaeologist will contribute to a new

approach of interpreting archeological findings with the direct help

of textual evidence.

In Cairo, I would like to thank Dr. Farouk Askar, the director of

the Museum of Islamic Art in Cairo; Mme. Su'ad Muhammad

Ibrahim, the deputy director of the Museum; and Mr. Salah Sayour,

curator of wooden objects (formerly curator of manuscripts) at the

Museum for their kind assistance, along with hot mint tea and cool

Cairene jokes, during my regular visits to the Museum over a period

of three months. My thanks also go to Mme. Amira al-Khatib of

the American Research Center in Egypt and to her able staff for

all kinds of help I received while an ARCE fellow.

Portions of the research were presented at the annual meetings of

the American Oriental Society (New Orleans, 1998), the American

Research Center in Egypt (Chicago, 1999), and the “Red Sea Trade

and Travel Workshop” at the British Museum (2002). I would like

to take this opportunity to thank members of the audiences for feed-

back, encouragement, and suggestions. Many colleagues and friends

have shared with me their enthusiasm for this project and supported

me along the way, among them Dionisius Agius, Paula von Bechtol-

sheim, Lucy Blue, Remie Constable, Wadad Kadi, Donald Little,

Paul Lunde, Carl Petry, Warren Schultz, Francine Stone, John Sutton,

and Daniel Martin Varisco; my sincere and heartfelt gratitude to all.

Special thanks are also due to the anonymous reviewer for his/her

insightful suggestions to improve the manuscript. Needless to say, all

the remaining errors are solely mine.

Finally, a few technical notes on transliteration and signs are in

order:

(1) For the Arabic documents, the “RN” represents the original reg-
istration number assigned to each cluster of fragments; sub-division
of a, b, c, and so forth, of each fragment was my own device.
During the course of discussion in chapters 1–4, the RN number
of the texts to be published in this volume is marked with an aster-
isk. The texts are arranged according to topic, and within each
topic, a loose chronological order is being followed when possible.

(2) A simplified version of the Library of Congress system is used to
transcribe Arabic terms, with two exceptions: the unpronounced
tà" marbù†a is omitted altogether, and the alif maqßùra is spelled as
à not á.

(3) The following signs have been used in preparing the Arabic texts:
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[ ] lacuna in the manuscript
. . . . . . illegible text
< > conjectural additions by the editor
<< >> deletions in the manuscript
{ } deletions by the editor
( ? ) uncertain reading
/ \ text written above, or below, the line

(4) In the English translation, the square brackets [ ] are used to indi-
cate additions suggested by the editor, while the parentheses ( )
contain explanatory content.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE “SHEIKH’S HOUSE”

To the shore of Quseir, the warehouse (shùna) of Shaykh
Abù Mufarrij—may God prolong his prosperity!—a letter
found in the house1

The building must have been cleaned out before abandoned,
as most of the floors were clean of artifacts. Paper and small
objects, however, were found against the south walls, blown
there by the seasonal north winds.—an archaeologist’s
note2

The Family: A Household Divided

As mentioned above, in light of the ubiquitous word “shaykh” appear-

ing throughout the documents, the main site of the excavation, the

Central Buildings, was called the “Sheikh’s house,” a name that has

since become an archaeological term. There were, as it turns out,

several “shaykhs” that are known to have occupied the house; a sur-

vey of all of the fragments from the “Sheikh’s house” confirms that

the documents in question are all concerned with a family business,

insofar as the majority of them were addressed to, or written on

behalf of, a certain “Shaykh Abù Mufarrij,” his son “Shaykh Ibràhìm,”

and, to a lesser extent, other people apparently associated with the

family business. It should also be pointed out here that Abù Mufarrij

is the shaykh’s only name mentioned in the documents; it remains

unclear whether this kunya-nickname, “the father of Mufarrij,” ought

to be taken at face value insofar as the name Mufarrij, the supposed

son, never occurs in any documents. One letter (RN 1066a*) also

gives the shaykh’s nisba-surname as “al-Qif†ì,” of Qif†, an ancient

town near Qùß and Quseir and renowned for its trade link to the

1 RN 1019d.
2 Hiebert, 128–31.
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Red Sea and Indian Ocean;3 whereas another letter (RN 1063b*)

adds another surname al-'Abàwì (?), the reading and origin of which

is uncertain. The son Ibràhìm is frequently addressed in the more

formal form as “Shaykh Abù Is˙àq Ibràhìm ibn Shaykh Abù (sic.)

Mufarrij,” Ibràhìm being his ism-given name and Abù Is˙àq his

kunya. A tally of the fragments yields the following statistics:

More than thirty documents bear Abù Mufarrij’s name as the

direct recipient of the business letters or shipping notes; these are:

RN 966d, 967c, 970a*, 970b*, 971*, 972a*, 972b, 975a, 982a, 1001a*,

1003a*, 1004a*, 1004b*, 1017a*, 1018a*, 1019d, 1024*, 1026a*,

1026d, 1027b*, 1029d, 1033a, 1033c, 1034, 1036a, 1059*(?), 1063b*,

1064a*, 1077a*, and 1083b. The actual number could be much

higher insofar as in most of the cases the recipient’s and sender’s

names are missing from the manuscripts. Other types of texts are

also marked with the shaykh’s “fingerprints,” so to speak: RN1021a*,

for example, is a certificate (bayàn) of the price of flour issued on

behalf of Abù Mufarrij. RN 1027e* is a receipt (tadhkira) issued by

Abù Mufarrij to confirm the arrival of a shipment.

An approximately equal number of letters and notes contain the

address “to Abù Mufarrij’s warehouse (shùna),” but not necessarily

to the shaykh in person (e.g., RN 973, 979*, 984b, 1031d, and more).

Some of the letters sent to the warehouse name the shaykh’s asso-

ciates as recipients or as persons in charge of the shipment in ques-

tion. Even so, the shadow of the “boss” still looms large, and his

presence is pervasive: “Say hello to Shaykh Abù Mufarrij,” one letter

requests (RN 1015b*), and “Tell Shaykh Abù Mufarrij that we will

forward the goods to him without delay,” reassures another (RN

1026b*). It is apparent that many of the associates named in the

documents were working at the warehouse, in the vicinity of the

shaykh.

The shaykh may have had a large family as well. In one letter

(RN 1016a*), the author requests the recipient, whose name is miss-

ing from the manuscript, to “say hello to Shaykh Abù Mufarrij and

his children (awlàdihi )!” One of Abù Mufarrij’s sons was, as mentioned

3 For the ancient town of Qif†, see Mu˙ammad Ramzì, ed., al-Qàmùs al-jughràfì
lil-bilàd al-Mißrìya min 'ahd qudamà" al-Mißrìyìn ilà sanat 1945 (Cairo, 1963), 4: 177–78;
Jean-Claude Garcin, Un centre musulman de la Haute-Égypte médiévale: Qùß (Cairo, 1976),
66–70.
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above, named Ibràhìm, to whom the next largest chunk of docu-

ments belong. In all likelihood, Ibràhìm was probably the shaykh’s

eldest son. (Again, his kunya-nickname Abù Is˙àq is by no means

necessarily an indication of him having a son named Is˙àq.) Nearly

thirty letters and notes are addressed to Ibràhìm by name, and they

are: RN 967b*, 976*, 981b, 983*, 996a, 997*, 998*, 1008*, 1011,

1013a, 1014a, 1015a*, 1020a*, 1020b*, 1022*, 1025, 1029a*, 1033b,

1037a*, 1040b, 1042a*, 1050a, 1055a*, 1058a, 1060a, 1063a*, and

1068a.

Among the most important discoveries from this group of texts

are three letters that not only bear Ibràhìm’s name, but also dates,

a linchpin that would “nail down” the approximate time of the doc-

uments and, by extension, of the “Sheikh’s house.” One letter (RN

967b*) dates from “the end of Jumàda I, the year 612,” that is, the

second half of September, 1215. More significant is perhaps another

letter (RN 1063a*), which, in addition to a date of the year 612/1215f,

contains an address “to the port of Quseir, to the care of Shaykh

Abù Is˙àq [Ibràhìm]. . . .” This is crucial because not only does it

prove that Ibràhìm was at the time already his own boss, indepen-

dent from his father, but also provides the parameters to calculate

his age. If by the year 612/1215 Ibràhìm was already being called

a “shaykh,” a mature man at least in his twenties, then he must

have been born no later than around the year 592/1195f. The father,

Abù Mufarrij, himself an adult by the time the elder son was born,

naturally could not have been born later than, say, the year 572/1176f.

In all likelihood, the father may have stayed active into his sixties.

One document (RN 988*), dated “the 14th, the month of Íafar, the

year 633,” namely 29 October, 1235, is addressed to “the shùna of

Abù Mufarrij”; an indication that he was by then still alive. Even

if we take into account some margin of errors, it is reasonable to

assume that the father flourished during the last two decades of the

sixth/twelfth century, and the first two decades of the seventh/thir-

teenth century, whereas the son Ibràhìm had been active at least

since 612/1215f.

To narrow down the period of active occupation of the “Sheikh’s

house” to the first half of the seventh/thirteenth century is further

supported by other dated documents. One letter (RN 1020a*) has

a date of “the month of Jumàda, the year 62 . . .,” that is, the second

decade of the seventh century A.H./A.D. 1224–31. There are more:

one fragment (RN 1017g), for example, contains a date of 626/1228f.
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In addition, other dated documents uncovered in other loci outside

of the “Sheikh’s house” also point to the same time period. Michael

Dols and Gladys Frantz-Murphy have each separately published a

letter (RN 592) dated 615/1218f.4 Thus far all of the dated evi-

dence, in and out of the “Sheikh’s house,” comes from the first four

decades of the seventh/thirteenth century, the period of the reigns

of the Ayyubid sultans al-Malik al-'Àdil (d. 615/1217) and his son

al-Malik al-Kàmil (d. 635/1238).5

Numismatic evidence found at the site where the documents were

recovered is consistent with this dating. Of the twelve Ayyubid coins,

three bear the name of Sultan al-Kàmil, and others are identified

as having been minted in Ayyubid times.6 No Mamluk coins were

found; although archaeological interpretation of the glass as well as

other artifacts date the site to the thirteenth and perhaps early four-

teenth century, that is, the Ayyubid and early Mamluk periods.7

There is also some indirect evidence suggesting that the site dates

from the late Ayyubid period. From a paleographical viewpoint, the

Quseir documents fit the writing practice of the Ayyubid period as

we know it. As will be discussed in chapter 4, fragments from Quseir

reveal some striking similarities to the documents from the Cairo

Geniza that were produced at approximately the same time.

So much for the father and the elder son as individuals. What do

we know about their relationship? What about other members of

the family?

From the textual evidence, it can be inferred that the shaykh’s

children were living with him in the same residence, that is, the

4 QQ1, 248; QQ2, 273.
5 The most recent general survey of the reigns of the two sultans is Michael

Chamberlain, “The crusader era and the Ayyùbid dynasty,” CHE, 220–24 (with
bibliographical references).

6 A total of twenty-one coins were recovered in the “Sheikh’s house”; among
them three are untraceable, one is dated from the reign of Agrippina the younger
(A.D. 67), two Roman, two Fatimid, and one Crusader. All the Islamic coins were
verified by Michael Bates and Warren Schultz (unpublished field report of season
1982).

7 There were two occupation periods of the site: early Roman, first-second cen-
turies, and Islamic, thirteenth-fourteenth centuries; while the Eastern Area is dated
to the fourteenth century and later, the remainder of the site, including the “Sheikh’s
house,” dates from the thirteenth and perhaps early fourteenth century; see Whitcomb
and Johnson, “Quseir al-Qadim,” 26. For the dating of glass and the glass trade
from Quseir, see GQQ, 8–9, 75–131.
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“Sheikh’s house,” at least during the time a number of letters, includ-

ing the above-mentioned RN 1016a*, were written. A shift is notice-

able, though, in that the son Ibràhìm would appear to have become

more important, while his father seems to have gradually become

less so. Or perhaps the two went their separate ways at some point.

In RN 998*, for example, a business letter sent to “Shaykh Abù
Is˙àq Ibràhìm, the son of Abù Mufarrij,” in the concluding greet-

ing section the author asks Ibràhìm to convey his “regards to” a

number of people, among them Ibràhìm’s own father. The tone and

protocol indicate that when the son was in charge of his own busi-

ness the father was still alive, but not necessarily actively involved

in its operations.

In an intriguing letter to Ibràhìm (RN 1029a*), the sender asks

him to say hello to “your children and elders (ßighàrika wa-kibàrika),”
that is, Ibràhìm’s own children and parents. Oddly enough, “special

greetings” are specifically meant to honor Ibràhìm’s “dear mother,”

that is, Abù Mufarrij’s unnamed wife. There is no indication, how-

ever, as to why the mother was singled out here while the father

was left out.

Nevertheless, it is evident that Ibràhìm was at the time still liv-

ing with, or close to, his parents, in that the father and mother are

also mentioned in several other letters addressed to the son. In one

letter (RN 1015a*), for example, the author asks Ibràhìm to send

his “greetings to your parents ('alà wàlidàka [sic.])!”

As for the shaykh’s other sons, three names, Óusayn, Mu˙ammad,

and 'Umar, were featured in a letter (RN 1059*) sent on their behalf

to “the father,” presumably Abù Mufarrij, asking for his help, as

their boat had been stuck near a place called al-Qaßr al-Yamànì on

the Red Sea. Among the three, we hear from Mu˙ammad more often,

a letter (RN 1062a*) sent to one Abù 'Uthmàn Mithqàl also names

Mu˙ammad, “the dear son (al-walad al-'azìz) of Shaykh Abù Mufarrij,”

as co-recipient. The implication is unmistakable: Mu˙ammad’s role

in the shipping business was by that time reduced. In other words,

he did not operate independently, at least not at the “Sheikh’s house.”

We also hear more from, and about, another of Ibràhìm’s brothers,

Óusayn. In a letter addressed to him (RN 969*), business issues such

as the selling of clothes and payment arrangements are discussed in

minute detail. The sender of the letter did not forget to add a long

list of good wishes to “your father,” “Mu˙ammad” his brother, and

one unidentified faqìh, “jurist,” among others. In another letter, both
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the father and Óusayn are greeted by an anonymous sender in his

letter to Ibràhìm (RN 998*). In yet another letter (RN 1017e) with

an address “to Quseir,” the sender asks the recipient Óusayn to “say

hello to Mu˙ammad and Ibràhìm,” presumably Óusayn’s two broth-

ers. However, given the general lack of attention paid to the broth-

ers in the documents, their share in the whole enterprise must have

been very limited, if any.

The brothers must have lived not far from each other, and this

is attested to once again in a letter (RN 976*). Addressing Ibràhìm,

the letter concludes,

Peace be upon you. God’s mercy and blessings be upon my children.
Peace be upon the dear [brother] Mu˙ammad and Óusayn’s son [. . .]
Íubay˙. Please send my regards to Óusayn, and tell him, “Your uncle
Abù 'Alì sends his best wishes to you!”

What do we learn from this? Firstly, the brothers Mu˙ammad and

Óusayn were perhaps living with, or in close proximity to, Ibràhìm
at the time. Secondly, Óusayn had a son who was named, in part,

Íubay˙. Thirdly, Óusayn’s “uncle,” Abù Mufarrij’s brother Abù 'Alì
was also somehow involved in the family shipping business. Finally,

while this uncle Abù 'Alì was away on business trips, his children

stayed with their cousin Ibràhìm.

This uncle Abù 'Alì proves to be a person with some degree of

prestige and prominence in his own right. One letter (RN 1003b*),

for example, was sent to this Abù 'Alì Óusayn, who is addressed as

al-shaykh al-ajall al-af∂al al-akmal al-amìn, “the most noble, virtuous,

perfect, and trustworthy master,” quite a bundle of feathers on his

hat. The letter bears an address of “the shore of (sà˙il ) Quseir,” but

not Abù Mufarrij’s warehouse. On other occasions, this Abù 'Alì
Óusayn is linked with one Mu˙ammad ibn Ja'far, the recipient of

a letter (RN 1027a*), which concludes with “Peace be upon you and

Shaykh Abù 'Alì Óusayn!” Once more, a fragmented mention of a

certain al-shaykh al-ajall, “the most noble shaykh,” named Abù 'Alì
is spotted in RN 1012b. Although the role played by this Abù 'Alì,
Shaykh Abù Mufarrij’s brother, in the family business is not entirely

clear, based on the information pieced together here, he might have

helped with Abù Mufarrij’s business, and his own children might

have been close to their cousins, Ibràhìm and his brothers, as well.

The “Sheikh’s house” apparently accommodated quite a crowd at

the time, a large extended family indeed.
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And then there is the third generation of the family, the mem-

bers of which are also featured in the documents, albeit in a much

less significant fashion. In one letter (RN 1056a*) the sender, one of

Ibràhìm’s nephews, by the name of Nù˙ (Noah), asks the recipient

to say “hello to my uncle Abù Is˙àq!” It is worth noting here that

the letter is addressed to his “dear mother (al-wàlida al-'azìza),” whose

name, as usual, is not given. At least we may infer that Ibràhìm
was close to his unnamed brother and his sister-in-law, the parents

of the letter writer. It is also an indication that this brother and his

family still lived in the same house when the third generation, Shaykh

Abù Mufarrij’s grandchildren, were mature enough to embark upon

long-distance travels and business journeys on their own.

Another interesting point raised by this letter is the fact that it

was originally a response to an earlier letter the mother had sent to

the son. In it, the son, apparently traveling at the time, tells his

mother:

Your letter to me arrived. It was delivered by Khalìfa ibn al-Óàwì.
[From it we learned that] you have been ill. Everyone was very upset
about that. We thank God Almighty [for granting] you all good health,
for seeing to it that you will only be in thankfully [improved condi-
tions], and that there will be no [more] mistrust between you and me.

The fact that the mother was engaged in correspondence with the

son sheds some light on the status and condition of the women in

the “Sheikh’s house.” Unlike men, who are predominantly repre-

sented in the texts, women seldom make their appearance; and even

when they do so, they remain nameless. However, women were by

no means ignored.8 The fact that women participate in correspon-

dence is itself proof that their voices were not silenced at all. It is

apparent that some female members of the Abù Mufarrij family were

either themselves literate, or if otherwise (they might have dictated

the letters to professional letter writers), had enjoyed certain power

or leverage in domestic matters. In the above-mentioned letter, the

son’s concerns over his mother’s well being and some kind of rift

between mother and son are unveiled in a poignant, personal, way

rarely seen in the otherwise overtly dry and business-like documents

found in the house.

8 For a general discussion of the Ayyubid household and women’s status, see
Chamberlain, 237–40.
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In this connection, aspects of family life can be glimpsed through

some textual evidence, showing that mothers and daughters in the

“Sheikh’s house” seem to have been well taken care of. In one let-

ter (RN 1018d*) a mother asks her son, the recipient of the letter,

“to go see the druggist and ask him . . . about the ‘happy drink’

(shiràb mufri˙), because my daughter is severely ill, suffering from

tremors and shudders.” One manuscript contains a charm that deals

with childbirth and other fertility matters (RN 1031a*). In yet another

letter (RN 1018c*), the author sends his condolences on the death

of the recipient’s daughter. (Could she be Abù Mufarrij’s, or Ibràhìm’s,

daughter?) Due to the incompleteness of the manuscripts, we are not

absolutely certain whether the “mothers” and “daughters” in ques-

tion were women of the Abù Mufarrij clan or otherwise, but such

probability is highly likely. This is, after all, the personal as well as

the business correspondence of Abù Mufarrij and his family.

Women in the household seem to have played quite an active role

not only in domestic matters, including magic practices (to be dis-

cussed in chapter 3), but also in the business world. Some of them

were seemingly involved in some aspects of trade activities. In the

aforesaid letter (RN 1018d*) that contains, on the verso, a mother’s

desperate need to buy medicine for her severely ill daughter, one

also learns, on the recto, about a woman’s—in this case, perhaps

the “mother” in question—direct involvement in business dealings.

The author of the letter informs the recipient,

O my Master, you should know that she informed (kh-b-r-t) the tax
collector (ßà˙ib al-zakàt) and showed (w-r-y-t) him the letter that says. . . .

The “letter” in question contains the tidbits about a delayed, or

denied, payment installment. The unnamed woman no doubt played

a considerable role in negotiating the terms or cutting the deal. To

add to the confusion concerning business practices is the minimalist

orthography and irregular spelling of the so-called “Middle Arabic,”

the spoken language (to be discussed in chapter 4). The undotted

verb kh-b-r-t < khabbarat, “she informed,” can also be read as ˙ayyarat,
“she tried to confuse,” which makes perfect sense if an alternative

reading of the second verb, w-r-y-t < arat, “she showed,” is rather

< warrat, “she concealed”; that is to say, the woman might other-

wise have attempted “to trick” the tax collector by “holding from

him” the letter containing the crucial information. In either case,

exposing or concealing, the performance this woman put on is noth-

ing short of a spectacular in the scheme of things.
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There are also indications that women in the family participated

in long-distance business travels as well. RN 991a*, for example,

contains a prayer for the well-being and safe return of a group of

men and women, apparently travelling with a trade caravan or a

pilgrimage mission, or perhaps both. Among the members of the

caravan, the prayer mentions “your niece (bint akhùka [sic.]).” Although

it is unclear whose “niece” that might be, she was certainly one of

the daughters, or sisters, in the family.

To sum up, based on the information afforded in the texts, we

may draw the family tree as follows:

Abù Mufarrij + wife brother Abù 'Alì Óusayn
(ca. 1176—after 1235)

Ibràhìm Mu˙ammad Óusayn 'Umar children
( fl. 1215)

children children (?) Íubay˙ Nù˙ (Noah)

Who, then, is this Shaykh Abù Mufarrij? And who are those peo-

ple in, and around, his house? Attempts to identify these individu-

als through literary sources, especially biographical dictionaries, have

failed to yield any results, probably because they were only provin-

cial merchants and perhaps petty government functionaries. Our sole

source, scattered information afforded by the paper fragments found

in the “Sheikh’s house,” indicates that Shaykh Abù Mufarrij was the

owner of an apparently prosperous transit warehouse (ßà˙ib al-shùna)

in the Red Sea port of Quseir. The fact that he is addressed on

several occasions with the formal honorific titles of al-mawlà al-wàlid
al-muwaffaq al-shaykh al-ajall, “the master, the father, the successful,

and the most exalted shaykh” (RN 1026a*), and al-shaykh al-ajall,

“the most noble shaykh” (RN 1064a*), implies the respect he enjoyed

in his community. He was also a ˙àjj, one who had gone on the

pilgrimage to Mecca (RN 1020b*).

The résumé of the shaykh’s elder son Ibràhìm looks even more

impressive; not only did the junior work as a merchant and broker,

rising to the rank of rayyis, “trade head,” but he was also a kha†ìb,
one who gave the sermon at the local mosque. He is crowned with
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a legion of honorific titles, surpassing those of his father’s: al-mawlà
al-akh al-kha†ìb al-muwaqqar al-rayyis, “the revered master, dear brother,

the sermon giver, and trade leader” (RN 1020b*), al-shaykh al-ajall

al-a'azz al-akram, “the most exalted, the mighty, the most noble

shaykh” (RN 996a), al-akh al-'azìz al-muwaffaq al-sa' ìd al-mu˙taram
al-amìn, “the dear brother, the successful, auspicious, respectable, and

trustworthy” shaykh (RN 998*), al-mawlà, “the lord” (RN 1013a), 

al-shaykh al-ajall, “the most noble shaykh” (RN 1014a), and al-shaykh

al-ajall al-muwaffaq al-sa'ìd al-muwaqqar, “the most noble, successful,

auspicious, and reverent shaykh” (RN 1029a*). Ibràhìm might also

have acquired a certain official, or semi-official capacity. In one

receipt (RN 1058a), Ibràhìm refers to himself as a mamlùk, “slave,

servant,” a standard expression of modesty, but also a common pro-

tocol while addressing a higher authority. (This aspect of his career

will be discussed in more detail below.)

As mentioned above, at some point the father Abù Mufarrij and

the son Ibràhìm seem to have gone their separate ways, at least in

a business sense. The division of the household into two entities must

have taken place gradually. That there was a split in the household

was first suggested by archaeological interpretation of the building,

which has postulated from the viewpoint of architecture that the

“Sheikh’s house” was once one and became divided into two house-

holds, or two residential units. In light of the textual information, a

further speculation would be that the son Ibràhìm occupied the

newer part until the death of the father.9 Our reading of the texts

consistently reveals two things. One is the observation that Ibràhìm
has nothing to do with the shùna, or the warehouse, insofar as not

a single letter sent to Ibràhìm ever contains the address of the “shùna,”

which exclusively bears the father’s name. Another is that, as will

be taken up in detail below, there seem to be two different sets of

people, partners and clients, who were associated with the father and

the son, respectively. As for the living arrangements of the third gen-

eration, there is not enough evidence to allow further speculation,

but one thing is rather clear: when Ibràhìm was alive, his brothers’

families were most likely living in the same house.

9 Personal electronic communication with Donald Whitcomb on October 28,
2002; also see Katherine Burke and Donald Whitcomb, “Quseir al-Qadim in the
13th Century: A community and its textiles,” Ars Orientalis (forthcoming).
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Based on both archaeological and textual interpretations, we may

propose the following scenario: both Shaykh Abù Mufarrij and his

elder son Ibràhìm were evidently what Goitein would label “sta-

tionary merchants” engaged in long-distance commerce, “those who

stay put and send shipments with others.”10 The “Sheikh’s house”

at Quseir was then their major work-station which functioned as

both living quarters and warehouse. It was most likely occupied by

at least two, but no more than three, generations of the Abù Mufarrij

clan, whose permanent home was, as suggested by archaeologists,

most likely in the Nile Valley.11 Despite the possibility that as men-

tioned above the name of the patriarch, Abù Mufarrij, may imply

an eldest son named Mufarrij, given that the name never occurs in

any documents, he could either have died as a child, or he could

have been left to look after the family’s interests in the Nile Valley.

In any case, he is unconnected with the “Sheikh’s house” at Quseir.

Ibràhìm, then, was next in line and was able to take over the Quseir

end of the shipping business. As such, he may have worked for, and

with, his father in his earlier years, and then may have inherited the

family business after his father’s retirement or death. A more drastic

interpretation would have him splitting with the father at some point

to run his own business alongside his father’s shùna. There is also some

indication that Ibràhìm was dividing his time and energy between

his duties as a businessman and a kha†ìb, or sermon giver. In any

case, Ibràhìm’s business was, as it appears, on a much smaller scale

in comparison with that of his father’s; this is evidenced by the num-

ber of the employees he had, and the clientele he accumulated over

the years, an aspect of the family business to which we next turn.

The Company: Associates and Employees

A considerable number of documents are addressed to individuals

that seem to have been associated with the Abù Mufarrij clan and

the warehouse in the probable capacity of associates, partners, or

employees.

The name of a certain Shaykh Najìb, for instance, appears in

more than ten letters and notes. His full name, Najìb ibn Mabàdì

10 MS, 1: 156–60 (the quote is from 157).
11 Personal electronic communication with Katherine Burke on March 20, 2003.
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al-Sayyidì (al-Fayyùmì), is mentioned in RN 968a* as the addressee

of a letter concerning the delivery of two loads of wheat to “Abù
Mufarrij’s shùna.” Another letter (RN 968b*) makes it clear that it

was intended for “Abù Mufarrij’s warehouse, to the care of Brother

Najìb,” from one client named 'Alì ibn Badr. This complex work-

ing relationship is further illustrated by yet another letter (RN 1017c)

with an address that reads, “To the port of Quseir, the shùna of Abù
Mufarrij, to the care of (sallimhu li ) Najìb, my master (mawlày). . . .”

This Shaykh Najìb was obviously a senior assistant to Shaykh Abù
Mufarrij, in that not only were letters sent to Abù Mufarrij’s shùna,

“to the care of ( yusallamu li ) Shaykh Najìb,” but they also some-

times contain “greetings to his master (mawlàhu),” that is, Abù Mufarrij.

Although Shaykh Najìb seems to be a man with status in his own

right, adulated with honorific titles such as al-sayyid al-ajall, “the most

noble master” (RN 1003c/1004d*), and al-shaykh al-ajall al-muwaqqar

al-sa'ìd al-mawlà, “the most noble, revered, and auspicious shaykh,

the master” (RN 1015b*), the impression is that this is someone act-

ing under the auspices of his employer, Shaykh Abù Mufarrij; not

only do the letters to him all bear the address of the shaykh’s ware-

house, but also often include “greetings to Shaykh Abù Mufarrij.”

Sometimes, this say-hello-for-me goes the other way round; in let-

ters and notes to Abù Mufarrij, the senders would, occasionally, ask

the shaykh to “say hello to Brother Najìb” (RN 1004b*, 1004c*).

It is not entirely clear why some letters would be addressed to

Abù Mufarrij directly and others indirectly, via Shaykh Najìb. Two

things stand out, however, as regards the role this Shaykh Najìb
played in the warehouse and his relations with the family. One is

the unmistakable indication that this Shaykh Najìb only worked for

the senior, the father, insofar as all the documents having to do with

him are also linked to Abù Mufarrij. Letters to Najìb (e.g., RN 971b,

1017c, 1018b) either contain the address of Abù Mufarrij’s shùna, or

mention Shaykh Abù Mufarrij by name. In other words, Shaykh

Najìb was exclusively involved in the business at the shùna that bore

the father’s name, and had nothing to do with Ibràhìm the son.

(This distinction is made all the more clear if we consider the fact

that letters to Ibràhìm do not, as a rule, bear the address “to the

shùna.”) Another observation concerning this Shaykh Najìb is that

the man was more than merely a clerk working under the supervi-

sion of his boss, but rather was someone with considerable clout in

decision-making and execution. In a sense, he was more like a business
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partner than a clerk. Not only was he the sole recipient of many

business letters and notes (often with a passing acknowledgement, or

salute, to Shaykh Abù Mufarrij), but, more tellingly, his handling of

some business deals would run side by side with those of Abù
Mufarrij’s. RN 1026b*, for example, reveals that while the ordinary

business, in this case a shipment of grain, was to be handled by

Najìb, other business, such as buying swords for the pilgrims, would

be referred to Abù Mufarrij in person. There was a sense of divid-

ing tasks with individual responsibilities between the two shaykhs,

Najìb and Abù Mufarrij.

Regarding the Cairo Geniza papers, Goitein described two kinds

of partnerships common in the era, one involves cooperation with

equal or proportional responsibilities,12 another is “based on impon-

derables such as the benefit from a partner’s social position,” among

others. The latter type of partnership, Goitein allowed, served two

purposes: “[It] provided a dignified form of employment and the

most popular means for the investment of capital.”13 Based on our

understanding of the written records from the “Sheikh’s house,” the

relationship between Shaykh Abù Mufarrij and his employee/part-

ner Shaykh Najìb ought to be thought of as such.

Obviously, Shaykh Najìb, who perhaps originated from Fayyùm

in Middle Egypt (RN 977* has one of his nisba-surnames as al-

Fayyùmì), was not the only one working for the family shipping busi-

ness. More than ten such persons were named in the documents.

Among them is one named Khalaf, who was evidently working

together with Shaykh Najìb. In one letter (RN 1004c*), for exam-

ple, the author asks the recipient send his regards to “Najìb” and

“Khalaf.” Khalaf ’s name is mentioned again in RN 1027a*, this

time alongside another familiar figure, “Uncle Abù 'Alì,” that is, the

brother of Abù Mufarrij mentioned above. As a clerk, Khalaf was

apparently engaged in buying and selling; a fragment (RN 987a),

for example, mentions clothes having been “sold to (mabyù' li ) Khalaf,”

presumably on behalf of Abù Mufarrij.

Less frequent are other names that appear sporadically in the doc-

uments. Following are a few examples:

12 That is, the commonplace partnerships such as the proprietary partnership
(sharikat al-milk) or the commenda partnership; see Abraham Udovitch, Partnership and
Profit in Medieval Islam (Princeton, 1970).

13 MS, 1: 174–75 (the quotes are from 174).
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RN 966c* is a shipping note concerning the delivery of nuts “to

Abù Mufarrij’s warehouse.” The note is addressed to one “Brother

A˙mad.”

In another note of delivery (RN 988*) to the warehouse, a person

named 'Alì ibn 'Addàl is mentioned as the “handler” (al-musallam,

literally “he who is to be delivered to”) of the shipment.

RN 1058c is a letter to one al-sayyid al-ajall al-'àlì, “the most exalted

lord,” whose identity remains unknown due to the incompleteness

of the text. The verso contains an address: “the port of Quseir, to

the care of ( yusallamu li ) Abù 'Alì Nu'màn ibn 'A†ìya.” The letter

was most likely sent to Abù Mufarrij’s shùna in that the Abù 'Alì
Nu'màn mentioned herein must be the same Abù 'Alì Nu'màn who

is identified in another shipping note (RN 984a*) as someone work-

ing for “Abù Mufarrij’s shùna” at the time.

A certain 'Arafàt is yet another person to whom a shipping note

(RN 1066a*) to “the shùna of Abù Mufarrij” was named as the “han-

dler” (musallam). Still another note, sent to Abù Mufarrij, mentions

the “handler” 'Alì al-Ba†awì (RN 1017a*).

All told, this seems to be a commonplace practice in that busi-

ness letters and shipping notes addressed to Abù Mufarrij’s shùna

would designate someone other than the shaykh himself as the “han-

dler” of a specific shipment and cargo. An operational machinery is

at work here: to divide the voluminous daily tasks among individu-

als seems, on a practical level, to be aimed at assuring personal

accountability and avoiding confusion, but also hints at some sort of

hiring practice, the possibility that these individuals were under some

form of contract. In other words, they might well be some kind of

seasonal workers who were hired on temporary bases. Although the

details of such labor-owner relationship warrant further probing, it

is certain that these individuals were hired by the warehouse.

There are also, on the other hand, letters and notes that were

addressed to people other than the Abù Mufarrij clan and did not

contain any direct link to Abù Mufarrij’s home and the warehouse.

These people’s relationship with the shaykh and other family mem-

bers, and the reason why letters bearing their names were found in

the house in the first place, can thus only be established indirectly,

that is, by circumstantial evidence of association in varying degrees.

Oftentimes the association is evidenced through place, namely “the

shore of Quseir,” a nexus of trade and pilgrimage routes. (We will
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return to this point later in chapter 2.) RN 1093*, for example, is a

letter to one Hibat al-Mun'im that contains the address “to the shore

of Quseir,” but not “Abù Mufarrij’s warehouse.” The vague address

of “the shore of Quseir” is found in another letter (RN 980a*) to

one “noblest shaykh, the qà∂ì, the municipal judge (al-˙akam)” named

Abù Óasan 'Alì al-Mu'awwal.

More often, the association is seen through personal relationships

outlined by the texts. A case in point is one Abù 'Uthmàn Mithqàl,
whose name appears twice in various fragments; once in RN 1062a*

as the co-recipient with Abù Mufarrij’s son Mu˙ammad, of a letter

regarding a shipment of flax. This evident proximity to the shaykh’s

family explains why a fragment (RN 1078) containing such contents

as “Shaykh Abù 'Uthmàn has paid to the carrier [on account of ] the

ten pounds of perfume (†ìb mufri˙) . . .” and so forth would end up

in the “Sheikh’s house.” In light of this kind of loose affiliation, we

may be able to pin down those letters and notes sent to persons who

appear to have held some form of contract with Abù Mufarrij and/or

his family. In these letters (e.g., RN 1003c/1004d*, 1016a*), the

addressees would be asked to “say hello to Shaykh Abù Mufarrij.” In

a letter (RN 1027a*) from one Sunqur ibn 'Ayyàsh to one Mu˙ammad

ibn Ja'far, the author sends his greetings to our familiar figures, such

as Khalaf the clerk, and “Uncle Abù 'Alì,” among others.

The family had obviously become, over the years, part of the fab-

ric of the local community and had a far-reaching impact through-

out the town, in that a considerable number of learned men, jurists,

judges, and other office holders were among the family friends and/or

business partners. One unnamed jurist ( faqìh) seems to have devel-

oped a quite cozy partnership with the family patriarch and the

shùna (RN 969*). A certain faqìh 'Uthmàn was the client of the ware-

house in the year 633/1235 (RN 988*). Still another faqìh, named

'Alì, is mentioned in a note to the warehouse (RN 984a*). We are

not sure which of these faqìhs is the one that got himself into some

dispute about which Ibràhìm was informed by a letter (RN 998*);

the other party of this dispute was one 'Abd al-Ra˙màn, a family

friend who was also featured in RN 1003c/1004d*. What we wit-

ness here is a web of local networking and community politicking

the details of which are largely lost, given the fragmented nature of

the extant documents. One thing for certain is that the Abù Mufarrij

clan was well connected in Quseir.
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There are, of course, some cases for which no links to the “Sheikh’s

house” can be established; these are the documents from which the

addresses are either missing or not given at all, and the documents

that list names to which no concrete connection with the shaykh

and his family can be established. The fact that these fragments with

unknown provenance would end up in the “Sheikh’s house” is itself

strong evidence to indicate a certain degree of association with the

family and the house. We may never be able to connect all the miss-

ing dots, but the connection was there, right in the “Sheikh’s house.”

Clients: Suppliers, Buyers, Officials, Pilgrims, and Others

Aside from the people on the receiving end, that is, the Abù Mufarrij

clan and their business associates, there are, of course, people on

the other end, namely those who sent letters and notes, or those

whose names are mentioned, or whose activities are described, in the

documents. More than one hundred names of those who evidently

had business ties with “Abù Mufarrij and Co.” are recognizable

throughout the fragments. All of these may be considered “clients”

of the family business in one way or another. The majority of these

persons seem to have sent shipments or cargo to the warehouse,

whereas others may have used the services provided by the family,

such as buying, trading, shipping, and perhaps revenue collection.

These services, as will be discussed below, cover both the public and

private spheres of the community at large.

The extant texts are often too fragmented to allow coherent con-

clusions regarding the complicated web of association and network

centered around the “Sheikh’s house.” There are, however, some

traceable patterns—such as the recurrence of certain personal names,

and the repetition of certain technical terms used to delineate these

persons’ roles in business dealings—that may enable us to piece

together the big picture and discover what made the business work,

and what kept the family and the community together.

In this respect, certain textual descriptive “qualifiers” of the per-

sons in question reveal additional helpful information about them,

chief among these their occupations: we have al-tàjir, “merchant,”

ra"ìs al-tujjàr, “head of the merchants,” ˙ammàl, “cargo carrier,” kàtib,
“letter writer, clerk,” al-qà∂ì, “judge,” amìr, “military officer,” al-'arìf,
“superintendent,” mu˙tasib, “market inspector,” al-wàlì, “the mayor,”

and so forth.
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To exemplify how complex human relationships can be unveiled

through the usually terse and formulaic wording of the documents,

let us first take a look at RN 967a*, a shipping note:

Having arrived, in the company of the assistant to the accountant
(musà'id al-˙isàbì), for Shaykh Abù al-Óamd are: six containers of flour
and two sacks of rice. The rice is for Abù al-Qàsim al-Nàjì. He who
is to receive them (i.e., the flour and rice) for safekeeping (musallam)
in a timely manner is [you,] the master (Shaykh Abù Mufarrij?). Please
write, on account of them, a receipt. . . . The recipient is (wa-hwa) Abù
al-Óamd, the son-in-law of Yùsuf Zaytùn.

The short note comprises all the ingredients typical for business com-

munication in Quseir at the time: the shipment in question had been

sent from an unknown source to perhaps Abù Mufarrij, who, in

turn, would relay the items, flour and rice, to one Abù al-Óamd

and one Abù al-Qàsim al-Nàjì, the designated recipients. The ship-

ment was accompanied by the unnamed “assistant” to an anony-

mous “accountant.” That this Abù al-Óamd is the main recipient is

underlined by the fact that his name is repeated three times in the

beginning, middle, and end of the shipping note.

In light of the pattern illustrated by the above example, we may

put the persons who did business with the “Sheikh’s house” into the

following categories:

(1) Suppliers: those who sent letters, notices, and commodities to the

“Sheikh’s house.” In the present case, his identity is unknown.

But more often, the name would be given.

(2) Workers: those who escorted, or “accompanied” (ßu˙ba) the ship-

ment in question. These were employees of the above-mentioned

“suppliers.” In the present case, he is the unnamed “assistant”

to an unnamed “accountant.” But more often, the names are

given.

(3) Buyers: those who are designated as the eventual recipient(s) of

the shipment through the transfer of the warehouse at Quseir.

In the present case, they are one Abù al-Óamd and a certain

Abù al-Qàsim al-Nàjì.
In addition, there are two more categories that are not fea-

tured in the present case but can be identified in other documents:

(4) “Official Interest Groups”: those who are linked with official, and

semi-official, petitions, to be found among the documents, but

are evidently not members of the family, nor associates working

for the family.
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(5) “Clients at Large”: those whose business transactions, requests,

and other activities—legal, civil, and so forth—are described, or

discussed, in the documents.

Now, let us examine these five groups, one by one, in light of the

textual evidence:

The first group, the “suppliers,” are the senders of letters, notes, and,

more importantly, of course, the goods. Some of them wrote the let-

ters and notes themselves, whereas others used scribes, insofar as the

mention of the “kàtib (clerk, scribe) of so-and-so wrote this letter” is

common.14 Their relationship with the Quseir end of the family busi-

ness is perhaps best illustrated by RN 1015a*, a letter from one Óàjj
'Asàkir to Ibràhìm regarding his dispatching of a cargo of grain to

the latter. Ibràhìm’s reply is found on the verso of the same frag-

ment, informing 'Asàkir about the payment arrangements.

We have more than twenty such named suppliers to either Shaykh

Abù Mufarrij or his shùna: 'Alì ibn I˙sàn (RN 966c*), 'Alì ibn Badr

(RN 968b*), al-MuΩaffar and Abù Bakr (RN 970a*), al-'arìf Abù
'Umar . . . Daylam al-Màlikì (RN 970b*), 'Alì ibn Óusayn al-Jàbirì
(RN 972a*), 'Abd Allàh (RN 972b, 1003c/1004d*), 'Umar al-'Adì
(RN 975), 'Ajlàn Abù Ma˙mùd (RN 982a), Mu˙ammad ibn Sharìf
al-Iß†àkhrì (RN 1001a*), 'Alì ibn Óijàzì (RN 1003a*), Nàjì (RN

1004a*), Mu'ìn [al-Dìn] (RN 1004a*), Mubàrak (RN 1005a, 1018a*),

Ibràhìm ibn Naßr Allàh (RN 1026a*), Ràshid ibn Najm al-Dìn (RN

1026b*), 'Abd Abù al-Sa'àda ibn Ri∂wàn and Ibn Kìlàn (RN 1063b*),

Faraj al-Óà†ibì (RN 1064a*), 'Asàkir 'Alì al-Mamlùkì (RN 1037c,

1066a*), the 'Umar ibn Mu˙ammad family (RN 1090a), Murta∂à
ibn al-Ka'bì (RN 1093*), and more.

Some of Abù Mufarrij’s suppliers were women. Their names, as

a rule, are not given. RN 1021a*, for example, is a certificate of

flour prices to be sold by a certain “woman” (qìmat daqìq al-mar"a).
(On the other hand, we do see women’s names listed in individual

accounts [e.g., RN 966a*, 1023*].)

The named “suppliers” to the son Ibràhìm are less in number:

Abù Hàshim (RN 967b*), 'Abd al-Akram (RN 981b), Shaykh Óasan,

“the merchant of Alexandria” (RN 997*), Óàjj Ja'far (RN 1022*),

Abù 'Uthmàm (RN 1029a*), Ya˙yà (RN 1037a*), Sa'd al-Jamàlì

14 Cf. MS, 1: 162–64.
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(RN 1042a*), A˙mad (RN 1025), 'Abd al-Ra˙màn Abù Óamd (RN

1040b, who collected grains from 'Asàkir ibn 'Umayr, Muslim ibn

Mufarrij, Jalìl, Mu˙sayn ibn 'Àmir, and others), and more.

There are also a few “suppliers” known to have sent shipments

to Ibràhìm’s brothers Óusayn and Mu˙ammad; among them are

one 'Uthmàn al-Nàjì (RN 1003b*) and one Abù al-Qàsim Yùsuf

Mukhallaf (RN 1062a*).

It might be a stretch to lump together the random fragmented

texts and then to jump to conclusive quantitative statistics of the

exact traffic flow through the warehouse. However, the trend as

reflected in the texts is quite coherent. If changing volume is any

indicator, then the decline of the overall enterprise at the “Sheikh’s

house” is quite evident. The patriarch Abù Mufarrij started on a

high note. Ibràhìm the junior was able to maintain some momentum,

but by his retirement, or death, it was but all gone. (This decline

may also have to do with the general decay of the port of Quseir

over the time, which will be discussed in chapter 2.)

At times, the suppliers were themselves personally involved in the

shipping and delivery of the goods, in that they would either escort

the cargo, boats, and caravans, or would closely monitor the ship-

ments in person. In RN 1064a*, the sender, after listing all the items

he had bought for his client, assures the latter that all the items “will

be brought over by myself (hiya wàßila ßu˙batì), God willing!” There

are also occasions when the sender would safeguard the shipment

in question by travelling with the cargo. This is made clear in a

shipping note (RN 966c*) where the sender announces that he “will

arrive [immediately] after this shipment (warà" hàdhihi al-raw˙a).” Such

an announcement was perhaps more indicative of practical concerns

than a request for special treatment. In the above-mentioned case,

the sender’s assurance of his immediate arrival is a guarantee that

if any defects (al-'aybì) are detected in the shipment, he will be able to

remedy this in a timely fashion.15 This kind of assurance is reaffirmed

in another shipping note (RN 1093*), but this time with a different

kind of urgency. “Don’t delay the sale [of the shipment],” the sender

warns his client, for “I am travelling behind this cargo (khalf hàdhihi
al-˙amùla)!” Reading such wording, one cannot help but notice the

15 For the treatment of defects found in commodities ( 'ayb) in Islamic legal dis-
course, see Udovitch, 109, 136.
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existence of some sort of routine cycle of seafaring and overland

transport, in that the next trip was always to be expected. It also

sheds light on the personal trust, or perhaps lack thereof, between

the parties on both ends of the trade route.

Some individuals’ names do not appear explicitly as the sender of

letters or notes, but rather are mentioned in other types of docu-

ments, receipts or accounts. RN 1024*, for instance, is a receipt that

reads, “Abù Mufarrij has received ten irdabbs of grain from Ma†ar
ibn 'Imràn al-Qàdirì.” Those from whom the warehouse had received

the deliveries should be considered as belonging to the same cate-

gory as the “suppliers.”

The next group is made up of “employees” of the aforesaid “sup-

pliers” as well as other “clients” of the family enterprise. Those work-

ers, and laborers, are consistently identifiable thanks to distinct

technical terms such as al-wàßil 'alà yad . . ., “to be delivered by (lit-

erally “by the hand of ”) so-and-so,” al-musayyar ßu˙ba . . ., “to be

delivered, in the company of so-and-so,” and the like. As a rule, the

name of the person who sent the shipment and the name(s) of those

who accompanied it are always diligently recorded, reflecting the

medieval Near Eastern pattern of commercial partnership between

the merchant advancing the goods and the partner who accompa-

nied the goods and saw to their disposition at the point of sale.16

At times, the shipment might be escorted by the sender himself,

as the above-mentioned cases show, but more often it would be

“accompanied” (ßu˙ba) by professional porters, known as ˙ammàl, or

by young apprentices, known as ßaby,17 or, for the most part, slave

boys, known as ghulàm. Patrons and owners of these slave boys are

sometimes identified by the documents; among them was one super-

intendent (al-'arìf; RN 997*), and a certain Shaykh Baraka (RN 983*;

the same name appears in the wooden key found in front of the

“Sheikh’s house”).18 On occasions, the shipment would be escorted

by clerks, known as kàtib (e.g., RN 1008*), or deputies of officials,

known as mawlà. One shipping note (RN 968b*), for example, men-

tions Abù Sulaymàn, “the deputy (mawlà)” of an unidentified “Judge

Jamàl al-Dìn,” as the escort of the cargo.

16 MS, 1: 346–48; Udovitch, 97, 103 (based on Goitein); Abu-Lughod, 16–17
(based on Goitein and Udovitch); GQQ, 99.

17 Cf. MS, 1: 161–64.
18 See Preface, note 2.
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Some escorts’ names appear more often than others, indicating

some kind of routine engagements. A certain Khalìfa ibn al-Óàwì,
for example, is linked to several deliveries (RN 1015a*, 1056a*). On

the other hand, one single document could, occasionally, cover mul-

tiple shipments escorted by different individuals. Such is the case

with RN 1015a*, where two shipments, one “accompanied by Salàl
al-Kaljì” and the other “by Khalìfa,” are claimed. The same man-

uscript also reveals that sometimes the task was divided between the

˙àmil al-kitàb, “the carrier of the letter,” and the ˙ammàl, “the porter.”

In other cases, such as RN 1017a*, the letter carrier was the same

as the porter of the shipment, this time none other than a man with

the nickname “Old Porter” (al-˙ammàl al-'ajùz). A division of tasks

and responsibilities among the various carriers is also seen in another

case (RN 1026b*), which mentions one fellow named Ràjì whose

status is defined as ˙ammàl al-'alàma, “carrier of the trade mark,”

probably labeled on a separate piece of paper, or on the letter in

question,19 whereas Ràjì’s son is named as the “carrier” proper (ßu˙ba)
of the shipment.

The documents also imply that the “designated escorts” often trav-

eled with other people who might not necessarily have business ties

to the shipment, or cargo, itself. This peculiar phenomenon is under-

scored by the phrase “so-and-so has arrived (˙a∂ara) and says hello

to you,” usually to be found at the conclusion of a letter or a note.

The verb ˙a∂ara, means “has come,” but also “is present”; it is per-

haps to be understood within the context of someone “having arrived”

together with the escort(s) and the shipment, and caravan, in ques-

tion. Since such references are ubiquitous in the documents, it must

have been common practice, although the exact status of these “tag-

alongs,” perhaps part of the escort or simply fellow travelers, remains

to be determined.

The third group—the direct beneficiaries of the goods and ser-

vices provided by “Abù Mufarrij and Co.”—is perhaps the more

19 The documents suggest that one had to pay for this kind of trademark (RN
1027g*). It should not be confused with the scribe’s motto, also called 'alàma, which
is seen in several letters as well (e.g., RN 964a*). For the trademark on paper in
business letter writing, see Jonathan Bloom, Paper before Print: The history and impact
of paper in the Islamic world (New Haven, 2001), 57–58, 88. For 'alàma as an auto-
graph signature or the scribe’s motto in Fatimid and Ayyubid chancery writing, see
S. M. Stern, “Petitions from the Ayyùbid Period,” BSOAS 27 (1964), 28–31. For
the use of the 'alàma in Mamluk documents, see CHSH, passim.
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elusive bunch. They may be identified by textual devices such as

wa-hwa, “he (i.e., the recipient) is,” li, “it (i.e., the shipment) is for,”

or maktùb 'alà, “it (i.e., the shipment) is destined for . . .,” and so

forth. Unfortunately, for reasons to be discussed below, such infor-

mation is not always provided in the documents.

From the texts, we may know some of Abù Mufarrij’s clients by

name: one “jurist” 'Uthmàn (RN 988*), one Abù 'Arùs, “Father of

the Bride” (RN 1004b*), one Óàjj 'Abd al-Karìm and one 'Abd al-

Mu˙sin (RN 1017a*), 'Alì ibn Ibràhìm (RN 1026b*), Yùsuf ibn

Bar†ù† (RN 1027e*), Abù Bakr and al-Íalà˙ (RN 1093*), among

others.

The list of Ibràhìm’s clients is much shorter: Abù Zayd (RN 998*),

'Abd al-'Azìz, “the fuller’s son” (RN 1042a*), Shaykh al-Îiyà" (i.e.,

Îiyà" al-Dìn) Abù al-Óajjàj (RN 1055a*), among others. Again, the

trend of slowing down, or decline, that took place at the warehouse

as discussed above is reaffirmed here, in light of the lesser number

of Ibràhìm’s clients in comparison with that of his father’s.

The general lack of information about the “clients” may also

underscore the nature of the business of brokerage and shipping

embarked upon by “Abù Mufarrij and Co.” As far as the so-called

“clients” are concerned, they might have never existed en masse in

the first place. A point that can be made is that first of all, the ware-

house at Quseir may well be just one link on the long chain of

transport on the Red Sea, of which no particular client need be

defined on either end of the long-distance routes. In other words,

this enterprise is something much larger than the “Sheikh’s house”

on the shore of Quseir. Secondly, if we take the mechanism of mar-

ket economy into account, much of the grain and other goods may

be traded upon arrival, going with the flow in the market; and as

a result, it would be more profitable if a great portion of these goods

were not “destined (maktùb 'alà)” for any given parties but simply

changed hands instead. In other words, the “recipients” of these

goods could not possibly be a fixed group of people. (The same goes

for prices as well, in that they are seldom quoted in the documents;

for details, see chapter 2.)

The fourth group consists of the persons that were recipients of

official, and semi official, petitions, and whose relationship to Shaykh

Abù Mufarrij and Shaykh Ibràhìm is not all that clear. A typical

such official petition is RN 1057*, submitted to the high authority

al-majlis al-sàmì al-ajallì al-'àlì al-muwaqqar al-sa'ìd, “the sublime, the
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most exalted, the lofty, the reverend, and auspicious seat.” The peti-

tioner, Abù 'Alì Munajjà, complains about the shortage of “funds”

(al-nafaqa), apparently for an expedition or mission, and that his peo-

ple (ahl ) suffered. He urges his “master” (al-mawlà), that is, the holder

of the “seat,” named Abù Zakarìyà, to come to the rescue.

The similar 'unwàns, or titles, of al-majlis al-sàmì al-'àlì al-mu˙taram
al-amìn al-akhaßß, “the sublime, the lofty, the respectable, the truth-

ful, and the most special seat,” is found in RN 1069*, which is

addressed to a certain “Amìr Nàßir al-Dìn.” The anonymous sender

stylishly introduces himself as “the loving servant, the one who salutes

your Majestic Youth” (al-mamlùk mawadd masrùr li-shabàbika).
More pompous titles al-majlis al-sàmì al-ajallì al-mawlawì al-makhdùmì

al-mu˙taramì al-ßadrì al-amìrì al-'àlimì al-'àmilì [ ] al-amjadì, “the exalted,

the most noble seat, the master, who is to be served, the highly

respected one, the superintendent, the amìr, the knowledgeable, the

practical, . . . the most glorious,” occur in RN 1049*, a petition to

one Rashìd al-Dìn.

Equally grandiose and pompous titles are all that is left in yet

another fragment (RN 1092a*), a petition submitted to one al-majlis

al-'àlì al-sàmì al-ajallì al-af∂alì al-makhdùmì al-mu˙taramì al-muwaffaqì al-

sa'ìdì al-mufa∂∂alì sayf al-dawla wa-al-dìn kanz al-fuqarà" wa-al-masàkìn,
“the high, the noble, the most exalted, the most reverend seat, who

is to be served, the respected, the successful, the auspicious, the

favored, the sword of the State and the Religion, the treasure for

the poor and needy.” The sender is a certain Abù al-Fat˙ ibn Ma'àlì.
There are more decorative elements to be added to the title of

majlis. RN 986b, for example, opens with the titles attributed to the

addressee al-majlis al-sàmì al-ajallì al-mamlùkì, “the high, the most

noble, the loyal seat.” This last reference, of al-mamlùkì, is not nec-

essarily an indication of the Mamluk regime, but rather a generic

term in the sense of “servant” of God or of the sultan.

The title al-majlis, “seat,” a metonymic reference to the person

who held the seat, was first used in 'Abbasid and Fatimid chancery

communiqués as one of the honorific titles designated to maliks and

sultans. It was used later in the Ayyubid court, mostly by the sultan,

to address those who were below him, i.e., high ranking statesmen,

such as viziers, amìrs, and the like.20 According to al-Qalqashandì

20 QS, 7: 19–20.
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(d. 1418), a Mamluk court observer and author of the official man-

ual of the chancery protocols from the Fatimid to the Mamluk times,

the title al-majlis al-sàmìy, with a shadda on the letter y, was used as

the title of military generals (alqàb al-'askarìyìn), while the title al-majlis

al-sàmì, which ends with a plain y, was reserved for lower-ranking

provincial officers with the rank of al-†abalkhàna, in Upper and Lower

Egypt.21 It may not be out of place to note that the governor (wàlì)
of Qùß, the capital of Upper Egypt, was of the †abalkhàna rank,22

and thus would have fully deserved to be called al-majlis al-sàmì.
Further, al-Qalqashandì also cites one case in which al-majlis al-sàmì
al-ßadrì was used as an honorific title for merchants.23

As for the sender’s name and titles, the so-called tarjama, in Ayyubid

chancery correspondence, a full tarjama was, according to Ibn Shìth,

usually introduced by obeisance expressions such as al-mamlùk, al-

'abd, al-khàdim, and other similar terms. These are ranked according

to the degree of humility (al-khu∂ù' ) the sender of the letter would

like to show to the addressee, ranging from al-mamlùk, the most hum-

ble, to simply an 'alàma autograph, the least humble.24 One inter-

esting point raised by Ibn Shìth is that this long list of humility was

reserved only for the military generals (al-ajnàd ) writing to the rulers

(al-mulùk), and that the petty functionaries (al-mutaßarrifìn) of the gov-

ernment could only use al-mamlùk, the most humble, and most com-

mon, of all. The 'ulamà" elite, on the other hand, preferred to refer

to themselves as al-khàdim, that is, the one serving the interests of a

living ruler or master, rather than al-mamlùk or al-'abd, which they

considered to be reserved only for “slave” or “servant” of God.25

The wide range of the tarjamas used in the letters and petitions uncov-

ered from the “Sheikh’s house” sheds considerable light on the iden-

tity of the senders, adding another proof of the close ties between

the shaykh and his family and the government authorities.

In this connection, RN 1060b*, a petition in which the majlis itself

is missing from the manuscript, reveals the senders’ intriguing back-

21 QS, 6: 107, 116, 142–43; 7: 156–62; QSM, 299–300.
22 QS, 7: 157.
23 QS, 6: 116; QSM, 300–1.
24 MK, 34; the ranking is as follows: al-mamlùk, 'abduhu wa-khàdimuhu, al-'abd, mam-

lùkuhu, al-'abd al-khàdim, al-khàdim, 'abduhu, khàdimuhu, 'abduhu wa-akhùhu, akhùhu, shàkir
tafa∂∂ulihi, shàkir i˙sànihi, shàkir muwallìhi, mu˙ibbuhu wa-wàdduhu, shàkiruhu, name only,
and the 'alàma only.

25 MK, 35.
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ground. The petition was submitted by a group that identified them-

selves as “the servants from the Shayba tribe, the Pious Guardians

of the Holy Mosque [in Mecca]” (al-mamàlìk banì Shayba ßàli˙ì bi-al-

masjid al-˙aràm).26 As will be explored further in the next chapter,

the Mecca pilgrimage connection may be reasonably established in

light of this kind of direct textual evidence.

Another important aspect these tarjamas may prove significant is

the military connection. In the interests of the social or military his-

torian, not only are many of the tarjamas reserved for military per-

sonnel, but the “ajnàd” writing to their superiors are found in our

documents, as well as their activities, movements, and expeditions.

One letter (RN 1027a*), which is addressed to neither Abù Mufarrij

nor Ibràhìm, divulges the movements and logistical needs of “troops

(al-'askar)” that were going to fight the “Franks,” i.e., the Crusaders

(for more details, see chapter 2). In another fragment (RN 1056b),

we learn that certain items had been “sold to the troops (mabyù' lil-

'askar)” as well.

That the letters and petitions sent to the officials would end up

in Abù Mufarrij’s house and storerooms strongly suggests that the

shaykh, and perhaps his son Ibràhìm as well, was a government

agent in charge of the grain distribution on the Red Sea and Indian

Ocean trade routes. It is also very likely that the “Sheikh’s house”

was at the same time used as a postal address, so that letters sent

to other people or officials would be found inside the house. To use

a prominent public place as the postal address has long been a tra-

dition in the Islamic Near East. In the papyri era, letters were often

addressed to “the care of ” a certain person at a public place, such

as a mosque or a madrasa, who was to deliver (sallama) it to the

intended recipient.27 From the Cairo Geniza papers, for example,

we learn that the brokerage firms and transit stops, the so-called dàr
al-wakàla, also served as postal addresses.28 If this proves to be the

case here, then we might just add one more item to the list of ser-

vices provided by the “Sheihkh’s house” for the community.

26 For details, see chapter 2.
27 See, for example, Yùsuf Rà©ib, Marchands d’étoffes du Fayyoum au III e/IXe siècle

d’après leurs archives (actes et lettres) (Le Caire, 1982–1996), 5/1, nos. I, III, IV, V, VI,
VII, VIII, X, XIV, XVI, XVII; “Lettres arabes (I),” AI 14 (1978), no. VI; APK,
no. 33. Evidence of such practices in later periods is seen in ABPH, nos. 69, 70
(letters dated to the eighth/fourteenth century) as well.

28 Cf. MS, 1: 191, 291–94.
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Finally, there are those who were neither suppliers nor recipients,

but whose stake in the success of “Abù Mufarrij and Co.” was nev-

ertheless as high as the groups mentioned above. The backgrounds

of the members of this group are varied and their impacts on the

business far-reaching.

Chief among them are apparently local citizens who had certain

commercial and other business dealings with the Abù Mufarrij clan.

There is, for example, a list that contains more than fifty names of

individuals who evidently kept accounts with the warehouse (RN

1023*). Some of these are the notables of the community: the mayor

(al-wàlì ), the municipal judge (al-qà∂ì al-˙akam), a trade head (al-rayyis),

a sharìf, among others. Another list (RN 966b*) contains informa-

tion on grain collecting from, or distribution to, ten people. Sometimes

the term bayt, “household,” is used as a unit for individual itemiza-

tion as well. In RN 965*, for example, one finds a grocery shop-

ping list that names the households of one 'Imràn the porter, and

one Yùsuf al-Damanhùrì the carpenter, among others; their accounts

cover items ranging from a half dirham’s worth of chickpeas and

one dirham’s worth of onion, to two and a half and a quarter

dirhams’ worth of “eggs and other items,” all produce of the type

one would find in the local farmer’s market.

There are also accounts that contain familiar names as entries 

in the itemization of individual accounts. In the case of RN 966a*,

it is hard to tell whether these refer to the same “Mu˙ammad,”

Abù Mufarrij’s son, and the same “Shaykh Najìb” and “Khalaf,”

the shaykh’s long time associates, or to other persons that bear the

same names. The recurrent common names, such as “Mu˙ammad,”

“A˙mad,” or “Yùsuf,” do not necessarily indicate the same persons;

but by the same token, such possibility cannot be ruled out either.

Worth noting also are two women, one Umm Jafànì and one Umm

Ismà'ìl, who made the list as independent account holders alongside

their male counterparts.

Some of the people named in the documents, as mentioned above,

have proved to be neither supplier nor recipient, but perhaps some

type of middleman. One letter (RN 1015b*), for example, mentions

one “Shaykh Óàtim,” who was supposed to take the payment of oil,

which was owed to a third party, one Sàbiq ibn Iyàs al-Badrì, from

Shaykh Najìb, Abù Mufarrij’s senior clerk and partner. Apparently

money and goods changed hands through these brokers. In another

letter (RN 1083b), the sender asks Shaykh Abù Mufarrij to “receive,
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on my behalf, the [payments in] dirhams from (min 'inda) Abù al-

Majd, and send them [to me] in the company of Abù Bakr.” This

is followed by a monetary figure that is partially erased from the

manuscript. Apparently Abù Mufarrij, himself a middleman, was sup-

posed to deal with a chain of the same sort. Among these middle-

men was one Yùsuf, introduced in one letter (RN 998*) as “the chief

merchant,” a technical term that may imply he belonged to the pow-

erful and mysterious organized merchant group known as the Kàrimìs,
the details of which will be taken up in the next chapter.

Trade activities involving local judges are also documented. In a

letter to a judge (RN 1064b*), for example, a shipment of wheat to

Qùß is discussed, as is the “situation” of a certain municipal judge

(a˙wàl al-qà∂ì al-˙akam). We also find a ma˙∂ar-court document (RN

1015c*) detailing a dispute concerning “two stores” in Quseir, to be

brought up in front of one municipal judge (al-qà∂ì al-faqìh . . . al-

nà"ib fì al-˙ukm) named Zayn al-Dìn. (Does this tale of the “two

stores,” that is, two businesses, have something to do with the split

of the father and the son discussed above?) The procedures for a

judge’s handling of a probable payment is described in yet another

letter (RN 1017b*):

The carrier of the letter [should see to it] that the judge looks at it
and seals it off with a stamp. And [then] you deliver it, by hand, to
the person who pledges commenda property for a debt (ßà˙ib al-rahn).29

Activities of other office holders are also observed. RN 1070c, for

example, is addressed to one shaykh al-ajall al-mukhliß, “the most noble

and sincere shaykh,” named Abù al-Fa∂à"il ibn 'Alì al-Kinàwì. RN

1083a contains a letter sent by one 'A†à" [Allàh], to “the port of

Quseir,” to the care of one al-˙àjj 'Alì, the market inspector (mu˙tasib).
Among the “clients at large,” special attention ought to be given

to pilgrims to Mecca via the Egyptian Red Sea southern route. Two

kinds of pilgrims are featured in the documents. One consists of indi-

viduals who had gone on the pilgrimage journey to Mecca and had

business dealings back home in Quseir with Abù Mufarrij (himself

a ˙àjj ), as well as other members of the family. Although their busi-

ness is not insignificant, it is not different from that of the other

“interest groups” dealt with above. The other kind of pilgrims are

29 Cf. Udovitch, 9, 208.
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those who for the most part spoke in a collective voice, as groups,

and were perhaps customers of a substantial portion of the grain

trade that took place at the warehouse. Naturally, it is this type of

pilgrims that concern us the most here, for it was their needs that

justified the existence of the “Sheikh’s house” in the first place. (This

will be discussed in detail in chapter 2.)

In one letter (RN 1053a*), the sender describes his conversation

with a group of “five pilgrims.” The main topic was the pilgrims’

intention to purchase grain and to find a way to pay for it. More

telling is another letter (RN 1085*), which was not only “sent to

Quseir,” but also discussed the demands of a “pilgrimage caravan,”

thus establishing a direct link between Quseir and the ˙ajj route to

Mecca via the Red Sea. The state sponsorship and official patronage

of the pilgrimage caravans are reflected in the documents as well.

RN 1037d, for example, is an official letter addressed to a certain

high-ranking officer [al-majlis] al-'alì al-ajall al-màlik al-sharìf, “the ele-

vated, most noble seat, the màlik, the sharìf,” named Rashìd al-

Jamàlì. It expresses the concerns of one al-˙àjj al-mutawàlì, “administrator

of the pilgrims (?),” by the name of 'Alì, who was perhaps in charge

of the logistical matters of the pilgrimage caravan in question.

The pilgrims apparently wanted more than basic provisions such

as grain and water, which took up the bulk of business at the ware-

house. One letter (RN 1026b*), for example, expresses their desire

to purchase weaponry, swords (sayf ) to be precise, perhaps for their

self-defense. Another letter (RN 1083b) deals with their inquiry into

renting riding animals (al-kirà) in preparation for the next leg of their

journey. That, together with other issues related to trade and com-

merce, will be the subject of the next chapter.



CHAPTER TWO

THE RED SEA COMMERCE AT QUSEIR

Quseir: a place near 'Aydhàb; between it and Qùß, the capital
(qaßba) of Upper Egypt, is five days’ [ journey]; and between
it and 'Aydhàb is eight days’ [ journey]. There is a harbor
(marfa") for ships coming from Yemen (sufun al-yaman).—
Yàqùt (d. 1229)1

To be dispatched, for Óasan ibn Ja'far, is a load (˙iml)
of fifteen containers (qi†'a) of flour. Also to be dispatched are,
for the son of Ayman, five containers [of flour].—a ship-
ping note found in the house2

What kinds of commodities do the documents uncovered at the

“Sheikh’s house” deal with? Where did these goods come from and

where were they going? For what purpose were they traded? What

was the scope of the trading traffic in this small Red Sea port? While

it is hard to form an adequate and complete picture of the business

practices and commercial activities in Quseir, given the fragmentary

nature of the unearthed textual evidence, there is still a considerable

amount of information that can be gathered. Archaeological finds3

may also help to substantiate some of the claims suggested by readings

of the texts. But before going further, a brief discussion of weights

and measures is in order.

Weights and Measures

In general, weights and measures in the medieval Near East are a

thorny, and at times confusing, matter. Although the task is made

easier by the existence of studies devoted to this subject,4 the Quseir

1 Mu'jam al-buldàn (Beirut, 1955–57), 4: 367.
2 RN 1027d.
3 The issue of commodities at Quseir was first discussed by Jennifer Thayer; see

“Testimony,” 47–50. Among archaeological studies, one may mention QQ1, QQ2,
GQQ , and Hiebert.

4 For an overview of the subject matter, see Ashtor, “Makàyil,” EI 2; major ref-
erences consulted for this study are Hinz, Ighàtha, MS, and Richard Mortel, “Weights
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documents still pose challenges in that they sometimes reveal things

that do not conform to the known norms. These “irregularities” may

shed new light on the subject.

The Quseir texts as a whole are highly consistent when it comes

to weights and measures. While wheat (qam˙) and barley (sha'ìr) were

uniformly measured by the conventional mudd, wayba, and irdabb,

flour (daqìq) was often measured by an ambiguous unit called qi†'a
(pl. qi†a' ), literally “a piece,” the exact meaning of which is still not

very clear.5 One letter (RN 1018c*), for instance, mentions the deliv-

ery of “thirteen qi†'as of flour,” among other goods; another letter

(RN 1004c*) deals with the shipping of “ten qi†'as of flour.” Similar

cases can be found in RN 1066a*, where “two qi†'as of flour” are

discussed. Sometimes both flour and rice (aruzz) are quoted with the

same measure of qi†'a. RN 967a*, for instance, gives notice of the

arrival of “six qi†'as of flour” and “two qi†'as of rice.”

The notion that wheat and flour were described in different terms

is explicit throughout the documents and is consistent with the

medieval practice in Egypt as we know it.6 In all the texts examined,

wheat is never mentioned using the term qi†'a, whereas flour is never

associated with the system of irdabb/wayba/mudd (one mudd of grain

is 2.5 liter or 1/96 irdabb, and weighs 11/3 ra†l-pounds in Egypt).7 The

distinction is made clear in RN 1003a*: “I have dispatched to you,”

the author of the note advises, “ten qi†'as of flour and ten irdabbs of

wheat. . . . Put them in a safe place.” Although more research is

needed to establish what exactly the word qi†'a means as a unit of

measure,8 one does get the impression that it may refer to some sort

of container that was used for the more delicate flour, as opposed

to the sacks or bags in which rough wheat was packed. One letter

and Measures in Mecca during the Late Ayyùbid and Mamlùk Periods,” Arabian
Studies (1990): 177–85.

5 In the Red Sea port of Aden, indigo (al-nìl ) was measured using the word qi†'a,
“piece,” during the seventh/thirteenth century; see Ibn al-Mujàwir, Ta"rìkh al-mus-
tanßir, ed. Oscar Löfgren (Leiden, 1951), 140, 294–95; summarized in Rex Smith,
“Have You Anything to Declare? Maritime Trade and Commerce in Ayyubid Aden:
Practices and taxes,” in Proceedings of the Seminar for Arabian Studies 25 (London, 1995),
132.

6 Ibn Mammàtì, Kitàb Qawànìn al-dawàwìn, ed. 'Azìz Sùryàl 'A†ìya (Cairo, 1943
[reprint 1991]), 359–66; Ashtor, “Makàyil.”

7 Ighàtha, 87; Hinz, 45–46.
8 It certainly is not a common technical term for a unit of measure, as none of

the references I consulted included it.
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to Abù Mufarrij (RN 1064a*), for instance, reminds him: “I have

dispatched to you . . . two-thirds of the flour [as you requested? or

that I owe you?], and they are in two qi†'as.”
On several occasions, the qi†'a is also associated with a measure

related to flax and thus may well mean “bundle” or the like. RN

997* offers one such example.

A common term of measurement, ˙iml (pl. a˙màl ), “a camel load,”

was also used in the documents for all kinds of grains: flour and

rice as well as wheat and barley.9 In one note (RN 968a*), there is

mention of “two ˙imls of flour,” whereas in another (RN 983*),

Ibràhìm ibn Abù Mufarrij was to receive “one ˙iml of flour (†a˙ìn).”
One delivery note to Shaykh Abù Mufarrij (RN 1001a*) claims “one

˙iml of chickpeas and flour.” In a letter to Najìb, the senior part-

ner working for Abù Mufarrij (RN 968b*), the author says that he

dispatched “two ˙imls of flour, which was sifted in a sieve used for

barley (mugharbala bi-ghirbàl al-sha'ìr).” Jennifer Thayer has suggested

this indicates that the flour presumably was not ground very finely.10

The term ˙iml was widely used in medieval Arabic documents as

a measure of dry volume, which had a normal capacity of five hun-

dred pounds.11 However, “the word ˙iml,” Goitein observed, “seems

to be used in the Geniza papers in the general sense of ‘load,’ ‘bale,’

without any implication of either weight or form of packing.”12 The

same holds true in most of our Quseir documents, inasmuch as the

mention of ˙iml, “load,” is often followed by the exact measures in

the irdabb/wayba/mudd system. A letter to Ibràhìm ibn Abù Mufarrij

(RN 1015a*), for instance, mentions that the author dispatched

[O]ne and a half ˙imls, accompanied by Salàl al-Kaljì, and one and
a half ˙imls, accompanied by al-Khalìfa, thus a total of three ˙imls of
fine wheat, which were ten irdabbs.

This is made even clearer in yet another note (RN 979*), which

offers ratios of various measures in the following statement:

[I have dispatched] three and a half ˙imls [of grain], which equal (badal
'anhà) eleven irdabbs [or] sixty and a quarter waybas.

9 Richard Mortel observed that ˙iml occurs almost exclusively as a unit of mea-
sure for flour in the texts he examined, “although barley, pepper and hides are
each mentioned once in connection with it”; see Mortel, “Weights,” 182.

10 Thayer, “Testimony,” 49.
11 Cf. MS, 1: 220.
12 MS, 1: 486 (note 25).
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In another example (RN 966b*), the distinction was made by list-

ing the exact amounts of grain in the irdabb/wayba figures, side by

side with the number of ˙iml-loads in each account. The same equa-

tion is again confirmed by RN 970b*, which states that the shipment

consists of “fives ˙iml-loads [of wheat, which weigh] sixteen and two-

thirds irdabbs.” Similar figures are given in yet another document

(RN 1042a*) that claims “two ˙iml-loads of wheat, which weigh forty

waybas,” that is, roughly 6.7 irdabbs (one irdabb is six waybas).

Taken together, a quick calculation of the quotes above shows

that the ˙iml, in the Quseir contexts, designates a loosely measured

“load” that is somehow a bit more than three irdabbs per ˙iml, which

is twice the “standard” ratio of one and a half irdabbs (or nine way-

bas) per ˙iml, as it is commonly known.13

A much rarer measure of volume, farda, “load, sack, package, large

parcel,”14 occurs in at least three texts. RN 1022*, for instance, is a

note from one Ja'far to Ibràhìm ibn Abù Mufarrij, informing the

latter about the delivery of “two fardas” of goods, including “six

minus a quarter waybas of wheat,” along with other domestic items.

It appears that the farda-load is different from the ˙iml-load; one doc-

ument (RN 984a*), for example, mentions the shipping of “two ˙imls

of pure wheat (qam˙ naqì) and two fardas of rice” to Abù Mufarrij’s

warehouse. It must be much smaller: fewer than six waybas, or sev-

eral kilograms, of wheat were put in “two fardas.”

Other rare measures of volume, bark and 'idl, also occur in a few

documents. The term bark (or barak), “bales,”15 appears in RN 1018c*

where inventories of “thirteen qi†'as of flour, two large bales (barkayn

kibàr) of rice, plus another two farda-bales of rice,” among other

items, are registered. It is clear from the wording that the bark is

different from the qi†'a. The word 'idl, “ship bale,”16 but also, “the

half of a load,” is seen on several occasions: once in RN 1004a*,

which claims “one and a half ˙iml-loads and two bales ('idlatayn) [of

grain]”; and again in RN 1004c*, but this time with a different con-

notation. “Be sure to keep all my half-share of the load ('idlì ) in a

warehouse, next to the rest of the merchandise,” the sender advises,

13 Hinz, 13; Ighàtha, 87.
14 For farda, see Dozy, s.v.; the same usage is found in a Vienna manuscript,

dating from the fourth/tenth century; see DAA1, 77–78 (no. 15).
15 See Dozy, s.v.
16 MS, 1: 220, 335, 336.
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“[and] put all of my share of the half ('idlì) [shipment] in one place,

and use the crops to pay for taxes.”

Unlike the grains—wheat, barley, flour, and rice—which were

measured mostly by volume, other kinds of produce were measured

by weight, mainly by the ra†l, “pound.” RN 966c*, for instance,

informs Abù Mufarrij’s warehouse about the delivery of “a total of

five hundred ra†ls of fine nuts (zakìyat lawz), good quality cake (zakìyat
ka'k), and pure flour (zakìyat duqàq).” RN 1086, an account that resem-

bles a grocery shopping list, mentions “four ra†ls” of meat, among

other items. But more often, foodstuffs and domestic items are listed

only with their prices and without mention of their exact weights.

RN 1077b* appears to be either an account or a shopping list, and

registers the following:

One dirham[’s worth of ] henna. . . .
Half and a quarter [dirhams’ worth of ] bread.
One silver dirham[’s worth of ] onions.
Four and a half [dirhams’ worth of ] cooking butter (samn). . . .
Ten and a quarter dirhams[ ’ worth of ] saffron. . . .
Two dirhams[’ worth of ] rose water. . . .
One and a half silver dirhams[’ worth of ] Jew’s mallow (mulùkhìya). . . .

And so forth. Each item is crossed through with a line as if it had

been checked off. No weight or unit of measure is given.17

Containers and other forms of packing were often used in the

medieval Near East as equivalents for measures of volume and

weight,18 but in our documents their use is somewhat ambiguous.

For example, the term ba††a (or bu††a), literally a “leather bottle,”

perhaps in the shape of a duck (ba††a),19 may mean different things

in different contexts. Thus the ba††at qi†àra in RN 1022* could mean

either “a sugar/syrup container,” or “a ba††a of sugar/syrup”; that

is, either the container or the volume measure. But in most cases it

17 It is true that the term dirham was also used in the medieval Near East as
measure of weight but mainly for gold and silver (see Ashtor, “Makàyil”; Hinz,
1–7; Ighàtha, 89); it is obvious that the term dirham fi∂∂a, which is used consistently
in this manuscript, refers to the dirham silver coin, not any measure of weight.

18 MS, 1: 332–34.
19 It is made of glass, according to Edward Lane, but leather, according to J. G.

Hava; most scholars are in favor of the latter explanation; see MS, 4: 422 (note
78); Richard Cooper, “Ibn Mammàtì’s Rules for the Ministries: Translation with
commentary of the Qawàwìn al-dawàwìn” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of California,
Berkeley, 1973), 354.
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appears that the term was only meant to be “container” per se. RN

1004c*, for instance, urges the owner of the warehouse, “send me

ba††as as soon as possible (sur'a sur'a)! I need them urgently.” They

seem, by the way, to have always been in short supply. Another

seemingly desperate brief note (RN 1017c) requests, “O my master,

[send] me ba††as by all means (min kull budd ), and we need them to

be delivered (tusayyar) [immediately].” A third note (RN 1027a*)

acknowledges “the arrival of the ba††as.” It is by no means a sur-

prise that such orders would have come from or to a warehouse.

Other forms of packing used as units for measures are: barnìya,
“clay vessel, clay bottle (of oil)” (RN 988*, 1008*), quffa, “basket (of

fruits)” (RN 1093*), rizma, “bundle (of flax)” (RN 1062a*), jarra, “jar,”

and shuwàl, “large sack” (RN 1004c*). Nonetheless, their occurrences

are exceedingly rare and their uses erratic. It seems best, therefore,

to treat all these on ad hoc bases and not to base any generaliza-

tion on them. The Cairo Geniza papers reveal that bulk quantities

of silk and flax were traded in pounds or bales;20 this does not, how-

ever, seem to have been the case in Quseir, where the volume of

trade was apparently much smaller.

There are also a number of cases where one finds unknown jar-

gon and unusual uses of conventional terminology. Sometimes, the

unit itself is omitted altogether: RN 1037a*, for example, mentions

the purchase and shipping of “six [units of ?] medicine (sitt wujùr),”

probably to be wrapped in “three cases (qurub, or qirab) and three

leather-baskets (˙ufùß).”
But more often, one is faced with obscure terms denoting unit of

measurement that are not found in the reference books. Following

are some of these:

Jàrib < jarìb?: the word jarìb can be used for dry weight (of wheat)

or liquid measure,21 but it appears in the manuscript as jàrib (RN

966b*), the reading and meaning of which remain uncertain.

Tillìs (or tallìs), “sack (related to French treillis and English trellis)”:

the term, which usually denotes a volume measure for grain,22 is

cited in one document as a measure or perhaps a form of packing,

or both, for flax (kattàn) instead. RN 1004c*, for instance, mentions

20 MS, 1: 224–28.
21 Hava, s.v.; Hinz, 38.
22 See Hinz, 51–52; Ighàtha, 88; Adolf Grohmann, Einführung und Chrestomathie zur

arabischen Papyruskunde (Prague, 1955), 1: 163–64; MS, 1: 333.
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the shipping of “six talàlìs (pl. of tillìs) of flax.” This type of use, to

my knowledge, is rare.

Wazn, literally “weight”: the use of the term as a measurement

unit has not been found elsewhere. RN 1093* has “three wazn-units

(thalàth wazanàt) of green watermelons.”

Grain: Quantity and Prices

Grains arguably constituted the core of the trade activities around

the “Sheikh’s house.” This is attested to by ample textual evidence;

grain—mostly wheat, and to a lesser extent barley, flour, and rice—

is mentioned in most of the documents. The amounts of the grain

dealt with range from a few “containers” (qi†'a) of flour to many

irdabbs of wheat. One account (RN 966b*) records amounts totaling

forty-three irdabbs, that is, approximately three thousand kilograms,

of wheat.23 A preliminary survey of all the recognizable figures relat-

ing to grains from the paper fragments recovered during the 1982

season at the “Sheikh’s house” has yielded the following statistics:

500 irdabbs (35,000 kilograms)
1,200 waybas (14,000 kilograms)

+ 700 pounds (ra†l )

50,000 kilograms.

Since these figures reflect only the readable portion of the extant

fragments—a considerable number of which are badly damaged, to

say nothing of those that have not survived—the real scale of the

grain trade/distribution around the warehouse must have been much

larger. Compared with grain trade activities elsewhere in Egypt at

the same time, these figures may not strike one as overwhelming.

(In a contemporary document from Fayyùm, a rural town in Middle

Egypt, six hundred irdabbs of wheat were just part of a deal men-

tioned in one document.)24 If one bears in mind, however, that activ-

ities around Shaykh Abù Mufarrij’s warehouse in Quseir revolved

23 One irdabb weighed seventy kilograms in thirteenth century Egypt; see MS, 4:
235.

24 See, for example, DAA1, 248 (no. 44); six hundred irdabbs weigh 42,000 kilo-
grams, or forty-two tons, of grain.
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around the accumulation of countless small sums, often several waybas

here and a few irdabbs there, in an area that did not grow its own

crops (one document makes this point rather explicitly),25 the sheer

amount is quite impressive.

The above-mentioned three tons of wheat in one account consti-

tuted at the time one year’s provisions for four or five medium-sized

households,26 or a month’s provisions for more than a hundred men

or two hundred women and children, a range that is greater than

the population at Quseir as we know it.27 Most of the grain in ques-

tion thus must have been connected with long-distance trade, espe-

cially with the lucrative business of provisions for the pilgrims traveling

to Mecca.28

While the majority of the crops dealt with here were raw wheat,

ground flour was produced, and shipped, perhaps for better market

value. One letter (RN 1003c/1004d*) makes this point clear by stat-

ing that the sender has “ground a small amount of flour and [other

foodstuffs] that are worth ten dirhams.” He then goes on to advise

the recipient of the letter, Shaykh Najìb, Abù Mufarrij’s chief assis-

tant, to send the money, which must be a bundle, along with the

“perfume” he ordered, presumably to be paid for in part by the

money from selling the flour. On occasion, we are told that the flour

has been “sweetened” ( fì hàdha al-daqìq al-sukkar ; RN 1053a*), likely

aiming at a higher price than usual.

The commercial nature of grain collection and distribution around

the “Sheikh’s house” is also attested to by the prices that are occa-

sionally given in the documents. One account (RN 966a*), for instance,

quotes the total cost of twenty-four and a half waybas of wheat at

two hundred and eighty dirhams, or approximately 1.72 dinars per

irdabb (one dinar is forty dirhams). The value of this figure varied,

of course, with the fluctuations of the market. In one lengthy letter

(RN 1027a*), the grain prices are reported as the following:

25 RN 1049b, which has mà fìhim shay zara'tuhu, “not a thing in the shipment was
grown by myself.”

26 According to Goitein, “twelve irdabbs per year . . . seem to have been the quan-
tity of wheat needed for an average middle-class household” during the thirteenth
century; see MS, 4: 235.

27 Archaeologists believe that the town was maintained only to facilitate the trans-
port of pilgrims and for trade; see Hiebert, 127.

28 For the pilgrims mentioned in the documents, see chapter 1.
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Prices have all changed except for wheat, which is two dinars minus
two qìrà†s [per irdabb]. Flour can be had at [the price of] two dinars
minus ten dirhams per irdabb.

As we are told later on in the letter, the wheat was eventually sold

at a slightly higher price of two dinars per irdabb by one Hàrùn to

one Ràjib Majd in the marketplace.

The prices quoted in these two cases are, as a matter of fact, very

high, twice the “standard” wheat price of one dinar per irdabb in

Cairo during the thirteenth century,29 roughly the time when the

port of Quseir was active. Compared with the wheat prices in other

places, the difference appears even larger. Some recently published

Arabic documents housed in Vienna, for instance, reveal that around

the same period wheat was sold as low as one dinar per four and

a half irdabbs in Upper Egypt,30 seventeen dirhams per irdabb in

Fayyùm, and eighteen to twenty dirhams per irdabb in Alexandria

(and at some point in Cairo as well),31 which is nearly half the “stan-

dard” Cairo price or one-fourth of the above-quoted Quseir prices.

One may, of course, argue that the comparison here may not be

entirely reliable, given the random nature of the data, and that this

price range nevertheless fits well the general pattern that grain was

cheaper in Cairo than in the countryside, and that, after all, the

price range of two dinars per irdabb might not have been extreme.32

But there is no doubt that, by any standard, grain sold at the “Sheikh’s

house” in the Red Sea port Quseir was not cheap.

In this connection, activities of crop hoarding and price gauging

are documented in our texts (e.g., RN 966a*), where discrepancies

among various figures allude to the gaps between the going “stan-

dard” prices and the amounts the hoarders (al-˙ukkàr) intended to

charge.

29 See MS, 4: 234–44.
30 DAA1, 329 (no. 48).
31 Most of the prices quoted are from manuscripts written in the sixth/twelfth

century, but some are dated from the seventh/thirteenth century; see DAA1, 245
(no. 44), 492.

32 See, for example, E. Ashtor, A Social and Economic History of the Near East in the
Middle Ages (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London, 1976), 293–95, where the chart of
“Prices of Grain (in irdabbs) in Egypt under the Bahrites” shows that the prices of
wheat in the second half of the thirteenth century rose to as high as 2.25 dinars
per irdabb ( July 1264) and dropped as low as 0.25 dinar per irdabb during the
depression ( July 1277); see also MS, 4: 240.
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Putting a price tag on everything, however, was by no means a

common practice in Quseir as far as the textual testimony allows.

The majority of the documents do not mention prices. Thayer has

speculated that the reason that prices are rarely specified in the

Quseir texts as a whole may be because the goods were “to be nego-

tiated according to the market price at the time of delivery, or simply

because the transaction has taken place and the goods are destined

for storage until the time of delivery.”33 All things considered, flexibility

may be the key in this context in that not only would prices largely

be left floating on the waves of the market, but the clientele of the

warehouse, as discussed earlier in chapter 1, was also constantly

changing.

Other Commodities: No More Spices?

Aside from grains, a variety of goods are dealt with in the docu-

ments, chief among them foodstuffs, domestic items, textiles, and, to

a lesser extent, sailing equipment as well as livestock (as riding ani-

mals for transportation). Slave traffic is spotty at most, if at all.

Cooking oil, baked foods, and nuts are mentioned frequently in

the documents. Quite often oil was strained, and so oil strainers

( gharbalat zayt) were among the items in demand as well (e.g., RN

1027b*). The relatively large quantities of these products suggest their

potential commercial purpose. The above-mentioned RN 966c*, for

instance, deals with amounts of more than five hundred pounds of

nuts and baked goods, hardly an average family’s snack.

If oil and dry foods were perfectly suited to long-distance trade,34

there were also things that were not. One note (RN 965*) includes

chickpeas (˙ummuß), onions (baßal ), carrots ( jazar), lemons, butter (zubda),

milk, and eggs in its shopping list, while another (RN 1077b*) men-

tions a wheat-and-meat dish (harìsa), clarified butter (samn), bread

(khubz), onions, and Jew’s mallow (mulùkhìya). A third delivery note, to

Ibràhìm ibn Abù Mufarrij (RN 1008*), contains “high-quality butter

(zakìyat samàn), pure chickpeas (zakìyat ˙ummuß),” along with “high-

33 Thayer, “Testimony,” 48.
34 Wheat, flour, rice, soap, syrup (al-qu†àra), olive oil, dried fruits and nuts, and

lighting oil (zayt al-˙àrr), among other items, were listed by Ibn al-Mujàwir as the
main exports from Egypt to Yemen; see Ibn al-Mujàwir, 142–43; Smith, “Maritime
Trade,” passim, especially 133.
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quality almonds (zakìyat lawz), and fine eggs (zakìyat bayà∂ ).” The

ubiquitous adjective zakìya seems to be a technical term used to clas-

sify and describe, almost uniformly, the foodstuffs and other items.35

One note (RN 1090a), for example, lists lentils ('ads) and “high-qual-

ity fine pickles (zakìyat mukhallal ßaghìra),” in addition to dry crops

( ghalla), among its shipped items. There are recorded instances in

which crops and fruits were sometimes harvested, and then shipped,

before ripe, perhaps for the sake of preservation. RN 1093*, for

example, lists “green grain (kha∂r al-ghalla),” along with “a basket of

apples, and three wazn-units of green watermelons (bi††ìkha kha∂rà").”
Beans (al-fùl ) and watermelon are mentioned in one note (RN 1031e),

and lemons in another, among other fruits (RN 1070c). These veg-

etables, cooked dishes, fruits, and dairy products were most likely

for local consumption.

Some trade items are dubious, to say the least. The case of a

mother’s inquiry about the so-called “happy drink” (shiràb mufri˙) for

her severely ill daughter (RN 1018d*) has already been reported

above (chapter 1). The intriguing “happy drink” here was probably

meant for something used medicinally (perhaps some kind of rem-

edy in the form of a syrup). But it is also possible that the “happy

drink” (perhaps in the line of “happy dust” today) refers to wine,

which, in Muslim society during the thirteenth century, could have

been used legitimately for medicinal purposes.36 The selling of alco-

holic beverages is also evidenced by one note (RN 1086), which puts

al-'arakì (for al-'araqì ?), a popular liquor made from grapes, on its

shopping list, along with clarified butter (samn), flour (†a˙ìna), saffron

(za'faràn), fresh butter (zubd ), and meat (la˙m). On the other hand,

items for purely medicinal uses were bought and sold as well. One

letter (RN 1037a*), for example, mentions the purchase of “wujùr,”

which is some sort of “medicine poured into the mouth.”37 Amulets

and charms for healing purposes were found at the “Sheikh’s house”

as well, and they will be discussed in the next chapter.

Next to foodstuffs and drinks—lawful or otherwise—come a variety

of everyday domestic items: a sugar or syrup container (ba††at qi†àra),
an oil or juice presser (kammàd ), fine sprinkle or shaker bottles

35 For the unusual morphology of this usage, see chapter 4.
36 On wine consumption in medieval Cairo in general, and on wine being used

for medicinal purposes in particular, see MS, 4: 253–61.
37 Hava, s.v.
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(qumqum),38 and stoneware cups (kùz) are mentioned in RN 1022*.

Brass and copper objects (al-na˙às, RN 986b), mirrors (RN 1027a*),

soap (ßàbùn, RN 1004c*, 1008*), and pottery (al-fakhkhàr, RN 1029a*),

are also among the items to be traded.

There were, of course, things meant for more serious purposes.

“Buy me twenty pens,” the author of one note demands (RN 1072*).

But pens pale in comparison to the not-so-serious commodities meant

for pleasure, rather than practicality, that unveil the lighter side of

local life. One note (RN 1077b*), for instance, discusses luxury items

such as henna, rose water (mà" ward ), perfume “in a porcelain bottle”

(khazaf 'i†rìya), and saffron. Another kind of perfume, of the †ìb type,

is also mentioned (RN 1003c/1004d*). Added to the list are coral

(al-marjàna), which might have been used for decoration or other

domestic purposes (RN 1027a*, 1040c), a necklace (†awq, RN 1023*),

as well exotic items such as semi-precious stones (a˙jàr), pearls and

beads (a˙bàb), perhaps imported from Persia (RN 1085*). We are

not certain to what extent these domestic and cosmetic items were

sold commercially; at least some of them are confirmed by archae-

ological research as “domestic objects.” Among the finds at the site

of Quseir, besides the obvious “trade items” which were largely intact,

there are some items that bear signs of having been used locally.39

Textiles carry considerable weight in the documentation, suggesting

heavy traffic and a thriving market.40 Flax (kattàn) appears to have

been a popular trade item (RN 1004c*, 1016c, 1033c, 1077a*, among

others). One delivery note (RN 1055a*) informs Shaykh Ibràhìm
about the arrival of “one load of flax” (˙iml kattàn) in the company

of one 'Umar ibn Fa∂à"il al-Qif†ì. The warehouse obviously provided

storage and/or brokerage services, as the sender made it clear that

the flax was for a third party named Shaykh Yùsuf al-Rayàfarì (?)
and instructed Ibràhìm to “put it in a good place” ( fì maw∂i' jayyid ),

a typical phrase commonly used in the Quseir texts to indicate that

the goods in question were to be deposited at the warehouse and

then redistributed.

38 This is most likely made of glass. For a survey of the glass vessels found in
Quseir, see GQQ , especially 103–5.

39 Hiebert, 131.
40 A full account of the textiles found at the “Sheikh’s house” and elsewhere in

Quseir is to be found in Burke and Whitcomb, “Quseir Textiles”; also G. M.
Vogelsang-Eastwood, “Two Children’s Galabiyehs from Quseir al-Qadim, Egypt,”
Textile History 18 (1987): 133–42.
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A tool called a flax comb (mashshà†) is mentioned as well (RN

1040c).41 Quantities of unspun flax were found in the “Sheikh’s

house,” further supporting the textual evidence.42

Cotton (qu†n), the quintessential Egyptian product, is only men-

tioned once (RN 958b); and judging from the content of the frag-

mented text, it was perhaps part of the ghalla revenue payment, not

necessarily a trade item.

Fabrics called qumàsh, literally “textile” (RN 1018c*), and al-†arìz,
“textiles with woven or embroidered texts” (RN 1027a*),43 were also

traded in Quseir. Fine silk (˙arìr zàkhir) is also mentioned in one let-

ter (RN 1004c*). Colors of fabric seem to be the topic of discussion

in one fragment (RN 1033e), and the shipping of “bags of fabric

indigo ( jiràb kasìya)” is described in another (RN 1090a).

All kinds of tailored and manufactured clothing were purchased

and sold at Quseir as well, chief among them the thawb (pl. thiyàb),
the basic garment worn by men and women. In the RN 987 group,

for instance, several torn fragments, apparently from one original

account, are dotted with phrases such as “to be sold (or already sold,

mabyù' ),” “seven garments,” “eighteen garments,” “one garment,”

and so on. Something similar is seen in the RN 1055 group, which

was originally one account and is now torn into pieces; it contains

phrases such as “three garments,” “four garments,” “to be sold,”

and so forth. Occasionally, the size of the cloth is quoted; RN 1021b*,

for instance, mentions the purchase of “two pieces of cloth (thaw-

bayn), which are twenty-five cubits (dhirà' ) long, of which only half

has been delivered so far.”

Other sorts of clothing also abound. One long letter (RN 969*)

discusses the selling of turbans (al-'imàma), children’s clothes (kiswa

lil-ßighàr),44 and the train of a robe (or perhaps long coat, al-dhayl ),45

41 For mashshà† as “[flax]-comber,” see MS, 1: 418 (note 32). The possible read-
ing of mishà†, “combs,” however, should not be excluded. For the wooden combs
found in the Quseir site, see Hiebert, 149–50.

42 Hiebert, 135; see also, Jonathan Brookner, “Textiles,” QQ1, 183–95.
43 The term is usually spelled †iràz; for more details, see Robert Serjeant, Islamic

Textiles: Material for a history up to the Mongol conquest (Beirut, 1972), 7–15; Y. K.
Stillman, “Libàs,” EI 2; and Ghàda al-Óijjàwì al-Qaddùmì, Book of Gifts and Rarities:
Kitàb al-hadàya wa al-tu˙af (Cambridge, Mass., 1996), 374.

44 Various aksiya (sing. kisà), “robes, cloaks,” or “casual wraps,” are discussed in
Serjeant, passim (index kisà"); MS, 4: 181 (411, note 234), 188; and al-Qaddùmì,
102, 189.

45 Al-Qaddùmì, 420; for the suggestion of “long coat,” see RN 969* (Text No.
24, commentary to line 7).
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which was sold for “twenty-six dirhams.” The author of another long

letter (RN 1064a*) tells the recipient: “I have bought cloth (al-kiswa)

for you and will deliver it myself.” Still another letter (RN 1004c*)

deals with “fine (zakìya) kiswa-robe, tailored in pure silk (˙arìr zàkhir),
fine shawls (ashyàl ), and fine galabiya clothes ( jalàlìb),” along with flax,

ropes, and other commodities. It appears that sometimes clothing

was traded in bulk volume; one letter (RN 1003b*), for example,

mentions “two loads’” (˙imlayn) worth of women’s wraps with inlaid

gold and gem ornaments (milàyat ˙aram muraßßa'a). Other kinds of

clothing mentioned in the documents include winter clothing such

as a shamla, “cloak, blanket cover” (RN 976*, 1059*), all-season wear

such as 'abà", “cloak-like woolen wrap” (RN 1018c*), fù†a, “waist-

wrapper” (RN 1018c*, 1054, 1077d, 1088), a kind of cummerbund

popular with the Yemeni men (the Yemeni connection will be taken

up later in this chapter). There are also articles for specific purposes

such as a kafan, “shroud” (RN 986a). The †iràz textiles, already men-

tioned above, were also commonly used as wraps for burial.46 (It

may have something to do with the probable funeral services pro-

vided by the family, as it is alluded to in some non-commercial doc-

uments, to be discussed in chapter 3.)

Given Quseir’s location on the shore of the Red Sea, it is not

surprising to see items relating to the maritime activities mentioned.

Among these, the most frequent is salab, “ropes,” or “hawsers,” which

are believed to have been used to hold boats together.47 RN 988*,

for instance, lists “ten hawsers” among the items to be delivered to

the warehouse. Other documents dealing with the delivery of hawsers

to Quseir include RN 1004c*, 1020a*, and 1049b, which also gives

more details about the use of “special ropes for rotation (mukhalkhalìn
aslàb al-adwàr),”48 which is most likely related to boat-building. Maritime

activities as a whole are indicated by the frequent mention of the

word markab, “boat, sailing vessels,” in many documents. It has been

speculated that some boats were built in Qùß and then disassembled

for camel transport to the Red Sea via Quseir.49 In this connection,

46 Irene Bierman, “Art and architecture in the medieval period,” CHE, 353 (with
further references on textiles).

47 See GQQ , 112 (citing Goitein and Ibn Jubayr).
48 The manuscript has al-awdàr, which is perhaps a misspelling.
49 GQQ , 115. In spite of that, it is commonly believed that during the Ayyubid

period, most of the Red Sea boats were built at the shipyards in Cairo and then
transported to Qùß; see note 96 below.
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some tools mentioned in the texts, such as mattocks (al-†ùrìya, RN

998*), might be used for such enterprise as well. The documentation

is, unfortunately, too thin to allow any further speculations in this

regard.

As for overland travel, riding animals (rakà"ib, dàbba) are specified

as trade items in several delivery notes. Two of these (RN 1042a*,

1016a*), for instance, mention the shipping of camels ordered by the

clients; and another (RN 1085*) deals with stable supplies from over-

seas. Aside from being trade items, riding animals were also offered,

perhaps even more frequently, for rental (al-kirà). As already men-

tioned above, al-sayf, “sword,” was also among the items to be nego-

tiated by Shaykh Abù Mufarrij on behalf of a certain al-˙àjj, most

likely for the pilgrims’ self-defense on the long, and at times dan-

gerous, journey to Mecca.

There are also traces of slave trade evidenced by the documents.

One manuscript (RN 977*) contains, in the margin, a few presum-

ably registration marks, with semi-official titles of al-màlik al-riqq al-
'arìf, that may be tentatively rendered as “the slave owner, the head

of merchants.” More to the point is a letter (RN 1027g*), where the

sale and transport of a particular slave girl (al-jàriya) is discussed in

some detail,

[Let it be known that] 'Abd al-Ra˙màn has been entrusted, on our
behalf, with her (i.e., the slave girl in question) sale. O God, O God!
If the slave girl, whose sale has been certified (wu'ida bayànuhà), has
arrived at your place, dispatch her to us immediately! You know the
legal procedures of [her] guardianship (shur† al-˙aw†a) already.

However, in light of the slim documentation, slave trade does not

seem to be among the major activities around the “Sheikh’s house.”

Finally, it is rather curious that spices, a major commodity in

Indian Ocean trade,50 are rarely mentioned in the Quseir documents

as a whole. Pepper ( fulful, filfil ) occurs in a few fragments. In RN

991b, a business diary, al-filfil is one of the recurrent items. Again,

it is listed in RN 1027d and RN 1040c as a commodity, but leaves

no impression of large-scale trade. In a fragment uncovered outside

the “Sheikh’s house” (RN 958a), plants and woods such as prunus

mahaleb (ma˙lab) and Indian prickly ash ( fàghira, Latin Zanthoxylum)

50 GQQ , 108–9 (with bibliography).
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are listed alongside some foodstuffs such as bread, chickpeas, resin

(sandarùs), and Yemeni wild eggplant ('arßim, Latin Solanum Incanum).51

It remains unclear whether these plants and woods would be used

as burning incense or for other purposes. While rose water, saffron,

and perfume, as mentioned above, are cited in some documents,

they are not by any measure significant in comparison with other

major commodities, chief among them grain, in terms of quantity

and frequency in documentation. It is thus perhaps safe to say that

spices were not important in the commercial activities connected with

Shaykh Abù Mufarrij’s warehouse, the main commodity of which

was, first and foremost, grain.

Trade Patterns and Business Practices

In chapter 1 we have learned the human stories, stories about how

Abù Mufarrij’s family business was connected with the local and

regional communities and, by extension, with perhaps the interna-

tional network. We came to know the “players,” major and minor,

in the arena known as the “Sheikh’s house.” The shredded docu-

ments left in the house reveal that Abù Mufarrij, his son Ibràhìm
and his siblings, and perhaps the third generation of the family, were

engaged, sometimes in the capacity of official or semi-official gov-

ernment agents, in grain collection and distribution on the Red Sea

trade route, and that their shipping businesses predominantly catered

to the logistical needs of the Egyptian pilgrims on their way to Mecca

via the “southern route.” Now, the question is: How did it work?

To put it more precisely: What do we know about the trade patterns?

What were the procedures in trading goods? How were the pay-

ments being made? Answers to these questions would no doubt lead

to the eventual question of whether there was a “market economy”

in Quseir as previously thought, or suggested, by recent research,52

and, if yes, how it functioned.

A synthesis of the documents uncovered at the “Sheikh’s house”

has enabled us to classify the sundry activities around the warehouse

51 The manuscript has '-r-ß-n, which is a variant spelling of 'arßim, a Yemeni term
for wild eggplant; see Dozy, s.v.

52 For example, Thayer, “Land Politics”; “Testimony.”
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into the following categories: grain trade, revenue collection, and

other services.

Among these, the main occupation, namely grain trade, involved

collecting, distributing, and re-selling crops from/to local clients and

the pilgrims to Mecca. Be that as it may, our discussion ought per-

haps begin with one document which is, in many ways, representa-

tive of the mechanism of the collecting and distribution activities at

the port of Quseir. This lengthy account (RN 1023*) constitutes what

appears to be a balance sheet of debts or credits, with names and

amounts. Written in two columns on each side of the paper—twenty-

one lines on the recto and twenty-three on the verso—the account

reveals the kind of local clientele of Abù Mufarrij’s warehouse. Among

the more than fifty clients are the local chief judge, the mayor, and

a “superintendent (al-'arìf ),” perhaps of the port. Each line in the

document is crossed through with a stroke that seems to be a kind

of check mark, suggesting some sort of finished business or cleared

account. From the terse wording, it is hard to tell whether this bal-

ance sheet is about debts or credits, the “ins” or the “outs.” But

one thing is clear here: it has to do with the collection and redis-

tribution of commodities among local people.

Keep this question of “ins” and “outs” in mind, one might find

other account records to provide more insight. RN 1040b, for instance,

contains a list of names and the amounts of grain Ibràhìm ibn Abù
Mufarrij received from these individuals. Though the manuscript is

severely damaged, one is still able to read lines such as:

From Fa∂l [. . .] two and a half and a quarter loads of wheat.
From 'Asàkir ibn [. . .] one and a quarter loads of wheat.
From [. . .] one load . . . [of wheat].
From Muslim ibn Mufri˙ one and a quarter loads of wheat. . . .

In most of cases, however, the account records do not offer clues

indicating whether these grains were brought in from somewhere or

whether they were to be dispatched to somewhere. As a result, we

know little about the context of these accounts: they may reflect one-

way traffic by which the merchants and brokers—presumably Abù
Mufarrij, his son Ibràhìm, and the company—collected small amounts

of grain from local peddlers. More likely, they may merely indicate

the crops that were to be shipped out from the warehouse at Quseir.

Whatever the case may be, efforts were made by the scribes of these

records to record as many details as possible. RN 966b*, for instance,
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not only lists the exact amount of wheat each person was to bring

in (or take out), but also the “shortage,” or balance of grain (naqßa)
owed by (or owed to) him. Although very often the amount of the

balance was no more than a few mudds’ worth of wheat, they were

recorded meticulously. A similar example is also found in RN 971*.

Part of this account reads:

'Abd al-Bàqì: four loads; balance: six mudds.
'Umar: seven and a quarter loads; balance: three waybas.
Abù al-Fat˙: two loads; balance: half wayba.
Al-Óusayn: two and a half loads; balance: nine [mudds].

The eagerness for accuracy surely says something about the com-

mercial nature of collection and distribution activities in Quseir. It

may also reflect the practice—consistent with the historical chroni-

cles—of weighing the commodities again upon their arrival and prior

to storage ( fì maw∂i' jayyid ).53 If they fell short (naqßa) of the expected

weight, the discrepancy would be indicated in writing.

This double-check procedure is documented diligently in our texts.

In RN 971*, for example, on the recto one finds what appears to

be an inventory that lists the multiple shipments received from sev-

eral individuals. “Shortages” (naqßa) of weight are meticulously recorded.

The text on the verso, however, contains a rebuttal of sorts, argu-

ing, or explaining, that the reason for the supposed “shortages” lies

in inadequate scales (kayl ), not malice.

I write to inform Shaykh Abù Mufarrij that our scale exceeds (a†àla)
theirs by one wayba. If your scale is accurate, then their scale master
(wàlì akyàl ) may discount ( yunßifu, literally “to be just”) the [extra]
wayba. The scale master is Badr al-Dìn.

Incidents of this kind seem to have been quite common on account

of the frequency of references to the practice of weighing grains

upon arrival (e.g., RN 966b*, 979*, 1023*). In RN 1066a*, a dis-

pute caused by the recipients’ allegedly “inadequate scale” resulting

in the withholding ('àqù) of the shipment in question is recounted in

some detail.

After collecting and verifying—weight, quality, and so forth—the

crops were then to be re-distributed, or re-shipped, by the ware-

house. RN 988*, a shipping note to Abù Mufarrij’s warehouse, dating

53 Thayer, “Testimony,” 48; Ibn Jubayr, Ri˙lat Ibn Jubayr (Beirut, 1964), 41.
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from 633/1235, states explicitly that the commodities, “twenty-seven

irdabbs of wheat, seven bottles of lighting oil (zayt ˙àrr), and ten

hawsers,” were for one Shaykh Nàbigh and a jurist (al-faqìh) named

'Uthmàn, and that the warehouse served merely as a transit stop.

It seems to have been a common practice to name the person that

was supposed to receive the shipment for safekeeping (al-musallam,

literally “he to whom to deliver”), and in this case, the person was

'Alì ibn 'Addàl, an employee at the warehouse.

Concerning the “ins” and “outs” of collecting and re-shipping, it

is no surprise that we do not find letters, or notes, written by Shaykh

Abù Mufarrij, Ibràhìm, and other associates regarding the outgoing

shipments. Letters from them would end up on the receiving side,

not at the “Sheikh’s house.” Nonetheless, the function of the ware-

house as a brokerage reaching out to both ends—inbound and out-

bound—of the trading traffic can still be evidenced by the documents

(for example, the bayàn and tadhkira certificates; see chapter 4) issued

on the shaykh’s and other family members’ authorities, as well as

by the circumstantial context of the documents.

Some documents also suggest that the warehouse collected crops

and other items chiefly as trade commodities, but also, at times, as

revenues. In this respect, the collection of the revenues, in the form

of ghalla, literally “crops,” is a well-documented practice in the Islamic

Near East.54 Since the term ghalla could, of course, also simply mean

“crops,” the distinction between the two is not always clear-cut. RN

1090a, a badly soiled fragment, contains phrases such as, “to be

delivered to (al-wàßil ) to the port of Quseir, from the family ('ayyila)
of 'Umar ibn Mu˙ammad . . . is my ghalla payment ( ghallatì) of four

irdabbs.” More to the point is the fact that the document makes it

clear that the ghalla in question also includes vegetables, pickles, and

indigo dye for fabric. This, in my opinion, is how we may draw a

line between the ghalla as crops, namely grain, and the ghalla as rev-

enue payments in kind, which include sundry types of things. By the

same token, in a fragment found outside of the “Sheikh’s house”

(RN 958b), a certain judge writes to one shaykh about sending the

ghalla payments ( ghalla sàlima), which include cotton, among other

54 For al-ghalla as “taxes paid in kind,” that is, taxes paid in agricultural prod-
ucts instead of cash ('ayn) or commodities (aßnàf ), see al-Nuwayrì, Nihàyat al-arab fì
funùn al-adab, vol. 8 (Cairo, 1964), 275–78; Cooper, 253, 257.
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things, to the town of Qùß, the capital of Upper Egypt. Abù Mufarrrij’s

son Ibràhìm was also involved in such an enterprise; in one shipping

note (RN 967b*), for example, he was advised about the delivery of

“the ghalla payment of Abù Hàshim,” to be accompanied by “cav-

alry (? al-jawlìn).”
Other forms of taxation are also divulged by the documents, fur-

ther indicating the family’s semi-official status in town. RN 987b*,

for example, contains what appears to be a tax register whose com-

plex arithmetic details remain to be further studied by specialists.

That the crops could fulfill the zakàt revenue requirements is confirmed

by a letter to Abù Mufarrij (RN 1004c*). “Put all of my half-share

of the [shipment] in one place,” the sender demands, “and use the

crops (al-ghilàl ) to pay for (ta∂manu) the zakàt taxes.”55 The shipment

in question was made up of a variety of commodities, out of which

only grain was allocated to pay the tax dues. An unnamed, but 

business-savvy, woman’s fight with a tax-collector ( ßà˙ib al-zakàt) is
vividly described in a letter (RN 1018d*) and has already been dis-

cussed in chapter 1.

In this connection, but perhaps in a different arena, the issue of

tithe taxes (al-'ushra) to be collected and paid at the port of Quseir

is also discussed in the documents. This is an aspect that may shed

light on the taxation and customs practices at the ports and harbors

along the shore of the Red Sea. A good example in this respect is

to be found in RN 1027a*. The text on the recto is a memo writ-

ten on behalf of one Sunqur ibn 'Ayyàsh to one Mu˙ammad ibn

Ja'far, confirming the delivery of a shipment to the latter; the ship-

ment was eventually meant for a certain Abù al-Karam ibn Naßr.
The memo discusses the matter of charging (or perhaps paying) the

broker, that is, Mu˙ammad ibn Ja'far, a tithe-tax (al-'ushra) of forty

mudds of grain, and a commission, or fee for the lease (al-kirà) of six

mudds, on account of the shipment in question, which carried eight

irdabbs, or roughly six hundred kilos, of wheat. It is interesting to

see that the figures of the taxes and the commission are repeated

once again at the end of the text, highlighting their importance. The

55 For the regulations of the zakàt taxes issued by the Ayyubid chancery, see Ibn
Mammàtì, 308–17; for the zakàt taxes collected at Upper Egypt, on the Red Sea
trade route, see Ibn Jubayr, 38–39. For the zakàt taxes collected at the Red Sea
port of Aden and on Indian Ocean route, see Ibn al-Mujàwir, 143–45, 147–48.
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text on the verso is Mu˙ammad ibn Ja'far’s response. It contains

rare information regarding grain prices at the local market as well

as the procedures of daily business practice, selling and buying (and

perhaps price gauging and fixing), the working of credit lines in the

business partnership, and so forth.

This leads us to another kind of activity embarked upon by the

“Sheikh’s house,” namely free trade, or market commerce. It is evi-

dent that in addition to collecting and re-distributing crops, as com-

modities for the pilgrims and revenues for the government, the shaykh

and his family members were actively pursuing commercial interests

through various venues. This “for-profit” enterprise is underscored

by a considerable number of documents that turn out to be what

we now might call business orders.

Orders were issued by various parties in and around, or even far

away from Quseir, requesting the warehouse either to buy or to sell

on their behalf. Some of these are quite simple and straightforward.

RN 1029a*, a letter to Ibràhìm, is concerned with a single item of

business,

Upon receiving this letter, sell the pottery at your disposal (al-fakhkhàr
alladhì 'indaka) . . . and give the payment (al-thaman) to Shaykh 'Abd al-
Mu˙sin so he may invest the money (li-yuthmira bihà) in the market
('alà al-sùq).

By “invest” the author of the letter might mean to buy other com-

modities for the purpose of future retails. Also worth noting is the

mention of “market,” which is not all clear whether it is spoken of

as a real marketplace in Quseir, or as an abstract reference, as in

“free market economy”; the rather odd preposition 'alà, “on, upon,”

instead of the usual fì, “in, at,” certainly leans towards the latter

interpretation.

Even the simplest orders of purchasing, as the one shown above,

involve a certain degree of re-selling and re-possession process. The

implication may well be that all the transactions we witness here at

the “Sheikh’s house” were just one link in a much larger chain of

events. This is underscored by the documents dealing with the much

more complex processes of buying and selling, and re-buying, and

re-selling. Goods changed hands at a rapid pace, in and out of the

“Sheikh’s house.”

In one letter (RN 1064a*), for example, Shaykh Abù Mufarrij is

informed by one Faraj al-Óà†ibì about a shipment of grain either
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owed to the shaykh or that had been ordered by him. And then

this Faraj goes on to tell the shaykh,

I bought (sharaytu) ten and a quarter waybas [of flour] as you had
demanded. I also bought you kiswa-cloaks, and they will be brought
over by myself, God willing! We are supposed to leave the town this
Thursday, God willing! O God, O God! load them [as soon as pos-
sible] and do not delay (or withhold, là ta'ùqù) in their shipping!

Although Faraj failed to state explicitly whether the “flour” men-

tioned here was included in the already delivered shipment in ques-

tion or a new item to be shipped in the next cargo, the cloaks

certainly were. It is also made clear that the shipment in question

was supposed to be re-shipped, this time by Abù Mufarrij, to some-

where else, the next destination on this long chain of transport and

money making.

In this respect, it is not at all unusual to see letters and notes

about shipments being committed, or commissioned, to multi-layered

transactions. This kind of “package deal,” if one may, is perhaps

best described in the following letter (RN 968b*), from one 'Alì ibn

Badr,

I am writing to inform Brother Najìb . . . that I have dispatched, accom-
panied by Abù Sulaymàn the deputy (mawlà) of the judge Jamàl al-
Dìn, two loads of flour sifted in a sieve used for barley. O brother,
make sure ( fa-ya˙riß) to put them on sale. Sell them for me. Whatever
you need, simply order it; just send me the order (al-imra).

The last sentence from the above quote, the formulaic conditional

construction mà ta˙tàju waßìhi, “whatever you need, order it [from

me],” is typical Quseir jargon used in such contexts (for more details

on the language of the documents, see chapter 4). More re-sales of

mostly foodstuffs are ordered in the remainder of the letter. The role

played by the warehouse as a brokerage firm and transit house is

highlighted by the instructions given to Najìb, the senior partner of

Shaykh Abù Mufarrij, as to how to handle the shipments the ware-

house was to receive: he could store them, put them on sale (if the

prices were right), and, as an exchange, order commodities and ser-

vices from the clients, in this case, 'Alì ibn Badr. Not only were a

judge, Jamàl al-Dìn, and his staff involved in transactions here, peo-

ple associated with other businesses were present as well; among

them one Shaykh Sul†àn, who appears to have been staying in the

warehouse at the time, albeit not working for the warehouse itself,

but for its client 'Alì ibn Badr instead.
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We are able to compare Quseir business transactions we have

examined with those of the Cairo Geniza era, as Goitein has listed

services rendered by business partners to one another as the fol-

lowing: (1) deal with the shipment sent by the correspondent; (2)

accept, verify, and sell the shipment and then collect on it; (3) pur-

chase local goods (using the money collected); and finally (4) pack

and dispatch the goods back to the correspondent.56 By all accounts,

Shaykh Abù Mufarrij and Ibràhìm do all of this as well.

The role of the “Sheikh’s house” as a transfer stop is further

confirmed by more extensive documentation, these including the

mention of the brokerage fees, or commissions for middlemen (dilàla)
in several letters,57 and the discussion of specific cases. From RN

970a*, for example, one learns that Abù Mufarrij’s duties as an agent

included re-selling the goods he received from the sender (“By God,

by God! as soon as the aforesaid [shipment] arrives, don’t let it sit

idle, not even a moment! Sell it as God so provides!”), picking up

his clients’ money from a third party, and shipping back some new

items to the sender of the letter (“Wrap everything separately and

hand it all to Khi∂r [the porter].”). The urgency for re-sale obvi-

ously has to do with the principle of keeping one’s capital working

all the time. Cash flow seems to be a major concern here. The “if-

you-don’t-pay-on-time-you-won’t-get-the-goodies” warning is issued

twice, on both the recto and the verso.

The Quest for Money

Regarding money, cash, as it appears in the documents, is not always

mentioned explicitly in discussions of buying and selling. When it

came to paying for goods and services, hard currency did not always

prove to be the priority for many writers of letters to the “Sheikh’s

house.” Medieval Near Eastern commerce, as early Islamic legal writ-

ings and contemporary documents would have us believe, was pri-

marily a credit economy, and more precisely, a credit economy based

on paper.58 The Red Sea trade in Quseir was no exception. In this

56 MS, 1: 166–67.
57 For dilàla fees, see MS, 1: 160–61.
58 MS, 1: 197–200, 240–50; Udovitch, passim, especially 77–86, 261; Bloom,

135–41.
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regard, the exchange of goods seems to be a very common alter-

native to monetary payments. Advance pledges of property for debts

(al-rahn) and debts proper (al-duyùn), in the form of exchanging goods,

are discussed in the documents. Reading through some of these (e.g.,

RN 977*, 1008*, 1017b*, 1023*), a discernable trend appears to be

that the commodities in question were to be traded as a form of

payment for the pre-existing rahn-pledges. One document (RN 983*)

also authorizes a waiver of debts (raf ' al-duyùn) under circumstances

that are not totally clear.

Besides exchanging goods as a means for credits, the ˙awàla, or

“bill of exchange,” was used for payment arrangements as well.59

We see its use in a quite self-explanatory way in a memo (RN 998*):

The master has confirmed this and has written [to authorize] the sale
of perfumes. But I have not received the money-order (˙awàla) for that
yet, nor any information about it forthcoming. [So] you may sell them
as God so provides and feeds.

RN 965* is an account that appears to be made up of two seem-

ingly disjointed parts, to be separated by a heading of ˙awàlat al-
istilàm, “money order [to pay] for the received [goods],” together

with a figure of “seventy three and a half dirhams.” Looking at the

following break-down, we find:

part one part two
30 dirhams (lines 1–2) 3.5 dirhams (line 6)
10 dirhams (line 3) 4.5 dirhams (line 7)

+ 20 dirhams (line 4) 0.5 dirham (line 8)
+ 2.5 1/4 dirhams (line 9)

60 dirhams
11 1/4 dirhams

We calculate a total of some seventy-two dirhams that would nearly

match the “seventy-three dirhams” indicated in the ˙awàla note. The

following speculations are in order: (1) The sixty dirhams mentioned

in part one must have to do with the flour, which is mentioned

explicitly in line 5 (wa-bihà diqàq); (2) the eleven plus dirhams quoted

in part two may have to do with other goods purchased, and money

owed, by the same households, and persons, mentioned in the text;

59 For the workings of the ˙awàla, see Udovitch, 80–81, 139–40, 187–89, 207–8
(with bibliography); MS, 1: 241–42; Bloom, 138–39.
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and (3) therefore, the “seventy-three dirhams” in question amount

to the total sum owed by the four clients in question, while the

actual payments, or debts, are itemized in the two disjointed parts.

In other words, the two parts actually form one account, that is,

one ˙awàla, or money order of payments.

Another example of payments by means of the transfer and credit

system known as ˙awàla is seen in a much lengthier and more sys-

tematic accounts record (RN 966a*), which has already been dis-

cussed in chapter 1. It is interesting to note that this ˙awàla has its

origins as a document issued by one 'arìf al-˙ukkàr, “the head of the

hoarders.”

That the ˙awàla functioned as certificate of transfer or of credit

is further illustrated by a memo to Abù Mufarrij (RN 1018a*), which

not only confirms the shaykh’s role as a broker whose duties included

selling the crops on behalf of his clients, but also sheds light on the

way payments were supposed to be made, in this case through trans-

fer of credits via the ˙awàla system:

I have [sent] to you four and a half and a quarter irdabbs of barley,
and four irdabbs of wheat. Would the Master please endorse (taqifu ma'a)
this letter with its carrier, sell them (i.e., the crops) . . . and hand him
the proceeds (al-mablagh). Please send us a memo (ruq'a) so I can cash
(or change, li-aßrifa) the money.

The text on the verso, which appears to be a response to the recto,

tells us that the recipient of the memo did just that. “Hereby is the

first certificate of transfer of debt (awwal ˙awàla),” he declares, “[Please

pay it in full] by your grace and benevolence.” This case reveals,

again, a pattern in the Quseir trade practices where cash was not,

or need not, always be on hand when the selling and buying took

place. Even if some form of cash—in this case, the mablagh—was

handed over, the seller might still prefer to receive it in a particu-

lar currency, a matter to which we will turn soon.

In addition to the ˙awàla, we also witness the use of some form

of payment installments. In RN 1015b*, for example, instructions

were given to Najìb as how to make the payments, including the

so-called al-murattabayn, the parallel of which is also found in the

Cairo Geniza papers. In a particular case examined by Goitein, an

amìr received his “regular fees” in the form of al-murattabayn, liter-

ally “two payments,” from a Jewish pious foundation; the first pay-

ment consists of nine waybas of wheat, and the second of eight,
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“instead of which 75 dirhems were remitted in cash.”60 Our Quseir

letter suggests that the murattabayn dues were perhaps paid in advance,

Upon the arrival of Shaykh Óàtim . . ., give him the dues (al-murat-
tabayn) for oil, which are for (maktùb 'alayhim) Sàbiq ibn Iyàs. Send me
a receipt (ruq'a), stating that he (i.e., Óàtim) has received it.

While the exact figures used in this arrangement in the Quseir con-

text may vary from those of the above-mentioned Cairo Geniza case,

it nevertheless provides us with yet another rare look at a local ver-

sion of fixed payment plan, or perhaps a “financing plan,” in the

pre-modern Red Sea trade.

Eventually some form of monetary payment still has to be made,

however, and the issue of money cannot be totally avoided. The

documents suggest that monetary payments were made in various

ways. A common method seems to be advance payment in cash.

RN 1070a, for example, makes this point plain: “As soon as you

send me five dirhams,” the author of the note promises, “I will rent

[riding animals to carry] the crops (ukrì 'alà al-ghalla) [to you].”

Another document (RN 1003c/1004d*) makes a similar point by

insisting on receiving the advance payment as a pre-condition for

dispatching the goods:

If you have not received any [money], send me a notification, so I
will rent [riding animals] to carry the goods (ukrì dhà sila' ). If you have
received some [of the money], send me a notification, too. Whatever
you need, order it [from me]. I need nothing but cash. . . . Please tell
al-Makìn—if he has not paid anything yet—that I will send him a let-
ter about renting riding animals (li-kirà dàbba) and that he will get [the
goods].

There was then the question of exchange rate and related matters

that were obviously of major concern among the merchants. In the

above-mentioned RN 1018a* the issue of al-ßarf, “money changing,”

has already been touched upon, but the preferable currency is not

named explicitly. Some documents, on the other hand, make the

point clear. In one particular case (RN 970a*), it was “Egyptian

dinars” vs. “Meccan dinars.” In the letter, the correspondent 'Alì
ibn Badr issues a specific warning to Shaykh Abù Mufarrij,

Don’t accept the payments on our behalf unless [they are paid in]
Egyptian golden dinars (dhahab Mißrì). Cash the money (intaqidhu) care-
fully: No Meccan dinars (dhahab Makkì). Egyptian dinars only!

60 TS NS J 27, sec. 2 (dated 1143); see MS, 1: 117, 425 (note 5).
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Now, what is at issue here? What exactly are the differences between

“Egyptian” money and “Meccan” money in terms of value, purchasing

power, and credibility? Why was the latter vehemently rejected in

Quseir? This particular incident about preferences for, and prejudices

against, different dinars then circulating in the Red Sea commercial

network has raised questions which can only be answered specula-

tively, given the current state of our knowledge on the subject. Islamic

legal discourse on the problem of using multiple coins in one transaction

has traditionally centered around the notion of coin types made of

different metals, that is, gold vs. silver vs. copper;61 by and large, it

has little, if any, to say about the regional variants. In the present

context, the “Egyptian” dinar (Mißrì, which, according to Goitein’s

study of the Cairo Geniza papers, specifically means “minted in

Fustat”)62 had a higher value in comparison with the “foreign” cur-

rency.63 Since the Cairo Geniza was roughly contemporary to the

period when Quseir as a Red Sea port was active, and given the

overall monetary situation in Ayyubid Egypt, we would assume that

the “Egyptian” golden dinars circulating at Quseir came from the

same source, with a higher value vis-à-vis that of the “foreign” cur-

rencies. As for the “Meccan” dinars, or Hijazi dinars, one theory

has it that they were perhaps being struck at new mints and relying

on a relatively new source of gold in East Africa (Zimbabwe, Kilwa,

among others) that was perhaps less “pure” and therefore of lower

value than that of the Egyptian dinar.64 This is, of course, just one

interpretation.65

61 Warren Schultz, “‘It Has No Root Among Any Community That Believes in
Revealed Religion, Nor Legal Foundation for Its Implementation’: Placing al-
Maqrìzì’s comments on money in a wider context,” MSR 7/2 (2003), 173–78 (with
bibliographical references).

62 During the Ayyubid time, golden dinars were also minted in Alexandria; see
Warren Schultz, “The monetary history of Egypt, 642–1517,” CHE, 330.

63 MS, 1: 234, 237, 239–40, 359–60 (on exchange rate of “good old Mißrì dìnàr”
vs. Tripoli, Lebanon, Damascene, and other “Mediterranean dìnàrs” in the twelfth
century). A case of the devaluation of the Maghribì dirhams in relation to the
Egyptian ones is discussed as well (1: 390).

64 MS, 1: 234. The idea was communicated with John Sutton on October 7,
2002. For details about the gold mining industry in Kilwa, see Sutton, “Kilwa in
the early fourteenth century: Gold trade, monumental architecture and Sunnì con-
formity at the southern extremity of dàr al-Islàm,” in Biancamaria Scarcia Amoretti,
ed., Islam in East Africa: New sources (archives, manuscripts and written historical sources. oral
history. archaeology) (Rome, 2001), 425–39; “The African Lords of the Intercontinental
Gold Trade before the Black Death: al-Hasan bin Sulaiman of Kilwa and Mansa
Musa of Mali,” The Antiquaries Journal 77 (1997): 221–42. I thank Mr. Sutton for
sending me the articles and sharing with me his expertise on the subject.

65 A historical survey of currency in pre-modern Mecca is found in Mortel, “Prices
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Another interpretation of the preference for Egyptian dinars over

the Hijazi ones lies in the notion of uniform type of investments in

a joint partnership. This idea had been stipulated by Muslim legal

writers, especially the Shàfi'ìs, in the early Islamic centuries and was

confirmed by later documents, such as the Cairo Geniza papers, in

practice.66 The insistence on, or the preference for, a similar type of

coinages as capital in joint investments was very commonplace in

business practices. Needless to say, the uniform coinage ought to be

the most desirable, and lawful, in the marketplace. It is perhaps due

to such concerns, not the least of which being the conceived vul-

nerability of the non-Egyptian currencies, that the writers of the

Cairo Geniza letters made it clear that they wished to receive “exactly

the type of money one paid to the issuing banker,” to avoid the

eventual devaluation of the currency.67 In the context of Upper Egypt,

there were certainly enough incentives to convince Shaykh Abù
Mufarrij and his clients to use Egyptian money whenever they could.

Another intriguing aspect of the reference to dhahab, “gold,” in

the above text is the fact that in later Ayyubid times, gold had

become scarce; the currency most commonly dealt with in Quseir,

as everywhere else, was the silver dirham.68 Although this question

may best be left for specialists to debate, our documents do seem

to indicate that discussion of money in terms of gold has not ceased

altogether. It is seen, for example, in another letter (RN 969*). Here,

the sender, apparently a merchant who specialized in textiles and

clothing, demands the recipient (whose identity is unknown; perhaps

a member of the Abù Mufarrij family?) to sell the turbans on his

behalf. He then switches gears by informing the recipient,

in Mecca during the Mamlùk Period,” JESHO 32 (1989), 299–302. Although Mortel’s
article deals mainly with the Mamluk period, some data may prove to be relevant
to the late Ayyubid and perhaps early Mamluk times in question.

66 Udovitch, 32–33 (based on the Mabsù† by the Óanafì Sarakhsì [d. 1090] and
the Minhàj al-†àlibìn by the Shàfi'ì Nawawì [d. 1277]), 177–80.

67 MS, 1: 242.
68 MS, 1: 234; for the monetary policy under the Ayyubid sultan al-Kàmil after

622/1225 when copper fulùs attained the status of official currency in addition to
silver dirham, the so-called “Kàmilì dirham,” see Ighàtha, 68–69; Goitein, “The
Exchange Rate of Gold and Silver Money in Fà†imid and Ayyùbid Times: A pre-
liminary study of the relevant Geniza material,” JESHO 8 (1965), 34–35; Schultz,
“Monetary history,” 332–33 (with bibliographical references). It is noted here that
the fulùs is not mentioned in any Quseir documents read so far.
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Nu'màn has sold long coat (al-dhayl ) for twenty-six dirhams, and he
still has eight [long coats?] left [unsold], by God Almighty! As for me,
all [the items] in my [storage] are sold out (inqa∂à), and we need
[more] children’s clothes. We have pure gold (dhahab aßfar), which we
will use [to pay for them], by God’s blessing.

It is unclear whether by “pure gold” he meant gold bullion, or golden

dinars; but the latter is perhaps more likely insofar as another doc-

ument (RN 1003c/1004d*) sheds more light on the issue. In this

lengthy letter to Najìb, one of Shaykh Abù Mufarrij’s senior associ-

ates, the urgent demand for cash to pay for the rental of riding ani-

mals to carry the merchandise is raised repeatedly:

I need nothing but cash (al-daràhim), because I intend to use them to
rent [riding animals]. . . . Do not pay me golden dinars (là taßrifu lì dha-
hab); change them (ishtarihà, literally “buy them”) to silver dirhams
(daràhim). The exchange rate (al-ßarf ) in Qinà and Qùß is thirty-seven
[dirhams per dinar], and [if it is] the Yùsufì (? or Tawfìqì)69 [dirham],
then it is nineteen and a quarter dirhams [per dinar]. O God, O God!
send me the cash in silver dirhams [only]!

The exchange rate of golden dinars (dhahab) vs. silver dirhams, with

its probable local variants, is in keeping with Goitein’s observation

of a Cairo Geniza “writer’s assumption that the provincial town has

an exchange rate by itself.”70 This letter shows that the nearby towns

Qùß and Qinà did in fact have their own exchange rate, which was

perhaps different from that of Cairo, where the “standard” rate was

1: 35–40, with 1: 34 hitting the “bottom” in this period.71 The rate

of 1: 19 as quoted in the present case certainly strikes one as unusual;72

but a clearer notion of the currency in question (Yùsufì? Tawfìqì?)
is perhaps better left for specialists to debate. Regarding currency

69 The word is undotted in the manuscript; I have been unable to reach a sat-
isfactory reading. The usual practice to name a coin was after the ruler; I have
been unable to identify any Ayyubid ruler with the name, or title, of Yùsuf or
Tawfìq. There is one possible candidate, the Ayyubid prince al-Nàßir Yùsuf of
Damascus; but there is no enough material to work with to advance along this line
of inquiry.

70 MS, 1: 378 (note 33).
71 Goitein, “Exchange Rate,” 4–5, 28–29 (nos. 60–61, the only two cases of gold

vs. silver coins in the Ayyubid period; both at the rate of 1: 40); MS, 1: 368–92,
especially 390–91. For the time period in question, the sources usually refer to the
Kàmilì dirham as the official currency circulated in Cairo.

72 Goitein did report cases of “abnormal” lower rates, ranging from 1: 13 to 1:
20, as opposed to the “normal” ranges of 1: 30–40; see “Exchange Rate,” 28–40.
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exchange, the activities of the so-called al-ßayrafì, “money changers,”

are recorded in our texts as well (e.g., RN 1023*). Gold and silver,

after all, were themselves commodities, to be freely traded every-

where in the Islamic Near East.73

In addition, the so-called waraq silver dirham is also mentioned in

a legal document (RN 1015c*) as the fee to be paid to the plaintiff
or the court.74 But its use must have been exceedingly rare in com-

parison with the regular dirham, apparently the most common cur-

rency circulated on the Red Sea trade route, to which we next turn.

The Trade Routes

The itineraries from and to the “Sheikh’s house” form one piece of

the fascinating mosaic that makes up the Red Sea and Indian Ocean

trade routes,75 on which the port of Quseir was one of many transit

stops. Similar to the circumstances of the Cairo Geniza letters, the

majority of which were written by people that Goitein termed “itin-

erant merchants,”76 the letters and notes uncovered in the “Sheikh’s

house”—of the “stationary merchants,” to use Goitein’s words, on

the receiving end—were incoming mail whose senders did not, as a

rule, include their own addresses (for the textual aspects of letter

writing, see chapter 4). It is therefore no surprise, although it is dis-

appointing, that the direct textual evidence one may use to pin down

the itineraries of these merchants and their merchandise is thin.

The documents show that goods were transported either over land,

by means of camel caravans, or by water (the Nile and Red Sea),

by means of various sailing vessels.

That Quseir was the port of Qùß, the capital of Upper Egypt,

has been confirmed by the textual evidence. The city of Qùß was,

in one medieval traveler’s words, “a place of rendezvous (multaqà)”
for “the pilgrims from Egypt and the Maghrib” as well as for “the

merchants from Yemen, India, and the land of Abyssinia (ar∂ al-

73 Cf. MS, 1: 229–66.
74 For the waraq dirham, or “black dirham,” which was struck in Ayyubid Egypt

prior to the reign of Sultan al-Kàmil, see Schultz, “Monetary history,” 332–33.
75 On the Red Sea trade route, a general survey is to be found in Abu-Lughod,

147–49.
76 MS, 1: 156–61.
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Óabasha)” on the Red Sea and Indian Ocean trade route.77 It is

mentioned as a destination of shipping on several occasions in the

documents (RN 1003c/1004d*, 1026a*, 1058). Another document

(RN 1064b*), on the other hand, tackles a legal dispute concerning

a shipment “to the city of Qùß.” Information about the exchange

rates in Qùß and the nearby city of Qinà found in one document

(RN 1003c/1004d*) provides another piece of evidence for the con-

tact, and routine traffic, between these two metropolises and the port

of Quseir. The sender of a letter (RN 999b) tells his colleagues, “The

slave boys (ghilmàn) from Qinà . . . are coming in a boat (al-markab).”

Letters sent to Qinà are also found among the fragments. On RN

1013b, for example, the address of an outgoing letter is preserved,

ilà madìnat Qinà yusallamu lil-akh . . ., “to the city of Qinà, to be deliv-

ered to Brother [so-and-so].”

Other domestic and international routes, such as Cairo and the

Nile Delta, the Red Sea and Indian Ocean, remain circumstantial,

insofar as the documents seldom, if at all, mention these places by

name. In this regard, demographic origins and religio-social affiliations,

as reflected in people’s nisba-surnames, may provide some clue; we

have, for example, “Óijàzì,” from the Hijaz; “al-Iskandarì,” from

Alexandria; “al-Damanhùrì,” from the Nile Delta; “al-Fayyùmì,”
from Middle Egypt; “al-Iß†àkharì,” from Persia; “al-Qur†ubì,” from

Cordoba, Spain; “al-Màlikì,” of the Màlikì law school, usually an

indication of the Hijazi, or north African origins; and so on. Further

identification of these individuals and their relationships with the Abù
Mufarrij clan, and with each other, will no doubt shed light on the

organization and its operation in the Quseir shipping industry and,

to a larger extent, in the Red Sea and Indian Ocean trade routes.

Caution, however, should be applied here insofar as these nisba-sur-

names do not always hold truth in indicating the genuine origins of

a given person other than his/her family pedigree.

There are, nevertheless, some more reliable pieces of information.

The documents offer a glimpse into the probable origins of the ship-

ments and cargoes. RN 1027b*, for instance, contains two separate

notes about the delivery of wheat and oil strainers to Abù Mufarrij’s

77 Ibn Jubayr, 40–41. For modern research on Qùß and its relation to Quseir,
see Garcin, passim, especially 5–6, 10–11, 399 (Quseir as “the port of Qùß”); GQQ ,
101–10, 115–120 (with bibliography). A vivid description of the long way upstream
from Cairo to Qùß is found in MS, 1: 298.
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warehouse; the two loads, one originally from “abroad” (? khàrij ), a
term that needs further verification, and another from “the south”

(al-qibl ), that is, Upper Egypt, were transported by a boat (? ˙amùla)

called “Good Tidings” (akhbàruka al-sawàrì).78 The boat, or carrier,

that bears the same name is also mentioned in RN 1004a*. Flax

and linen are likely to have come from the Nile Delta, which has

long been known for these products. In RN 997*, for instance, two

loads of flax from a merchant perhaps based in Alexandria are dis-

cussed. It is also possible, however, that some of the flax and tex-

tiles were brought to Quseir from “the south,” that is, towns in

Upper Egypt, such as Ashmùnayn, Qùß, and Aswan, which were

also known for producing high-quality linen and clothing.79 The Nile

barges, called jarm (pl. ajràm), are mentioned in the texts as the vehi-

cle for transporting goods (RN 977*, 1023*). Journeys on the Nile

or overseas are again implied by a note (RN 1015b*), which men-

tions a certain individual’s “landing on the shore” of Quseir (†àli' al-

barr) to conduct business.

As for long-distance seafaring, scattered information points to two

directions: the Red Sea pilgrimage route and the Indian Ocean trade

route via the Yemen.80 Despite vague phrases such as “to the east”

(ilà al-jiha al-sharqìya, RN 1086) that make sense only if they can be

placed in context, some textual evidence does link the shipments

directly to the pilgrimage caravans to and from the Arabian Peninsula.

The Mecca link is firmly established by a petition (RN 1060b*) writ-

ten on behalf of the Banù Shayba, the famous custodians of the holy

sanctuary in Mecca.81 As for the pilgrims, some information is to be

78 The reading of the name is tentative; it perhaps took its inspiration from the
Qur’an 30: 46, “He looses the winds, bearing good tidings ( yursilu al-riyà˙
mubashshiràt) . . . that the ships may run His commandment, . . . you may seek His
bounty.” For the ways ships were named, see MS, 1: 312.

79 Many towns in both the Delta and in Upper Egypt had weaving shops of flax,
linen, and other textiles; see Serjeant, 153–56.

80 For the Red Sea route of Egyptian pilgrims during the Ayyubid time, see Garcin,
135–39. For recent research on Quseir and the Red Sea and Indian Ocean trade,
see Hiebert, 140–41; GQQ , chap. 5, especially 105–20, 125–29. For pre-modern
Red Sea and Indian Ocean trade in general, see Patricia Risso, Merchants and Faith:
Muslim commerce and culture in the Indian Ocean (Boulder, Colorado, 1995); also Abu-
Lughod, 227–36, 241–44, 251–348.

81 For the Banù Shayba and Shayba b. 'Uthmàn see QS, 1: 410; 4: 269; Najm
al-Dìn 'Umar Ibn Fahd, It˙àf al-warà bi-akhbàr Umm al-Qurà, ed. Fahìm M. Shaltùt
(Mecca, 1990), 1: 538–39. “They were the custodians of the holy sanctuary (˙aja-
bat al-ka'ba),” al-Qalqashandì wrote, “and to this day still hold the keys to the
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found in the letters. “They told him,” the author of one note (RN

1053a*) recalls, “‘we are five pilgrims (˙ujjàj )’ and . . . so he granted

them ten dirhams[’ worth of wheat].” Another note (RN 1085*),

though only partially readable due to worm holes, discusses the needs

of “the pilgrims” as well. In this connection, grain is often associated

with the term nafaqa, literally “expenses,” or “provisions,” which as

a technical term denotes funds granted and allotted by the sultan or

the court to military expeditions or organized long distance caravans,

such as the annual pilgrimage to Mecca.82 One note (RN 1015a*),

for instance, states that the “high-quality grains are the provisions

for the youth (nafaqa lil-ßighàr),” a clear reference to long-distance

expeditions or pilgrimage caravans. The case is made quite clear in

RN 1057*, a semi-official petition to a high-ranking majlis, “council,”

requesting urgent additional funds for a pilgrimage caravan, or a

military expedition, that was desperate for some logistical assistance.

The pilgrimage link is further evidenced by the above-mentioned

shipping note in which payment in the “Egyptian dinar” instead of

the “Meccan dinar” was specifically requested. The place name of

the Hijaz is also mentioned directly in one letter (RN 1080), which

deals with “what happened ( jarà) in the Hijaz concerning the safety

issue (al-amn).” The same letter also alludes to some kind of ritual,

which “is necessary [to be performed] before the death (qabla al-

mamàt).” If we put together the pieces: the concern for “safety” and

the need to purchase swords discussed elsewhere (RN 1026b*), as

well as the existence of “funeral texts” in the “Sheikh’s house” (see

chapter 3) alongside the business documents, the rituals “to be per-

formed” in relation to what happened “in the Hijaz” are very likely

ceremonies on behalf of the sick, or dying, pilgrims from and to

Mecca.

The risk was, by all accounts, well worth taking, not only because

of the spiritual gratification in making the journey to Mecca, but

also the material gains it might entail. The Red Sea pilgrimage trade

shrines.” Al-Qalqashandì also pointedly mentions that some members of the Banù
Shayba “originally hailed from Upper Egypt.”

82 For the word nafaqa indicating “the need of the pilgrims to go to Mecca” in
a contemporary document from Mt. Sinai, see Stern, “Petitions from the Ayyùbid
Period,” 10–11. Also see Ibn Jubayr, 46–47 (which implies both “provisions” and
the “cash” to purchase them along the way). The similar phrase of nafaqat al-ßighàr
is also found in ABPH, no. 69.
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route has, for centuries, been a lucrative business venture. Ibn Jubayr

(d. 1204), who traveled to Qùß and 'Aydhàb, a nearby port whose

position on the Red Sea trade route was to be replaced soon after

his visit by Quseir, gave firsthand observations in his vivid descrip-

tions of the thriving activities of the “fleets” or “caravans” based in

the two towns (al-qawàfil al-'Aydhàbìya wa-al-Qùßìya) and the greed of

the local merchants and agents who dealt with the pilgrims.83 Although

Ibn Jubayr lived too early to witness the Quseiran “fleets” or “car-

avans” coming and going, it seems that not only did the same old

business continue to flourish, but the old “greed” managed to per-

sist as well. That some merchants at Quseir would openly call them-

selves “hoarders” (al-˙ukkàr), as it is shown in RN 966a*, speaks

volumes in this respect; their prices were, as discussed above, surely

hefty, if not excessive.

As for the Indian Ocean trade routes, while Cairo Geniza papers

evidenced the route from Indian Ocean to 'Aydhàb, a sister port on

the Red Sea near Quseir, in the twelfth century,84 the direct proof

from the Quseir documents so far is the one text that indicates the

existence of routine shipping operations from Quseir to the Yemen

(RN 1059*). Yemen is known to have been a major stopover for

traffic headed for the Indian Ocean and is thus worth noting in this

context.85 In addition, the port of Aden appears in one fragment

(RN 1056b) the remainder of which is largely erased in the manu-

script. There are also some indirect clues that may help to establish

the links between Quseir and the Yemen. Pepper and perfume, for

instance, are believed to have come from India and the Far East.86

Among textiles, the fuwa†, “waist-wrappers, cummerbunds,” men-

tioned in several letters, are known to have been part of the ethnic

83 Ibn Jubayr, 41–48.
84 MS, 1: 269.
85 For the Yemenite trade from and to Egypt, the Hijaz, and India in the

sixth/twelfth century, see Ibn Jubayr, 34–49. Many records by Ibn Jubayr show
the connections between Yemen and Qùß and 'Aydhàb, the two major hubs near
Quseir. It was “the 'Aydhàban trade caravans,” Ibn Jubayr observed, “that carried
the goods from India arriving in Yemen, and then from Yemen to 'Aydhàb” (43).
For the Yemenite trade with India in the seventh/thirteenth century, see Ibn al-
Mujàwir, 99–100, 137–46, 184–85, 270, 293–94; much of the relevant material
was summarized by Rex Smith in a series of articles collected in Studies in the Medieval
History of the Yemen and South Arabia (London, 1997).

86 For the fulful imported from India by the “Kàrimì merchants” to Yemen, see
Ibn al-Mujàwir, 147–48; also see Thayer, “Testimony,” 48–49; Mortel, “Prices,” 293.
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dress of the Yemenites.87 The winter wear shamla, also listed as a

trade item in several documents, is usually explained in the diction-

aries as “cloak, turban,” but Serjeant reported that he had brought

from the Yemen, in modern times, a sh[a]mla, which was “a striped

blanket carpet.”88 One account of textile trading (RN 1023*) men-

tions “cloaks of the Jews” and “Abyssinian garments” (kisà al-Yahùd

wa-malìyat al-Óabashìya), which may also refer to Yemen.89 It is also

interesting to note here that these “exotic” gowns were sold on behalf

of a person who had a non-Arab name, Yàsì (for Yàsìn?) ibn Anktù
(or Anktuwà); the name implies that the man was apparently a

Muslim of perhaps East African origin.

Archaeological finds also support the hypothesis of the Yemeni

connection. Yemeni bowls were found at the “Sheikh’s house,” in

what the archaeologists interpret as “Ibràhìm’s sitting room,” along-

side Egyptian products, Nubian jars, and a couple of Chinese celadons.

Ibràhìm was, as one archaeologist calls, “a man of the world,”

indeed.90

The money trail revealed by the documents may also lead to

Nubia and the Yemen: the gold was being traded through the south-

ern Swahili system controlled by Kilwa, Tumbatu, and Aden. These

links were strengthened in the late thirteenth century by what appear

to have been close connections between the Mahdali at Tumbatu

and Kilwa with the Rasulid dynasty in Yemen.91

In this connection, it is perhaps not out of place to note that

Yemen’s surge in prominence in the Red Sea trade, particularly after

the rebirth of Aden’s prosperity in 1229 under the Rasulids, coincided

87 For fù†a as “waist wrapper,” the cummerbund-like article popular in Yemen,
see Ibn al-Mujàwir, 89; Serjeant, 130–33; Smith, “Maritime Trade,” 132. A brief,
yet comprehensive, survey of the political and social ties between the Yemen and
the Hijaz during the Ayyubid time is found in Mortel, “Prices,” 280–81.

88 Serjeant, 122.
89 For the Jewish merchants’ activities in the Red Sea and Indian Ocean trade,

as well as the Abyssinian connection through the trade route, see GQQ , 98–100
(citing Goitein), 119. The historical background and commercial activities of the
Jews and Abyssinians in Yemen were witnessed by Ibn Jubayr (45–46) and are
mentioned frequently by Ibn al-Mujàwir (32–33, 85, 89, 99–100, 134, 137, 140,
168, 235, 270, 294–95).

90 Personal electronic communication with Whitcomb on March 20, 2003.
91 See John Sutton, A Thousand Years of East Africa (Nairobi, 1984). For the “Qùß,

'Aydhàb, and Aswan nexus” that linked Egypt to Nubia and Africa during the
Ayyubid period, see Garcin, 125–55.
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with the high point of activity at the port of Quseir.92 The possible

involvement of the Kàrimìs, a powerful and mysterious merchant

group operating from the major ports on the Red Sea and Indian

Ocean,93 perhaps played a role in this phenomenon. The existence

of the Kàrimì merchants in the activities of Quseir is alluded to by

one letter (RN 998*), which describes the moves of a certain rayyis

al-tujjàr, literally “the head merchant,” named Yùsuf. The term rayyis

al-tujjàr was, according to Gaston Wiet, perhaps associated with the

Kàrimì merchants and their agents and representatives.94 Modern

researchers have also noted other technical terms that are associated

with the Kàrimìs. Among these is the term markab (pl. maràkib), which

is seen in several documents from Quseir; according to John Meloy,

the term markab is used in Meccan sources to designate a special

vessel type used by Kàrimì merchants or Indian merchants.95

Further north, our data is even scantier. Syria is mentioned on

occasion. One letter (RN 999a), for example, talks about a merchant

of Syrian origin (al-shàmì). In another (RN 979c), something “coming

[from] Damascus” is mentioned. The city of Damascus appears again

in a third document (RN 980b). The Persian link can also be spotted

on occasion, such as one client’s Persian name al-Iß†àkhrì (RN 1001a*),

and the mention of luxury goods imported “from Persia” (RN 1085*).

However, these pieces are too sketchy to provide any context.

92 For a summary of the Ayyubid policy in Yemen and the Red Sea, see Garcin,
126–35.

93 Walter Fischel, “The Spice Trade in Mamlùk Egypt,” JESHO 1 (1958): 157–74;
Subhi Labib, Handelsgeschichte Ägyptens im spätmittelater (1171–1517 ) (Wiesbaden, 1965);
“Les marchands karimis en Orient et sur l’Océan Indien,” in Sociétés et compagnies
de commerce en Orient et dans l’Océan Indien (Paris, 1970), 209–14; “Kàrimì,” EI 2;
Mu˙ammad 'Abd al-Ghanì al-Ashqar, Tujjàr al-tawàbil fì Mißr fì al-'aßr al-Mamlùkì
(Cairo, 1999); John Meloy, “Mamluk Authority, Meccan Autonomy, and Red Sea
Trade, 797–859/1395–1455” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago, 1998),
68–73; Risso, 39–40; Abu-Lughod, 227–30. Although the Kàrimì merchants, as a
group, are known to have peaked during the Mamluk time, the earliest mention
can be traced back to Fatimid sources; for their activities in the Ayyubid period,
see Chamberlain, 229–31.

94 See Gaston Wiet, “Les marchands d’épices sous les sultans mamlouks,” in
Cahiers d’Histoire Egyptienne 7/2 (1955), 130–31; GQQ, 101. For further discussion of
related terms, such as kabìr al-tujjàr, malik al-tujjàr, shàh bandar, all meaning “the head
of the Kàrimì merchants,” see Wiet, “Les marchands,” 126–27, 130–31, 146 (note
317). For the involvement of the Kàrimì merchants in the Quseir shipping business,
also see Thayer, “Land Politics,” 215.

95 Meloy, 61.
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Concerning the Syrian connection, noteworthy is one letter (RN

1027a*) that mentions the “troops” (al-'askar) to be dispatched to fight

the “Franks (al-franj ),” that is, the Crusaders. This information may

place Quseir within a larger geographical context, with regard to its

strategic position in linking the Red Sea littoral and the Mediterranean

world to the north, in addition to its proven link with the Indian

Ocean world to the east. Ships are known to have been used to

transport soldiers from Egypt to the Hijaz and Yemen across the

Red Sea. In the Ayyubid period, Qùß’s role as a major base for the

Ayyubid military operation against the Crusades under the three sul-

tans (al-'Àdil, al-Kàmil, and al-Íàli˙ Ayyùb), whose reigns coincided

with the time period of our documents, has long been confirmed by

modern scholarship. The Ayyubids maintained ships on the Red Sea,

many of which were constructed in the Fustat shipyards and trans-

ported overland to Qùß.96 Of the only two outlets for Qùß (the other

one being 'Aydhàb), Quseir would no doubt be an ideal choice in

no small part because of its proximity to Qùß. Al-Maqrìzì mentions

that “the governor (˙àkim) of Qùß launched a battle overseas” by

sending “ships that carried fighters (al-maràkib al-mash˙ùna bi-al-muqàtilìn)
from the harbor of 'Aydhàb.” Al-'Aynì, however, maintains that the

expedition sailed from Quseir instead, because Quseir was “nearer

to Qùß than 'Aydhàb.”97 The historical and geo-political implications

of the information contained in the above-mentioned letter may merit

further research. The “troops” in question, on the other hand, were

most likely going, perhaps via the Gulf of 'Aqaba, or through the

Hijaz, overland all the way to the territory occupied by the “Franks”:

mostly ports on the Syrian littoral, such as Antioch, Tripoli, Beirut,

Tyre, Acre, and, at some point, Jerusalem.98 This letter is also the

96 Garcin, 84–96; Chamberlain, 220–27.
97 Al-Maqrìzì, Kitàb al-sulùk li-ma'rifat duwal al-mulùk (Cairo, 1934–1975), 1: 516;

al-'Aynì, 'Iqd al-jumàn fì ta"rìkh ahl al-zamàn, MS Cairo, 8: 530 (quoted in al-Sulùk,
1: 516); also see Abu-Lughod, 227–28, 239–41.

98 For a general narrative of the Frankish activities in the Ayyubid period, the
time when Quseir was active as a harbor, see Stephen Humphreys, From Saladin to
the Mongols: The Ayyubids of Damascus, 1193–1260 (Albany, 1977); Carole Hillenbrand,
The Crusades: Islamic perspectives (Edinburgh, 1999), 195–225 (Ayyubid campaigns),
291–93 (the Frankish threat to the pilgrimage and to the holy cities of Arabia). The
complexity of the Ayyubid-Frankish diplomacy and the Ayyubids’, in Hillenbrand’s
words, “lacklustre performance in jihad” against the Franks, is underlined by “the
usual contemporary framework of shifting alliances, truces and petty territorial war-
fare.” Among the various factors that contributed to the temporary alliances between
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sole textual evidence found so far that links the “Sheikh’s house,”

and for that matter the port of Quseir, albeit indirectly, to the

Mediterranean. As far as the westbound route from Quseir to North

Africa and the Mediterranean is concerned, the field of inquiry

remains wide open.

the Ayyubids and the Franks were trade and security. The Ayyubids, according to
Hillenbrand, “were enthusiastic about the benefits of trade with the Franks and the
wider world, using the Frankish ports. A common interest in the local defense of
Syria and Palestine no doubt motivated both Ayyubids and Franks to unite on occa-
sion against external aggressors, be they the Khwarazmians, Franks from Europe
or even Ayyubid rivals from Egypt” (224–25).
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TABLE 1
Commodities Mentioned in the Documents

Commodity Arabic Measure/weight/form of packing

Food and drink

Wheat qam˙ ˙iml, irdabb/wayba/mudd
Barley sha'ìr ˙iml, irdabb/wayba/mudd
Flour daqìq, †a˙ìna ˙iml, qi†'a
Rice aruzz qi†'a, farda, bark
Oil zayt barnìya
Pepper fulful ( filfil ) wayba
Syrup/sugar qi†àra (qu†àra) bu††a (ba††a)
Chickpeas ˙ummuß
Cake, baked food ka'k
Bread khubz
Wheat-and-meat dish harìsa
Butter zubd
Clarified butter samn
Wine(?), medicinal syrup(?) shiràb mufri˙
Liquor al-'araqì
Apple tuffà˙ quffa
Lemons laymùn
Watermelon bi††ìkh wazn
Dried dates tamr ˙iml
Jew’s mallow mulùkhìya
Carrots jazar
Onions baßal
Beans fùl
Lentils 'ads
Wild eggplant 'arßim
Nuts lawz ra†l
Resin sandarùs
Meat la˙m ra†l
Egg bì∂, bayà∂
Pickles mukhallal
Water mà" qirba

Domestic items

Lighting oil zayt ˙àrr barnìya
Oil strainer gharbalat zayt
Juice presser kammàd
Rose water mà" ward
Perfume 'i†rìya, 'a†àra khazaf
Perfume †ìb
Henna ˙innà"
Saffron za'faràn
Mirrors mir"àt
Coral marjàna
Necklace †awq
Beads a˙bàb
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Semi-precious stones a˙jàr
Pen qalam
Stoneware cup a˙jàr kùz
Long-legged bottle qumqum
Leather container ba††a (bu††a)
Soap ßàbùn jarra
Copper objects al-na˙às
Pottery al-fakhkhàr
Porcelain khazaf
Medicine wujùr

Textiles

Flax kattàn ˙iml, qi†'a, tillìs, rizma
Flax comb mashshà†
Cotton qu†n
Thawb cloth pl. thiyàb dhirà'
Galabiya clothes jalàlìb
Woman’s wraps decorated milàyat ˙aram

with gold and gems muraßßa'a
Embroidered fabric †arìz
Fabric qumàsh
Waist wrapper fù†a (pl. fuwa†)
Shroud kafan
Fine silk ˙arìr zàkhir
Cloak, turban shamla
Robe kiswa (kuswa)
Turban 'imàma
Woolen wrap 'abà"
Shawls ashyàl
Long coat (?) dhayl
Cloak of the Jews kisà al-Yahùd
Abyssinian garment malìyat al-Óabashìya

Others

Rope, hawser salab (pl. salabàt)
Sword sayf
Livestock rakà"ib
Prunus mahaleb ma˙lab
Indian prickly ash fàghira
Slave girl jàriya
Stable supplies [. . .] al-iß†abl

Table 1 (cont.)

Commodity Arabic Measure/weight/form of packing
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TABLE 2
Grain Prices

Crops Price

Wheat 1.72 dinars per irdabb, or 11.43 dirhams per wayba
2 dinars minus 2 qìrà†s (one qìrà† is 1/24 of a mithqàl
measure, or 1/16 dirham) per irdabb (the text has “actually 
sold at 2 dinars per irdabb”)

Flour 11/4 dinars per irdabb (the text has “two dinars minus ten 
dirhams per irdabb.”)

Sources: RN 966a*, RN 1027a*.

TABLE 3
Exchange Rates in Qùß and Qinà

Currency Rates

Golden dinar 37 silver dirhams (regular)
Golden dinar 19 ¼ silver dirhams (of the Yùsufì [? Tawfìqì] type)

Source: RN 1003c/1004d*.



CHAPTER THREE

LIFE, DEATH, AND GOD: 

ASPECTS OF POPULAR BELIEF AND CULTURE

One of His wings carries cures [shifà"] and other ailments
[dà"].—a saying attributed to Prophet Mu˙ammad1

Now that they are gone too, I am weeping over their depar-
ture, crying all day long, well into night./O, would they come
back soon? Would the caravan return safely?—a prayer
found in the house2

Miscellanies not directly related to business matters occupy a very

small portion of the entire body of texts found in the “Sheikh’s

house.” Among these are sermons and prayers for the dead or

departed loved ones, block-printed amulets, magical texts, and astro-

logical dials. Missing are “pure” religious treatises and literary pieces

drawn from the scholastic stock of medieval Muslim learning. When

it comes to non-materialistic and non-commercial aspects of daily

life, these texts are an informative tool guiding us into various facets

of popular beliefs, communal rituals, and perhaps public sentiments

and psyche in this pre-modern Red Sea port.

“Funeral Texts”: Sermons and Prayers

Of the few fragments that contain what appears to be of a religious

nature, nearly all deal with the theme of death and redemption, all

bear a sermon-like didactic tone, and all use similar rhetorical devices

in rhyming prose.

Among these, the most complete is perhaps RN 1062b, which may

shed light on the overall nature of this group of codices. Since the

manuscript suffers from considerable worm-eaten holes and lacunas,

1 A. J. Wensinck et al., eds., Concordance et indices de la tradition musulmane (Leiden
and New York, 1992), 3: 156.

2 RN 964a*.
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only a summary is allowed here. The text begins with the stock

praise of Prophet Mu˙ammad and his Companions, with thematic

highlights such as maintaining the Islamic ideal of ritual purity (al-

†ahra), leading a pious and ascetic life (zahadù fì al-dunyà), and being

God-fearing, all exemplified by the deeds of the first generation of

Muslims (àl salaf al-muslimìn), who are to be immortalized in the here-

after (khàlidìn wa-bàdarù li-ßul˙ al-àkhira) (lines 1–5). Then the theme

of death and redemption is introduced by invocations of God’s mercy

on the passing souls and God’s rewards for good deeds (ßàli˙àt) on

Judgement Day (lines 6–10). For the one whose “balance sheet”

(mìzàn, literally “scale”) has yet to be cleared with God, then “his

sadness and despair are to be doubled on the Day of Resurrection”

(al-ma˙shir, literally “the congregation of the dead”). The Judgement

Day motif is then reiterated, with the reference to the Islamic ritual

of the Holy Month of pilgrimage, in a recitative couplet: “’Tis the

time to come near God (hàdha awàn al-mutaqarrib ilà allàh). . . . ’Tis

the season for all to migrate [to the Holy House in Mecca] (hàdha
zamàn al-mahjar lil-kull ). The Holy Month and Days [are coming]!”

(lines 11–13).

This sermon-like tone continues on the verso: “. . . [U]nder his

care is the permission of God (ijàzat allàh). Thou shalt acknowledge

the signs of His offerings and rewards (iyyàkum shawàhid 'a†ìyàtihi wa-

àjàrihi ). . . . Thou shalt be aware of (iyyàkum) whatever that may despair

of (ayyasa) the true belief in Him. . . . Thou shalt be aware of the

path where the most righteous guidance is given and the best of the

Prophetic traditions are related (a˙san al-˙adìth maqrù") . . .” (lines 1–4).

This is followed by Qur’an 5: 96–97: “[F]ear God, unto whom you

shall be mustered (tu˙sharùna). God has appointed the Kaaba, the

Holy House, as an establishment for men, and the holy month, the

offering, and the necklaces—that, that you may know that God knows

all that is in the heavens and in the earth, and that God has knowl-

edge of everything”3 (line 5). It is to be noted here that the reference

of “unto whom you shall be mustered (tu˙sharùna)” is cognate with

the “Day of Resurrection” (al-ma˙shir) mentioned above on the recto.

The audience is then encouraged to strive for, and enjoy, with grat-

itude to God, all that is good and lawful (bi-ijhàd li-arzàq al-ma'rùf ),

3 All the translations of the Qur’an are from A. J. Arberry, The Koran Interpreted
(New York, 1955).
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and is warned against excess and hypocrisy (al-nifàq). An array of

rhetorical embellishments, wrought in flowery prose rhyming with

the letter q (al-nifàq, al-mìthàq, al-a'nàq, al-àfàq, al-ashràq, and so forth),

is added (lines 6–10); and this leads to the climax, or perhaps con-

clusion, in invocations of the Muslim creed (shahàda) and a prayer

for God’s miracles (mu'jizàt) in warding off all evils, infidels, and

wrongs (lines 11–14).

Despite its fragmented state, the text does allow the observation

of a coherent thematic development that is typical of a religious ser-

mon. We do not know whether it represents excerpts copied from

a generic text, the original of which still needs to be identified, or

is otherwise a genuinely original piece tailor-made for a specific occa-

sion. At any rate, two things are noteworthy about this revealing

text. One is the Mecca connection. The other is the implication

behind the recurrent theme of death and redemption. That the

“Sheikh’s house” at Quseir was mainly catering to the Egyptian pil-

grims to Mecca was becoming evident in our above reading of the

business files and commercial documents (chapter 2). Here, the ref-

erence to the “Holy House” in Mecca and the “Holy Month” of

pilgrimage provides further confirmation of the function, and clien-

tele, of the warehouse. As regards the purpose of the text, both the

central theme of death and redemption, and the didactic rhetoric

strongly suggest that the codex in question is a sermon to be recited

in front of an audience, on occasions other than regular Friday con-

gregations. To be precise, this is likely a sermon and prayer for the

dead, to be given at funeral services.

This point may be further illustrated by yet another codex. Preserved

in a cluster of fragments found together (RN 1037, 1038, 1040,

1041, 1042b, 1043, 1047, 1048, 1050, and 1051), the theme of death

and redemption as well as the sermon-like tone are unmistakable.

Since the more than ten small pieces are too fragmentary to allow

any meaningful reconstruction, a summation of the decipherable por-

tions would hopefully suffice.

One fragment (RN 1037b) reads:

[T]o consider the matter of reviving the good living (al-i'tibàr fì intifà∂
al-ni'am) . . . of those who had lived before you (alladhìna kànù min qab-
likum). . . . On earth did they inhabit (mustaw†inìn), and by divine covenants
(bi-'uhùd ) [did they die]. . . . Among those who have made their abode
on the mountain summit (tabawwa"a 'ur'ura) . . ., [the Last] Abode will
be on loan to you all (al-dàr 'alaykum maqrù∂a). . . . Death has its ups
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and downs with regard to its dense clouds (al-mawt sijàl ghammà"ihà)
and . . . [off to] graves (qubùr mul˙ada) did they go. . . . Leave behind
you (utrukù) . . . the loved ones; and the river in Paradise (al-kawthar)
[will overflow?].

Once a person dies, he is expecting a revival, in Heaven, of the

bountiful living (al-ni'am) he once had led on earth. The rare word

'ur'ura, “summit,” or “the head, or top,” could also mean “who have

made their abode on the top of a camel,” or the like; the metaphor

thus could well allude to a man’s wanderlust-filled life on earth, or

perhaps his carefree life in the hereafter.

Such notions are unmistakably Qur’anic and Prophetic. The essence

and spirit of the letters of the Scripture are clear here: in the use

of the verb tabawwa"a in the context of “earthly habitation” and this-

worldly life;4 the term al-dàr, which in the Qur’an is often associ-

ated with al-àkhira, that is, “the Last Abode”;5 the concept of 'uhùd,

“the divine covenant,” that man pledged to God during his lifetime

and fulfilled upon his death,6 and so forth. Certain idioms, too, are

parallel to that of the classical sources: the expression al-mawt sijàl
ghammà"ihà, for example, is itself a paraphrase of the famous Prophetic

tradition: wa-al-˙arb sijàl, “The battle had its ups and downs.”7

The same motif also figures predominantly in other fragments 

that make up the same codex. One (RN 1040c) reads: “[C]ontin-

uous destruction (halàk mutawàlin) [has hit his home]. . . . Great expec-

tations have failed him (al-àmàl qad adànat 'alayhi ). . . . Warning of

death (˙adhar al-mawt) . . . [has come] before him, embracing [his

soul]. . . .” Another fragment (RN 1040d) reads: “[Fate] is to be

expected ( yurtaqabu) . . . soon; and there is no need for destiny (maßìr)
to [interfere?] . . .; Verily death is a shelter (al-mawt khaymàt) [for 

the destined]. . . .” “[H]e defended us (wa-dafa'a 'annà) . . . [on] earth . . .,

lavish and splendor. . . . The memory of everything that had pros-

pered [is now gone]. . . .”

4 Qur’an 59: 9: wa-alladhìna tabawwa"ù al-dàr wa-al-ìmàn min qablihim, “those who
made their dwelling in the abode, and in belief, before them. . . .” The sùra itself
is titled al-˙ashr, “Mustering,” which is already seen several times in the case of RN
1062b described above.

5 Qur’an 2: 94; 6: 32; 7: 169; 12: 109; 16: 30; 28: 77, 83; 29: 64; 33: 29.
6 Wensinck, 4: 408.
7 Wensinck, 2: 431.
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The related theme of “doing good in this life and receiving rewards

in the hereafter” also runs throughout the fragments in question.

One fragment (RN 1042b) cites from Qur’an 57: 13, “It shall be

said, ‘Return you back behind, and seek for a light!’ And a wall

shall be set up between them, having a door in the inward whereof

is mercy, and against the outward thereof is chastisement.” The

Qur’anic teaching is followed by sermon-like moralistic exhortations,

appealing directly to the audience. Herein one hears not only gen-

eral warnings such as “Thou shalt be aware of the virtuous sanctu-

ary! (iyyàkum ma'àqil 'ißmìya)”8 and “Thou shalt be aware of the spirit

[of the deceased]! (wa-iyyàkum bi-rù˙),” but also specific instructions

on how to do things right: “It is necessary that His creatures and

clans (wàjib 'alà khalìqihi wa-àlihi ) bear testimony, . . . a testimony that

is to be repeated orally (shahàda kurrirat 'alà al-lisàn).” The specific

emphasis on “repeating” the shahàda “with the tongue” is not only

in keeping with the general Islamic principle of performing religious

duties “with the hand, then the tongue ('alà al-lisàn), then in the

heart,”9 but goes a step further, like a “how-to” manual for com-

mon people. Paradise (al-jinàn) is alluded to in the text as well.

A similar motif, and tone, is found in another fragment of the

same group (RN 1051), the recto of which contains the typical sha-

hàda, whereas on the verso there are passages in a more personal

tone. “[Pray!] while you are vigilant (wa-antum ßà˙ùna),” one sentence

reads; “[Pray!] while you are seeing (wa-antum tabßurùna) . . .,” echoes

another. Words such as “death (al-mawt),” “the dead (al-mawtà),” “do

good! (a†ìbù),” “the culmination of good deeds (iddikhàr al-˙asanàt)”
also appear frequently in other fragments that are too damaged to

be deciphered more completely (e.g., RN 1047a, 1050b).

The “do-good” teaching is often embellished in commercial tech-

nical terms, in the sense of “depositing” good deeds, “dispersing”

bad ones, and getting “paid back” later, a terminology that is very

much in line with that of Scripture.10 One fragment (RN 1037c)

urges its audience to “recall” (arji'ù) “the mortgaged [good deeds]

(rahà"in), the locked-up bad deeds (a˙dàth mu"aßßada), and the deposits

8 For the term ma'àqil, see Wensinck, 4: 303.
9 Cf. Michael Cook, Commanding Right and Forbidding Wrong in Islamic Thought

(Cambridge, 2002).
10 Cf. Charles Torrey, The Commercial-theological Terms in the Koran (dissertation,

Yale University, 1892); Abu-Lughod, 216.
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[of virtues] (wadà"i' ).” This surely would have sounded reassuring to

the ears of Abù Mufarrij, Ibràhìm, and their trading partners.

Aside from general teachings and commonplace prayers, some

specific references revealed through the words, or read between the

lines, also call for our attention. One badly damaged fragment (RN

1048) contains random phrases like “[fighting] his enemy ('aduwwuhu),”

“the sacrifice (al-fidà") is a lamentable loss that is not [coming back],”

“the dead (mayyita) is an absence that is not to be expected [to return]

( ghà"iban là yuntaΩaru),” “a weaned orphan ( yatìma fi†àmà),” and “[until]

His day [comes] He will tear the protective amulet apart (ahtaka

˙ijàb).” Here, the mention of “enemy” and “sacrifice” is vague: it

can be taken as an indication of military expeditions, a fact that has

already been confirmed by some texts (e.g., RN 1027a*, discussed

in chapter 2), but it also can certainly just be part of the general

religious discourse. The reference to a female “dead” (mayyita) and

“weaned orphan” ( yatìma), on the other hand, is also very intrigu-

ing if only because it likely points to a more specific context in which

the death of a particular person, a woman in this case, was mourned.

Equally intriguing is the mention of “amulet” (˙ijàb), which adds a

new dimension to the rituals of mourning the dead and praying for

the dying, moving away from the field of religious discourse to the

arena of magic and superstition, which is featured extensively in the

documents.

“Healing Texts”: Block Printed Amulets and Handwritten Charms

Among the textual findings, mostly hand-written on paper, are sev-

eral wooden block prints.11 Since specimens of this type from the

pre-modern Islamic Near East are extremely rare (see Appendix 1),

such a discovery from the “Sheikh’s house” is itself a remarkable

event of considerable significance. It is generally held that medieval

Arabic block prints, the earliest examples of which date back to

Fatimid Egypt (909–1171),12 are usually amulets or charms called

11 They were first reported in Janet Johnson and Donald Whitcomb, “Quseir al-
Qadim,” 26. A follow-up inventory was conducted by Miroslav Krek in his survey
of the Arabic block printing in Egypt; see “Arabic Block Printing as the Precursor
of Printing in Europe: Preliminary report,” ARCEN 123 (1985), 13–15.

12 For the block prints uncovered in Fustat, see D. S. Richard, “Written Documents,”
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˙ijàb (pl. ˙ujub), or “Hegap,”13 intended to bestow protection upon

the person that bore them. The block-printed amulets are usually

“single sheets of paper, . . . pasted together in the manner of scrolls,”14

and “would have been placed in cylindrical or rectangular metal

cases, or in pouches of leather or cloth, and hung around the neck

on thongs or necklaces.”15 Block prints found at the “Sheikh’s house”

(larger pieces are those of the RN 1009, 1038, and 1039 groups;

smaller fragments are found in the RN 985 and 988 groups; for cat-

alogue, see Appendix 2) are, as the following description and analy-

sis will show, no exceptions.

In one fragment (RN 1009a), three lines are preserved of the sùrat

al-fàti˙a of the Qur’an: al-˙amdu li-llàh rabb [al-'àlamìn] (line 1), màlik
yawm al-dìn iyyàka na'budu wa-[iyyàka nasta'ìn] (line 2), ihdinà al-ßirà† [al-

mustaqìm] (line 3). In the right margin, to be read vertically, is the

word al-ßamad, “[Allàh,] the Eternal,” from Qur’an 112: 2, the famous

sùrat al-ikhlàß, which is among the most frequently cited sùras for amu-

lets. This Qur’anic citation is most likely a continuation of what begins

from the bottom of another fragment (RN 1009b), written upwards

in the margin.

In that second fragment (RN 1009b), one finds the basmala, in a

much larger bold-faced naskh script, and two lines of the amulet

proper, in the regular size naskh. The text of the amulet proper

begins with allàhumma innì as"a[lu] . . ., “O God, I request that . . .”;

and after this, in the next line, only one word, ilà, has survived.16

in W. Kubiak and G. Scanlon, eds., Fustat C. Vol. 2 of Fustat Expedition Final Report
(Winona Lake, Indiana, 1989), 64–80, especially 69–70, 76–80.

13 The function and language of the ˙ijàb is outlined by the Mamluk historian
al-Suyù†ì in his al-Ra˙ma fì al-†ibb wa-al-˙ikma, ed. Zuhayr 'Alwàn ([Casablanca],
n.d.), 252–58. The use of another term, †arsh, to refer to block-printed Arabic
amulets was first proposed by Richard Bulliet in his “Medieval Arabic ǎrsh: A for-
gotten chapter in the history of printing,” JAOS 107 (1987): 427–38. Although this
hypothesis is based on an analysis of the works of two medieval Arabic poets, the
conclusion should not be seen as definitive and exclusive; the term †arsh could just
be one of the accepted proper terms. For more discussion of the term †arsh, see Karl
Schaefer, “Arabic Printing before Gutenberg: Block-printed Arabic amulets,” in Eva
Hanebutt-Benz, Dagmar Glass, and Geoffrey Roper, eds., Sprachen des Nahen Ostens
und die Druckrevolution: eine interkulturelle Begegnung (Westhofen, 2002), 123–24.

14 Krek, 12.
15 Karl Schaefer, “Eleven Medieval Arabic Block Prints in the Cambridge University

Library,” Arabica 48 (2001), 223.
16 The use of multiple basmalas to introduce various elements of an amulet is also

seen elsewhere; see Schaefer, “Arabic Block Prints,” 220 (T-S Ar.20.1).
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In the right margin is the Qur’anic citation, again, from sùrat al-

ikhlàß, written vertically in bold letters in red ink, of which only three

words, [a]˙ad qul huwa, have survived. Insofar as a˙ad is the last word

(“[and equal to Him is not] any one”) of the sùra (112: 4) while qul

huwa (“Say: He [is God]. . . .”) is the first, it is apparent that the

entire sùra is being repeated again and again to create a sort of

cyclical ornamental frame.

If in the RN 1009 group the amulet proper is for the most part

lost, the next group, RN 1039, retains more, although it is far from

being complete. One fragment (RN 1039a) contains eight lines of

text plus one line of marginalia from Qur’an 112: 1, “Say He is

God, One.” The main text is as follows:

3. [B]y blessings of God Almighty [. . . . . .]
4. I beseech (as"alu) Mu˙ammad at night [. . . that]
5. he who carries the Book of God (˙àmil kitàb allàh), by the command

of God,
6. he who wrote (al-kàtib) [this amulet?], and he who carries it (al-

˙ammàl ) will stay safe and sound [. . .]
7. a thousand (times). There is no power and no strength save in God,
8. [. . . . . .] the Sublime, the Most High [. . . . . .].

In addition to the formulaic ˙awqala (line 7), one of the most fre-

quent stock phrases in charms and amulets for general protection,17

the verb “I beseech (as"alu) . . .” is also a typical element of amulets,

used to introduce the specific request.18 In the present case, the ref-

erence to “he who carries the Book of God” is intriguing. At face

value, the kitàb allàh is an obvious reference to the Qur’an, thus one

is tempted to see ˙àmil kitàb allàh as referring to the Prophet Mu˙am-

mad. But such wording and imagination would be very odd in main-

stream Islamic terminology. Thus the phrase may simply imply anyone

who carries a copy of the Qur’an. There is also the possibility that

the kitàb here does not, after all, denote the Qur’an but refers instead

to a “writing” that is blessed “by God,” that is, the text of the amulet

proper.19 So the phrase would mean “he who carries this amulet.”

17 Cf. al-Suyù†ì, 125, 142, 146, 151, 265.
18 See Schaefer, “Arabic Block Prints,” 224.
19 This particular technical meaning for the kitàb is discussed by Schaefer, who

has reported the cases in which the phrase man 'allaqa 'alayhi hàdhà al-kitàb, “who-
ever hangs upon himself this writing (i.e., the amulet) . . .,” and a variant thereof,
is commonly found (“Arabic Block Prints,” 225).
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In any case, the text makes it clear that this is a generic amulet for

the protection of anyone who either wrote it or carries it on his or

her person.

This fragment also shows striking similarities to the above-mentioned

RN 1009 group: the same curved angular naskh script, and the same

marginal decorative Qur’anic citations from the sùrat al-ikhlàß; even
the quality and texture of the paper are similar. It may well be that

RN 1039a originally belonged to the RN 1009 group, or that at

least the two sets of fragments were the work of the same printer.

The three remaining smaller pieces in the RN 1039 group do show

some different ornamental styles, with drawings of curved lines and

circles in red ink that seem to have been added by hand. This is

understandable in that the “floriations,”20 even the simple ones shown

in the Quseir specimens, are technically difficult to maneuver in

print.

This kind of combination of block printing and manual decoration

is seen in yet another specimen, RN 1038, by far the largest of its

kind found in the “Sheikh’s house” (see Plate 1). This multi-layered

amulet reveals the artistic intricacy and innovative technique involved

in medieval Arabic block printing. The text as a whole is arranged

in a complex of designs. The outer layer presents the Qur’anic cita-

tion from, again, the sùrat al-ikhlàß, in red ink and with full vocal-

izations. The second layer reveals an intricately wrought pattern

wherein one finds Qur’anic citation from the sùrat al-ikhlàß, in black

ink, in diamond-shaped frames the centers of which feature a floral

device. In the central inner layer one finds the formulaic invocation

là ilàha illà llàh [Mu˙ammad rasù]lu llàh, “There is no god but Allàh;

[Mu˙ammad] is His messenger.” This is written, by hand, in red

ink and in bolder face that is nearly ten times larger than that of

the two outer layers, which are block printed. Due to the damage

to the paper, other textual material has not survived; either the sup-

posed “amulet proper” is lost due to the damage, or it is possible

that the sheet of paper is itself a complete generic amulet that requires

no specific requests for protection.21

20 The “floriations” ornament in the Fatimid block prints is discussed in Richards,
70.

21 The block-printed amulets that are comprised exclusively of Qur’anic citations
are also found elsewhere; see Schaefer, “Arabic Block Prints,” 217–18 (Michaelides
E.32); “Arabic Printing,” 124. Modern-day examples of this type also abound; see
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Plate 1: Block printed amulets and astrological dials
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A close examination of the specimens in question reveals that the

block prints from Quseir share many of the basic elements and char-

acteristic features found in other medieval Arabic block prints, these

including the basmala, the shahàda, excerpts from the Qur’an, espe-

cially sùrat al-fàti˙a and sùrat al-ikhlàß,22 formulaic supplications, one

or more requests for divine protection from specific dangers or the

grant of a specific favor, and rudimentary decorative devices in col-

ored inks.23 On the other hand, some Quseir specimens have shown

slight variants and little twists of the “standard” features. For exam-

ple, RN 985a is a tiny fragment on which the only two extant utter-

ances, each in a square divided by double-lines, read yà qadar, “O

the divine decree!,” and yà 'alà, “O the divine highness!” This ought

to be seen as derivatives of the lists of the “Beautiful Names” of

God, wrought in evenly divided squares, yet another popular element

in general Islamic charms and amulets,24 in that the qadar is related

to al-qàdir, “the Powerful,” and the 'alà to either al-'alì, or al-'àlì, “the

High,” among the ninety-nine divine names, and attributes, of God.

Aside from block-printed amulets, there are also a few hand-written

magical texts that are obviously not of the ˙ijàb type. Unlike the ˙ijàb
amulets, which are used primarily for general protection, these hand-

written charms and magical words appear to be aimed at more specific
remedies. One such text (RN 1031a*) is for woman who wishes to

get pregnant.25 Another text (RN 1016b*) provides prevention of,

and cures for, certain physical ailments.26 The third text (RN 996b)

Alexander Fodor, “Amulets from the Islamic World: Catalogue of the exhibition
held in Budapest, in 1988,” The Arabist (1990).

22 Cf. Krek, 12. That these two sùras constitute a mandatory element of the
amulets and charms is also explained in al-Suyù†ì, 61, 150–51, 292 (states, for
example, that the sùrat al-ikhlàß should be repeated “a thousand times” for the safe-
guarding of food consumption [lil-baraka fì al-†a'àm]). This seems to have continued
over time insofar as the sùra 112 may still be seen in pre-modern and modern-day
˙ijàb-amulets (Fodor, 103, no. 192). And on the other hand, the so-called àyat al-
kursì, or Throne Verse (Qur’an 2: 255, allàh là ilàha illà huwa al-˙ayyu al-qayyùm . . .)
has also been one of the most popular mandatory elements in amulets; see Fodor,
2, and examples ( passim). At least one Quseir fragment (RN 1070b) contains the
Throne Verse; it is also featured in the block printed amulet at Columbia University;
see Bulliet, 432–37 (pls. II, III, IV).

23 See Krek, 12; Schaefer, “Arabic Block Prints,” 215–25.
24 Cf. Schaefer, “Arabic Block Prints,” 222, 224–25; “Arabic Printing,” 127; Krek,

14; Fodor, 101 (no. 188).
25 Also cf. al-Suyù†ì, 249.
26 Cf. al-Suyù†ì, 26–32.
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claims to have the power of a talisman (al-†alàsim) that would not

only untangle one’s tongue from mumbo jumbo and purify one’s

mind of lustful thoughts (al-zinà), but also prevent one from diseases

like leprosy and elephantiasis (al-baraß wa-al-judhàm).27 Still a fourth

text (RN 1026e) tackles the crisis of certain “plague (†à'ùn)” the details

of which are missing from the manuscript.28

Other kinds of protection are also invoked in various amulets and

charms found in Quseir. One text (RN 1052*) contains the names

of the “Men of the Cave,” or so-called “Seven Sleepers,” a common

motif in medieval Arabo-Islamic magic,29 and is meant to be used

to “put out house fires.”

In some of these amulets and charms, the age-old Arabo-Islamic

“magic numbers” and “magic letters” are used (for more details, see

chapter 4 below). One hand-written fragment (RN 1039f ) contains

barely six 5 (five) signs in a row.30 Another piece, a paper scroll orig-

inally folded and wrapped with a cord (RN 978), has twenty-nine

lines that contain nothing but one single word, huwa, “He (i.e., God),”

being repeated nearly a hundred times. This could be a Qur’anic

citation (namely Qur’an 112: 1, huwa allàh a˙ad, “He is God, One.”),

written in individual words or letters, making up a complete amulet,31

or perhaps simply a jotting. More magic numbers or magic letters

are found in other fragments (e.g., RN 1031b) as well. Another

remarkable example is found on the verso of RN 1001a*; the text

is divided to two parts: the right half contains five signs of 3 (three)

in a row, to be sandwiched by several unrecognizable “magic signs”;

the left half displays six monograms that might represent individual

letter numerals. On the top left of the paper are more enigmatic

27 Cf. al-Suyù†ì, 196–98.
28 For a more comprehensive survey of magical beliefs and practices for healing

purposes, see Michael Dols, The Black Death in the Middle East (Princeton, 1977),
121–42; Manfred Ullmann, Islamic Medicine (Edinburgh, 1978 [1997 reprint]), 107–14.

29 Cf. al-Suyù†ì, 229; Annemarie Schimmel, Islamic Calligraphy (Leiden, 1970), Pl.
XLIII (the names of the Seven Sleepers around the name of their dog, written in
Istanbul, 1900). More bibliography is to be found in the commentary of RN 1052*.

30 Examples of “magic” numerals and letters in combination for the purpose of
remedy and protection are presented in al-Suyù†ì, 44, 70, 125–27, 142, 147, 150–62,
174, 194, 227, 231, 248–49, 261, 265, 269, 290, 296. In addition to the better
known device of “magic square,” many of these cited by al-Suyù†ì comprise of com-
binations of numerals and individual letters.

31 Similar modern-day example is found in Fodor, 79 (no. 145), where the Qur’anic
verses are written in separate letters.
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monograms. All told, the exact significance of these bilingual “magic”

numbers and letters in incantation is a subject that still awaits fur-

ther research.

In addition to paper amulets and charms found in the “Sheikh’s

house,” a small leather amulet was uncovered at a site not far from

the house during recent excavations at Quseir.32 There is also the

possibility that the artifact is in fact a leather container for paper

amulets, a popular everyday accessory item in the medieval and pre-

modern Islamic world.33

Astrological Dials

Dials and diagrams pertaining to astrology, a different but related

area of superstitious belief and supernatural pursuit, are also fea-

tured in some fragments discovered at the “Sheikh’s house.” Of the

RN 1039 group, four fragments contain what appear to be astro-

logical dials or signs of the zodiac (see Plate 1). One fragment (RN

1039b) has a nearly complete round circle, outlined by several lay-

ers of circles colored in red and black ink. In the center is the head-

ing dà"irat al-manàzil, “orbit of lunar phases.” Another fragment (RN

1039e) contains a grid of rectangular and square cells, containing

what are supposedly names of the planets, or celestial phases. Other

diagrams are added outside of the grid. The third fragment (RN

1039c) comprises a very large round circle that is divided into many

radiant and diagonal grids with names of the planets and their posi-

tions in relation to each other in them. In the outer sphere, the

words shams, “sun,” and 'a†àrid, “Mercury,” are recognizable. In the

inner circle, terms such as ab'ad, “the most far,” and aqßar, “the near-

est,” are repeated, as if to indicate the distances between the plan-

ets and celestial phases in question. The fourth small fragment (RN

1039d) contains a grid of several squares, all radiating from a sup-

posed center (sun? moon?) which is missing from the manuscript.

The word [al-]qàri'a, “the hour of the Last Judgement,” is written

32 Jill Phillips, “Leather,” in David Peacock, Lucy Blue, and Stephanie Moser,
eds., Myos Hormos: Quseir al-Qadim: A Roman & Islamic port on the Red Sea coast of Egypt
(Interim Report, 2002), 73.

33 Cf. Fodor, passim.
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in one square, and the word mafàri[q?], “spherical junctions (?),” in

another.

Similar charts, or dials, are also featured in yet another group of

manuscripts, namely RN 1029.34 In one fragment (RN 1029b), along

one side of the edge is part of the basmala, in calligraphic hand, red

ink and bold face; along the other side of the edge is the phrase

lam yùlad, “[God] has not been begotten,” from the sùrat al-ikhlàß of

the Qur’an, also in red ink. In the center is preserved what appears

to be a grid of several rectangular cells and a round circle, with

lines in red and black ink. The written contents inside the cells and

the circle are entirely missing; but judging from its appearance, this

fragment should likely have contained astrological dials similar to

those of the 1039 group discussed above. The nature of such dials

is again reaffirmed by another fragment in the same group (RN

1029c): on the recto is preserved a lunar dial, in the form of a grid

of several square and rectangular cells, each with a phrase in it; one

has dà"irat al-manàzil, and another dà"irat al-[. . .]. The verso contains

what looks like another diagram, in the form of a large circle, divided

into several rectangular cells, with, supposedly, names of the planets,

or celestial phases, in them.

Random drawings showing curved lines connected with dots and

variously shaped grids figure on several sheets of paper (RN 970c,

1035); but they are too fragmentary to allow further reading. These

could be astrological dials and signs of the zodiac, or diagrams of

other magical functions the details of which remain to be fully

recovered.

Now, what do we learn from these non-commercial texts abandoned

at the “Sheikh’s house”? With regard to the “funeral texts,” who

died? Family members? Pilgrims? Who performed the services? As

for the “healing texts,” block-printed amulets and hand-written charms,

who produced them, and where? Regarding the astrological dials,

who used them, and for what purposes?

While the answers to these questions may be uncertain and the

picture may for the most part remain murky, one thing is certain:

34 Some illustrated fragments of the RN 1029 and 1039 groups initially appeared
to be maritime maps and were published as such (see Li Guo, “Arabic Documents,”
part 1, 166), but this is obviously inaccurate.
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these texts are all strung on a common thread, that is, the unknown

world of death, illness, natural disasters, and dangers; in other words,

the variants of the time-honored Arab notion of ßurùf al-dahr, “vicis-

situdes of fate,” or changes of one’s fortune. In this sense, they are

all very useful for practical purposes. Their obvious functionality may

explain the existence of such materials in a warehouse-residence like

the “Sheikh’s house.” It fuels the speculation that the private activ-

ities around the compound, primarily buying and selling, perhaps

expanded beyond the walls of the house to the public sphere, to

social services such as funeral arrangements for the deceased on the

pilgrimage route, medical care for the sick, spiritual guidance and

material assistance for the poor and needy, and other related services.35

In the case of “funeral texts,” one may certainly argue that the

themes of doing good in this life and God’s rewards in the here-

after as seen in the “funeral texts” discussed above may be thought

of as generic topics in general religious discourse.36 However, the

fact that no other kinds of purely literary or religious texts were

found in the “Sheikh’s house” strongly suggests that such texts existed

for practical reasons. In this regard, one ought to bear in mind that

aside from his day job as a grain broker and trade head (rayyis),

Ibràhìm was himself also a kha†ìb, a sermon giver. The sermons and

prayers found in the house were thus very much likely his working

texts.

As for amulets, charms, and magic words, the finds from the

“Sheikh’s house” are perhaps best placed within the Upper Egyptian

tradition of magical practices.37 The sufi connection, on the other

hand, has also been suggested by Richard Bulliet in view of the gen-

eral use of such material in the medieval Islamic Near East. The

theory is that these printed amulets were done in imitation of hand-

written amulets commissioned from sufis who, it is contended, com-

35 The merchants’ role as social-service officers and “trustees of the court” was
also amply documented in the Cairo Geniza papers; see MS, 1: 158–61; 2: chap-
ter v, section B.

36 For a recent survey of Islamic hermeneutic discourse on death, see Thomas
Bauer, “Islamische Totenbücher. Entwicklung einer Textgattung in Schatten ˝azàlìs,”
in S. Leder et al., eds, Studies in Arabic and Islam: Proceedings of the 19th Congress, Union
Européenne des Arabisants et Islamisants, Halle 1998 (Leuven, 2002), 421–36. I thank
Bauer for providing me with a copy of his article.

37 A general discussion of the popular “Ía'ìdì magicians” is in Jonathan Berkey,
“Culture and society during the late Middle Ages,” CHE, 382–83.
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manded more generous fees for such work than the shady charac-

ters who peddled the printed variety.38 This is, of course, just one

interpretation. In the present context of Quseir, however, no evi-

dence is found to support this line of argument. It cannot be totally

ruled out either, however. The commercial aspects of these docu-

ments cannot be denied in any case; the amulets were indeed com-

modities, no matter whether they were for the benefit of the sufis,

or for the profits of peddlers in the marketplace. In light of the over-

all function of the “Sheikh’s house,” the amulets found herein may

have something to do with the needs of the pilgrims in searching

for protection along the long, and at times dangerous, journey across

the Nile, deserts, and the Red Sea. It is a well-documented fact 

that the death rate was extraordinarily high among pilgrims in pre-

modern times, caused by natural disasters, thirst, physical exhaustion,

plague, and attacks by Bedouin.39 This also explains why the few

texts that are closer to what may be identified as “pure” belles lettres

are all prayers, in the form of verse, on behalf of the departing loved

ones (RN 964a*, 968c*, and 984b). They ought perhaps to be seen

as reflections of this aspect of the reality of life around the “Sheikh’s

house,” where comings and goings were part of the daily routine,

but were nevertheless seen as activities requiring God’s protection.

Even in a “no-nonsense” business world, yearning, longing, and pray-

ing were natural outpourings of the sentiments of the community.

Many of the immediate family members of the Abù Mufarrij clan

were embarking upon long-distance journeys on the sea and over

land, as were their neighbors in Quseir and the passing pilgrimage

caravans.

In this connection, the role of women in magic practices and

prayer-giving is also worth further exploration. Again, parallel behavior

patterns can be traced to the contemporary Cairo-based Mediterranean

merchant community for whom prayers and calls for protection

against natural disasters and human errors amount, too, to a pre-

occupation for long-distance business travelers. Goitein noted that,

“in the main, a traveler relied for his protection on the prayer of

his relatives and friends—in particular, on that of this mother, another

38 Bulliet, 436–38; also Schaefer, “Arabic Printing,” 124.
39 See Abdullah 'Ankawi, “The Pilgrimage to Mecca in Mamlùk Times,” Arabian

Studies 1 (1974): 146–70, especially 160–61.
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elderly woman, or a saintly person known to him.”40 This may pro-

vide a footnote to the similar letters or prayers, all in women’s names,

found in the “Sheikh’s house” (e.g., 964a*, 991a*, 1018d*).

While the sentimental importance of such texts should not be

denied, the underlying commercial interests cannot be overlooked

either. These texts could have been used by and for family mem-

bers, but they could also very likely have been sold for profit. The

block prints were meant for mass production and consumption to

begin with, and other items may justifiably have had market value

as well.

This leads to another question: Where were these “for-profit” block

prints being produced? Krek, in his study of medieval Arabic block

prints, has suggested that, in the case of both Vienna block prints

and Quseir block prints, not only the technique but even the prints

themselves may have been imported from China via India, intended

for the Near Eastern market. This is on account of the script, which

resembles what has been found on some Chinese-made vases, as well

as the vases’ archaeological association with other objects that were

identified as imports from India and China.41 In other words, the

prints were custom-made in China, the country where this type of

printing was invented. This interpretation, while bold, still needs fur-

ther proof. Schaefer, on the other hand, seems to hold that the

Arabic block prints he studied (all from the Cairo Geniza) were

locally made, the products of the Islamic Near East.42 Thus this ques-

tion is perhaps better left for specialists to debate, insofar as our pre-

sent goal is to provide more specimens for future comprehensive

survey and synthesis.

This brings us back to the Quseir context. The block prints and

other magical and/or astrological materials could, in all probability,

have been produced outside of Quseir and then brought into the

possession of either Abù Mufarrij or Ibràhìm. The specimens do not

necessarily have to have been locally produced in order to have

served the family and the community.

40 MS, 1: 346–47 (the quote is from 346).
41 Krek, 15.
42 Technical aspects of block printing are discussed in his “Arabic Block Prints,”

226–28.
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Appendix 1: Medieval Arabic Block Prints

To date, some sixty Arabic block prints, scattered throughout a dozen

European, American, and Arab institutions, have been reported and

examined. The largest collection is housed at the Österreichische

Nationalbibliothek in Vienna and has been examined and cited exten-

sively; see Josef Karabacek, Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer. Führer durch die

Ausstellung (Vienna, 1894); Adolph Grohmann, Allgemeine Einführung in

die arabischen Papyri (Wien, 1924); T. F. Carter, The Invention of Printing

in China and its Spread Westward (New York, 1925). One block-print

on parchment in the University of Pennsylvania Museum was stud-

ied by G. Levi Della Vida, in “An Arabic Block Print,” The Scientific
Monthly, LIX (1944): 473–74. For block prints in Cambridge, see

Paul Lunde, “A Missing Link,” Aramco World, 32 (1981): 26–27; Karl

Schaefer, “Eleven Medieval Arabic Block Prints in the Cambridge

University Library,” Arabica 48 (2001): 210–39. While the majority

of the specimens are believed to have come from Egypt, Richard

Bulliet reported two Arabic block prints that were apparently made

in Muslim Spain now housed in the Medina Colletion, New York

Public Library (Nos. Ca. 31, 32), and one block print now in the

Columbia University Library; see “Printing in the Medieval Islamic

Underworld,” Columbia Library Columns 36 (1987): 13–20; and “Medieval

Arabic ǎrsh: A forgotten chapter in the history of printing,” JAOS

107 (1987): 427–38. In Cairo, Arabic block prints, including the finds

from excavations in Fustat and Quseir, are housed in Museum of

Islamic Art and have been inventoried by Krek; see “Arabic Block

Printing,” ARCEN (1985): 12–16. The two block prints from Fustat

(Nos. 18, 43) were examined and published by D. S. Richards; see

“Written Documents,” in Fustat C. Vol. 2 of Fustat Expedition Final

Report, 64–80.

More information about medieval Arabic block-printed amulets

has recently emerged: at least one block print from the Cairo Geniza

(TS Ar 30 184/TS8J18.5), an amulet dating from the eleventh cen-

tury and housed in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

was recently on exhibition at the Spertus Museum, Chicago, in 2002

(the registration number is 1978 78.546.32; but no literature seems

to be available). Five medieval Arabic block-prints were put on dis-

play in 2002 at the Gutenberg Museum, Mainz, Germany. Among

the five, four were well known (exhibition nos. 58–61; three from

Vienna, one from the Staatliche Museen zu Berlin), and one (no. 62),
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currently at the J. W. Th. van Meeuwen private collection, was pur-

chased at an auction of Adolf Grohmann’s papers in the late 1980s.

In addition, Rachel Milstein has recently discovered a number of

examples in Istanbul but has yet to publish his research; see Karl

Schaefer, “Arabic printing before Gutenberg: block-printed Arabic

amulets,” in Eva Hanebutt-Benz et al., eds., Sprachen des Nahen Ostens

und die Druckrevolution: eine interkulturelle Begegnung (Westhofen: WVA-

Verlag Skulima, 2002), 123–28, 475–78 (catalogue).

Later samples of Arabic block printing are to be found in Marie-

Geneviève Guesdon and Annie Vernay-Nouri, eds., L’art du livre arabe

(Paris, 2002), 163–75 (the earliest sample is dated from 1514).43 Pre-

modern and modern-day printed ˙ijàb/†arsh amulets, amulets cases

(metal, leather, textile), Qur’an-holder, pendants, rings, necklace, jew-

elry, magic bowls, and other related items are catalogued in Fodor,

43–192 (Muslim amulets).

Appendix 2: A Catalogue of the Block Prints Uncovered in Quseir

(All the fragments found in the “Sheikh’s house” are lumped together

as a few larger items and are now housed in the Museum of Islamic

Art, Cairo.)

RN 985a, 5.7 × 1.8 cm, recto a few words, yà qadr, “O the divine

decree!,” yà 'alà", “O the divine highness!,” written in separate

grids, black ink, verso blank.

RN 988c, 4 × 3 cm, recto traces of a round dial and a grid with

a few words written in some of the cells, red and black ink, verso

blank.

RN 1009a, 8.8 × 2.8 cm, recto three lines of Qur’an 1: 1–6 in black

ink plus one line of Qur’an 112: 2 in the right margin in red ink,

verso blank.

RN 1009b, 7.1 × 6.2 cm, recto three lines of amulet text in black

ink plus one line of Qur’an 112: 1–4 in the right margin in red

ink, verso blank.

43 Karl Schaefer states that “block printing in the Arab world ceased about the
middle of the fifteenth century” insofar as “no extant examples later than the mid-
1400s are presently known” (“Arabic Printing,” 127). This, as we have seen, can
no longer be maintained.
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RN 1029b, 9.4 × 4.8 cm, recto signs of the zodiac and Qur’an 112:

3 in red and black ink, verso blank.

RN 1029c, 6.8 × 6.3 cm, recto traces of a lunar dial in red and

black ink, verso traces of an astrological dial in black ink.

RN 1038, 26.5 × 15.2 cm, recto several lines, and clusters, of amulet

text and illustrations in red and black ink, verso blank.

RN 1039a, 8.5 × 6.6 cm, recto eight lines of amulet text in black

ink, plus one line of Qur’an 112: 1 in the right margin in red

ink, verso blank.

RN 1039b, 5.6 × 4.9 cm, recto traces of astrological dials in red

and black ink, verso blank.

RN 1039c, 3.5 × 7.7 cm, recto traces of astrological dials and spher-

ical charts in black ink, verso blank.

RN 1039d, 4 × 5.8 cm, recto traces of a spherical dial in red and

black ink, verso blank.

RN 1039e, 4.8 × 6.5 cm, traces of an astrological dial in black ink,

verso blank.



CONCLUDING REMARKS

THE RED SEA TRADE ON THE EVE OF THE 

“WORLD SYSTEM”

The hundreds of paper fragments uncovered at the “Sheikh’s house,”

Quseir, in the 1982 season—as well as the hundreds more from the

seasons 1978, 1980, and the newly uncovered documents in the sea-

sons 2001–2003, all from other archaeological loci in the ancient

town—form a mine of information for the study of the Red Sea

commerce and economic history of Islamic Egypt. Our task to stitch

together a coherent story, however, as the fragmentary accounts

reconstructed in the preceding chapters can attest, is not an easy

one. In fact, there can be no storytelling in the traditional sense;

what we witness here is a pastiche of scrambled shreds in search of

a narrative. From a textual and cultural perspective, the stories told

here are largely “from below,” from the lower end of the spectrum

of medieval Arabic writing, marred with bad grammar, awkward

syntax, and less-than-elegant handwriting (to be discussed in chap-

ter 4 below). Given all the deficiencies in documentation, compounded

by a general lack of corresponding literary sources, the picture out-

lined in this book is far from being complete. There are, therefore,

issues to be sorted out and questions to be answered before the

greater context can be adequately addressed.

When it comes to “big picture” issues, one must first confront the

“so what” questions: What is the significance of these fragmented

texts for our better understanding of the economic history of Islamic

Egypt? Yes, we have gotten into somebody’s discarded personal doc-

uments and have learned much about his and his family’s history,

their social ties, and their attitudes towards life, illness, death, and

God—the kind of questions that are still confounding modern-day

minds and souls. More importantly, we now understand something

of the once modestly prosperous but eventually folding shipping busi-

ness they embarked upon. What kind of information can we expect

to glean from this for general historical inquiry? What kind of con-

clusions might we possibly draw? In this respect, there are, in my

opinion, two intertwined points to be made. One is that these doc-

uments are significant for the study of the Red Sea and Indian Ocean
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trade overall. The other is that these documents contain great poten-

tial for aiding our understanding of the details of this trade, thus

providing new material for the general study of Islamic economic,

social, and cultural history.

As I have already mentioned in the Preface, the Quseir collection

distinguishes itself from other well known archival and non-archival

documentary collections from Islamic Egypt—the Cairo Geniza,1 the

Mount Sinai Monastery archive,2 the Cairo waqf deeds,3 and the

“Vienna papers”4—in many ways: its locale (on the Red Sea, as

opposed to elsewhere), the community it served (a Muslim community,

as opposed to the Jewish and Christian communities represented by

the Cairo Geniza papers and Mount Sinai Monastery archive), the

kind of the material it contains (mainly non-chancery texts on com-

merce and communal rituals). Taken together, these are firsthand

accounts of the life and history on both shores of the Red Sea,

namely Upper Egypt, the Hijaz, and Yemen, of which previously

known documentary and literary sources reveal very little.

In the current ongoing debate over the validity of the old “world

system” paradigm, Janet Abu-Lughod challenges the traditionally held

view that the first world system began to emerge in the fifteenth

century Europe, preceding the emergence of industrial capitalism,

and argues for the existence of a “Eurasian world system”—a large

though not truly global economy—between the mid-thirteenth and

mid-fourteenth centuries, linking Asia by land and sea with Europe

1 See MS; select texts from the Cambridge collection were published in ALAD;
for the catalogue see: Colin Baker and Meira Polliack, Arabic and Judaeo-Arabic
Manuscripts in the Cambridge Genizah Collections (Cambridge, 2001).

2 It is the only extant archive of chancery documents from medieval Egypt; most
of the documents are decrees issued by sultans as edicts of protection and privilege
to the Greek Orthodox Monastery of St. Catherine’s on Mount Sinai; source: A. S.
Atiya, The Arabic Manuscripts of Mt. Sinai (Baltimore, 1955); major texts were published
in FD, DIC, MSU. In addition, certain European archives contain a number of
Arabic documents, such as treaties and diplomatic correspondence; sources: M. A.
Alarcón y Santón and R. G. de Linares, Los documentos arabes diplomaticos del archivio
de la Corona de Aragon (Madrid, 1940); Michele Amari, I diplomi arabi del R. Archivio
Fiorentino (Florence, 1863).

3 Some nine hundred waqf, “religious endowments deeds,” drawn up on behalf
of the sultans and other high officials; these are the only Egyptian state documents
from before the Ottoman conquest; source: M. Amin: Catalogue des documents d’archives
du Caire, de 239/853 à 922/1516 (Cairo, 1981).

4 Thousands of loose scraps of paper stored in boxes at the Österreichische
Staatsbibliothek; the fragments, dating from the Fatimid, Ayyubid, and Mamluk
periods, are mainly from Fayyùm and Ashmùnayn and have recently been pub-
lished; see DAA1, DAA2, DAA3.
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via the Near East.5 However, one of the key areas on the map, the

Red Sea region, remains murky. The fact that after all these years,

except for some general synthetic accounts, we still await a mono-

graph devoted to Red Sea trade speaks volumes about the current

state of knowledge in the field. The major obstacle lies obviously in

sources. Everyone working on the subject matter, from S. D. Goitein

on, bemoans the lack of information. Goitein’s discussion of the Red

Sea and Indian Ocean commerce, for example, stopped short for

lack of sources coming from outside of Cairo, the end and starting

point of the Red Sea trade routes. Unlike Cairo, which for several

centuries played a major role in the Red Sea and Indian Ocean

trade, and Qùß, the capital of Upper Egypt, Quseir was a lesser

point of administration and exchange, a place through which rural

revenues and the overseas trade, as well as pilgrimage caravans,

passed on their way to and from Cairo, the Hijaz, Yemen, and Asia.

Because Quseir’s “frontier” location gave it such a distinctive eco-

nomic, social, and political profile, a careful examination of these

documents, together with an analysis of the various roles played by

Quseir within the structure of the Ayyubid and Mamluk states, will

be rewarding.

This brings us to my second point, that is, the potential of the

Quseir documents in shedding light on details, rather than general-

ities, of the Red Sea trade, so they may serve as point of reference

for large-scale comparison and comprehensive investigation. Having

in the preceding chapters outlined and described the business prac-

tices and trade patterns unveiled by the documents, it is now appro-

priate to inquire what these details tell us about economic life and

popular culture in this remote Red Sea port, and what is their rel-

evance to our general historical inquiry. There are, in my opinion,

three areas in which these documents have proved to hold great

potential for further exploration. The three areas correspond, roughly,

to the three chapters in Part One. The following discussion lays out

each of these areas with its cluster of questions, some of which have

5 Following Abu-Lughod, there has been a growing body of literature which
insists that before the Europeans arrived in Asia in the sixteenth century, Asians
had enjoyed a long period of relatively peaceful, lucrative, and unrestricted trade;
see, for example, Risso, 50–54, 104–6. The most recent, and somehow more cau-
tious, take on the issue is Stephen Humphreys, “Egypt in the world system of the
later Middle Ages,” CHE, 445–61, especially 445, 447–48, 454–56.
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been addressed in the preceding chapters, whereas others remain

open for future research.

The first area is family associations and business partnership. Was Abù
Mufarrij’s shùna-warehouse an exclusive family enterprise? Kinship

networks have long been thought to have played a central role in

the organization of trade and commerce throughout pre-modern soci-

eties. Given the universality of such a trend in human history, what,

then, is special about the Quseir experience? In the case of Shaykh

Abù Mufarrij’s warehouse, was it a close-knit family affair, or a

loosely structured partnership of convenience? With the documents

found at the “Sheikh’s house,” a family-oriented collection of busi-

ness letters, we have a good case study in this line of pursuit. Based

on our reading of the documents, it becomes clear that this indeed

was a family-run business, much the same as those we have seen in

medieval Cairo and elsewhere.6 In light of what the documents allow,

we may even have enough reason to consider Abù Mufarrij’s house-

hold the “Great House” that dominated the trade scene in Quseir

on the Red Sea shore in the thirteenth century.

“Great House” or otherwise, “Islamic entrepreneurial activity,” as

Udovitch notes, “had already, by the late eighth century, moved

beyond purely family associations. As important as family associations

continued to be throughout the Islamic Middle Ages, the earliest

legal sources already recognized that traders were likely to place

commercial success ahead of family ties.”7 In the Quseir context, the

intriguing division of the family business, discussed in chapter 1, into

probably two entities headed by the father Abù Mufarrij and the

son Ibràhìm respectively, may add one more footnote to this gen-

eral phenomenon. Although we may never know the exact cause

that brought about the split (it could be over money, or as a nat-

ural result of business growth, or due to some family feud), what we

do know is that the “Great House” in Quseir was divided at some

point and that the split did take place. The marginalized role of

other members of the family, also discussed in chapter 1, is perhaps

in keeping with this development as well. This general trend is not

6 MS, 1: 180–83. A similar case, though much earlier, is to be found in the
Banù 'Abd al-Mu"min clan archive on papyri from the rural town Fayyùm in the
ninth century; see Rà©ib, Marchands d’étoffes du Fayyoum.

7 Udovitch, 260.
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only attested to in other contemporary Arabic documents, such as

the Cairo Geniza papers, but also has shown a pattern of progres-

sion over the course of time. The complete and long-range pooling

of resources among the family members, which was amply seen in

the eleventh century Geniza letters, “seems to have been the excep-

tion rather than the rule” in the twelfth century, which saw a gen-

eral switch from the exclusively family owned and operated mode

towards more open types of partnership.8

In this regard, the Quseir documents show that other kinds of

associations and partnerships outside of the family were actively

sought after and actually being forged by Abù Mufarrij and Ibràhìm,

perhaps to cope with the tasks that required resources and labors

that went beyond the capability of a single family. Be that as it may,

of the two major institutions of medieval Islamic commercial coop-

eration, namely the proprietary partnership (sharikat al-milk), that is,

equal joint ownership, and the commenda partnership, that is, joint

investment through an agent-manager,9 which one can be used to

describe Abù Mufarrij’s and Ibràhìm’s enterprises? Insofar as the

documents, as records of real trade practice, do not always bear the

same technical terms as stipulated and described in legal writings,

we can only approach the issue through speculative reading of the

available textual testimony.

First and foremost, the documents make it clear that as far as

Abù Mufarrij’s shùna is concerned, there was no such a thing as

equal joint partnership. Shaykh Abù Mufarrij was ßà˙ib al-shùna, the

sole owner of the warehouse. As for his son Ibràhìm, his capacity

as a rayyis, “head trader,” among other things, points to the leader-

ship role he would play in a wider range of business transactions.

Secondly, the apparent hierarchy in the relationships between the

senior partners—Abù Mufarrij, Ibràhìm—and their employees, or

perhaps partners of inferior statures, such as Shaykh Najìb, Khalaf,

to name a few (see chapter 1), is also a clear indication of the nature

of the partnership in which no traces of equal joint ownership—as

defined by the legal writings, especially emphasized by the Shàfi'ì
school—can be identified.10 Thirdly, this is also evidenced by the

8 MS, 1: 183.
9 Udovitch, 17–169 (proprietary partnership), 170–248 (commenda).

10 Cf. Udovitch, 29–39.
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sophisticated business practices and commercial partnerships as revealed

in the texts (see chapters 1 and 2): the use of credit, the multi-tasking

services, the open-ended chain of clients (“suppliers” and “buyers”),

the notion of “work and capital” as joint investment, and so forth.11

To sum up, in such enterprise, “people had to be hired for care

and transportation of merchandise,” as Udovitch describes, “goods

[might] be consigned to another person’s care, either to be sold or

to be retrieved at a later date. Credit might have to be extended

and a pledge taken to guarantee payment or, conversely, a pledge

given to cover credit purchases for the partnership. Advantage might

be gained by concluding partnerships of short duration with third

parties or by investment or acceptance of capital in the form of a

commenda.”12 As the “to-do” list goes, Abù Mufarrij & Co. had indeed

completed it.

Although it is perhaps somewhat risky to label the business prac-

tices around the “Sheikh’s house” with a definitive legal term, all

the practical aspects, and facts, revealed in the documents do indeed

point to the features of the commenda partnership, which was, as mod-

ern scholars commonly hold, “one of the most wide spread tools of

commercial activity” in pre-modern Islamic Near East.13 It was, all

told, a particularly suitable instrument for long-distance (and mari-

time) trade, thanks largely to its flexibility in giving the agent (in our

case, Abù Mufarrij and Ibràhìm) complete freedom in handling the

capital and goods.14 In light of this understanding, some vague tech-

nical terms used in the documents now can be viewed in a more

specific context: the claim of 'idlì, literally “my half share,” in one

letter (RN 1004c*), for example, indicates the joint partner’s “half

share” of the shipment;15 the honorific title of al-amìn, bestowed on

an addressee (RN 1003b*), designates “trustworthy and faithful party”

in a commenda partnership;16 the agent (wakìl ), with whom Ibràhìm
worked (RN 1008*), ought to be thought of as part of the commenda

configuration; the frequent mention of the rahn, literally “loan,” thus

can now be interpreted as “pledging commenda property as security

11 Cf. MS, 1: 164–208; Udovitch, 190–96.
12 Udovitch, 97; also cf. 119–248.
13 Udovitch, 174.
14 Udovitch, 171–74.
15 Cf. MS, 1: 173–79.
16 Cf. Udovitch, 203–4, 240.
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for a debt”;17 as for the ubiquitous al-kirà, literally “lease contract,”

it may well indicate the use of commenda funds to rent and purchase

pack animals.18

In this connection, and on a larger scale, one persistent question

in the Red Sea and Indian Ocean scholarship is whether Arab traders

were mostly peddlers. Muslim maritime merchants, it is commonly

held, were by and large involved in the “carrying trade,” that is,

they were “not usually involved in the larger economic linkage of

production with export-import,”19 but were rather carriers of goods,

moving things around on limited family or partnership bases. However,

the details as described in the documents examined in this study

suggest that “Abù Mufarrij & Co.” in Quseir was in fact doing much

more than peddling. But it remains an open question as to whether

it evolved into, or became part of, a full-fledged corporation, on the

scale of the famous “Kàrimì” merchants. To probe this question

would have a certain impact on the “world system” debate, in that

a tentative conclusion that most Muslim maritime merchants fit the

definition of “peddlers” would have implications for any compar-

isons made between Arab-Muslim and Western European trade,

which was generally organized into corporate bodies. “To co. or not

co.” is a question that is perhaps better left unanswered before more

research on the Kàrimìs, the Abù Mufarrijs and Ibràhìms, and their

possible roles in business competition and commerce monopoly can

be conducted in a comprehensive manner using the newly discov-

ered documentary, as well as other, materials.

The second area is security and communication on the trade (and pil-

grimage) routes. This has to do with the domestic policies and busi-

ness customs in Ayyubid and Mamluk Egypt and, to a lesser extent,

the Hijaz, and Yemen. Official and semi-official correspondences

found in the house arguably form a direct link between the ware-

house and the government. Additional circumstantial evidence also

indicates that there was some kind of regular transport of corre-

spondence, supplies, merchandise, and even cash by means of a mar-

itime shuttle service between Quseir and other Red Sea ports to the

south (al-Yamànì, qiblì ). Weapons for the pilgrims’ self-protection were

17 Cf. Udovitch, 9, 208.
18 Cf. Udovitch, 206–7.
19 Risso, 68 (note 33, with bibliography).
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being purchased through local merchants such as Shaykh Abù Mufarrij,

as were the provisions for the troops fighting the Crusaders. The

probable Quseir-'Aqaba (or the Hijaz)-Syria route, in light of the

documents discussed above (chapter 2), can be added to the tradi-

tionally known Qùß-'Aydhàb-Hijaz-Yemen route under the Ayyubid

regimes. The above-mentioned Kàrimì connection (which itself was

closely linked to the government) may be established as well.

How do we define the role played by the “Sheikh’s house” in

security and communication? Since the central figure in a commenda

partnership is the agent and manager (wakìl ), the question would

naturally be whether the Shaykh’s shùna was also a dàr al-wakàla, or

caravanserai. Given the multiple-capacities in which Abù Mufarrij

and Ibràhìm worked, ranging from merchant, agent, and manager

(of the commenda joint venture), to tax-farmer, trade head ('arìf, rayyis),
and market inspector (mu˙tasib), in addition to the social services the

warehouse provided (e.g., postal address, funeral arrangements, med-

ical care and magic practices; see chapters 2 and 3), the answer

should perhaps be positive. Indirect evidence discerned from the doc-

uments (e.g., the frequent mentions of the agents and merchants

“arriving” and “staying” in the house as well as the mysterious

wooden key mentioned in the beginning of this study) also suggests

that the warehouse might have provided lodgings for traveling mer-

chants and their employees—another major function of the typical

dàr al-wakàla along the major trade routes all over the Islamic Near

East.20 In this respect, it is to be noted here that the fastidious distinc-

tion between “merchants,” “representatives,” and “partners” attested

to in the Cairo Geniza papers is blurred, and merged, here in the

Quseir setting. This is fitting for a remote, provincial small town

where prominent citizens, such as Shaykh Abù Mufarrij and Ibràhìm,

were bound to wear many hats.

Lastly is the area of cultural interactions between the merchants and the

communities. Trade routes are the avenues of cross-cultural and inter-

communal contact throughout history. Although the cultural aspects

of the merchants’ life as reflected in the texts are by far largely

confined to the periphery, such as popular belief, communal rituals,

and magic practices, the textual material is valuable in its own right

20 For the function of the dàr al-wakàla, see MS, 1: 186–92; Udovitch, 119–248.
Sites identified as caravanserais were recently excavated in Quseir; see Lucy Blue
and James Phillips, “Trench 9A,” in Peacock, 31–34.
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for future study of the intersection of general Islamic values and

indigenous cultural elements, and the tensions within the wide religio-

cultural spectrum, from “high” (orthodox or prescriptive norms) to

“low” (folk practices). In this respect, the seemingly thriving prac-

tices of magic at Quseir did not come from a vacuum, given the

long tradition of magic practices in Upper Egypt, far from urban

centers (see chapter 3). On the other hand, various aspects of pop-

ular culture were closely related to commercial activities: prayers

were made in response to merchants’ call for protection; sermons

were recited on behalf of the dead and the dying, perhaps mainly

merchants or pilgrims; healing texts, amulets, and magic words were

usually carried by travelers on their persons and could themselves

be sold as commodities. In this connection, among the most fasci-

nating finds from the “Sheikh’s house,” the block printed amulets

and charms, also have invaluable significance for the study of the

history of printing in the medieval Islamic world. The fact that they

were found in places as far as the Red Sea shore is itself an indi-

cation of the far-reaching, if not global, cultural interactions through

commerce.

The present study, based largely on the textual material from the

“Sheikh’s house” in Quseir in the thirteenth century, is aimed at a

microscopic exploration of the Red Sea trade and other related issues.

Whether the reconstructed narrative in the preceding pages about

the “Great House” of Shaykh Abù Mufarrij and his family presents

an isolated case or an example of a common pattern is open for

further discussion. The rise and fall of the family as witnessed by

the documents certainly paralleled the fate of the ancient town of

Quseir, which never developed into what it had aspired to be: a

major harbor on the Red Sea. It was replaced, shortly after the fold-

ing of the family business, by other ports, such as 'Aydhàb, with

better natural and logistical conditions.21 Nevertheless, the story of

the “Sheikh’s house,” by offering a firsthand account of what really

happened and how, in this part of the Red Sea world, is one that

is worth telling.

21 Cf. Whitcomb, “Introduction,” QQ2, 1–20; Hiebert, 127–28, 140–41; for later
development of the port, see Daniel Crecelius, “The Importance of Qusayr in the
Late Eighteenth Century,” Journal of the American Research Center in Egypt 24 (1987):
53–60.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE DOCUMENTS

If a letter is drafted by a scribe (al-kàtib), then all the for-
mulaic salutatories (al-iß†ilà˙) mentioned above . . . should be
used here; these include the invocation of God (al-du'à"), to
be followed by “the slave kisses the ground and reports . . .,”
and so forth.—Ibn Shìth al-Qurashì (fl. 12th century)1

Between the sender’s name (tarjama) and the basmala, a
wide space (fus˙a) should be left if the letter is from a supe-
rior to a lower ranking person; but if vice versa, then the
tarjama should be written close to the basmala.—Ibn
Shìth al-Qurashì2

Classification of the Texts

As discussed in Part One, the bulk of the documents recovered from

the “Sheikh’s house” are what we would today classify as “economic

texts”: business letters, shipping notes, delivery receipts, accounts,

and documents dealing with legal issues involved in business trans-

actions; in sum, records of a family-run brokerage and shipping busi-

ness headed by an otherwise unknown Shaykh Abù Mufarrij and

his son Ibràhìm Abù Is˙àq. Classifying the texts into “letters,” “notes,”

and “accounts,” as they are grouped in the following edition of the

texts, cannot avoid the risk of being somewhat arbitrary. This is

because a great number of them are nothing more than fragmentary

paper shreds that contain a few lines or words and do not, there-

fore, tell the whole story. Even in cases having full, or reasonably

complete, codices, the functions of different types of texts can often

overlap, since a “commercial letter” would deal with issues pertain-

ing to a particular shipment and thus play the same role as a ship-

ping note, whereas a “shipping note” may address some non-business
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concerns and thus can be read as a business memo and a private

letter. In many ways, definitions of the various types of medieval

Arabic documents have never been clear-cut. But because the writ-

ings from the “Sheikh’s house” have proven to be relatively formu-

laic and consistent in format and language, they allow us a certain

degree of certainty in our effort to classify them not only in view of

their content but also because of their philological features. For this

reason, therefore, our definitions of various documents in the cate-

gory of “economic texts” rely mainly on what Donald Little would

call “distinctive forms” of the original texts that guided his catalogue

of the Islamic documents from the Óaram al-Sharìf.3
A typical “commercial letter,” then, is defined as one that con-

tains the standard structural segments of a kitàb, or formal letter,

which consists of four basic elements: the salutatory, narratio (the main

content), corrobatio (concluding greetings), and address. These letters

are, for the most part, relatively long and multi-layered, discussing

a wide range of both business and personal issues. 

A typical “shipping note,” on the other hand, is much simpler,

shorter, and more straightforward. Many of these “notes,” often called

al-ruq'a, literally “a piece of paper,”4 comprise merely one or two

lines that say, “So-and-so is to receive such-and-such item, for such-

and-such amount, from so-and-so.” All the details are reduced to

the minimum: the mandatory basmala is often replaced by a logogram

(to be discussed below); the fussy prolonged greetings, often seen in

lengthy letters, are largely omitted; and, more importantly, the address

is usually not given. Despite this tendency of overall brevity, many

of these shipping notes still manage to be attentive to details deemed

significant. The equivalent of today’s paperwork, with the functions

of check, bill of exchange, and money order, all rolled into one,5

these notes must have served some legal purpose as written records

3 CHSH, 261.
4 The term has multiple meanings when used in different contexts; while in the

Quseir documents, a ruq'a is simply a “memo,” or “note,” in the Cairo Geniza
papers it also signifies “order of payment,” which is distinct from the suftaja, “bill
of exchange,” a term very common in medieval Arabic economic texts, but not
seen in the Quseir papers. For the use of the ruq'a and suftaja in the Geniza papers,
see MS, 1: 242–45. 

5 For the significance of paperwork in the Red Sea and Indian Ocean trade in
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, especially the role the ˙awàla and suftaja played
in the so-called “paper economy,” see MS, 1: 245–46, 340–43; GQQ , 130; Bloom,
passim, especially 135–41. 
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of business transactions and are, in a sense, more matter-of-fact and

documentary in nature than the kitàb-letters. (Although kitàb-letters
may also have some sort of legal tender as contracts,6 the proper

specimens of this kind are curiously lacking among the fragments

from the “Sheikh’s house.”)

Besides the ruq'a notes, other types of notes are found; some bear

distinct headings and are therefore easy to classify. The common use

of the ˙awàla, “bill of exchange,” or “transfer of credit,” has been

discussed in chapter 2. Among the less frequently occurring types of

paper notes is the so-called tadhkira, with the heading of tadhkira

mubàraka, or “a blessed memorandum.”7 The only example of this

type is found in RN 1027e*, a memo about the shipping of pepper.

The second type is called bayàn, a certificate- or description-like short

note that opens with the heading of bayàn mubàrak, or “a blessed

certificate.” The sole extant example of this type is found in RN

1021a*,8 which contains a statement of the prices (qìma) of flour being

traded. In addition to these self-evident types, there are other distinctive

forms, or types, of shipping note, which do not have headings but are

nevertheless clear due to their contents and textual format. They are:

• The taslìm/tasallum type, that is, notes that begin with the phrase of
yatasallamu fulàn (so-and-so is to receive . . .) or yusallamu ilà fulàn (to
be delivered to so-and-so are: . . .).9

• The tasyìr type, notes that are introduced by the phrase al-musayyar
ilà fulàn (to be dispatched to so-and-so are: . . .).

• The wàßil/ßàdir type, notes that open with the phrases of al-wàßil or
al-ßàdir (having arrived to so-and-so are: . . .).

• The i†làq type, notes that are headed by the phrase yu†laqu li (to be
released, or to be granted, to so-and-so are: . . .). This is perhaps the
shortest of all, in that no extant example exceeds three lines. 

6 For the function of letter as contract, see Udovitch, 196–203.
7 Several samples of the tadhkira memo are found in APEL, 6: 191, 192, 195.

The word tadhkira, though, is not written with the adjective mubàraka in these
examples.

8 The sending of bayàn notes is also mentioned in RN 1015a*, 1027c, 1032,
1088.

9 Similar examples are also found in the Cairo Geniza papers; see, for example,
ALAD, nos. 137, 139. For the term tasallama, “received,” also see MS, 2: 444, 456,
487. One is also tempted to relate it to the salam contract described in medieval
Muslim legal writings; see Jeanette Wakin, The Function of Documents in Islamic Law:
The chapters on sales from ǎ˙àwì’s Kitàb al-shurù† al-kabìr (Albany, NY, 1972), 41–42;
Udovitch, 72, 79.
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Less formulaic is another kind of economic texts: the account record.

The texts that belong to this category are not addressed to any par-

ticular person, but, rather, contain itemized entries that include names

of the customers (or sellers), the amount of the commodities, and

the prices (or payment). Some of these accounts comprise what

appears to be a balance sheet, with names and amounts, but from

the terse wording it is hard to tell whether these balance sheets are

about debts or credits. Some accounts register daily activities. Two

badly damaged fragments from RN 1090b*, for instance, contain an

itemization of the grains received each day, from Sunday through

Friday. A similar example is found in scattered fragments from the

RN 991 group, which contains day-to-day records of buying and

selling;10 each day’s entry is separated from the others by a line.

As for the non-economic texts, private letters, official correspondence,

and miscellanies, which have been discussed in chapter 3, their clas-

sification is quite straightforward and need not be singled out here.

One particular obstacle facing one attempting a catalogue of all

the textual finds from Quseir is the fragmentary nature of the extant

codices. As far as the documents from the “Sheikh’s house” are con-

cerned, the current number of one hundred and fifty (RN 964–1093)

is arrived at according to the groups of fragments that were found

in the same archeological locus, respectively, and therefore seem to

belong together; the actual number of scattered small scraps runs

into the thousands. In this regard, one should keep in mind that

despite the fact that many small fragments may belong to larger

texts, they may have been listed under different registration num-

bers (RN) assigned at the excavation site in the 1982 season. It

appears that some of these larger texts had been shredded into tiny

pieces, not by forces of nature but by human hands. The documents

were evidently abandoned over the course of time, and insofar as

they were recovered from what appears to be virtually trash heaps,

some have been kneaded into a paper ball of sorts and then tossed

away, while others have been shredded to pieces, and were scattered

all over the “Sheikh’s house.” A case in point is a lengthy, fully

10 A similar journal-like format is found in documents dating from the twelfth
century; see DAA1, no. 68. Earlier specimens can be traced back to the papyri era;
see, for example, David Margoliouth, Catalogue of the Arabic Papyri in the John Raylands
Library at Manchester (Manchester, 1933), 131–32, pl. 27; also MS, 1: 207–8 (the so-
called muwàyama, “daily account” or “journal.”) 
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vocalized text on the theme of death and redemption; the original

text was torn into dozens of pieces that are lumped together in

different numbers, RN 1037, 1040, 1041, 1042, 1043, 1047, 1048,

1050, and 1051 (see chapter 3).

Poor preservation conditions aside, the texts themselves also pose

challenges to modern-day students. Provincial, private, non-scholastic,

and largely non-chancellery, the documents in question are for the

most part informal and thus more idiosyncratic and less predictable

than other document collections from Islamic Egypt, such as the

waqf material, the Mount Sinai, and, to a lesser extent, the Cairo

Geniza, which were often executed by learned men serving in the

chancery or by professional scribes. 

In this regard, if a combined knowledge of both paleography and

phraseology is the key to success in reading medieval Arabic documents

in general, it is particularly true when it comes to handling the Quseir

texts. The informality and individuality of these texts indicate clearly

that one must depend heavily on recognizing shapes and logograms, as

well as other paleographic peculiarities, in addition to familiarity with

the textual format and linguistic intricacies, to which we next turn.

Paleography

Overall Remarks

The following descriptive analysis is aimed at documenting the over-

all paleographic characteristics and orthographic peculiarities seen in

the documents. It begins with individual letters, orthography, and

script, and concludes with observations and comments on the over-

all writing practice in Quseir and the surrounding environment. 

The overwhelming cursiveness of the script appears to be the norm

for these documents. In this respect, even the “high end” sort of

codices, such as official petitions and formal letters, feature flowering

cursive hands, while the remaining majority is nothing more than a

sundry variety of scribbles and scrawl. The texts, written in various

hands, are, for the most part, not dotted, except for a few religious

and literary texts, which are fully dotted and generously vocalized.

Many of the texts are written in rounded cursive, a practice that,

as described by Geoffrey Khan in his study of the Cairo Geniza

papers, replaces angles with continuous curved strokes, for example,
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in j/˙/kh and in medial and final '/gh. These cursive features also

include the closing of the loops of the letters f, q, w, and medial and

final ', gh, and m,11 as well as the deliberate missing of the cross bar

on top of the letter k. The final k is sometimes written in the same

way as the initial, without the squiggle that nestles in the dish of

the final shape of the letter, but with the cross bar. 

Another paleographic feature seen here in the Quseir documents

is the excessive use of unconventional ligatures between letters, wherein

“one pen-stroke” seems to be the rule: not only is a word usually

written with one pen-stroke, at times a single stroke can run through

two or more words. As a natural extension of this rule, certain words,

even phrases, of high frequency use are written in abbreviations and

logograms, which will be discussed below.

The overall orthography may best be described as a blend of the

Classical Arabic (CA) and the co-called “Middle Arabic” (MA).12

Among the non-CA features, the most commonly seen are: 

• The consistent omission of the hamza, which is sometimes absorbed
into words containing w or y, and is often elided after vocative yà.13

• The replacement of the alif maqßùra and the “dagger alif ” by regu-
lar alif :14 ∏Ta for ºTa, a¨S for o¨S, 5d∏˙K for 5’˙K.

• The disappearance of the distinction between long and short vow-
els at the end of a word and the shortening of the medial à:15 ÒV

for º¬V, —¬_ for -‡_.
• The consonant shifts: dh < th (tab'adhu = tab'athu), † < ∂ (ta†manu =

ta∂manu, yatafa††alu = yatafa∂∂alu, tafa††ul = tafa∂∂ul, qa†ayta = qa∂ayta),
ß < Ω (muntaßir = muntaΩir).16

• The fusion of the tà" marbù†a and the regular t:17 ƒE∏S for ¯E∏S,
ƒLQ for ¯¬Q, ƒ∫«V for ¯∫«V.

• The excessive use of the alif al-fàßila:18 a¨Ba for ¨Ba, a¨J‰N for ¨J‰N.
• The nearly whole-sale dropping of the tanwìn alif.

11 ALAD, 2.
12 For general discussions of the orthography of MA, see Werner Diem, “Some

Glimpses at the Rise and Early Development of the Arabic Orthography,” Orientalia
45 (1976): 251–61; Simon Hopkins, Studies in the Grammar of Early Arabic: Based upon
papyri datable to before 300 A.H./912 A.D. (Oxford, 1984), 1–61; I. Schen, “Usama
Ibn Munqidh’s Memoirs: Some further light on Muslim Middle Arabic (Part I),”
Journal of Semitic Studies 17 (1972), 233–36. 

13 Diem, “Glimpses,” 256–59; Hopkins, 19–33 (§§19–28); Schen, pt. 1, 235–36. 
14 Hopkins, 14–16 (§§11–12); Schen, pt. 1, 234–35. 
15 Diem, “Glimpses,” 259–60; Hopkins, 10–14 (§§9–10); Schen, pt. 1, 234.
16 Hopkins, 33–41 (§§30–41); Schen, pt. 1, 235.
17 Hopkins, 44–48 (§47).
18 Hopkins, 51–52 (§50).
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Also noteworthy are some apparent vernacular spellings: bì for bi (bì-
ka, RN 1029a*), minù for min (minù-ka, RN 1053a*), as well as some

unusual violations of the norm, such as writing two words as one,

in min ibn (˜B∏¡M; RN 1063b*) and yu'allimu huwa (¨˙μ¬™I; RN 1015b*).

In these cases, sloppiness and poor penmanship, rather than deliberate-

ness, seem to be the cause. After all, bad handwriting is not just for

modern-day physicians. (Most of these orthographic peculiarities are

preserved in the editions, with explanations in the commentary.)

Peculiarities are also found in some codices that manage to main-

tain a high level of accordance with the norms of Classical Arabic.

In the lengthy sermon-like religious treatise (RN 1037–1051, dis-

cussed in chapter 3), conventional devices aside,19 one finds the hamza

written below the yà" kursì, the sukùn sign being deliberately mis-

placed (RN 1037; see Plate 2), and the tanwìn kasra pointing toward

the wrong direction (\\ instead of //; RN 1040). Taken together, the

idiosyncrasies observed here may have more to do with some whim-

sical aesthetic concerns on the part of the overzealous scribe rather

than any general trends. 

As regards the styles of script, there are virtually as many as the

number of the scribes (kàtib; some of them left their names in the

texts), ranging from elegant, experienced, and artistic naskh, riqà', or

ray˙ànì to naïve, coarse, and careless scrawl that defy any stylistic

classification. As a whole, given our sketchy knowledge of the subject

matter, it is perhaps more productive at this stage of research to

focus on how to decipher the content and document the paleographic

features than to try to determine the name of the script used.20 In

this respect, a preliminary general observation can be made that the

19 These include mainstream devices to assure accurate reading, such as the sign
of fl, to indicate the absence of dots so an s will not be mistaken as a sh, the small
˙ or th written underneath the regular ˙ or th, respectively, so they will not be mis-
read as j or b, and so forth.

20 Script classification in Arabic calligraphy and paleography is an area that is
not covered by substantial literature. For a general bibliography, see Adam Gacek,
The Arabic Manuscript Tradition: A glossary of technical terms and bibliography (Leiden, 2001).
Stern, who did pioneering work on the subject matter, with special reference to the
Fatimid and Ayyubid periods, warned repeatedly that “it is not advisable—at least
not yet advisable—to attempt to identify the name of the script used in the decrees”;
see “Two Ayyùbid Decrees from Sinai,” in S. M. Stern, ed., Documents from Islamic
Chanceries (Oxford, 1965), 15. A similar position is taken by Little, who has done
pioneering work in the field of Mamluk documents and paleography; see “The
Óaram Documents as Sources for the Arts and Architecture of the Mamluk Period,”
Muqarnas 2 (1984), 62–63. Other scholars of medieval Arabic papyrology and pale-
ography simply skip the issue of script altogether. 
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Plate 2: Peculiar orthography and various handwriting styles
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overwhelming majority of the specimens: commercial letters, ship-

ping notes, and accounts, are written in rudimentary and, in most

cases, serviceable naskh script. Elegant calligraphic naskh is found in

a few scholastically inclined pieces, equipped with generous vocal-

izations, precise case endings, and other devices used by trained

scribes to safeguard their professionalism and craftsmanship. There

are also a few specimens that, instead of the rounded curved strokes,

feature angles and edges, with thick shading along the horizontal

line, displaying the movement of the sharpened reed pen (e.g., RN

1015c*, a court report; see Plate 2). As for the official, or semi-

official correspondence, a style perhaps best described as bordering

on the chancery tawqì' and the epistolary riqà' seems to be the mode.21

Many of the samples show the features of the riqà', the official epis-

tolary script in the Ayyubid period. It is a cursive, but fine and dis-

ciplined, hand, with occasional exaggerated, elongated strokes between

letters. There are also a few cases that feature a combination of the

straightforward riqà' with some calligraphic articulation, with highly

stylized curvilinear elongation, the extended elongated cross bar on

the letter k, and well-planned diagonal margins (RN 1029a*; see

Plate 2). In addition, the official, or semi-official, correspondence and

petitions are, for the most part, written with slightly upwardly slant-

ing lines, and the final words of each line are “stacked” above the

line, a feature that is consistent with the typical Ayyubid chancery

scribal practice as we know it.22

21 For general descriptions of the tawqì' and riqà', see Adam Gacek, “Arabic scripts
and their characteristics as seen through the eyes of Mamluk authors,” Manuscript
of the Middle East 4 (1989): 144–49, especially 146; Y. H. Safadi, Islamic Calligraphy,
76–77; J. Sourdel-Thomine, “Kha††” (especially pl. xxxv), in EI 2; Schimmel, 7–9;
samples of the riqà' script are also found in Little, “Óaram Documents,” 62 (pl. 1),
65 (pl. 6). While all the above-mentioned studies rely predominantly on the speci-
mens from the Mamluk era, earlier chancery writings, of the Fatimid and Ayyubid
periods that laid the foundations for later development, were discussed by Stern.
Especially significant are the published samples of the presumable riqà', such as
Sultan al-Af∂al’s decree, in Stern, “Two Ayyùbid Decrees,” 207–16, especially
213–16, and the petition by Simeon, Bishop of Mt. Sinai to Sultan al-Kàmil, in
“Petitions from the Ayyùbid Period,” pls. IV, V, VI. Although Stern declined to
identify the style of these Ayyubid writing samples (cf. his own statement cited in
note 20 above), the riqà' was indeed proposed in his earlier writings as “perhaps”
the style; see “Three Petitions of the Fà†imid Period,” Oriens 15 (1962), 192.

22 Geoffrey Khan, “A Document of Appointment of A Jewish Leader,” in Yùsuf
Rà©ib, ed., Documents de l’islam médiéval: nouvelles perspectives de recherche (Le Caire, 1991),
108.
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On the other end of the spectrum are writings by, and for, Every-

man: merchants, villagers, and perhaps even school children. They

pose more difficulties for decipherment: rules are broken, code-like

scrawl is the norm, and bad grammar runs amok. (Valuable in their

own right, these specimens open a window on the cultural landscape

in the port of Quseir and the surrounding towns and villages in

Upper Egypt.)

While the majority of the documents are evidently from Egypt,

certain non-Egyptian traits are observable as well, chief among them

being the two dots below the letter y, a trademark sign of “Syrian”

orthography.

The majority of the manuscripts contain plain texts written in

black ink. There are, however, a few illustrated pieces, or charts, in

red, brown, and black inks. Rudimentary decorative devices in red

ink, in the form of floral patterns and vowel signs as ornaments, are

used in the block-printed amulets. In this connection, aesthetic con-

cerns seem, on occasion, to have outweighed orthographic rules; in

one example (RN 1039; see Plate 1) the letter h is written (or carved,

to be precise) in the medial form of the letter, instead of the regu-

lar initial form. This is perhaps due to the fact that the former, with

its floral shape, has more decorative value than the latter. The block

prints also exhibit the curved, angular, undotted but spottily vow-

elled naskh that is quite distinguishable from the more rounded naskh

and riqà' as witnessed in the hand-written pieces.

A letter or note is written on both sides of the paper. If the main

text on the recto is too long, then it carries onto the verso. Usually,

the first line of the verso begins right after the paper is turned over;

in other words, the verso is written upside down in relation to the

recto. Occasionally, catchwords are used on the top of the verso to

facilitate reading (e.g., the word wa-'alà, RN 1016a*; the word ummuka,

RN 1018d*). A full address, including the destination, name(s) of the

recipient(s), and a short greeting, is often written on the opposite

side of the verso. It appears that many of the documents were orig-

inally folded, and a few of them were tied with cord (RN 978, 984b;

see Plate 4).

Quite often, the text on the verso is not necessarily a continua-

tion of that on the recto. It is written in an apparently different

hand, with contents totally unrelated to that on the recto, suggest-

ing that the paper, which was by no means cheap in those days,
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was reused.23 In addition, one often finds that the text on the verso

is in fact a response to that on the recto. However, effective use of

paper does not seem to have been a major concern for government

agencies or functionaries; official petitions usually leave wide spaces

between the lines, a sign of courtly grandeur (RN 1064b*).24

Marginalia are frequently added. In the better-executed documents,

the overall writing seems to have been carefully planned, in that the

lines below the opening line are indented so as to leave space for

the vertical lines of marginalia (RN 1059*). But more frequently one

may find margins filled with scribbles that take up whatever space

the scribe could possibly squeeze a few lines into. The marginalia

may sometimes be arranged diagonally, insofar as if the bottom of

the page was reached before the writing was finished, the text would

continue, written nearly upside down in relation to the page. The

text would be read along the right margin, beginning either at the

bottom left, where the final line of the initial text finished, or at 

the top left. This kind of “spiral text” arrangement, however, which

was commonly utilized in medieval Arabic manuscripts, is seldom

seen among the documents found in the “Sheikh’s house.”

Abbreviations and Logograms

Some abbreviation signs and logograms common in medieval Arabic

paleography also found their way to the “Sheikh’s house” writings.

Most of these are a natural extension of the general tendency of

“one pen-stroke,” in signs such as Ó¬L∏≠Na for in shà" allàh (RN 1064a*),

Ò™T for ta'àlà (RN 1003a*, 1015b*, 1064a*),25 ÒE and e for 'alà (RN

1003b*) and 'alayka(kum) (RN 969*), respectively. The basmala, as a

rule, is always written in a monogram, even in long hand. Some

“magic” logograms are also featured in the texts (e.g., RN 1031a*). 

While the examples cited above are relatively common devices,

there is a peculiar sign that has remained an enigma. The mysterious

23 For the expense of paper, and the resulting common practice of recycling
paper, in the Islamic Near East, see Bloom, 74–85.

24 As Bloom puts it, “The ability to waste so much expensive paper was a pre-
rogative of power” (78); also cf. MK, 40–41. 

25 For the various logograms of ta'àlà, also see ABPH, Tafelband, Tafel 67.
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sign     looks like a combination of the letter l and the alif maqßùra,

and always occurs in the same place: at the top center of the paper

(see Plate 3). At first, one is tempted to consider the logogram as

an equivalent of today’s P.S. note, or as some kind of special code

used by this group of Quseiris. But its widespread use may suggest

that this is perhaps a logogram for the basmala, itself an abbrevia-

tion of the formulaic utterance bism allàh al-ra˙màn al-ra˙ìm, “In the

name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.” This speculation

is based on observations that in all cases, the place where the sign

is marked, at the top center of the paper, is exactly where a bas-

mala is supposed to be written. To prove the validity of the argu-

ment, any manuscript marked with this sign accordingly omits the

mandatory basmala.26 An alternate hypothesis would be that the sign

is actually the second part of the word ta'àlà, that is, [bism allàh
ta'à]là, an alternate for the conventional bism allàh al-ra˙màn al-ra˙ìm,27

or simply an alif, for allàh.28 Again, even if this proved to be the

case, the sign would still have to do with the mandatory basmala.

It ought to be noted here that this phenomenon is not unique in

the Quseir codices, although they present by far the most extensive

documentation: a total fifteen examples in number. (Documents that

contain this “mysterious sign” are: RN 964b, 966d, 967c, 997*,

1001a*, 1027a*, 1027e*, 1029a*, 1033b, d, 1034, 1036a, 1058c,

1063a*, and 1068a.) The practice may be traced back to as early

as the papyri era. Raif Georges Khoury has presented one similar

case that dates from around the fourth/tenth century. The sign was

thought of as some kind of “paraphe,” the exact meaning of which

is unknown.29 Similar examples have also been found in later medieval

Arabic paper manuscripts, among them the two recently published

Vienna manuscripts, one dating to around 698–708/1299–1309,

another to 708–709/1309. Werner Diem, the editor, transcribed the

sign as the mark √ and speculated that it was perhaps a “Revisions-

26 The only exception is RN 1029a*, which contains both the logogram and the
basmala in long hand.

27 The formula of bism allàh ta'àlà was in fact used in medieval Persian paleog-
raphy; see William Hanaway and Brian Spooner, Reading Nasta'liq (Costa Mesa,
1995), 219 (Example 61).

28 This kind of use, in pre-modern times, is reported in Richard Burton, Personal
Narrative of a Pilgrimage to al-Madinah & Meccah (London, 1893 [reprint 1964]), 1: 55. 

29 Chrestomathie de Papyrologie Arabe (Leiden, 1993), 140 (no. 79; photo in Table
XXX).
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Plate 3: The “mysterious sign”
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zeichen.”30 Still other examples are seen in a recently published four-

teenth century manuscript from Qasr Ibrim, Upper Egypt,31 as well

as two unpublished fragments in the Anawati collection of Arabic

documents.32 Interestingly, similar cases are reported in recent stud-

ies of the Persian paleography as well.33

Numeral Notations

Nearly all the number figures are, as a rule, written out in the some-

times slightly stylized form of full words; and this is particularly true

for the units and the tens. Fractions are always written in complete

words as well. But caution is warranted in some cases, such as thulth,

“one third,” whose grapheme is virtually the same as that of thalàth
(with shortened à), “three.” Hundreds and thousands, on the other

hand, display more variety: both complete words and monograms,

of mi"a and alf, are observed in the documents. 

With regard to the alternative numerals used by the Arabs,34 the

practice of the so-called abjad system, or “letter numerals,” is evi-

denced by several examples; but such cases are so rare that they

ought to be regarded as exception rather than rule. One text, which

appears to be a tax register (RN 987b*), contains a letter † (9), or

perhaps Ω (900), at the end, below the word: al-jumla, or “total” tally.

The so-called “Indian numerals,” the system that became com-

monly acceptable to the Arabs in a much later period, after long

resistance,35 were evidently not familiar to the people around the

“Sheikh’s house.” The rare cases that can be reasonably identified

as using the “Indian numerals” may turn out to have more to do

with numerology and magic than with actual calculation; such as

those already discussed in chapter 3 (see Plate 4).

30 DAA3, 264–65 (no. 56), 275–76 (no. 59; photos in DAA3, Tafelband, Tafels
53, 56).

31 Mursi Saad el-Din, “The Nubian Museum in Aswan,” Dahesh Voice 4/3 (1998),
17 (with photo).

32 Nos. 7B, 366A; dates are unknown. The Anawati (Qanawati) Arabic documents
collection is currently on microfilm: McGill University Archives, 1473, 1474. I thank
Donald Little and Bruce Craig for providing me with access to the material.

33 Hanaway, 99 (Example 20). 
34 A brief overview of the subject (with bibliography) is in Bloom, 125–35; for a

more comprehensive bibliography, see Gacek, Arabic Manuscript Tradition, 209–10.
35 A detailed survey of Arab “resistance” to “Indian numerals” is found in Georges

Ifrah, The Universal History of Numbers: From prehistory to the invention of the computer (New
York, 2000), 532–76, especially 539–43; also see Bloom, 129–35.
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Plate 4: Manuscripts tied with cord, bilingual (Coptic and Arabic) accounts, and “magic 
figures”
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Bilingual accounts (or amulets?) with Coptic and Arabic letter

numerals, are preserved in a few fragments (RN 1036b, 1077c),

where individual Arabic letters, s and ß, as well as Coptic letter

numerals, are written in four lines divided into four columns (see

Plate 4).36 The content of these bilingual materials, rare in the Quseir

context, needs further study by specialists.37

Language

I write to inform the most noble master—may God make him as suc-
cessful as those who have acquired Divine Knowledge, and make him
among the choicest of the virtuous men (al-sayyid al-ajall waffaqahu allàh
<tawfìq> al-'àrifìn wa-ja'ala lahu karà"im al-ßàli˙ìn): the Prophet Mu˙ammad
and his entire family—and now to the main topic: I miss you terri-
bly, not just a little bit, but a lot (katìr laysa qalìl )! O God, I hope we
would be reunited soon (wa-llàha lanà al-ijtimà' )! O my master! I have
ground a small amount of flour and [other foodstuffs] that are worth
(qalìl daqìq wa-mà yubà"i'ùnahu) ten dirhams, which you have received.
Please send them (i.e., the ten dirhams) to me, along with the per-
fume. If you have not received any [money] (wa-in kàna mà akhadhta
shay), then you should bring up the matter (wa-†ala'tahu) to the judge.
Don’t blame me, though (wa-là tattahim 'annì ). If you have not received
any [money], send me a notification, so I will rent [riding animals] to
carry the goods (arsil i'limnì ukrì dà sila' ). If you have received some
[of the money], send me a notification, too (wa-in kàna akhadhta al-ba'∂
arsil lì wa-i'limnì ). Whatever you need, order it [from me] ( fa-mà ta˙tàju
waßìhi ). I need nothing but cash (mà yu'winunì illà al-daràhim). (RN
1003c/1004d*)

If a modern-day person with a rudimentary knowledge of Arabic

grammar read this letter, written by a merchant some seven hundred

years ago, he/she would not fail to notice a dichotomy with regard

36 For the use of Coptic numbers in the Cairo Geniza papers, see MS, 1: 209.
A modern-day bilingual (Coptic and Arabic) incantation against the evil eye is found
in Fodor, 27 (no. 43). I thank David Ladouceur for helping me identify the Coptic
letters.

37 For Coptic-Arabic bilingualism in Christian communities in Upper Egypt, see
Terry Wilfong, “The non-Muslim communities: Christian communities,” CHE,
181–82. For Coptic numerals, see H. Ritter, “Griechisch-koptische Ziffern in ara-
bischen Manuskripten,” Revista degli studi orientali 16 (1936): 212–14; G. Troupeau,
“A propos des chiffres utilisés pour le foliotage des manuscrits arabes,” Arabica 21
(1974): 84. 
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to the language; while the letter shows a high degree of literary for-

malism, it also betrays a great deal of deviations from the norms of

Classical Arabic (CA), under the influence of Middle Arabic (MA),

which is defined by modern linguists as the connecting link between

Arabic as spoken on the eve of the Muslim conquests and modern

spoken dialects.38 This particular letter, like many other documents

uncovered in the “Sheikh’s house,” exhibits a fusion of basic CA

components and, in varying degrees, MA elements. The former can

be clearly seen, for example, in the conventional syntax structure,

especially the conditional sentences, and also the formulaic salutato-

ries. The latter, on the other hand, are apparent in the dropping of

case endings, the fusion of verb conjugations (e.g., kàna akhadhta, arsil

i'limnì ukrì ), the lack of concord between the parts of speech, and a

surge of vernacular expressions (katìr, lanà al-ijtimà', qalìl daqìq, dà
sila' ).

Thus we must deal with two layers of language: (1) the writing

format and phraseology, in which the predominantly CA elements

mandatory in Arabic epistle writing were observed and followed in

daily writing practice at the “Sheikh’s house,” and (2) the influence

of MA which reflects, to some degree, the language actually spoken in

this Red Sea community and its neighboring communities at the

time.

The Writing Format and Phraseology

As already discussed above, due to various factors, our classification

of the documents and our goals in their decipherment depend largely

38 The literature on Middle Arabic is extensive and cannot be reviewed here.
Based on the key works, by Joshua Blau, Simon Hopkins, among others, it is now
commonly held that the various forms of MA—Judaeo-Arabic ( JA), Christian Arabic
(ChA), and, to a lesser extent, Muslim Middle Arabic—share the basic features.
However, whereas JA and ChA have been studied exhaustively, Muslim MA has
received much less attention, insofar as only two major literary works, to my knowl-
edge, have been analyzed for the purpose: Usàma ibn Munqidh’s Memoirs, which
reflects the spoken language of twelfth century Northern Syria (see Schen), and Ibn
al-Mujàwir’s history, which sheds light on thirteenth century Yemeni vernacular (see
Rex Smith, “The Language of Ibn al-Mujàwir’s 7th/13th Century Guide to Arabia:
Tàrìkh al-mustabßir,” in J. R. Smart, ed., Tradition and Modernity in Arabic Language and
Literature [Richmond, 1996], 327–51). These two texts will, naturally, be the focal
point of references for the present study.
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on the recognizable textual formulas, phraseology, and other related

philological aspects. Overall, the documents in question reveal a con-

tinuity, with regard to format and phraseology, with chancery letter

writing of the Ayyubid period. A typical commercial letter begins,

after the formulaic tarjama (sender’s name) and basmala, with the obei-

sance formula and stock salutatories. The narratio, the main content,

is often introduced by a phrase such as sayyartu ilayka ßu˙bat fulàn . . .,

“I have dispatched to you, in the company of so-and-so, such-and-

such amount of such-and-such items.” Other information, such as

description of the commodities, prices, payment arrangements, and

so forth, usually follows. Personal tidbits and gossip would then be

added. (This is where the MA elements increase.) The corrobatio, the

end, is usually brought back to the formula, often marked by the

stock clause al-salàm 'alà . . ., “greetings to so-and-so and peace be

upon you,” with the traditional taßliya/˙amdala/ra˙mala/˙asbala com-

bination, which is an ancient tradition in letter writing dating back

as early as the papyri era.

With regard to the salutatories, the most common and remarkable

may be the use of al-mamlùk yuqabbilu al-ar∂ . . . wa-yunhì . . ., “the

slave (i.e., the sender) so-and-so kisses the ground before so-and-so

(i.e., the addressee) and reports . . .,” as the opening clause. Drawn

from an ancient Sasanian custom of kissing the ground before a

ruler, it was introduced into the Fatimid court and incorporated into

the structural segment of petitions, and later became obligatory in

the phraseology of Ayyubid and Mamluk petitions and, to a lesser

extent, letters.39 That such an age-old formula of official petition

would find its way to provincial commercial and personal corre-

spondence in a much later period is itself revealing. For a modern-

day reader, it is rather intriguing that such rigid court protocol would

have been so strictly followed in a remote Red Sea town and, occa-

sionally, under such desperate circumstances as demonstrated in some

letters (for example, RN 1059*, which is virtually an SOS call from

a ship wreck on the high sea). It is clear that these letters demon-

strate a continuity, and expansion, of a time-honored textual tradi-

39 QS, 6: 339; 7: 90; 8: 171–85; S. M. Stern, Coins and Documents from the Medieval
Middle East (London, 1986), pt. Vi. 179, 191; APK, 142; ALAD, 307–12 (and exam-
ples from the Fatimid and Ayyubid periods: nos. 77, 78, 80, 84, 85, 87, 89, 90,
92, 98, 100); ABPH, nos. 4, 15 (examples from the Ayyubid period); MSU, xxvii,
20, 62, 64 (examples from the Mamluk period).
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tion. From a socio-historical perspective, they also reveal the liter-

ary sophistication of the authors and recipients of these letters and

their evident familiarity with chancery practices in Cairo, Qùß, and

other urban centers.

In this connection, the similarity between the documents from the

“Sheikh’s house” and those of the Cairo Geniza is striking. In addi-

tion to the “slave-kisses-ground” opening formula that is also ubiquitous

in the Cairo Geniza documents, another observation can be made

here about the way the sender’s name, the so-called tarjama, is written.

According to Khan’s study of the Cairo Geniza documents, the tar-

jama (al-mamlùk fulàn) at the top left of the paper, that is, above the

basmala, usually constitutes the grammatical subject of the verb in

the ensuing obeisance “slave-kisses-ground” formula and is a typical

feature of the Ayyubid petition. Sometimes the tarjama is written on

the same line as the basmala. Only in the Mamluk period was the

tarjama brought down into the text of the petition under the basmala

to the right of the verbal phrase of the obeisance formula. Interestingly,

the majority of the Quseir documents that utilize this “slave-kisses-

ground” formula show a resemblance to the Ayyubid structure of

the tarjama.40 In RN 1057*, the tarjama is written on the same line

as the basmala. In RN 1026a*, the tarjama is written in four lines,

the first of which starts above the basmala and the last of which is

on the same level as the basmala; the verbal phrase yuqabbilu . . . begins

immediately below. RN 1059*, on the other hand, demonstrates a

certain degree of deviation from the formulaic norm: it does not

contain a basmala, and we therefore are uncertain whether the way

of writing the tarjama here fits the Mamluk pattern, or, because the

basmala is missing from the manuscript, whether the original style

was instead Ayyubid. At any rate, caution is in order here.41

The tarjama, for the most part, appears in the form of mamlùk so-

and-so, but occasionally one finds variants such as: akhùhu, “his

brother” (RN 972a*, 1064a*, 1093*), al-mu∂ayya' ì . . . al-khàdim, “the

humbly lost servant” (RN 1026a*), al-mamlùk mawadd masrùr li-shabà
batika, “the loving servant, the one that salutes your majestic youth”

40 For the “Ayyubid structure,” see ALAD, 310 (examples: nos. 88, 90, 92).
41 Geoffrey Khan’s research of the period-formulas only represents the best knowl-

edge one can attain at this stage of research and is far from exhaustive. More
importantly, the Cairo Geniza formulas cited here were of the genre of chancery
petitions, not necessarily entirely applicable to private business letters.
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(RN 1069*), among others.42 These various forms of the tarjama reflect

the sender’s social status and his attitudes towards, and relations to,

the recipient (for more details, see chapter 1 above). 

Other traditional salutatories occur as well: the opening clauses of

ilà ˙a∂rat al-shaykh . . ., “to shaykh . . .,” ilà al-shaykh . . ., or simply

˙a∂rat al-shaykh . . . were used quite frequently. This brings to mind

the archaic formula min fulàn ilà fulàn ammà ba'du . . ., “from so-and-

so to so-and-so, now to the topic,” which was seen frequently in the

papyri letters. There is a twist, however: in the papyri letters, the

clause min fulàn ilà fulàn was brought down to the first line of 

the narratio of the letter; in other words, it was written below the

basmala and without the tarjama, whose function was fulfilled by the

clause itself;43 whereas in the Quseir letters, the min fulàn part is

treated as the tarjama, written above or on the same line as the bas-

mala, and the ilà fulàn section constitutes the beginning of the main

contents of the letter. The phrase ammà ba'du was dispensed with

eventually in the Quseir letters, and was replaced by a phrase wa-

siwà dhàlika, to mark the end of the salutatory and launch into the

business matter immediately, starting with phrases such as annanì say-

yartu . . ., “I have dispatched . . .,” or other business jargon of the era.

Aside from the above-mentioned chancery format and archaic for-

mulas, also commonly seen is another stock opening clause: alladhì
u'limu bihi . . ., “that which I am writing to report. . . .” Quite often

this formula is reduced to a simplified version such as u'limu . . ., a

straightforward pattern that seems to be very popular, as the docu-

ments amply demonstrate.

In regards to business jargon and conventions, the “witness clause,”

a common practice for business transactions in the medieval Islamic

Near East, is also found in a few documents. One such rare exam-

ple is RN 1079*; the lengthy text—twenty-seven lines, which is extra-

ordinarily long by Quseir standards—forms an iqràr-type legal

acknowledgment, half of which is made up of witness clauses in the

42 Similar examples are also found in ABPH (from the Ayyubid period: nos. 2
[al-tilmìdh], 41 ['abduhà], 66 [al-miskìn]).

43 For examples of this archaic formula in papyri letters, see APK, nos. 15, 21;
ABPH, no. 24; Rà©ib, “Lettres arabes (I),” nos. I, IV; “Lettres arabes (II),” AI 16
(1980), nos. IX, X, XII, XIX; occasionally it was amended to ilà fulàn min fulàn or
li-fulàn min fulàn as in “Lettres (I),” no. II; “Lettres (II),” nos. VIII, XI.
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formula shahidtu bi-dhàlika fì ta"rìkhihi, “I, so-and-so, witnessed this

[business deal] when it took place.”44

As for other common technical terms and phrases, there seems to

have been a vocabulary that was communicable and comprehensi-

ble to the business community at large. When people did business,

they were talking to each other in the same language. In this regard,

some common tried-and-true patterns emerge, and they are also fea-

tured in other contemporary Arabic documents and legal writings.

For example, the phrase bi-mà †a'ama allàh wa-razaqa, “as God so

feeds and provides,” a device frequently used in the Quseir docu-

ments to seal a deal or command a sale, was also common in

medieval Arabic legal contracts, the so-called al-shurù† writings.45 Some

phrases are often seen in medieval Arabic documents as well; among

them are: allàha allàha plus the imperative, “By God! By God! do

that . . .,” as the technical term to issue orders,46 and ta˙u††uhum fì
maw∂i' jayyid, “Store the merchandise in a safe place!,” as the idiom

of instruction for handling the delivered shipment.47 The high fre-

quency of these technical terms attests to the common knowledge

and acceptance of the formulas in business writing. They also reflect

a trend in the fusion of the standard norm and the MA elements

(e.g., allàha allàha and ta˙u††uhum) in daily writings.

Features of Middle Arabic

The influence of MA, as discussed earlier in this chapter, is already

clearly seen in the orthography of the documents from the “Sheikh’s

44 The practice of attaching witness clauses to legal or economic texts can be
traced back to the papyri era, the main formula being wa kataba bi-kha††ihi fì ta"rìkhihi,
“so-and-so bore witness to [this] by writing with his own hand when it took place”;
see APEL, vol. 1, passim. For general survey of the topic, see Wakin, 37–70, espe-
cially 48, 65–70. For later development of the practice, see CHSH, 248–49, 476
(index entry of uhùd); DAA3, 341–44. 

45 Wakin, passim; Udovitch, 196–203; MS, 1: 185–86.
46 The invocational repetition is frequently seen in private letters as a rhetorical

device to emphasize the urgency of the matter; among the earliest uses is a papyrus
dating from the third/ninth century (APEL, 5: 111); more examples from the later
periods are found in ABPH, nos. 4, 8, 11, 39, 59. Nearly all the examples show
that the use of the phrase is often associated with the imperative (“O God, O God,
do that . . .!”) and sometimes the negative imperative (“O God, O God, don’t do
that . . .!”).

47 A similar phrase is commonly seen in the Cairo Geniza papers as well; see
MS, 1: 338–39.
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house.” With regard to morphology and syntax, some common fea-

tures of MA also manifest themselves in varying degrees. These fea-

tures have been summarized by modern scholars as (1) elimination

of final short vowels, (2) fusion of verb conjugations, (3) deviations

from CA norms in the treatment of the dual and of numerals, and

syntactic constructions.48 In the following, specific cases drawn from

the Quseir documents will be described and commented on. 

Morphology

(1) The “Five Nouns.” Whereas the invariability of abù seems to be

the rule rather than exception, especially when it comes to proper

nouns,49 occasional correct use of abà (accusative) and abì (genetive)

also occurs. It appears that even in the “correct” cases, consistency

is not always guaranteed; thus one sees examples like: u'limu bihi al-

akh . . . abì is˙àq, lil-shaykh abì is˙àq ibràhìm bn abù mufarrij (RN 998*),

and so forth. As for non proper nouns, the overwhelming majority

tend to be indeclinable: al-salàm 'alà . . . akhùhu (RN 969*), bint akhùka

(RN 991a*), and oddly, min jihat akhàka (RN 1077a*). 

(2) The demonstrative dhà is sometimes spelled as dà, a typical

Egyptian flavor;50 the peculiar spelling of dhàlikìn is noticed once: wa-

aß˙àbuhu al-jam' dhàlikìn (RN 991a*). 

(3) Numerals. Surprisingly, the usual erratic behavior of the notori-

ously cumbersome Arabic numerals, characterized by one modern

student as “Achille’s heel” even for well-educated Arabs,51 is not

observed here. Except for the accusative ending for the dual and

plural, which is a characteristic feature of MA (˙amlayn < ˙amlàn,
thalàthìn < thalàthùn), the grammar of the numerals is on the whole

consistently correct and adequate.

(4) The dual. The disappearance of the dual is a characteristic fea-

ture of MA. In the documents, the disappearance is mainly seen in

pronouns, adjectives, and other non-essential parts of speech, whereas

48 Schen, pt. 1, 219–20.
49 Hopkins, 156–60 (§§162–164); Schen, pt. 2, 73, 83.
50 DEA, s.v.
51 Schen, pt. 1, 232.
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the dual itself (“two loads,” “two waybas,” “two pieces of clothing”)

is consistently spelled out. This is perhaps due to the fact that the

dual in context is often the raison d’être of a given text; as such, any

ambiguity ought to be weeded out. The following examples are

typical:

Thawbayn †ùluhum . . ., “two thawb-clothes, with a total length of . . .”

(RN 1021b*). Note the plural pronoun suffix hum.

Fardatayn fìhim . . ., “two farda-loads, which contain . . .” (RN 1022*).

Qi†'atayn fa-tusallimuhum, “two containers, please give them [to] . . .”

(RN 1064a*).

Óamlayn daqìq wa-hum . . ., “two loads of flour and they [are for] . . .”

(RN 968a*).

Óamlayn daqìq mugharbala . . ., “two loads of sifted flour . . .” (RN

968b*). Note the feminine adjective mugharbala.

Barkayn kibàr aruzz, “two large bales of rice” (RN 1018c*). Note

the plural adjective kibàr.
Wa-˙àna al-walad wa-Abù al-Milà˙ wàßil, “once the young man and

Abù al-Milà˙ arrived” (RN 1066a*). Note the singular active par-

ticiple wàßil.
Abù 'Uthmàn . . . wa-Mu˙ammad . . . waffaqahum allàh . . ., “Abù

'Uthmàn . . . and Mu˙ammad . . . may God let them be successful!”

(RN 1062a*). Note the plural pronoun suffix.

Óamlayn waybayn qam˙ naqì wa-ay∂an fardatayn ruzz wa-athbithum, “two

loads, which weigh two waybas, of pure wheat, and also two fardas

of rice. Please verify them” (RN 984a*). Note the retaining of the

final n in the construct. 

Kànù markabayn ya˙illù . . ., “they were in two boats, arriving at . . .”

(RN 1085*). Note the plural auxiliary verb kànù and main verb

ya˙illù; also note the missing of the plural ending n in the imperfect

verb ya˙illùna.

(5) Plural pronouns and pronoun suffixes. The disappearance of the

non-human plural pronoun hà (replaced by hum) is ubiquitous. A few

examples will suffice to illustrate the point:

Sayyirhum lì daràhim fa-hum lil-kirà, “Send me cash in dirhams! It

is for renting [riding animals]” (RN 1003c/1004d*).

Wa-jamì' al-˙awà"ij ta˙u††uhum wa-là tafri† fìhim, “Put all the goods

[in a safe place]; do not over-charge on account of them” (RN

1018c*).
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(6) The relative article. The invariable alladhì is typically MA.52 Whereas

the resumptive pronominal suffix in the relative clause ('à"id ) always

complies with the gender of the antecedent, the relative article, alladhì,
itself remains unchanged: 

Alladhì fìhim . . ., “that is in them” (RN 966c*).

Al-murattabayn . . . alladhì maktùb 'alayhim, “the payment which is owed

to . . .” (RN 1015b*). This is an extremely interesting case where the

singular relative article and the plural pronominal suffix modify the

antecedent in dual.

There is also a tendency to “over use” the relative article in cases,

according to the CA rules, where it is not required. Since all the

examples of this kind deal with numerals, it is unclear whether these

are simply cases of “hyper-correction” or a tendency to treat numer-

als as definite:

'Ashar daràhim alladhì akhadhtum fa-arsilhum lì, “. . . ten dirhams which

you took. Send me the money quickly” (RN 1003c/1004d*). 

'Ashar wa-rub' waybàt allatì †alabtahum, “ten and a quarter waybas (of

flour) as you demanded” (RN 1064a*).

In one case, the alladhì appears without the ensuing relative clause: 

Mà sayyarnà hàdhihi illà tusà'idunà 'alà alladhì . . ., “We will not dis-

patch the shipment unless you help us out with the aforesaid [trans-

action]” (RN 970a*).

(7) Other lexical peculiarities. One may also note a trend in which

certain MA elements were so frequently used that they thereby

became standard technical terms. Such is the case of ßu˙bat, “in the

company of. . . .” In the present context, this means the person who

accompanied, or escorted, the shipment in question.53

Other MA expressions also made their way into the domain of

standard technical terms. In the following cases, to replace the prepo-

sition ilà with li became almost standard:54 taktubu lì, “write to me”

(RN 970a*), kitàbuka lì, “your letter to me” (RN 1056a*), sayyara laka

52 Hopkins, 240–41 (§289); Schen, pt. 2, 65.
53 This should be distinguished from the more formal use of the word ßu˙ba, in

the sense of “business cooperation,” by which a merchant of lesser stature describes
his relation with a merchant or firm of greater reputation; see MS, 1: 169. This
sounds similar to the relation between Shaykh Abù Mufarrij and his senior associ-
ate Shaykh Najìb (see chapter 1), albeit no such wording is used in the documents.

54 Hopkins, 128–29 (§128); Schen, pt. 2, 77.
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kitàb, “he sent you a letter” (RN 1017a*), tab'athu lì kitàb (RN 976*),

and tursilu lì kitàb, “send me a letter!” (RN 1003b*).

Noteworthy also is the phenomenon of an adjective governing as

nomen rectum the noun to which it refers or modifies. It is true that

such use, in the form of the i∂àfa construction, is not exclusively that

of MA. However, its frequent occurrence in the Quseir documents

still merits attention. This is particularly true in the use of zakìyat . . .,

“[goods] of fine quality.” The documents are replete with such exam-

ples: zakìyat lawz wa-zakìyat ka'k wa-zakìyat daqàq, “nuts, baked goods,

and flour of fine quality” (RN 966c*), zakìyat daqìq, “fine flour” (RN

972a*), zakìyat aruzz wa-zakìyat kiswa . . . wa-zakìyat ashyàl, “high-quality

rice, a fine kiswa-robe . . . and fine shawls” (RN 1004c*), zakìyat al-
ghall wa-zakìyat samàn wa-zakìyat ˙immiß . . . [wa]-zakìyat lawz wa-zakìyat
bayà∂, “good quality grain, pure butter, pure chickpeas . . . good qual-

ity almonds and good quality eggs” (RN 1008*), zakìyat mukhallal,

“good quality pickles” (RN 1090a). Compared with the richness of

the vocabulary to describe the various degrees of quality as seen in

the Cairo Geniza papers (there were at least twelve grades, in Goitein’s

count),55 the Quseir vocabulary in this category is monotone, color-

less, and vague.

In this respect, it is curious to note that while the conventional

adjectives such as qam˙ naqì, “pure wheat,” maw∂i' jayyid, “safe place,”

among others, are also used, they are nevertheless not as common

as the pattern cited above. One wonders if this zakìya combination,

together with parallels such as qalìl ka'k, “some cake” (RN 1059*),

qalìl qam˙, “some wheat” (RN 1057*), is to be seen as an extension

of the vernacular shi(u)wayya . . ., “a little bit of [something].” It is

clear that elements deemed too “folksy” would be looked over, in

that the shi(u)wwaya itself is not seen in the documents, nor is the

common colloquial adjective kuwayyis, “good.” 

(8) The fusion of weak verbs and hollow verbs. The problem has

partly to do with orthography, insofar as the writing, and omission,

of alif and hamza has caused confusion (also see the section on

“Paleography” in this chapter). Two examples will suffice to illus-

trate this point:

55 MS, 1: 210.
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A'àfanì allàh, “May God protect me!” (RN 1003b*). The alif maqßùra,

in a'fà (verb form IV, '-f-w), is replaced by a medial alif, perhaps

mistakenly thought of by the scribe as a hollow verb (it is rather

common in MA to use form IV for form I hollow verbs).56 Another

possible explanation would be that the alif maqßùra, in 'àfà (verb form

III), is replaced by a prosthetic alif. In either scenario, this is a typ-

ical case of false substitution of the alif.

W-r-y-t lahu al-kitàb, “she concealed (?) the letter from him” (RN

1018d*; this case is discussed earlier in chapter 1). The ambiguity

is caused by two possible, but very different, readings of the verb:

if the base verb is warà (verb form II, warrà), “to hide,” then the y

should be dropped in third person singular: warrat < warayat. But

the base verb may well be ra"à (verb form IV, arà, and more com-

monly in MA, awrà),57 “to show,” in which case the alif is elided,

and y (alif maqßùra) is not shortened in conjugation: awrat < warayt.

The sentence thus could also be understood as “she showed him the

letter.” It depends on what we make of the key verb. This is a case

where misspelling, or fusion of the alif, may lead to misinformation. 

Syntax

(9) Verb conjugation: imperfect. One of the characteristic features

of MA is the disappearance of the moods of the imperfect.58 In this

category, the use of the second person imperfect verb for the imper-

ative, a feature very common in MA,59 is perhaps the most remark-

able and most extensive: 

Wa-taktubu lahum ruq'a, “please write, on account of them, a

receipt . . .” (RN 967a*).

Tabì'uhum lì . . . wa-tab'athu lì, “sell them on my behalf . . . and send

me the order form” (RN 968b*).

Wa-tu'arrifuhu tajtahidu lì, “tell him to work hard for me!” (RN

968b*). Also note the use of the second person in tajtahidu, that is,

“[you ought to] work hard!” 

56 Usàma ibn Munqidh used aßàda for ßàda, abà'a for bà'a; see Schen, pt. 2, 68–69.
57 For various MA formations of ra"à IV, especially awrà, see Schen, pt. 2, 70

(cites Landberg, Barthélemy, and Blau).
58 Hopkins, 134–38 (§138); Schen, pt. 2, 79–80; Smith, “Ibn al-Mujàwir,” 336–37

(3A.7 and 3A.8).
59 Hopkins, 136 (§138.b. i.).
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Ta˙rißu annaka tabì'u lì al-'imàma, “make sure that you sell the tur-

bans on my behalf ” (RN 969*).

Ta"khudhu min . . ., “take [the payment] from . . .!” (RN 969*).

Tabì'uhà . . . wa-tarbu†u kull shay" 'uzla wa-tusallimuhu, “sell it . . . and

wrap every thing separately and hand all of it to . . .!” (RN 970a*).

Tusayyiru lanà, “send us [the payment]!” (RN 970a*).

Tusallimu lì 'alà . . . wa-taqùlu lahu . . . wa-tab'athu lì, “Please send

my regards to . . . and tell him . . ., then send me [a letter]” (RN

976*).

Fa-tusallimuhu lahu . . . wa-ta"khudhu lahu . . ., “hand [the load] over

to him . . . and receive [the mattocks] intended for him . . .” (RN

998*).

Fa-ta˙u††uhum . . ., “store them [in a safe place] . . .” (RN 1003a*).

Yà mawlàya tursilu lì kitàb, “O my master, please send me a letter”

(RN 1003b*).

Sallim lì 'alà . . . wa-tu'limu . . ., “say hello to [so-and-so] . . ., tell

[him] that . . .” (RN 1003c/1004d*). Note the combination of the

regular imperative and the imperfect as imperative.

[Ta]tasallamu minhu . . . wa-tasukkuhà . . ., “receive from him . . ., then

lock them [in a safe place]” (RN 1004c*). 

Fa-taj'alu 'idlì . . . wa-tukhallì al-ghalàl . . . ta˙u††ùhum . . ., “Put all of

my share of the half [in one place], and use the crops [to pay for

the taxes] . . ., store them [in a safe place]” (RN 1004c*).

Tusallimu lahu . . . wa-tusayyiru lì . . . wa-tusallimu lì 'alà . . ., “give him

[the payment] . . . send me [a receipt] . . .; and say hello to [so-and-so]

for me!” (RN 1015b*).

Tusallimu lì 'alayhim, “please say hello to them for me” (RN 1016a*).

Fa-yatafa∂∂al al-mawlà taqifu . . . wa-tabì'uhà . . . wa-tusallimu lahu . . .

wa-tusayyiru lanà . . ., “Would the master please endorse [this letter] . . .

sell [the aforesaid grains] . . . and give him [the money]. Please send

us [a note]” (RN 1018a*). Note the shift from the third person jus-

sive ( fa-yatafa∂∂al ) to the second person imperfect.

Ta˙fiΩu qumàshì . . . ta˙u††uhum . . . wa-tusayyiru lì . . . wa-takshifu lì,
“keep all of my fabrics . . ., and put them [in a safe place]. Send

me [a follow-up note] . . . and investigate [the matter] for me” (RN

1018c*).

Tabì'u al-˙àja . . . [u]khruj, “sell the stuff . . . and go out to have

some fun!” (RN 1018d*). Note the combination of the imperfect as

imperative (tabì'u) and the regular imperative (ukhruj ).

Yà mawlàya tadkhulu al-'a††àrì wa-staqßì lì . . ., “O my master, would
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you please visit the druggist and inquire for me . . .” (RN 1018d*).

Again, note the juxtaposition of the second person imperfect tadkhulu

and the regular imperative istaqßì; also note the retaining of the y in

the weak verb in the imperative. 

Wa-tu'arrifuhu annì . . ., “tell him that I . . .” (RN 1027a*).

Sayyir tu'limuhu, “send [him the goods] and tell him that . . .” (RN

1027g*). Note the combination of the imperative proper (sayyir) and

the second person imperfect as imperative (tu'limu).

Sà'ata wuqùfika 'alà hàdhihi al-a˙ruf tabì'u al-fakhkhàr . . . wa-tusallimu

al-thaman ilà . . ., “Upon receiving this letter, sell the earthenware . . .

and deliver the payment to . . .” (RN 1029a*). Also note sà'ata wuqùf . . .,
a temporal clause (see below). 

Fa-taqbi∂u . . ., “so take [the money] . . .!” (RN 1062a*).

Fa-tusallimuhum . . ., “so give them [to so-and-so]!” (RN 1064a*).

Fa-asta˙ì min in'àmika tajbì lì 'an al-tamr wa-tusayyiruhu lì . . ., “I am

hereby ashamedly begging for a favor from you to pay for the dried

dates and then dispatch them, on my behalf, to . . .” (RN 1066a*).

Other examples of the absence of moods in the imperfect are:

The disintegration of the jussive ending of the weak verb, or the

jussive medial of the hollow verb:

Là tukhallìhà . . . là tukhallì illà . . ., “Don’t let it [sit idle] . . .; all

you need to do is . . .” (RN 970a*).60

Bì'[hà], “sell it!” (RN 998*, 1016a*, 1027a*); for bi'.
Qùl li-Khalaf, “tell Khalaf that . . .” (RN 1004c*); for qul.

The dropping of the n in the indicative plural:

Taràhum ya'ùdù . . ., “Will you see them come home?” (RN 964a*).

Wa-hum yashtakù . . ., “and [they] have complained about . . .” (RN

1057*).

Wa-llàha wa-llàha wa-thumma lahum tash˙anù wa-là ta'ùquhum . . ., “O

God! O God! Please load the goods and do not delay [in shipping]

them . . .” (RN 1064a*). The device of wa-llàha wa-llàha, “O God!

O God! [Do that] . . .!” is a clear indication of the imperative (dis-

cussed earlier in this section), hence the subjunctive, in tash˙anù and

ta'ùqu (for the more appropriate plural ta'ùqù).

Kànù markabayn ya˙illù . . ., “they were in two boats, arriving at . . .”

(RN 1085*).

60 Hopkins, 85–86 (§82d, e); Schen, pt. 2, 71.
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(10) The auxiliary verb kàna in the imperfect for the imperative. This

particular phenomenon has not been documented in other studies

on the subject matter that I consulted and thus merits special attention:

Wa-llàha wa-llàha takùnu ta˙u††uhum . . ., “O God! O God! Put them

[in a safe place] . . .” (RN 968a*).

Wa-yakùnu al-mawlà ya'lamu . . ., “Let the master know that . . .”

(RN 988*).

Takùnu ta˙u††uhà . . ., “put them [in a safe place] . . .” (RN 1015a*).

Yà mawlàya takùnu ta'lamu . . ., “O my master, please know that . . .”

(RN 1018d*).

Là yakùnu fìhi dhahab Makkì là yakùnu illà Mißrì, “no Meccan gold

dinar [is to be accepted]; Egyptian gold dinar only” (RN 970a*).

This is the only example of the negative. One could also argue for

a possible reading of là yakun, in the jussive, with the hollow verb

yakùnu intact, but the absence of the moods in the imperfect over-

rules such consideration.

(11) Verb conjugation: perfect. One peculiar case is the use of the

auxiliary verb kàna with the perfect where the simple past, not the

pluperfect, is meant:61

Kàna qàla lì . . ., “he told me . . .” (RN 969*).

(12) Negation. The fusion of là and mà in negation is very rare in

CA, but quite common in MA.62 Following are examples found in

the documents:

Fa-mà dafa'a lì shay wa-là qultu anà shay, “he did not pay me a

dime, neither did I say a thing . . .” (RN 969*). Note the là replacing

mà to negate the perfect.

Mà yalqà 'indanà illà at'àb, “He got nothing but troubles from us”

(RN 1016a*). Note the mà replacing là to negate the imperfect.

Mà nadrì sh bi'ta, “we don’t know what you sold” (RN 1027a*). 

Wa-na˙nu mà nanqalibu fì al-layl . . . illà nad 'ù . . ., “We have been

turning over [in bed] all night long . . . only to pray . . .” (RN 991a*).

61 W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language (Cambridge, 1977 reprint of the
3rd edition), ii, 5c; Hopkins, 214 (§238); Schen, pt. 2, 87; Rex Smith and Moshalleh
al-Moraekhi, “The Arabic Papyri of the John Rylands University Library of
Manchester,” Bulletin of the John Rylands University Library of Manchester 78/2 (1996),
19 (S.29).

62 Hopkins, 150–55 (§§153–160), especially 151–52 (§153b; §154a); Schen, pt. 2,
82–83.
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Mà naqdiru (pronounce: ni"dar) nusàfiru . . ., “we are unable to

travel . . .” (RN 1059*). This is also a case of asyndeton (see below).

Mà sayyarnà hàdhihi illà tusà'idunà 'alà alladhì . . ., “We won’t dis-

patch the shipment unless you help us out with the aforesaid [trans-

action]” (RN 970a*). Note the mà to negate the subjunctive in the

perfect.

(13) Conditional clauses. A variety of peculiarities are seen in the

conditional clauses, especially in the rules governing the protasis (the

conditional clause) and the apodosis (the resulting clause):63

Mà ta˙tàju waßìhi . . ., “whatever you need, order it . . .” (RN 968b*,

970a*, 1003c/1004d*, 1004c*). Note the use of the imperfect, instead

of the perfect, for the main verb in the protasis.64

Mahmà i˙tàja al-mawlà min al-˙àja fa-taktubu lì . . ., “Whatever the

master needs, write me [a note] . . .” (RN 970a*). In addition to the

characteristic MA feature of the use of the indicative for the imper-

ative (taktubu) in the apodosis,65 the most interesting is the shift of

person, from the third, in the protasis, to the second, in the apo-

dosis. A logical explanation would be that the third person al-mawlà,
“master,” is in essence an extension of the second person, that is,

“[your] majesty.” This kind of shift is very common in the docu-

ments examined.

Mà ya˙tàju al-mawlà waßìhi, “Whatever the master needs, please

entrust it [to me]” (RN 998*). Note the shift of person in the pro-

tasis and apodosis, the use of the imperfect in the former, and the

imperative without the fa in the latter.

In kunta tajì taq∂ì ˙awà"ijaka . . ., “if you choose to come to take

care of your business . . .” (RN 998*). Note the use of the perfect

kunta and the imperfect tajì within the protasis. A similar example is

also seen in RN 1003c/1004d*, cited in the beginning of this sec-

tion, where mà kàna (sic.) akhadhta is observed. This is also a case of

asyndeton.

In ßa˙˙a kayluka wàlì akyàl lahum yunßifu, “If your scale is correct,

then their scale master may fix the wayba [amount]” (RN 971*). The

apodosis is a nominal sentence, and is without the fa.

63 Hopkins, 250–60 (§§309–327); Schen, pt. 2, 94.
64 Hopkins, 251 (§311a).
65 Hopkins, 252–53 (§312a).
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Fa-in ka'k jarà kulluhu sayyir min al-daqìq . . ., “If the cakes have all

run out, then send along flour [instead] . . .” (RN 1004c*). The pro-

tasis is a nominal sentence. Also note the irregular word order (should

be: in jarà ka'k . . .). 

In qadarta tashtarì lì . . ., “if you could, please buy me . . .” (RN

1072*). Note the use of the imperfect for the imperative in the

apodosis.

(14) Asyndeton, or sentences without appropriate conjunctions:66

Mà naqdiru nusàfiru . . ., “we are unable to travel . . .” (RN 1059*).67

Na†lubu nukrì bihà . . ., “We would like to request that you rent . . .”

(RN 970a*).

As"alu allàh ukrì . . ., “I beseech God[’s help] so I may rent . . .”

(RN 976*).

Urìdu ukrì bihim . . ., “I intend to use the cash to rent . . .” (RN

1003c/1004d*).

Wa-tukhallì al-ghalàl ta∂manu al-zakàt . . ., “Use the crops to pay for

the zakàt-taxes . . .” (RN 1004c*).

Wa-na˙nu narjù wußùl al-maràkib taßilu . . ., “we hope that the boats

will arrive . . .” (RN 1085*).

Wa-al-si'r kulluhu ta˙arraka siwà al-qam˙ dìnàrayn illà qìrà†ayn, “The

prices have all changed except for wheat [which is sold for] two

dinars minus two qìrà†s [per irdabb]” (RN 1027a*).

(15) Concord. One noticeable aspect is the shift of person between

the verb and the subject, a phenomenon that is already seen above.

Here are some more examples:

'Arafta al-mawlà dhàlika wa-ta∂a'uhu . . ., “[Your] lordship know about

this. Please store it . . .” (RN 1037a*). Note the second person verb

and the third person subject; it can be argued that there is a ten-

dency to treat the third person al-mawlà as the second.

(16) Temporal clauses:68

Sà'ata wuqùfika 'alà hàdhihi al-a˙ruf tabì'u al-fakhkhàr . . . wa-tusallimu

al-thaman ilà . . ., “Upon receiving this letter, sell the pottery . . . and

66 Hopkins, 228–36 (§§268–278); Schen, pt. 2, 89–92.
67 For the verb qadara in the asyndeton, cf. Hopkins, 232 (§269p.); Schen, pt. 2, 91.
68 Hopkins, 246–50 (§§301–308).
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deliver the payment to . . .” (RN 1029a*); an asyndetic genitive

clause.69

Sà'at wußùl laka alladhì là tukhallìhà . . ., “As soon as the aforesaid

[shipment] arrives at your place, don’t let it . . .” (RN 970a*). Also

note the use of alladhì, without the relative clause, and referred to

by the feminine pronoun hà.

(17) Vernacular expressions:

Mà nadrì sh bi'ta, “we don’t know what you sold” (RN 1027a*).

The use of sh for the interrogative is very frequent in MA.70

Là tashìlù lahum shay min hùna ilà hùna, “Don’t move things around

from here to there . . .” (RN 1053a*). The verb shàla is Egyptian

expression;71 also note the oral form of hùna, for the formal hunà.
Wa-jìb thamanahà . . ., “and forward its cost . . .” (RN 1059*). The

verb jàba is an Egyptian expression;72 also note retaining of the weak

letter y of the hollow verb in the imperative.

Jàba lakum, “he brought to you . . .” (RN 1056a*).

Fa-munàkh mayyit bi-al-bard ghàyat mà yakùnu, “the weather has been

deadly and extremely cold” (RN 1059*). Compare with Usàma Ibn

Munqidh: anà fì al-mawt min al-bard, “I am dying of cold.”73

Wa-lanà khàrij yawm al-khamìs, “We are supposed to be out of town

this Thursday” (RN 1064a*).

The repetition of certain phrases, such as kathìr kathìr, sur'a sur'a,
wa-llàha wa-llàha, and so forth, seems to reflect the oral flavor of the

syntax; the examples are too abundant to be listed here.

(18) Other irregularities and peculiarities. These are too sporadic to

allow systematic analysis. As such, they should perhaps be viewed

more as resulting from lapses and errors than general trends:

Wa-dhakarù lahu anna na˙nu (RN 1053a*); for anna-nà.
Surirtu hàdhihi, “I was very pleased [about] that” (RN 1018d*). The

preposition is missing: surirtu [li, min, bi-]hàdhihi.
Innì rà˙ilan, “I am leaving . . .” (RN 968c*). The predicate of inna

should be nominative; this is a typical case of hyper-correction.

69 Hopkins, 248 (§305b); Schen, pt. 2, 95.
70 DEA, s.v.
71 DEA, s.v.
72 DEA, s.v.
73 Schen, pt. 1, 221.
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Having surveyed our data, a few remarks are in order. First, it should

be pointed out that despite the numerous examples of deviations

from CA norms, what we witness here is far from being a whole-

sale takeover by the MA of the written language, or a regression or

“debasement” of Classical Arabic as such.74 Rather, the language of

the documents from the “Sheikh’s house” is perhaps best described

as a hybrid that blends the CA and MA, but is nevertheless squarely

based on CA conventions, with highly formulaic phraseology and

standard vocabulary, along with some MA elements. In other words,

there are plenty indications of the existence of MA elements in the

texts, but nothing is outrageously in violation of the age-old rules

that have safeguarded the continuity of the 'Arabìya as the vehicle for

written communication, “high” or “low.” Secondly, the long-debated

question “Why MA?” is perhaps irrelevant in the present context.75

If the MA elements found in literary texts by the prominent literati

can be viewed as legitimate examples of the fluid, and flexible, state

of the literary language, how much more so those found in the non-

literary documents uncovered in a dump heap on the shore of the

Red Sea. After all, the written text does reflect the spoken language,

even in high-minded authors such as Usàma Ibn Munqidh or Ibn

al-Mujàwir. In Usàma Ibn Munqidh’s case, the possible “scribal con-

tamination” has long been a bone of contention;76 as regards the

“Sheikh’s house,” where ordinary people went about their business

and would naturally write things down in the way in which they

were most comfortable, such concerns would hardly carry any weight

at all. Thirdly, that being noted, there still is a line to be drawn

between the written text and the spoken language. The documents

in question show clearly that some “control factor” was at work. In

addition to the fact that the most common and plain vernacular

expressions are largely unused, the overall tendency seems to be of

flexibility within a quasi-formal language by which the people in

Quseir actually conducted “serious” business. In a sense, they write

74 The term “debasement” is borrowed from Schen, pt. 1, 218.
75 For detailed discussions of the reason medieval Muslim literati utilized MA

elements in their writings, or, more accurately, why their texts contained so many
MA elements (an implication that scribes may have a share in the enterprise), see
Schen, pt. 1, 224–33; Smith, “Ibn al-Mujàwir,” 347–48.

76 For the so-called “blame the copyist” hypothesis regarding the MA elements
in Usàma Ibn Munqidh’s Memoirs, see Schen, pt. 1, 227–28, 233.
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about “real stuff ” in their blunt “street language,” while endeavor-

ing to keep the “fancy” elements—salutatories and greetings, invo-

cations of God, and the like—embedded in the conventional rhetorical

formula. It is in such spirit, and such manner, that the letter we

read at the beginning of this section, as well as many letters and

notes discovered in the “Sheikh’s house,” were written, where the

formulaic ornaments frame a narrative that is peppered with lively

vernacular expressions. 



CHAPTER FIVE

EDITION

Commercial Letters

Text No. 1: A Letter Concerning Crop Sales and Payment
Arrangements

RN 970a

Description: Light brown paper, badly torn upper part, large holes,

8.2 × 24.6 cm, recto twenty lines, verso eight lines on both ends of

the paper, in a naïve but clear hand, with generously supplied dia-

critics, black ink.

Introduction: This lengthy letter sheds considerable light on the work-

ings of the warehouse. Its context and the various issues it raises,

including the question of “Egyptian dinars” vs. “Meccan dinars,” are

discussed in chapter 2 above.

Text

recto
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verso

address (written from the top down)
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Translation

recto

1–3. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. His ser-

vants al-MuΩaffar and Abù Bakr

4. [write to inform] Shaykh Abù Mufarrij—may God prolong

5. his life and make his strength and happiness everlasting!—

6. [. . . . . . . . that] I have dispatched to you

7. [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . in] small loads

8. [. . . . . . . a total of ] thirty; [and that] everything shipped to him

(i.e., you) is of good quality.

9. By God, by God! as soon as the aforesaid [shipment] arrives,

10. don’t let it sit idle, not a second!

11. Sell it, as God so feeds and provides.

12. We would like to rent a large carrier [for the merchandise]

13. and dispatch it to the Master. [But] we will not dispatch it

14. unless you help us out with the aforesaid [shipment]. By God,

15. by God! all you need to do is send me the down payment,

16. to be accompanied by Khi∂r the young porter.

17. Don’t accept the payments on our behalf unless [they are paid

in] Egyptian golden [dinars].

18. Cash the money carefully: No Meccan 

19. golden [dinars]. Egyptian dinars only. Wrap

20. everything separately and hand it all to Khi∂r.

verso

1. By God, by God! anything you want, let [me] know.

2. Whatever [you,] the Master need,

3. write me a memo [and send it] through the porters;

4. I will ship off your orders. Upon the delivery 

5. of the crops as ordered hereby, you should send us the full pay-

ment.

6. Peace be upon you. God’s mercy and blessings.

address

1. The service was commissioned [. . . . . . . . . .] 

2. Shaykh Abù Mufarrij to [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]
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Commentary

recto

6. The first part of the line is damaged by worm-eaten holes. In

light of the formulaic phraseology, the missing part should likely be

wa-siwà dhàlika, a phrase to end the greeting segment and introduce

the main content.

8. The first part of the line is missing and the reference to the suffix

“him” (ilayhi ) is perhaps an unidentified third party. 

9. Wußùl laka is odd (wußùl-ka is better), but the second l is visible

in the manuscript.

12–13. Na†lubu nukrì . . . nusayyiru; since all the verbs are unpointed,

there remains a possibility that the reading could be na†lubu tukrì . . .

nusayyiru, i.e., we request that you, Abù Mufarrij, rent a large ˙amùla,

that is, either “a large boat, carrier,” or “a large space in a ship-

ment,” and dispatch it to the “Master,” a third party.

17. Thaman, “payment, cost”; according to Goitein, the term, in the

Cairo Geniza papers, denotes “the total proceeds of one sale,” as

opposed to si'r, “the price of the unit sold”; see MS, 1: 218. 

18. Intaqid, “cash the money!” could also mean “examine it!” as in,

“detect defects in it!” which also fits the context here. The root naqd,

indicates, in the Cairo Geniza papers, “money with a legal tender”;

see MS, 1: 234.

verso

2–3. The mawlà here is obviously Abù Mufarrij. Note the shift of

the subject from the third person (i˙tàja) to second (taktubu).

5. Mil["] al-thaman, “paid in full”; the statement implies that the

money mentioned on the recto was perhaps some sort of down pay-

ment, and that the “full” amount was due after the delivery had

completed.

Text No. 2: A Letter Concerning the Delivery, and Defect, of
a Shipment

RN 971

Description: Light yellow paper, torn on all sides, 9.3 × 8.9 cm, recto

six lines, verso three lines in a different hand, black and brown ink.
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Introduction: The contents of this letter, especially with regard to the

“shortages” detected in the shipment, are discussed in chapter 2. 

Text

recto

verso

Translation

recto

1. [. . . .]l 'Abd al-Bàqì: four loads; balance: six mudds.

2. 'Umar: seven and a quarter loads; balance: three waybas.

3. Ab[ù] al-Fat˙: two loads; balance: half wayba.

4. [. . . .] Al-Óusayn: two and half loads; balance: nine mudds.

5. [. . . . . . . . . . . .] loads; balance: three mudds.

6. [. . . . . . . . . . . . .]d: one load minus [. . . . . . . . . . . .].

verso

1. I [write to] inform Shaykh Abù Mufarrij that our scale exceeds

2. theirs by one wayba. If your scale is accurate, then their scale

master

3. may discount the [extra] wayba. The scale master is Badr al-Dìn.
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Commentary

recto

4. The last word, amdàd, is stacked above the line.

verso

1. A†àla, literally “to make long or longer, elongate, extend”; the

present rendering is conjectural.

2–3. The syntax of the conditional sentence is corrupt, in that the

resulting clause, wàlì akyàl . . ., lacks the preposition fa.

3. Yunßifu, literally “to be just, to do things right.” Also note that

the y, in al-wàlì, is written with two dots, a “non-Egyptian” feature

rarely seen in the Quseir documents.

Text No. 3: A Letter Concerning the Shipping of Flour

RN 972a

Description: Brown paper, profuse worm-eaten holes, torn on the left

edge, 8.3 × 10.1 cm, recto nine lines, in a naïve hand, black ink,

verso blank.

Text
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Translation

1–2. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. [From]

his brother 'Alì ibn Óusayn al-Jàbirì.
3. I am writing to inform Shaykh Abù Mufarrij—may God prolong

his strength!—

4. that I have dispatched to you, in the company of [. . .] the porter,

5. fine flour, which is for [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .] 

6. however [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .] 

7. [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]

8. [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]

9. to he who delivers it [. . . . . . . . . . . . .] 

in the right margin

He came here to deliver butter to them [. . . . . . . . . .] 

Commentary

in the right margin

Óa∂ara, literally “he came”; in some medieval documents, the term

bears the notion of “came before his witness”; see, for example,

Richards, “The Qasàma in Mamlùk Society: The Óaram collection,”

AI 25 (1991), 259–61; Rà©ib, “Les archives d’un gardien du monastère

de Qalamùn,” AI 29 (1995), 41–42; ALAD, nos. 52, 57.

in the right margin
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Text No. 4: A Letter Concerning the Delivery of Wheat and
Flour

RN 1003a

Description: Light brown paper, in very good condition, 9.7 × 15 cm,

recto nine lines, in a clear hand, verso six lines, soiled for the most

part, in a different hand, black ink.

Introduction: The text on the recto was examined by Jennifer Thayer,

who also published a full translation (Thayer, “Land Politics,” 47),

from which the following rendering differs slightly. It is likely that

the paper was re-used in that the text of the verso appears to have

nothing to do with that of the recto.

Text

recto
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Translation

1–2. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. From

the servant of 'Alì ibn Óijàzì.
3. I am writing to inform your Highness, Shaykh Abù Mufarrij—

may God, Almighty, make him (i.e., you) successful!—that 

4. I have sent to you ten qi†'a-units of flour and ten

5. irdabbs of wheat. By the Grace of God, do not deliver any [of

these] to anybody

6. until I have arrived at you[r place]. O God, O God, the instruction,

7. on account of these goods, is that you store them in a safe place.

8. Do not deliver a thing to anybody without my [consent].

9. Peace be upon you. God’s mercy and blessings.

Text No. 5: A Business Letter

RN 1017a

Description: Light brown paper, torn on the left edge and the lower

part, a considerable number of worm-eaten holes, 12.5 × 6.2 cm,

recto six lines, in fine naskh, verso six lines, in a very naïve and

coarse hand, black ink.

Introduction: The texts on the recto and verso, written in drastically

different hands, seem to be related, in that both mention a “notice”

(al-waraqa), carried by a porter named 'Alì, along with “two qi†'a-
loads” of grain. The text on the recto is a formal letter (kitàb) to
Abù Mufarrij regarding the delivery. The text on the verso appears

to be a working memo written by someone else to confirm, or “dou-

ble check,” the identity of the porter and the recipient.

Text

recto
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Translation

recto

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

2. This letter of mine is to Brother Abù Mufarrij [. . . . . .] 

3. Óàjj 'Abd al-Karìm [. . . . . .]. 'Alì al-Ba†awì is to deliver it.

4. As regarding this notice, the bulk of its contents (?) has arrived

safely and in good condition. It says [that . . . . . .]

5. and Óàjj [. . . . . .] all send their regards to you. He had sent you

the letter of 'Abd [. . . . .]

6. 'Alì [regarding] two qi†'a-loads [. . . . for Óàjj] 'Abd al-Karìm and

Óasan’s father-in-law, and two qi†'a-loads for [. . . . . .].

verso

1. The carrier of this

2. notice, his name is

3. 'Alì the porter,

4. the Old Man.

5. He has carried two qi†'a-loads

6. for 'Abd al-Mu˙sin.

verso
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Commentary

recto

4. The term al-waraqa was used in Cairo Geniza papers to denote

“a sheet [with accounts]” or “note”; see Dictionary, 224. It thus ought

to be distinguished from the kitàb, “letter,” mentioned in line 2. The

reading of a˙jàmuhà is tentative; the supposed m, with its oval-shaped

loop, appears more like a ß.
5. Note the spelling of the verb sallamù, without the alif otiosom.

6. The syntax is incomplete. Judging from the way the “two qi†'a-
loads” is repeated, it may be that the first “two loads” were “for”

'Abd al-Karìm, whose name is also mentioned above in line 3, while

the other “two loads” were “for” perhaps 'Abd al-Mu˙sin, whose

name occurs on the verso, line 6.

verso

2. “This notice” is perhaps referring to the same waraqa mentioned

on the recto, line 4.

3. This porter 'Alì is probably the same 'Alì al-Ba†awì, whose name

is mentioned on the recto, line 3.

Text No. 6: A Letter Concerning the Delivery of Grain and
Its Payment

RN 1018a

Description: Yellow paper, a large hole in the middle, 10 × 8 cm,

recto seven lines, verso eight lines, the last three written in a different

hand, black ink.

Introduction: The text on the recto discusses the ways in which the

payments were to be made, or credit to be transferred. The text on

the verso consists of two short memos, written in distinctly different

hands. The first memo, written in a fine hand, appears to be a

response to the text on the recto, discussing the payment of the

cargo in question. The second memo, the last three lines, in faded

ink, is nearly impossible to read, except a few words such as “a total

of four” (line 6), “five loads” (line 7), and “six mudds” (line 8). This

is likely an irrelevant note written on the back of the re-used paper. 
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Text

recto

verso

Translation

recto

1. I write to inform Shaykh [Abù Mu]farrij—may God make him

successful in the same manner as those who have acquired Divine

Knowledge!

2. May God make him among God’s Friends, no fear shall be on them,

3. neither shall they sorrow!—and so forth. [And now to the main topic:]

I have [sent] to [one of the associates?] of you
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4. four and a half and a quarter irdabbs of barley, and four irdabbs

of wheat.

5. Would the Master please endorse this letter with its carrier,

6. sell them (i.e., the crops)—as God has fed and provided––and

hand him the proceeds.

7. Please send us a memo so I can cash the money. Peace be upon

you and God’s mercy and blessings.

verso

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

2. His servant Mubàrak.
3. Hereinabove is the first certificate of transfer of debt. [Please pay

it in full] by your grace

4. and benevolence. [. . .] Blessings are from God. Praise be to God

alone.

5. Do not hold it back from the carrier! Do not accept, if any, short-

ages [in the delivery]!

Commentary

recto

1. The formulaic waffaqahu allàh tawfìq al-'àrifìn is also found in DAA2,

no. 31; Grohmann, Die Arabischen Papyri aus der Giessener Universitäts-

bibliothek (Giessen, 1960), no. 17.

2–3. Awliyà" . . . wa-là hum ya˙zanùna; cf. Qur"an 10: 62. 

5. The verb root w-q-f, of taqifu, with the preposition ma'a, signifies

“to support,” “to back” (Lane); and hence the present rendering.

The use of the verb may also bear the connotation of “inspecting”

(w-q-f 'alà) the cargo upon its arrival.

6. Bi-mà †a'ama allàh wa-razaqa, a formulaic idiom for cutting a deal

(see chapter 4).

7. Ruq'a, literally “a piece of paper,” was used in the Cairo Geniza

papers as “order of payment,” or “promissory notes” as well; see

MS, 1: 242, 245–47; 2: 435, 458; 3: 450 (note 85). The verb root

ß-r-f can be used to mean various aspects of handling the money,

“to spend money,” “to change money,” or “to pay.” The context

here is perhaps that the recipient of the letter (abbreviated as C)

would eventually owe to the sender of the letter (A), for selling the
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grain on the latter’s behalf. If that is the case, then the reference to

al-mablagh, in line 6, as the “amount” of money to be given by C

to the sender’s associate (B), who carried the letter (and perhaps

accompanied the cargo), would be something other than real cash.

Therefore A needs some further confirmation from C so he can cash

(li-aßrifa) the money. There is, of course, another scenario: that C

sells the grains and gives the money to B, and then he ought to send

an order of payment (ruq'a) to A, who in turn, will “pay” (ß-r-f ) him

back.

verso

1. Only the last stroke of a possible y has survived in the manu-

script. Its position suggests that this is likely the remaining part of

the logogram l-y, for the basmala (on this logogram, see chapter 4).

3. The word ˙aw[àla] is only partially preserved. In addition to

“transfer of debt, credit, money order,” it can also mean “order of

payment”; see MS, 2: 488. If that is the case, then the sentence here

may mean “this is the first order of payment; please deliver it as

requested. . . .”

3–4. Bi-tafa∂∂ulika wa-i˙sànika; for the use of this formulaic idiom in

Ayyubid chancery writing, see MK, 34 (and discussion above in chap-

ter 1).

5. The clause là ta'ùquhu 'an . . . is written without any dots, so it

could be là na'ùqu, namely “we will not withhold . . .; nor will we

accept. . . .”

Text No. 7: A Business Letter

RN 1026a

Description: Yellowish-brown paper, worn on the top and the left edge,

9.5 × 11.5 cm, recto seven lines, verso two lines, in cursive naskh,

black ink.

Introduction: This fragment constitutes the upper portion of a letter

to Abù Mufarrij, who is spoken of as “the owner of the warehouse”

(ßà˙ib al-shùna) at Quseir. The letter informs the recipient of the

arrival of the sender, a certain unidentified Ibràhìm ibn Naßr Allàh,

and his company to Qùß, an inland city 200 km to the west of

Quseir. Qùß is known to have been the capital of Upper Egypt from
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the Fatimid period on and the jumping-off point for the desert routes

to the Red Sea harbors 'Aydhàb and Quseir; traders and their car-

goes traveled from Cairo upriver to Qùß and then across the desert

to 'Aydhàb or Quseir.

Text

recto

verso

Translation

recto

1–4. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. The

humbly lost servant Ibràhìm ibn Naßr Allàh
5. kisses the ground in front of the master, the father, the successful

6. and the most exalted Shaykh Abù Mufarrij—may God prolong

his fortune and crush

7. his envious [enemies]—and reports: I have arrived at Qùß with

[. . .].
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verso

1. To Quseir, to be delivered to Shaykh Abù Mufarrij, the owner

of the warehouse. May

2. his happiness last forever.

Commentary

1–4. The challenge here is to read correctly the tarjama, or the

sender’s name, which is written in several lines above and parallel

to the basmala. It is clear that the first line (al-mu∂ayya'ì) is by no

means part of a proper name, but, rather, an adjective modifying

al-khàdim, “servant,” which appears in the third line. The placement

of al-khàdim before the other lines indicates that it is to be read as

the first word of the tarjama. (For more on the Ayyubid 'unwàn-titles
in letter writing, see MK, 34 and the discussion in chapter 1). The

current reading of al-mu∂ayya'ì is tentative; the letter ∂ is undotted,

to be followed by an obvious y, with two dots underneath, while the

circle on the letter ' is not visible. Other possible readings could be:

al-mu†ì'ì, “the obedient,” or al-mu∂ayya"ì, “the enlightened (?).” At any

rate, this is most likely one of the stock adjectives attached to a title.

5. Al-wàlid, “father,” is used here as a honorific title; for the honorific

title of al-wàlidì, see QS, 6: 34; also DAA1, no. 45 (al-mawlà al-wàlid );

DAA2, nos. 8 (wàlidì, al-wàlid ), 13 (al-wàlid al-'azìz).
6. The title al-ajall, “the most exalted,” was first used as the high-

est honorific title at the Fatimid court. It became a commonly used

honorific thereafter (QS, 6: 6). It is still interesting to note, however,

that a provincial merchant such as Abù Mufarrij would have been

addressed with such official honorific titles that strongly suggest some

kind of association with the government.

6–7. Adàma allàh su'ùdahu wa-abàda (?) ˙usùdahu appears to be a stock

clause of the du'à"-obeisance greeting segment of a letter. But this

type of combination is rarely seen elsewhere. The most common rel-

evant uses are: adàma [allàh] nu'màka wa-kabata . . . ˙ussàdaka wa-a'dàka
(ABPH, no. 39), thabata allàh su'ùdahà wa kabata ˙usùdahà (ABPH, no.

48), adàma [allàh] ta"yìdahu . . . wa kabata ˙asadatahu wa-'idàhu (ALAD,

no. 93), adàma allàh nu'màhu wa-kabata ˙àsidìhi wa-a'dàhu (ALAD, no.

94), adàma [allàh] tamkìnahà . . . wa-kabata ˙asadatahà wa-a'dàhà (ALAD,

no. 95), adàma [allàh] sumuwwahà . . . wa-kabata ˙asadatahà wa-a'dàhà
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(ALAD, no. 98, Document II). All the cases cited above are from

petitions submitted to amìrs, qà∂ìs, and court officials.

7. “I have arrived at Qùß with . . .”; the overseas traders of the Indian

Ocean and Red Sea always traveled with companions, regardless of

whether or not there was a formal financial partnership (MS, 1:

346–48; GQQ , 99, 105; for more details, see chapter 1).

verso

1. Al-shùna, a certain kind of granary; its structure is suggested by

Muhammad M. Amin as nothing more than a walled open space,

but occasionally there were also roofed ones (musaqqaf ); see M. M.

Amin et al., Architectural Terms in Mamluk Documents: 648–923 H/1250–

1517 (Cairo, 1990), 71–72. According to al-Qalqashandì, a shùna

could also be used to store wood and straw and the like (QSM, 208).

Text No. 8: Letter Concerning a Delivery of Wheat and
Purchase of Swords

RN 1026b

Description: Yellow paper, torn along the right edge, 7.3 × 6.8 cm,

recto six lines, verso three lines, fine naskh, sparsely dotted, black ink.

Introduction: This is a very informative letter, albeit incomplete. Judging

from the usual pattern as we know it, the first three lines deal with

the normal business at the warehouse: the item of shipment (wheat?)

and the identity of its sender (line 1), the person that accompanied

it and its final recipient (line 2), and the broker (Najìb, Shaykh Abù
Mufarrij’s senoir associate). More interesting, perhaps, is the remain-

der of the letter, which contains an inquiry into the possible sale of

swords on behalf of an unnamed “pilgrim” (al-˙àjj ) by the seller, a

certain Abù Ya˙yà Abù Bakr. A final note: Najìb only worked for

Abù Mufarrij, who, in turn, was himself in charge of purchase of

the sword. The verso contains what seems to be a balance sheet

that may have nothing to do with the content on the recto. It is

likely that the paper was later reused.
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Text

recto

verso

Translation

recto

1. [To be delivered is] wheat of high quality, from Ràshid ibn Najm

al-Dìn,

2. [accompanied by . . .,] the son of Ràjì, the carrier of the trade

mark. It is for 'Alì ibn Ibràhìm,

3. [through the brokage by] Shaykh Najìb. Send my regards to

Brother  Abù Ya˙yà Abù Bakr,

4. [and talk to him] about his selling of the sword. The pilgrim has

demanded it.

5. [Say hello to everybody;] and my warmest greetings to yourself

and all.
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6. [When you see Shaykh Abù] Mufarrij, tell him we will forward

the sword to him without [any delay . . .].

verso

1. Mùsà ibn al-Khi∂àr: two and a half dinars.

2. Íayf Ó[usay]nì: twenty-three dirhams

3. plus one sixth [. . .].

Commentary

recto

1. The reading of [qam]˙ 'àliya (? or ghàliya, “expensive”) is conjectural.

2. Wa-hwa, “it,” namely, the shipment in question. The term ˙ammàl
al-'alàma, “he who carries the trade mark,” may imply that certain

kinds of paperwork were to be carried in person by those who

escorted the shipment.

3. Tablighu, “you send . . .”; the imperfect verb, for the imperative,

is undotted, but the reading is nonetheless quite certain, given the

context.

5. Khaßß nafsaka, literally “devote yourself to . . .”; since the impera-

tive verb is undotted, the possible reading of ˙a∂∂ir nafsaka as “get

yourself ready for . . .,” is also likely.

6. The verbs tu'rifuhu nusayyiru are undotted, but the subjects are

rather clear here: “you tell him that we will send. . . .”

Text No. 9: Letter Requesting Supplies to a Ship Stuck Near
Yemen

RN 1059

Description: Light yellow paper, slightly worn on the lower right edge,

12 × 9.5 cm, recto eight lines plus two lines marginalia, clear fine

hand, with slight upward slanting lines, the final word stacked above

each line, black ink, verso soiled, with a few illegible lines.

Introduction: The letter is written in a fairly high level of classical

Arabic, with a few Egyptian colloquial expressions. Noteworthy are

the repeated invocation phrases alf alf (line 2) and wa-allàha allàha
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(lines 3, 5, 6, 8), among others, which convey an extraordinary sense

of desperation and urgency. If the addressee of the letter proves to

be Abù Mufarrij and the word wàlidì can be taken at face value,

then the senders of the letter would likely be Abù Mufarrij’s sons

(one of these sons’ names, Mu˙ammad, appears in RN 1062a*). The

location where the ship in question was stuck, al-Qaßr al-Yamànì,
cannot be identified with absolute certainty, but it was most likely

on the Yemeni side of the Red Sea. When the accident occurred,

the ship, as indicated in the letter, was perhaps heading for the

Hijaz, traveling along the Yemeni coast. Why would this petition be

found in the “Sheikh’s house”? A possible explanation is that Quseir

is historically known as a source of supplies shipped from and to the

south, that is, from India via Yemen and the reverse (Gladys Frantz-

Murphy, “Red Sea Port Quseir,” 268–72), and there was, as the let-

ter suggests, some kind of regular transport of correspondence, supplies,

merchandise, and even cash via a kind of maritime shuttle service

between Quseir and other harbors on the Red Sea.

Text

recto

in the right margin
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Translation

1. The slaves Óusayn, Mu˙ammad, and 'Umar—praise be to God

alone!—

2. kiss the ground and report: [We pray] a thousand and a thou-

sand [times] that God may not deprive [us] from your[r help] and

nor would He

3. let [us] down now that we are in a cold spell whose severity none

knows save God. O God! O God! O my father!

4. Pay for us the [cost of the] cloak by all means, for the weather

has been deadly and extremely

5. cold. Forward its cost in the amount requested. O God! O God!

6. O my lord! Supply us with two water bags at any rate. O God!

O God!

7. We have been in al-Qaßr al-Yamànì for three days. And as long

as this

8. wind continues [to blow], we are unable to travel—O God! O

God!—in the water, and in this northerly wind [. . . . . .].

9. If you could [find] for us some baked food, please purchase it

10. for us and send it along [to us]. O God! O God! O my lord!

Commentary

1. It is to be noted that the usual basmala is missing. It is unclear

whether this is due to the defective state of the manuscript or whether

the omission was intentional. The other observation is the writing

of the ˙amdala in this context. In contemporary private letters, for

example, from the Cairo Geniza (ALAD, passim), the ˙amdala was

often written on the same line as the basmala. The sender(s)’s name(s),

usually introduced by al-mamlùk (pl. al-mamàlìk), is written either above

or below the line of the basmala. The combination of the ˙amdala

and names in the same line but without the basmala, as seen in this

letter, is rare. 

2–3. The phrase ilayhi is missing from the standard pattern al-mamlùk

yuqabbilu al-ar∂ wa yunhì ilayhi. For the phrase là aw˙asha allàh minka,

“may you not be missed for long, may we soon see you again!,” see

DEA, 928. The use of là akhlà [allàh] was also common in private

letters; the variations of which (là yukhlì, là yukhallì, là yakhlù) can be

found in, for example, ABPH, nos. 6, 41, 45, 57, 60; ALAD, no. 97.
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5. The imperative verb jìb is Egyptian colloquial (DEA, s.v.). The

word thamanan is crossed out; the scribe apparently recognized his

mistake and then wrote the correct thamanahà. The phrase 'alayhi kam
mà ariba is problematic; what the suffix hi refers to is not clear;

another possibility is that the suffix hi refers to the relative particle

mà and the subject of the verb ariba is the word allàh that follows,

so the phrase would be understood as “as much as God wishes.”

7. I have been unable to locate al-Qaßr al-Yamànì. The demon-

strative dà, a colloquial equivalent of hàdhà, should be dì since the

word al-rì˙ is feminine.

8. Mà ni"(q)dar, “we are unable to . . .,” is Egyptian. Most intriguing

is the phrase wa fì al-shimà[l]. Since the manuscript is cut off here,

it is difficult to determine whether this is connected to the previous

clause or if it is the beginning of a new clause introduced by the

conjunction wa. If the former, the whole sentence could be read as

“we are unable to travel in water (i.e., the Red Sea), and in this

northerly wind. . . .” It is also possible that the phrase starts a new

clause, something like “and in this northerly wind . . .,” or “and in

the north lies our destination. . . .” For the term shamàl (shimàl ) as
“northerly wind, from June through September extending the full

length of the Red Sea,” see Meloy, 55–56, 255.

Text No. 10: A Business Letter

RN 1063b

Description: Yellow paper, slightly damaged at the left lower portion

and the bottom, 8.7 × 13.4 cm, recto ten lines, in an elegant cur-

sive hand, no dots, black ink.

Text

recto
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Translation

recto

1–3. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. From

'Abd Abù al-Sa'àda ibn Ri∂wàn and Ibn Kìlàn.

4. We are writing to inform Shaykh Abù Mufarrij—may God prolong

5. his strength, lead his enemies astray, and assure him 

6. success with regard to his gentleness and contracts!—and report

to him—

7. may God make him successful!—that we have sent to you,

8. to be accompanied by Majlì the porter, three and a half loads

9. and a wayba [of wheat? . . . . . .].

10. So [you,] the Master would profitably receive [this shipment . .

. . . .].

verso (address)

1. To the shore of Quseir, and to be delivered [to] Abù Mufarrij

2. al-'Abàwì (?)—may God prolong his happiness! Peace.

verso (address)
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Commentary

recto

3. Note the unusual one-stroke attempt to connect the two words

min and ibn.

4. The formulaic opening phrase u'limu/u'allimu . . ., is universally

applied, regardless whether the subject is singular or, in this case,

plural (“we”).

5. Ahdà a'àdìhi waßdahu, literally “may [God] guide his enemies to

obstacles,” as in, “may God mislead his enemies,” or “may God lead

his enemies astray.” The reading of the undotted w-ß(∂? m?)-d-h is

uncertain; the present reading is derived from verb form IV w-ß-d,
“to stop, to shut [the door].” This formulaic du'à" invocation is not

found in the contemporary documents consulted.

5–6. The parallel expression wa-qarrara bi-al-tawfìq ˙ilmahu wa-'aqdahu
has yet to be found in the contemporary documents consulted. The

only example that comes close is waffaqahu fì al-qawl wa-al-'amal, “may

[God] make him successful in words and deeds”; see ABPH, no. 69.

8. The pronunciation of the undotted name Majlì could be Majallì,
Mujallì, Majallà, Mujallà, among others.

verso

2. The nisba-surnames, and in this case the undotted al-'Abàwì (al-

Fatàwì? al-'Atàwì?), associated with Abù Mufarrij are rarely seen in

the documents. His other surname, al-Qif†ì, appears in RN 1066a*.

Text No. 11: A Letter Concerning the Delivery and Re-sale
of Grain and Clothes

RN 1064a

Description: Light brown paper, some worm-eaten holes and wrinkles,

10 × 13.5 cm, recto eleven lines, black ink, verso blank.

Introduction: It appears that the paper on which the letter is written

was kneaded into a ball and then tossed in trash bin. Reading

between the lines, it is clear that Abù Mufarrij’s clients, from whom

he collected grains and other goods, were not necessarily farmers

who grew crops, or manufacturers who produced the products (and
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in this case, clothing), but rather brokers who would buy crops and

other goods and ship them to Abù Mufarrij for re-sale. The text

also suggests that sometimes the goods were to be re-shipped in a

timely manner.

Text

recto

Translation

1–2. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. [From]

his brother Faraj al-Óà†ibì.
3. To the most noble Shaykh Abù Mufarrij—may God make his

happiness everlasting!—.

4. This is to inform you that I have sent to you, to be accompa-

nied by 'Alì
5. ibn Fallà˙ al-Óillì, two-thirds of the flour [I owed to you?], and

they are [packed in] two containers.
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6. Please give them [to . . . and then issue] a receipt, to be carried

[back] by the carrier who delivered them.

7. I bought ten and a quarter waybas [of flour] as you had demanded.

8. I also bought you kiswa-cloaks, and they will be brought over by

myself,

9. God willing! We are supposed to leave the town this Thursday,

God willing!

10. O God, O God! load them [as soon as possible] and do not

delay in their [shipping]

11. by all means! Peace be upon you. God’s mercy and blessings

[be upon you].

Commentary

1. “His brother” is used here as an honorific required by the for-

mat of the tarjama; for ranks in the tarjama, see chapter 1.

9. The phrase in shà" allàh, which occurs twice in this line, and the

word ta'àlà are written in logograms.

10. Note the inconsistency in verb conjugations: the jussive impera-

tive tash˙anù is in the plural while the imperfect (as the imperative)

negative là ta'ùqu is singular.

Text No. 12: A Letter Concerning the Shipping of Flour

RN 968b

Description: Yellow paper, large holes on the lower part and the left

edge, 9 × 11.5 cm, recto twelve lines, verso ten lines on both ends

of the paper, fine naskh, rarely dotted, very black ink.

Introduction: The texts on the recto and verso make up one long let-

ter, sent by one 'Alì ibn Badr to Shaykh Najìb, a senior associate

of Abù Mufarrij. The text reveals a complex web of business and

social networks around the “Sheikh’s house,” the details of which

are discussed in chapters 1 and 2 above. It is curious, though, that

the greeting section, which is long on this Shaykh Sul†àn, fails con-

spicuously to mention Abù Mufarrij and his family, despite the sender

having made it clear that the letter was to be delivered to “Abù
Mufarrij’s warehouse.”
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Text

recto

verso
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Translation

recto

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. May God

bless the Prophet Mu˙ammad and grant him salvation!

2. I am writing to inform Brother Najìb—may God protect him and

take care of him!—that I have

3. dispatched, accompanied by Abù Sulaymàn the deputy of the

judge Jamàl al-Dìn,

4. two loads of flour sifted in a sieve used for barley.

5. O Brother, make sure to put them on sale. Sell them for me.

Whatever you need,

6. simply order it; just send me the order forms and [?],

7. and their mark [ought to be? . . . . . . . . . . . .]

8. O God, O God, [send them] in two ba††a-containers which had

been dispatched [earlier? . . . . . .]

9. If you find [the right] price for clarified butter, at ten dirhams

or higher [. . . . . . . .]

10. and for oil, at four [dirhams . . . . . . . . . . .] and a half [. . . . .]

11. even though it hasn’t [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]

12. to [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]

verso

1. [Put the goods] in a [safe] place. [. . . . . . . Say hello]

2. for me to the mayor [and . . . . . . . . .]. [Peace]

3. be upon you and God’s mercy [be upon you]. Send my regards to

4. Brother Sul†àn. [I wish for] his son, his family, his father,

5. and his brothers nothing but blessings. Tell him to work hard for

me on the [deal]

6. I entrusted him to do [. . . . . . . . And upon him to be]

7. peace. My father is here and he says hello to you all.

8. May God bless the Prophet Mu˙ammad and grant him salvation!

address (read from the top down)
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address

1. To Abù Mufarrij’s warehouse, to the care of Brother Najìb—may

God protect him!

2. From 'Alì ibn Badr.

Commentary

recto

3. Mawlà, “lord,” “master,” but also “deputy,” “associate,” “freed

slave,” which fits the context here. 

5. An laqiya lahum bay', literally “so that he (i.e., you) will find sales

for these goods”; the reading is tentative and somewhat problem-

atic; the q lacks the two dots, and the syntax is corrupt (an with the

perfect verb for the subjunctive). 

6. Note the consonant shift in the verb tab'adh < tab'ath. Al-'arà appears

in the manuscript, the meaning of which is unclear.

9. Laqìta (?) is unpointed and thus the present reading is conjectural;

since the slightly oblique l can be read as k without the cross bar

on the top, and the loop of q is not fully developed, alternate read-

ings include katabta, “you have written down,” or kafayta, “you are

content with. . . .” For si'r as “the price of the unit sold,” cf. RN

970a* (Text No. 1, commentary recto 17).

verso

1. [Ta˙u††uhum] fì maw∂i' [ jayyid ], “put the goods in a safe place,”

a technical phrase commonly used in Quseir business letters for

storage; also see chapter 4.

5. Note the shift of subjects of the verbs in the asyndetic clause tu'ar-
rifuhu tajtahidu lì, namely “you tell him that he should work hard for

me. . . .”

Text No. 13: A Business Letter

RN 1003c and 1004d

Description: Yellow paper, two fragments making up one single text,

10.8 × 16.5 cm taken together, recto fourteen lines, verso six lines

on both ends of the paper, in clear naskh, black ink.
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Introduction: This is one of the most detailed business letters uncovered

at the “Sheikh’s house.” The business and social associations of the

recipient of the letter, Najìb, a senior clerk at the warehouse, are

further confirmed. Issues such as currency exchange rates and payment

arrangements are discussed. For more details, see chapter 2.

Text

recto

verso
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Translation

recto

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

2. From 'Abd Allàh.

3. I write to inform the most noble master—may God make him

as successful as those who have acquired Divine Knowledge, and

make him among the choicest of the virtuous men: the Prophet

Mu˙ammad and his entire

4. family—and now to the main topic: I miss you terribly, not just

a little bit, but a lot! O God, [I hope] we can be

5. reunited [soon]. O my master! I have ground a small amount of

flour and [other foodstuffs] that are worth ten dirhams.

6. Please send me what you have received (i.e., money) along with

the perfume. If you have not received any [money?],

7. then you should bring up the matter to the judge. Don’t blame

me, though. If you have not received any [money],

8. send me a notification, so I will lease [riding animals] to carry

the goods. If you have received some [of the money],

9. send me a notification, too. Whatever you need, order it [from

me]. I need nothing but

10. [cash in] dirhams. My regards to Brother 'Abd al-Ra˙ìm and

Brother ' sà.
11. My regards to Shaykh Abù Mufarrij. Please tell al-Makìn—if he

has not paid you

12. anything yet—that I will send him a letter about leasing riding

animals and that he will get [the goods?]. He is the one who

address (read from the top down)
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13. ought to send me money. I need nothing but cash, because I

intend to use it to lease [riding animals].

14. Peace be upon you. May God help [you] in regard to His Divine

Knowledge.

verso

1. Do not pay me golden [dinars]; change them to silver dirhams.

The exchange rate

2. in Qinà and Qùß is thirty-seven [dirhams per dinar], and [if it

is] the Yùsufì (? or Tawfìqì) [dirham], then it is nineteen

3. and a quarter dirhams [per dinar]. O God, O God! send me the

cash in silver dirhams [only]!

4. It is for leasing [riding animals]. Peace be upon you. God’s mercy

and blessings.

address

1–2. To the shore of Quseir, to the warehouse of Abù Mufarrij; to

the care of Brother Najìb, the associate of 'Abd Allàh Fakhruhum.

Peace. May God help all!

Commentary

recto

2. The tarjama, min 'Abd Allàh, is written in three lines; the proposi-

tion min is sandwiched between two 'abds.
3. For the similar formulaic phrases of greeting waffaqahu allàh tawfìq
al-'àrifìn wa-ja'alahu min awliyà" al-ßàli˙ìn, see RN 1018a*.

5. The reading of al-ijtimà', literally “meeting,” is tentative.

6. Arsilhum, literally “send them,” that is, the ten dirhams mentioned

above. The reading of al-†ìb, “perfume,” is tentative: the letter b

looks like a r, with stretched long tail and no dots; the phrase ma'a
al-†ìr, “fly [your letter to me],” namely, send letter by express-mail,

is found in the Cairo Geniza letters; see MS, 1: 291.

7. ǎla'tahu, literally “you were to bring it up . . .,” that is, the fact

that you have not received the money. 

9–10. Mà yu'winu-nì illà, literally “nothing will help me except. . . .”

The same demand is repeated in line 13.
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verso

1. For the formulaic phrase al-ßarf . . ., “the exchange rate is . . .,”

see MS, 1: 239. The expression ishtarihà daràhim can also be ren-

dered as “buy them[, using] silver dirhams,” insofar as golden dinars

were indeed traded like goods themselves (MS, 1: 230). However,

the author of the letter makes it clear here, and reiterates elsewhere

in this letter, that he does not want golden dinars, but only silver

dirhams. Hence the present translation.

2. “The rate of exchange is thirty-seven,” that is, one dinar buys

thirty-seven dirhams; in other words, the ratio is 1: 37. This rate

was quite common in the Cairo Geniza papers (cf. MS, 1: 368, 378).

The reading of al-Yùsufì is tentative; the word is undotted, so the

alternate could be al-Tawfìqì.

address

1. The name Shaykh Najìb appears frequently in the letters found

in the “Sheikh’s house.” But the mention of the man as an “asso-

ciate (mawlà) of 'Abd Allàh Fakhruhum” is not seen elsewhere. It is

thus unclear whether this is the same Najìb, a clerk at the ware-

house; if yes, does this mean that he was working for both Abù
Mufarrij, to whose warehouse the letter is addressed, and this

unidentified 'Abd Allàh? Or could it be that Najìb was formerly a

mawlà, a “freed slave,” of this 'Abd Allàh? Or, could it be that this

'Abd Allàh is the same 'Abd Allàh, the sender of the letter?

2. It appears that the first part of the second line of the address is

related to the first part of the first line as in “to the shore of Quseir,

the warehouse of Abù Mufarrij,” whereas the rest of the address

deals with the recipient, in this case, Najìb.

Text No. 14: Letter Concerning Payments to Abù Mufarrij

RN 1015b

Description: Yellow paper, a few holes in the lower part, 13 × 5.5

cm, recto seven lines written along the horizontal side, in a naïve

hand, verso four lines in a different hand, black ink.

Introduction: The text on the recto is a letter to Shaykh Najìb, prob-

ably the most frequently mentioned name in the documents, after
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Abù Mufarrij and Ibràhìm. The letter reveals the scribe’s rudimen-

tary knowledge of Arabic orthography and grammar. But it is quite

impressive that all the basics of formal letter writing have been fol-

lowed diligently. The hastily written text on the verso seems to be

a receipt of sorts, perhaps issued by Najìb.

Text

recto

verso

Translation

recto

1. [To] the most noble, revered, and auspicious shaykh, the master

Najìb—may God prolong his life, make his strength and wealth ever-

lasting. May God never fail him

2. with regard to his good fortune in success, and never deprive me
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from his [company]!—and so forth. O my master, upon the arrival

of Shaykh Óàtim—

3. may God Almighty enlighten him!––give him the murattabayn-dues

of oil, which are for

4. Sàbiq ibn Iyàs al-Badrì. Send me a receipt, stating that he has

received it.

5. My regards to Shaykh Abù Mufarrij. [. . .] You have mentioned

to us that [as regards] Shaykh

6. Ismà'ìl, the servant of [. . .]––peace be upon him!—, you have

fulfilled all his needs 

7. since his landing at the shore, and that he is coming to [. . .],

God willing! May God never deprive you from His justice!

verso

1. God willing!

2. Praise be to God. God bless our Lord, His messenger Mu˙ammad

and his virtuous clan and companions.

3. Exact number:

4. Twenty-seven pounds [of grain].

Commentary

recto

3. Yu'allimu-huwa appears so in the manuscript; it could be an error

for yu'allimu-hu (or hum), or perhaps Mu'allimuhum, a name. For

details about the term al-murattabayn, see chapter 2.

7. à̌li' al-barr, literally “ascending to the land.”

verso

1. Note the logogram of in shà" allàh ta'àlà; a similar logogram can

be found in ABPH, Tafelband, Tafel 67, 3v, 3.

3. The manuscript has a logogram consisting of ß and a short stroke,

for r or h (?); its function is unclear.

4. Sab' could be tis', “nine”; the graphemes are similar.
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Text No. 15: A Letter to Abù Mufarrij’s Associates

RN 1016a

Description: Yellow paper, torn on all sides, considerable abrasions, 

9 × 10.3 cm, recto nine lines, verso five lines, in fluent cursive hand,

black ink.

Introduction: This incomplete letter, apparently to someone who was

close to Abù Mufarrij’s family, is noteworthy nevertheless. In the

greeting section not only Abù Mufarrij but also his “sons” (awlàd )

are mentioned. The probable catchword wa-'alà, on the top of the

verso, also reveals some textual devices for writing long letters.

Text

recto

verso
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Translation

recto

1. [. . . . . .] with [. . . . . . . . . .]

2. [. . . . . . .] whatever you have withheld from him [. . . . . . .]

3. [. . . . . . . .] that I have to burden you with

4. [. . . . . . . . .] won’t change this time around.

5. There is no his 'alàma-mark [. . . . . . . . . .].

6. [. . . . . . .] riding animals to you before [. . . . . .]

7. [. . .] and with the servants of [. . . . . . . . . . . .]

8. something from it; then you should sell [. . . . . . .]

9. he will inform you about [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .].

verso

1. To

2. To Shaykh Abù Mufarrij [are my] greetings—

3. and to his sons, send my regards to them as well!

4. —many, many greetings! He has got

5. nothing but troubles from us.

Commentary

recto

2. Tabkhalu 'alayhi, literally “you have been stingy, cheap,” or “you

have spared your [effort, resource].”

5. The term 'alàma can mean the 'alàma motto (for scribes), or the

'alàma trade mark usually labeled on the goods (see chapter 2); in

the present context, the latter is likely.

verso

1. The 'alà is written alone and is to be repeated in the next line.

It is likely that it serves as a catchword to keep track of the text,

from the recto to the verso.

3. This greeting clause, to Abù Mufarrij’s “sons,” is apparently

inserted, with an indention, between the main greeting clause to the

father (lines 2 and 4–5).
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Text No. 16: A Business Letter Concerning the Detainment of
a Shipment

RN 1066a

Description: Yellow paper, profuse worm-eaten holes and ink stains, 

8 × 12.5 cm, recto ten lines, verso seven lines on both sides of the

page, black ink.

Introduction: The letter deals with the release of a detained, or seized,

cargo whose eventual destination would be Abù Mufarrij’s ware-

house. The key term 'àqa reveals some kind of government inter-

vention, in light of the parallels found in the Cairo Geniza papers.

In the present case, the possible pretext for the detainment by the

government seems to be the lack, or invalidity, of the license. A

probable penalty fee was expected for the release of the detained

goods.

Text

recto
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Translation

recto

1–3. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. The

servant 'Asàkir 'Alì
4. is writing to inform Dear Brother 'Arafàt—may God Almighty

make him successful!—that 

5. this servant 'Alì has dispatched two qi†'a-sacks of flour and a half

6. load of dried dates to the slave boy of [your] noble presence.

[However,] once the young man

7. and Abù al-Milà˙ arrived, they detained the cargo on account of

8. its license. I am hereby ashamedly begging for a favor from you

to pay for the release

9. of the dried dates, and to dispatch them, on my behalf, imme-

diately in two qi†'a-sacks
10. and send them to the warehouse of Abù Mufarrij [. . . . . .].

verso

1. [. . . . . . You] may ask them for some verification. Together with

him is

2. the cashier. Do not trust the scale, [because one is not sure]

whether it

verso

turn page upside down and read from the top down (address)
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3. works [or not]. The cash has already arrived in sum.

4. Peace be upon you.

5. The two qi†'a-sacks are [worth] forty dirhams.

address

1. To the shore [of Quseir, the warehouse of Shaykh]

2. Abù Mufarrij al-Qif†ì.

Commentary

recto

2. Note the identifier so-and-so al-mamlùkì, instead of the usual al-

mamlùk so-and-so.

4. The addressee of the letter, 'Arafàt, is likely Abù Mufarrij’s client,

or business partner.

6. Tamr, “dried dates,” is undotted, thus the reading of thamr, “fruits,”

is also possible.

6–7. Al-walad, literally “the son.” “The young man and Abù al-

Milà˙” appear to be the ones who accompanied the cargo.

7. The verb 'àqa was, according to Goitein, the term commonly used

in the Cairo Geniza papers to refer to “the seizure of goods by a

government”; see MS, 1: 467 (note 8); also see ALAD, no. 77; DAA2,

no. 31. The manuscript has al-˙ammàl, literally “the cargo carrier.”

Among the uses of the verb jabà, with the basic meaning of “col-

lecting (taxes, payments),” is a “pledge for a certain sum for a cer-

tain purpose” (Dictionary, 26), hence the present rendering.

8. Asta˙ì min, literally “I am ashamed (or embarrassed) in front of . . .”;

similar use in this context is found in DAA1, no. 53.

verso

2. The reading of al-sayrafì < al-ßayrafì is tentative. The letter k, in

tattakil and mìkàl (for mikyàl?), lacks the cross bar on the top.

3. Al-fi∂∂a, literally “silver.”
5. This line was written after the formulaic closing greetings and is

perhaps an after-thought.
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Text No. 17: A Dated Letter to Abù Is˙àq Concerning the
Shipping of Ropes

RN 1020a

Description: Yellow paper, 8 × 4.1 cm, recto four lines in a very cur-

sive hand, unconventional ligatures and missing hooks, dots, and

teeth of the letters, black ink, verso blank. 

Introduction: The significance of this badly damaged fragment is the

date it contains: 29 Jumàdà (I or II), the year A.H. 62(1–9), i.e.,

A.D. 1224–31, and the direct link of this date to Ibràhìm’s activities.

Text

recto

Translation

1. In the company of [. . . . . .; to Shaykh Abù Is˙àq Ibràhìm]

2. ibn Abù Mufarrij; on the 29th day, the month of Jumàdà [I or

II, the year]

3. six hundred and twenty [. . .]. Praise be to God. Our sufficiency

is in Him. What an excellent trustee He is! [. . .] 

4. I have sent you ropes, accompanied by [. . . . .].
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Text No. 18: Address of a Letter Containing Information about
Abù Is˙àq and Abù Mufarrij

RN 1020b

Description: Yellow paper, 10.2 × 3.2 cm, recto blank (perhaps this

part of the paper happened to cover the empty space after the end

of the letter), verso two lines, black ink.

Introduction: The fragment contains the address, which is usually writ-

ten on the top of the verso, to Abù Is˙àq. From the various honorific

titles, we learn that he was a sermon giver (al-kha†ìb) and perhaps a

trade leader (rayyis), and that his father, Abù Mufarrij, was a ˙àjj,
who indeed had traveled to Mecca for fulfilling the duty to perform

pilgrimage.

Text

verso (address)

Translation

1. To the shore of Quseir, to be delivered to the revered master,

dear brother, the sermon giver,

2. and trade leader Abù Is˙àq Ibràhìm, the son of the ˙àjj Abù
Mufarrij [. . . . . .].

Commentary

2. The reading of the word al-rayyis is tentative; the long stretch of

the base line of the s seems to be connected to another cluster of,

most likely, honorific titles that extend to the next line which is cut

short in the manuscript.
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Text No. 19: A Letter Concerning the Purchase of Clothes

RN 976

Description: Light brown paper, badly damaged by water and holes,

13.6 × 20.4 cm, recto fifteen lines plus one line marginalia, verso

several nearly unrecognizable lines in an elegant cursive hand, with

a tendency to ignore the cross bar on top of the letter k, black ink.

Text

recto
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Translation

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

2. I am writing to inform [. . . . . . . . . . . . . .] 

3. Abù Is˙àq Ibràhìm [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]

4. [Homage from] the servant to the master [. . . . . . . . . . . . . .]

5. the noble [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]

6. for the service of [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]

7. a load of black [fabric? and . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]

8. and we will buy them two cloaks and [. . .] and [. . .] and [. . .]. 

9. I have advised you regarding the matters that concern you. I

beseech God[’s help] so I may rent their riding animals,

10. in the company of al-Khalìl. I beseech God for success. Peace

be upon you. God’s mercy and blessings

11. be upon my children. Peace be upon the dear [brother] Mu˙am-

mad and Óusayn’s son

12. [. . .] Íubay˙. Please send my regards to Óusayn, and tell him,

13. “Your uncle Abù 'Alì sends his best wishes to you.” Write me

a letter soon about their [welfare].

14. If you find [. . .], send it along; or whatever he carries, or his [. . .].

15. Peace be upon you.

in the right margin

Peace and swift [relief ?] to those under your care.

Commentary

9. The t, in the verb awßaytuka, is apparently added later and stacked

above k.

13. This Abù 'Alì is likely the sender of the letter.

14. This line is partially erased and the present reading is prob-

in the right margin
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lematic: (1) The c shaped beak of the ', in 'alà, is actually a closed

loop, making it look like m. (2) q-˙-y (?)-˙-h (or tà" marbù†a) appear

so in the manuscript, for which I have failed to find satisfactory deci-

pherment. While the q is supplied with two dots above, the remainder

is unpointed. (3) The syntax is corrupt at the end of the line. I tried

to read this line as a postscript of sorts added later to the original

letter that concludes with tab'athu lì kitàb 'alayhim (line 13) qarìb 'alayka
(line 14) al-salàm (line 15), hence the present translation. Piling up

words at the end of lines is not infrequent in the Quseir documents.

in the right margin

'Alà man ya˙ù†u 'inàyatakum al-salàma, literally “Peace be upon those

whom you surround with your care”; a similar version, ba'da s-salàm
'alayhi wa-'alà man yu˙ì†u bihi 'inàyatahu, is found in ABPH, no. 67,

also dating from the thirteenth century.

Text No. 20: Letter Concerning a Shipment to Quseir

RN 998

Description: Yellow paper scroll, extensive worm-eaten holes and pro-

fuse ink stains, 25.1 × 8.1 cm, recto seventeen lines, verso twelve

lines on both ends of the page, in a cursive hand, unconventional

ligatures between the undotted letters, black ink.

Introduction: One of the few complete texts from the “Sheikh’s house,”

this letter is also perhaps one of the most revealing. Sent to the care

of Ibràhìm and concerning a shipment whose eventual recipient is

one Abù Zayd, the letter gives us a chance to look at not only the

intricacies of business dealings around the house, but also the textual

features and technical aspects of a typical Quseir business letter, such

as the logogram of the basmala, the four basic components, the terms

and the idioms, and so forth. The basmala on the top of the verso

implies that the text on this side of the paper is perhaps a response

to the letter on the recto. Noteworthy also is the mention of the

ra"ìs al-tujjàr, which might well have been the “head,” or “agent,” of

the Kàrimì merchants that played a central role in the Red Sea and

Indian Ocean trade but of whom little is known so far. That such

a ra"ìs was in direct contact with Ibràhìm ibn Abù Mufarrij highlights
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the importance of the “Sheikh’s house,” and Quseir for that mat-

ter, in the long-range transactions on the Red Sea and Indian Ocean

trade routes.

Text

recto

verso
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Translation

recto

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. God bless

2. our Lord Mu˙ammad.

3. That which I [am writing to] inform the dear brother, the successful,

4. auspicious, respectable, and trustworthy Abù Is˙àq
5. Ibràhìm—may God, the Most High, make him successful!—and

so forth. [Now, to the topic:]

6. O my master, I have sent a large shipment to

7. your care. If Yùsuf, the chief merchant, arrives,

8. please hand the load to him. [Also,] please hand over to him,

upon his arrival,

9. whatever is between the jurist and 'Abd al-Ra˙ìm [regarding the

unfinished business]. I am reporting

10. to [you,] the Master, about this matter. You ought [also] to

receive the mattocks on his behalf.

11. Whatever should [you,] the Master need, please entrust it [to

me]. And it has been made clear to [you,] the Master,

address (written from the top down)
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12. regarding this. And in the meantime, I am looking forward to

your arrival if

13. you choose to come to take care of your business. Hereinabove

is my report to you.

14. Greetings. The writer of these

15. lines salutes and greets [you,] the Master,

16. and his (i.e., your) family members. God bless

17. His servant. Praise be to God alone.

verso

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

2. The Master has confirmed this and has written [to authorize]

3. the sale of perfumes. But I have not received the ˙awàla money

order yet,

4. nor any information about its coming. [So] you may sell them

as God so provides

5. and feeds. Greetings. Please send my best regards to

6. ‘A[. . .] and tell him if

7. he can sell it for me today, he will receive things

8. that are better. There is no command save that of God and I

hereby am [content with?]

9. this [deal]. Please send my regards to Óusayn. Greetings to al-

Mu'ìn
10. and the father. Peace.

address

1. For Abù Zayd and his clan, to Quseir, to be delivered to Shaykh

2. Abù Is˙àq Ibràhìm, the son of Abù Mufarrij.

Commentary

recto

7. For the title ra"ìs al-tujjàr, literally “the head of the merchants,”

and its probable association with the Kàrimìs, see chapter 2.

8. A preposition or particle, such as 'inda, lammà, or the like seems

to be missing between lahu and wußùlihi, i.e., (to hand over) to him

upon his arrival.
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11. The reading of the partially erased word ßarì˙ is tentative.

14–15. Note the word al-a˙ruf is written across two lines. It is unclear

whether the signature of “the writer of these lines” indicates the pro-

fessional scribe hired to draft the letter or the sender himself.

verso

2. The reading of yuqirru is conjectural due to the hole and ink mark

that blurred the word; so is bi-jidd, literally “in a serious manner,”

which is unpointed.

3. The ˙awàla, in the present case, may contain the advance payment

for the perfumes mentioned above.

4. The reading of the first part of this line is uncertain. The tentative

reading of jà"ìh < gàyì-hi, “coming to him,” in Egyptian, is not totally

satisfactory. The second part follows the formulaic pattern bì'hà (i.e.,

bi'hà) mà †a'ama allàh wa-razaqa.

6. The reading of kathìr is conjectural, for the letter k lacks the top

bar and other letters are unpointed.

7. The first two words are partially erased in the manuscript and

the reading is conjectural. The conditional sentence in . . . yabì'uhu
istalàm . . . is grammatically flawed.

10. The word al-wàlid is intriguing. If it is to be taken at face value,

the “father” here must refer to Ibràhìm’s father Abù Mufarrij. But

the word al-wàlid could be used, metaphorically, as an honorific title

as well. Such usage is found in ABPH, no. 68 (a letter dated from

the seventh/thirteenth century), as part of a stock clause of greet-

ing: salàm allàh ta'àlà wa-ra˙matuhu wa-barakàtuhu wa-azkà ta˙ìyàtihi 'alà
al-wàlid, where al-wàlid does not refer to any particular “father.”

Similar use is also found in RN 1026a*, line 5.

address

1. Note the pronoun hà, in qawmihà, namely “his clan”; the reference

is the honorific ˙a∂ra, literally “the seat,” which is feminine.

Text No. 21: Correspondence between Ibràhìm and a Client

RN 1015a

Description: Yellow paper, torn at the right edge and the lower part,

12.4 × 15 cm, recto ten lines, in a clear, careful but stiff, hand, with
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orthographic and grammatical errors, verso eight lines, in a more

elegant and cultivated hand, black ink.

Introduction: The business correspondence between Ibràhìm and one

'Asàkir has survived for the most part. The text on the recto, 'Asàkir’s
letter, discusses the delivery of two shipments of wheat to Ibràhìm’s

warehouse. It makes it clear that the grains in question are provi-

sions for “the youths,” a reference frequently found in the Quseir

texts to indicate pilgrims, and, to a lesser extent, military expedi-

tions. Ibràhìm’s reply is to be found on the verso. It confirms that

he is going to sell the cargoes in question on his client’s behalf.

However, the letter reveals some hesitation, or perhaps some difficulty,

in the process on Ibràhìm’s part (“if it sells, then we would put it

on sale; otherwise . . .”). The text also sheds light on some proce-

dural aspects of business transactions in Quseir. The enforcement of

proper documentation in business dealings is seen here through

Ibràhìm’s issue of a specific bayàn-certificate to his representative, in

this case, one Óusayn, so the latter could act on his behalf, with

specifically defined authorities. The bayàn is later to be re-used, this

time to be shown to 'Asàkir, along with the letter, as a proof that

Ibràhìm had done his part in carrying out the enterprise, that is,

trying to sell “provisions” to the pilgrims in a probably volatile and

uncertain market.

Text

recto
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Translation

recto

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. [From]

His servant, the Óàjj 'Asàkir.
2. I am writing to inform Shaykh Abù Is˙àq Ibràhìm, the son of Abù
3. Mufarrij that I have sent to you,

4. accompanied by Salàl al-Kaljì, one and a half ˙iml-loads, and,

accompanied by

5. Khalìfa, one and a half ˙iml-loads; thus a total of three ˙iml-

loads,

6. which weigh ten irdabbs, of fine wheat. These are the provisions

7. for the youths. Put them in a safe place.

8. [. . . . . .,] weigh them at half of a wayba,

9. [. . . . . . . . . . .] with my own money. Put them in a [safe] place.

10. [. . . . . . . . . . . . . .]. Greetings to your parents.

verso

1. My sufficiency is in God; how wonderful a guardian He is!

2. I am writing to inform my dear brother 'Asàkir—may God pro-

long his life!—

verso
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3. Dear Sir: the carrier of this letter, Óusayn, has brought with him

a bayàn-certificate, by which

4. I have advised him and entrusted him to sell what has been

[brought over? delivered?] in full measurement. Do not [hold it back

from?]

5. him. Don’t do that to him. Mu˙ammad 'A†à" Allàh will buy

[them],

6. as God so provides and feeds. If he could sell the above-men-

tioned [goods?],

7. then we will put them on sale; otherwise, [. . . . . . . . . .],

8. in [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .].

Commentary

recto

5. The word al-jumla is written without dots, thus the possible read-

ing of al-˙amla, “the cargo, the shipment,” cannot be ruled out.

6. For the term nafaqa, in the sense of “provisions for pilgrims,” see

discussion above in chapter 2.

8. I was unable to decipher the three (or four) words in this line.

10. The supposed k, in wàlidàka (sic.), “your parents,” is written in

the final shape of the letter with a rounded top bar, looking like a

y < wàlidàya, “my parents,” i.e., 'Asàkir’s parents, which is rather

odd, and unlikely, given the context. It is evident that Ibràhìm’s

father Abù Mufarrij and mother, whose name is not given here,

were still alive when this correspondence took place. The curious

wording of walad, instead of the usual ibn, is also noteworthy in that

it betrays a sense of familiarity, as if 'Asàkir had been doing busi-

ness with the father for a long time and now he was aware that he

was dealing with the Jr., the walad.

verso

1. The ˙asbala usually marks the conclusion of a document, but occa-

sionally, as it is shown here, replaces the introductory basmala. Similar

examples are found in the Cairo Geniza letters; see ALAD, nos. 61,

104. The tarjama, apparently Ibràhìm, is missing.

4. The verb tamma, “it was completed, finished,” is written without

dots, and the reading is tentative.
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4–5. The reading of là [ta'ùqu] 'an is conjectural; similar usage is

found in RN 1018a*. 

6. The phrase bi-mà †a'ama allàh wa-razaqa is often used as a stoke

phrase in association with the closing of deals (for more discussion,

see chapter 4). The verb ibtà'a is written without dots, so other read-

ings, such as inbà'a, “it was/is sold,” cannot be ruled out.

7. The verb nabì'uhu, literally “we will sell it,” is unpointed; an alter-

nate reading could be tabì'uhu, “you may sell it.” The content of this

part of the text is vague, due to damage to the lower portion of the

paper.

Text No. 22: A Business Letter

RN 1029a

Description: Yellow paper scroll, slightly soiled and abraded, 9 × 25

cm, recto twelve lines plus five diagonal short lines along the right

margin, to be read from the top down, verso two faded lines, in

riqà' style, with some unusual paleographic peculiarities, very black

ink.

Introduction: Written in a chancery calligraphic style, which is rarely

seen among the finds from the house, this letter confirms that Ibràhìm’s

parents and children were living together, or at least close to each

other by the time the letter was written. 

Text

recto
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Translation

1–2. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. His ser-

vant Abù 'Uthmàn
3. greets the most noble, successful, auspicious, and revered Shaykh

4. Abù Is˙àq Ibràhìm—may [God] Almighty give him peace and

secure him

5. prosperity! Upon receiving this letter,

6. sell the pottery at your disposal—as God

7. Almighty has fed and provided!—and give the payment to Shaykh

8. 'Abd al-Mu˙sin so he may invest the money in the market (?).

9. [. . . . . . . . . . . .]

10. [by] your grace and benevolence. It so happened that

11. [. . . . .] all the [. . . . . .] owners of [. . .] 

12. [. . . . .] a liability was [brought on] against [you,] the Master.

All have come to [. . . . . .].

in the right margin

Praise be to God alone! Peace be upon your children and elders.

God’s blessing on the dear mother. God’s mercy on [your] majesty.

Praise be to God alone. [From] His servant. God bless. Greetings.

in the right margin
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Commentary

1–2. Both logogram and longhand version of the basmala are written.

4. The alif maqßùra in this line (ta'àlà) as well as elsewhere is consis-

tently missing.

5. The alif maqßùra in 'alà is written with two dots, perhaps a case

of over-correction.

7. Ilà yad, literally “to the hand of. . . .”

8. Note the use of verb form IV yuthammir, literally “to bear fruit,”

instead of the usual form X istathmara in such context.

10. The colloquial bì-ka is given instead of the conventional bi-ka.

in the right margin

“The dear mother,” i.e., Ibràhìm’s mother, Abù Mufarrij’s wife.

Text No. 23: Business Correspondence

RN 1062a

Description: Yellow paper, torn on the right edge, sparse holes, 10.2 ×
17.4 cm, recto ten lines (two of which are separated from the main

text and are illegible) plus one line marginalia, in a coarse and rec-

tangular hand, verso eight lines, in a different hand, with consider-

able irregularities, black ink.

Introduction: The text on the recto is a letter from a certain Abù al-

Qàsim to Abù 'Uthmàn Mithqàl and Mu˙ammad, “the son of Abù
Mufarrij.” It discusses the usual business of shipping and delivery.

Noteworthy is its revelation that, in addition to Ibràhìm, Abù Mufarrij

had another son named Mu˙ammad, who was involved in the ship-

ping business as well. Above the letter are two lines, written in a

much smaller hand, whose content and function remain unclear. The

text on the verso is most likely a reply to the letter on the recto.

The incomplete text seems to deal with some business dispute between

the two parties regarding the “shortage” in delivery.
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Text

recto

in the right margin

verso
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Translation

recto

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

2. [From] Abù al-Qàsim Yù[suf ] Mukhallaf.

3. I am writing to inform Abù 'Uthmàn
4. Mithqàl and Dear Son Mu˙ammad,

5. the son of Shaykh Abù Mufarrij—may God let them be successful,

6. in this world and in the hereafter!—that I 

7. have sent [to you] sixteen bundles

8. [of flax?], in eight loads. So you will receive [the payment . . . . . .].

in the right margin

Also, to be brought over by Kamàl al-Dìn the porter is another load

[of . . . . . .].

verso

1. [. . . Abù] al-Qàsim. May God bless our Lord Mu˙ammad and

his family.

2. [. . . and may God make] their fortune last forever. When a short-

age was [discovered . . .]

3. [. . .] Abù 'Abd Allàh ibn Jazìl ibn 'Alì Óasan met 

4. [. . . with] al-Óusayn al-'Asqalànì. One of

5. [the associates of ?] Abù al-Qàsim inquired into the matter with

Muzhir [saying]: “Pay me on account of the shipment, which

6. [has been delivered to you?]. Abù al-Qàsim would assume that

the shipment which

7. [. . .] I delivered according to your request.” He heard about that,

8. [. . . so pay us with] your cash by all means. The seller will put

on sale [. . .].

Commentary

recto

2. Note the position in which the tarjama is written, which is a new

line under the basmala. In most cases, the tarjama occurs to the left

of the basmala.
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3–4. Abù 'Uthmàn Mithqàl appears to be a business partner of Abù
Mufarrij’s son Mu˙ammad.

4. Al-walad al-'azìz, “Dear Son,” is perhaps used here as some sort

of honorific title; see DAA1, no. 46. 

7. The word rizma, “bundle,” “package,” or “ream of paper,” was

usually used as a measure for fabric or paper; see MS, 1: 336, 337,

418 (note 35), 426 (note 23), 486 (note 24); 4: 403 (note 148); al-

Qaddùmì, 237.

verso

1. Note the tendency of the scribe to drop the alif maqßùra (in ßallà)
and the regular alif (in al-qàsim, lines 5, 6). This Abù al-Qàsim should

be the same Abù al-Qàsim, the sender of the letter on the recto.

4. The missing word from the right edge of the paper could be a

preposition, such as ma'a, bi, or the like, relating to the verb ijtama'a
in line 3. The reading of the partially erased verb yastas"alu is tentative.

5. For the word risàla, meaning “load, shipment,” see MS, 1: 183–84.

7. The verb sami'a could also be read as sama˙a, “he permitted,

approved”; the graphemes are very similar.

Text No. 24: A Letter Concerning Clothing Sales and Payment
Arrangements

RN 969

Description: Light brown paper, worn on the lower edge, 8 × 18.3 cm,

recto sixteen lines plus one line marginalia, verso thirteen lines plus

one line marginalia, in a clear, fluid, and coarse hand, without any

dots, black ink.

Introduction: The text on the recto and verso makes up one letter con-

cerning the selling of clothes and payment arrangements. The mar-

ginalia appear to have been meant to complement the main text.

Some natural, or man-made, disaster as well as some argument over

money can be glimpsed through the lines on the verso, but the detail

is unclear.
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Text

recto

in the right margin

verso
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Translation

recto

1. So let [God] grant His bounty to him [. . . . . . . . .]

2. Óusayn—may God prolong his life,

3. make his strength and wealth everlasting, and

4. never deprive him from good fortune!—

5. and all that. Now: O my master, make sure that you

6. sell the turbans on my behalf.

7. Nu'màn has sold long coats for

8. twenty-six dirhams; and he still has 

9. eight [long coats?] left, by God Almighty!

10. As for me, all [the items] in my [storage]

11. are sold out, and we need [more]

12. children’s clothes.

13. We have pure gold,

14. which we will use [to pay for them], by God’s blessing.

15. O God, the Sublime! we will be happy to spend all of it [on this].

16. Thank God for that.

in the right margin
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in the right margin

[. . . . . .] to God, the Sublime. I have dispatched to [you,] the Master,

accompanied by Sayyiduhum, three pounds of [. . . . . .]

verso

1. [A]nd in between, by Mighty God!

2. We suffered from a disaster, and life

3. in town has not shown [signs of recovery] very much.

4. Nevertheless, Sayyiduhum said to me,

5. “If Mu'ìn al-Dìn Khalìl paid me the money

6. I would have spent [it].” O master! he (Sayyiduhum?) told me

7. “Take from Zaytùn eleven

8. minus one quarter dirhams”; but [the truth is,] he (Zaytùn?) did

not give

9. me a dime! Neither did I say a thing about it.

10. Greetings. Best regards to your father,

11. and to the judge.

12. Greetings to Mu˙ammad and M[u'ìn al-Dìn?].

13. Greetings to [. . . . . . . . . . . .].

in the right margin

Greetings to al-Wafì and his brother. Greetings to Fakhr. Greetings

to 'Abd [. . . . . .].

Commentary

recto

5. The word dhàlika is added later, above wa-siwà.
7. Al-dhayl, literally “tail,” “the train [of a cloak?]”; the term per-

haps refers either to the back part of a regular jacket or coat that

falls below the waist, or to the long “tails” of a formal jacket that

may extend to the back of the knees. I thank Katherine Burke for

this suggestion; cf. chapter 2, note 45.

9. The invocation wa-bi-llàh al-'aΩìm, “by God Almighty!” is also

echoed in line 14 (bi-llàh tabàraka), and repeated in the verso, line

1. The invocations, in this context, seem to express the satisfaction
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at cutting a deal. If that proves to be the case, then the price of

long coats cited here must be a good one.

11. Inqa∂àhu is problematic: the intransitive verb form VII, “to be

finished,” “to be used up,” needs no direct object; it is likely a mis-

take for inqa∂aytuhu, “I have sold them all,” or simply inqa∂à, “it was

sold out.” 

13. Dhahab aßfar, literally “yellow gold.”

14. The reading of nantahizuhà is tentative; the reference of the fem-

inine suffix hà obviously refers to the antecedent dhahab, “gold,” which

is masculine.

15. Takhallàhà, literally “to get rid of it,” as in “to squander the

money.” Since the word is unpointed, alternate readings include bi-

khalàhà, which means the same, or tajallàhà, “to expose it,” or ta˙allàhà,
“to have it endowed.”

verso

2. The detail of the kharàb, “disaster, destruction,” is not explained

here.

2–3. I read the word al-'umr in the sense of al-'umràn, “prosperity,

flourishing state,” so that the ensuing verb badà, literally “to emerge,

to show signs,” can fit the context.

3. Al-balad, “the town,” perhaps Quseir.

4. This Sayyiduhum ought to be the same person mentioned on the

recto (in the right margin). He is supposed to have accompanied the

shipment, to be delivered to the recipient of this letter. It is evident

that this person had some argument with the writer of the letter,

and that the latter is trying to explain it to the recipient of the let-

ter. But the detail of this argument is not totally clear due to the

lack of punctuation and the confusing pronominal references in the

text.

6. Compare verb form I qa∂aytu with verb form VII inqa∂à, in the

recto, line 11.

10. The letter ', in its full independent form, is most likely a logogram

for 'alayka. One is also tempted to read it as tamma, “finished,” i.e.,

the end of the main content of the letter, because the graphemes of

tamma and ' look almost identical. This reading is itself problematic,

however, in that it does not explain the conjunction wa that follows

al-salàm.
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Text No. 25: Letter to a Judge

RN 980a

Description: Yellow paper, torn at the lower part and the left edge,

8.5 × 8 cm, recto five lines, verso two lines, slightly soiled, black ink.

Introduction: The identity of the recipient of this letter, a judge in

both the Sharì'a court (al-qà∂ì) and the municipal court (al-˙akam),

is unknown. It is unlikely that these refer to Abù Mufarrij or Ibràhìm,

because if they had occupied such positions, these titles would have

naturally been seen more frequently in the letters addressed to them.

Given that it is indeed sent to Quseir and that it is found in the

“Sheikh’s house,” this “judge” could be one of the family members,

or at least someone with business ties to the family. 

Text

recto

verso (address)

Translation

recto

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

2. To the most noble shaykh, the qà∂ì, the municipal judge—may

God prolong his life!
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3. May God sustain his bounty! Of God we ask for his success! [. . .]

4. [. . . . . .] and spare me from all the evils!—: This [letter] is from

the servant [. . . . . .]

5. [. . . . . . . . .] to the master [. . . . . . . . . . . .]

verso (address)

1. To the shore of Quseir [. . . . . . . . . .]

2. Abù Óasan 'Alì al-Mu'awwal—may his happiness last forever!

Text No. 26: A Letter Concerning Personal and Business Matters

RN 1003b

Description: Thick and glossy yellow paper, torn at the top and the

left side, several holes, 17.5 × 15.4 cm, recto seven lines plus ten

lines marginalia, verso two lines, in a cursive hand, with some “non-

Egyptian” features, such as the two dots under the y, black ink.

Introduction: The recipient of the letter is not Shaykh Abù Mufarrij

or his son Ibràhìm, but one Shaykh Abù 'Alì Óusayn, who was, as

discussed in chapter 1, probably Abù Mufarrij’s brother.

Text

recto
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Translation

recto

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. [From]

His servant 'Uthmàn al-Nàjì.
2. [To] my master and lord—whose life will not be spent in excess

and whose lofty position will not be void—

3. and the most noble, virtuous, perfect, and trustworthy shaykh Abù
'Alì Óusayn—may God make him successful

4. on account of his obedience! [May God] not deprive him from

the wonder of his success! That which I am writing to inform you—

5. may God make you successful!—is the following: since the day I

left you, I have yet received any letters [from you].

in the right margin (turn the page and read from the top down)

verso (address)
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6. By God, O my master! May God protect me under every cir-

cumstance and in God I place my trust.

7. [. . .] as regards [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .] 

in the right margin

1. I heard that [. . . . .]

2. We have women’s wraps decorated with gold and gems [. . .] 

3. at my disposal are two loads. Send regards

4. for me to Sir˙àn [. . . . . .] 

5. and [. . .] and Mukhtàr; he is to [. . .]

6. a quarter to be sold. He did not know

7. [. . . . . .] to him [. . . . . .] 

8. Its tax due is being demanded [. . . . . .].

9. O my master, send me a letter. 

10. [May God] bless your business.

verso

1. This letter is to be delivered to the shore of Quseir, to be handed

over to the most noble, virtuous, and perfect shaykh Abù 'Alì Óusayn.

2. To [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .].

Commentary

recto

1. The name of the sender of the letter, 'Uthmàn al-Nàjì, is writ-

ten next to the basmala in two lines vertically, from the top down.

2. The conjugation of the two verbs, in là ghalawt ˙ayàtuhu wa-là kha-

lawt makànuhu, is problematic: (1) The conjugations of verb form I

ghalà and khalà ought to be ghalat and khalat, respectively; and (2) the

subject of the verb khalà, makàn, is masculine. Examples of the sim-

ilar formulaic phrase là akhlà [allàh] makànahu, or fa-as"alu allàh an là
yukhliya makànahu, “May God not deprive him of His place!” are to

be found in ABPH, nos. 6, 57; DAA2, no. 33.

5. Although the exact circumstance in which the writer of the let-

ter “departed from” the recipient of the letter is unclear, it is clear

that some sort of response, most likely on business matters, had been

expected.
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6. The verb a'àfa-nì is a misspelling for a'àfà-nì (verb form IV) or

'àfà-nì (verb form III).

7. The paper is cut off in the middle of this line; only the upper

part of the content has survived.

in the right margin

2. The word muraßßa'a is partially erased; but the traces of m, r, and

ß are clear enough to warrant the reading.

6. Mubtà' is undotted; the reading could be matà', “luggage,” mub[y]à',
and the like. 

8. The term rusùm means various things in different contexts, “records,”

“notes,” “fees,” “tax dues,” and so forth. In the Cairo Geniza papers,

it also signifies “sales tax,” or “salaries”; see MS, 1: 140, 435 (note

71, sales tax); 2: 451 (note 42, salaries).

Text No. 27: Letter Concerning the Delivery of Grain, Textiles,
and Foodstuffs

RN 1004c

Description: Yellow paper, the upper part missing, 9 × 10.3 cm, recto

seven lines plus one line marginalia, verso seven lines, some suffering

from abrasions, in an experienced and educated hand, ignoring all

the dots and the top bar on the k, black ink.

Introduction: Although the beginning of the letter is missing, judging

from the content (“Peace be upon you and Najìb . . . and Khalaf !”),

it is likely addressed to Abù Mufarrij, with whom the sender obvi-

ously had some kind of joint partnership ('idlì, “my half share [of

the investment]”; for more details see chapter 2 and Concluding

Remarks of Part One).
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Text

recto

verso

in the top and right margins (read from the top down)
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Translation

recto

1. [W]heat and two jars of soap. You will receive from him three

large sacks

2. and three hawsers. Lock them up in a safe place.

3. Be sure to keep all my half-share of the load in

4. a warehouse, next to the rest of the merchandise. Whatever you

want, just order it [from me].

5. I have sent you high-quality rice, a fine kiswa-robe, tailored in

6. pure silk, fine shawls, and fine galabiya clothes,

7. along with six tillìs-sacks of flax, and ten qi†'a-units of flour.

verso

1. Put all of my half-share [of the shipment] in one place,

2. and use the crops to pay for (?) the zakàt taxes. Put them,

3. for my sake, in a safe place. Peace be upon you and Najìb.

4. Praise be to God alone. And [. . . . . .]

5. Peace be upon Khalaf. Tell Khalaf that, by God, by God,

6. send me the ba††a-containers as soon as possible! I need

7. them [badly . . . . . . . . . . . .].

in the top and right margin

If the cakes have all run out, then send along flour, in six large con-

tainers. Send the crops to me on four riding animals and [. . . . . .].

Commentary

recto

1. Shuwàl, “sack”; note the use of the singular here (pl. shuwàlàt).
The use of singular instead of plural is also seen in salab (pl. aslàb;
line 2).

3. 'Idl, literally “the half of a load”; the text makes it clear that the

sender of the letter and the addressee own the load with equal shares,

that is, half and half.

5. Zakìya, “fine, pure,” is written idiosyncratically in that the k, without

the cross bar on the top, looks like a ˙ and the other letters are unpointed.
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6. The reading of the unpointed word zàkhir, literally “full, profuse,

exuberant,” is tentative.

verso

2. Ta†manu < ta∂manu (∂-m-n), that is, “to be liable,” or “to be respon-

sible,” and the like. There is also the possibility of ta†manu < ta†ma"innu
(†-m-"-n), “you rest assured” that the taxes are paid. To pay taxes in

crops (al-ghalla) was perhaps very common at the time.

Text No. 28: Letter Concerning the Selling of Clothes and
Crops

RN 1018c

Description: Beige paper, torn on the top, several worm-eaten holes,

8.5 × 18 cm, recto eleven lines plus one line marginalia, verso three

lines, in a cursive hand, ignoring the dots, the top bar of the k, and

the alif maqßùra, black ink.

Introduction: In addition to the main content of the letter that deals

with business matters, noteworthy also is the sender’s condolences

over the death of the anonymous recipient’s daughter. The back-

ground of the girl’s death is unclear. It is attempting to ponder the

link between her death and the mention of the illness of one man’s

“daughter” mentioned in another letter (RN 1018d*).

Text

recto
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Translation

recto

1. [To so-and-so]—May God prolong his strength, his happiness,

his nobility

2. [. . . . . .] and his high status. [May God] not deprive him

3. of success. May the Prophet reunite us in the best circumstances!—

4. [And now to the topic:] You should keep an eye on all my fabrics,

5. thirteen qi†'a-containers of flour, two large bark-bales of rice,

6. and [another] two bales of rice. Put them [. . .] and all

7. the commodities [in a safe place]. Don’t over charge (?) these.

You are

8. my agent in charge of everything. If they inspect [the aforesaid

commodities], then you should carry the task out

9. on my behalf, and notify all [parties involved] that [. . . . . .;] the

˙àjj [. . . . . .] 

10. Send me a follow-up and inspect, on my behalf, 

in the right margin

verso
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11. the cargo with which you have traveled. Send me an acknowl-

edgment note (?) [. . . . . .].

in the right margin

[. . . . . .] May God Almighty prolong your life! The ˙àjj has arrived

and he is sorry about your daughter’s death.

verso

1. Ibn Mubàrak is to receive four fù†a-waist wrappers and two 'abà"-
cloaks.

2. Give them to Bità'ì (?) Mas'ùd, who has stayed behind. 

3. Send [me] a receipt. Give my regards [to . . . . . .].

Commentary

recto

1–3. The formulaic greeting a†àla allàh baqàhu wa-adàma 'izzahu wa-

nu'màhu wa-min ˙usn al-tawfìq là akhlàhu is seen in RN 969*, 1056a*;

also DAA2, nos. 7, 27. However, other elements, such as takarrumahu

and 'alàhu, do not appear in the parallel examples.

3. A similar expression of jama'a al-rasùl bayna-nà 'alà asarr ˙àl is cited in

DAA2, no. 7, jama'a allàh bayna-nà 'alà asarr ˙àl, “May God reunite us. . . .”

4. The phrase wa-siwà dhàlika, which is also frequently used else-

where (RN 969*, 998*, 1018a*, 1056a*), is often found associated

with the formula a†àla allah baqàka. . . .

5. Bark (barak), “bag, baggage” (Dozy). Another possibility is that it

maybe a distorted version of the barqalù, “small bale,” which, accord-

ing to Goitein, is perhaps related to the Italian barca, “boat”; see

MS, 1: 335–36.

8. The reading of imta˙anù is conjectural. Another possible reading

is ista˙yaw (ista˙aw), “if they shy away,” as in, “should they refuse,

then you go ahead. . . .” The graphemes are similar.

9. Note the t, in ithbit, is separated from the rest.

10. The reading of the unpointed word injàz is conjectural. It prob-

ably has to do with the cognate verb anjiz, “carry out [the task]!”

in line 8; thus jawàb injàz would be some sort of “mission accom-

plished” notification.
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12. The word al-mashkùr is unpointed; the reading and the meaning

are uncertain.

verso

2. The Bità'ì (so appears in the manuscript) as a name is odd. In

Egyptian, bità', in a construct, indicates “possession,” “association,”

and “ascribability” (DEA, s.v.); thus bità'ì (for bità' ?) here might not

be part of the name, but rather something having to do with the

personal name proper, to the effect of “the estate of Mas'ùd,” “the

possession of Mas'ùd,” or the like. The reading of the unpointed

first word as verb form IV imperative (imperfect) tu"tì-him, instead of

verb form I indicative ta"tì-him (that which arrive them), is based on

the parallel syntax below, i.e., the imperative (imperfect) tusayyiru . . .

wa-tusallimu (send . . . and give my regards . . .!).

Text No. 29: A Letter Concerning Business and Personal Matters

RN 1018d

Description: Light brown paper, 8.7 × 11 cm, recto eight lines plus

one line marginalia, verso nine lines (the last two entirely erased)

plus one line marginalia, in fine naskh, black ink.

Introduction: The incomplete text, of which only a quire of the orig-

inal paper has survived, on both the recto and verso perhaps makes

up one lengthy letter. The text on the recto discusses regular busi-

ness issues such as the zakàt taxes and some disputes over money,

whereas the text on the verso deals with some family and personal

matters, among them a mother’s tender message to her beloved son

and her urgent request to buy medicine for her “very ill” daughter.

Noteworthy also is the center of the seeming controversy, an uniden-

tified “she” (lines 2–3, recto; perhaps the same “mother” in ques-

tion), whose activities as discussed in the letter shed rare light on

women’s role in the marketplace and community at the time (see

chapter 1).
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Text

recto

in the right margin

verso

in the right margin
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Translation

recto

1. [B]ecause it will do no good to anyone except for himself [. . . . . .].

2. O my Master, you should know that she informed

3. the tax collector and showed him the letter that says,

4. “He told me, ‘Take from me the ten irdabbs [of grain].’

5. And I said, ‘Bring them over.’ And he said, ‘Come this Tuesday

6. and take them.’” O my Master, I was very pleased about that.

If

7. he has not paid Ma˙àsin anything, except that which I have paid

8. him, Abù al-Óajj 'Alì, [in the amount of ] thirty dirhams[, then. . . . . .].

in the right margin

She was granted ten dirhams. And the rice for Ma˙àsin is eight 

and a half [irdabbs]. Please deliver it to the old man and tell [him]

that [. . . . . .].

verso

1. Your mother

2. [expresses] her love. She said, “O my son, nothing is more pre-

cious and dear to me than you.

3. Sell the stuff that you have and go out and have fun

4. by all means! Spend all the money you have. Nothing is more

precious and dear to me than you!”

5. O my Master, [. . . . . .] Would you go to see the druggist

6. and ask [him] for me about the “happy drink.”

7. My daughter is severely ill, suffering from tremors and shudders.

When she gets up [she would. . . . . .].

in the right margin

He said that they told the old man that I have deposited (?) with

the young man some forty dirhams [. . . . .].
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Commentary

recto

2–3. For ßà˙ib al-zakàt, as “collector of taxes imposed on the Kàrimì
merchants,” see al-Ashqar, 166. Al-Ashqar based his interpretation

on al-Qalqashandì, who lists the office of nàΩir al-zakàt, or naΩr al-
bahàr, the latter being a clear reference to the Yemeni and Kàrimì
connection; see QS, 4: 32; QSM, 343. For discussion of the Kàrimìs
and their probable association with the warehouse, see chapters 1

and 2.

3. There are two readings of the largely unpointed clause kh-b-r-t li-

ßà˙ib al-zakàt wa-w-r-y-t lahu al-kitàb, “she informed (khabbarat) the tax

collector and showed (warayt < arat) him the letter,” or “she attempted

to confuse (˙ayyarat) the tax collector and concealed (warrat < warayat)

the letter from him.” The two readings contradict each other. For

more discussion, see chapter 1.

6–8. The conditional sentence fa-in . . . is unfinished due to the incom-

pleteness of the text.

7. The verb dafa'tu is unpointed; thus dafa'ta, “you have paid,” is also

possible.

verso

1. The word ummuka, “your mother,” stands alone in this line; it is

likely a catchword whose function is to continue from the recto.

There is also the possibility that the content on the verso was dic-

tated by the recipient’s mother.

2. The reading of ˙ubbahà is tentative, insofar as between the b and

h is what looks like a medial shape of ', which is perhaps just an

ink stain.

6. The term shiràb had been used to indicate some medicinal syrup

since ancient times in the Near East; similar examples are found in

Khalil Messiha, “Reconsideration and Origin of an Arabic Medical

Prescription,” AI 9 (1970), 123–25; Rà©ib, “Quatre Papyrus arabes

d’Edfou,” AI 14 (1978), 10.
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Text No. 30: Letter Concerning the Sale of Clothes

RN 1021b

Description: Light brown paper, torn and soiled, 9 × 8.3 cm, recto

five lines, in an elegant and coarse hand, no dots, black ink, verso

blank.

Introduction: The text on the recto makes up part of a letter con-

cerning the delivery of clothes. The honorific title ˙a∂ratihi al-sàmiya

implies some official capacity of the recipient.

Text

recto

Translation

1. [. . . . . .] to his Lofty Seat and [. . .].

2. I have been working hard to satisfy the Master’s request,

3. which includes: two thawb-clothes, with a total length of twenty-

five dhirà's.
4. [. . .]. We have dispatched half of them, to be accompanied by

Mubà[rak].
5. [. . . . . . . . . . . Wishing that you are in] good health.
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Text No. 31: Correspondence Discussing Prices, the Tithe
Tax, and a Military Expedition

RN 1027a

Description: Yellowish-brown paper scroll, 8.4 × 17 cm, recto seven-

teen lines plus one line marginalia, in elegant naskh, verso seventeen

lines plus one line marginalia, in a naïve hand, with irregularities in

orthography and colloquialism in the syntax, black ink.

Introduction: This nearly complete document constitutes one of the

longest texts among the finds in the “Sheikh’s house.” The texts, on

the recto and the verso respectively, seem to be correspondence

between two parties involved in the trade of grain and oil, as well

as domestic items such as coral, mirrors, and textiles. A wide range

of issues, from the volatile prices in the marketplace to collecting

taxes and commissions, are dealt with. Of no less interest is the men-

tion of the mobilization of troops heading off to combat the “Franks,”

namely the Crusaders. (For more discussion see chapter 2.) This pri-

marily business letter also bears a personal touch by means of a

lengthy segment of greetings to a number of men whose identities

are unknown.

Text

recto
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in the right margin

verso
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Translation

recto

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

2. To be delivered to Shaykh Mu˙ammad ibn Ja'far—may God

Almighty make him successful!—

3. from Sunqur ibn 'Ayyàsh ibn al-'Asàwirì
4. are eight irdabbs and one wayba of pure wheat and one bottle of

oil.

5. They are for Abù al-Karam ibn Naßr bi-al-Salàm.

6. To be accompanied by 'Abd Allàh ibn A˙mad al-'Asàwirì
7. [are actually] six irdabbs and one wayba [of wheat] and one bot-

tle of oil.

8. The tithe tax is forty [mudds of wheat?] and the commission is

six mudds. The wheat

9. is of high quality and in good condition. It is the provision for

Abù al-Karam

10. ibn Naßr bi-al-Salàm. Óusayn ibn Zakarìyà is here 

11. and sends his regards to you, as well as to al-Rashìd Hàrùn,

12. Khalaf, 'Umar ibn Abù al-Óasan,

13. and Shaykh Yùsuf ibn Qàsim. Please tell him that I

14. have dispatched to him a cargo of my ghalla dues[, which include]

thirty-three

15. irdabbs and one wayba [of wheat] as well as corals and mirrors.

16. Peace be upon you. God’s mercy alone is to be thanked.

17. The commission is six mudds and the tithe tax forty.

in the right margin

If the prices are right, you may sell [them] in small portions, but

not [in bulk?. . . . . .].

in the right margin
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verso

1–2. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. [From]

His servant Mu˙ammad ibn Ja'[far].
3. I am writing to inform the Master, [. . .] Shaykh—may God make

him (i.e., you) successful for his obedience to Him

4. and make him among His acquaintances!—that the embroidery

has arrived,

5. and so has the bottle-container. The additional troops (?) have

arrived, all in good shape and health.

6. Thank God for that! The prices have all changed

7. except for wheat[, which is now] two dinars minus two qìrà†s [per

irdabb]. Flour [can be had at]

8. two dinars minus ten dirhams per irdabb. The troops have come,

9. one after the other. [They] and the notary [are going] to [bat-

tle] the Franks. Sayyid

10. Abù 'Alì has come to sell [his goods]. Please tell Abù 'Alì Óusayn

11. ibn al-Ra˙bayn that we went to the marketplace,

12. and that Hàrùn sold to Rajìb Majd [wheat at the price of ] two

dinars

13. per irdabb. We did not sell anything. So we have perhaps some

surplus. By the grace

14. of God, I will collect commission for [transporting?] your grain.

So do not withhold your money.

15. People [all] came, one after the other. We don’t know at what

prices you sold [it]

16. to them. We just sell according to what is fixed [with regard to

price].

17. Peace be upon you and Shaykh Abù 'Alì Óusayn.

in the right margin

Shaykh Abù Qàsim says hello to you.

Commentary

recto

3. The surname al-'Asàwirì could be al-'Asàwì, insofar as the r and

y are written in one continuous stroke, which could be only a y.

The same surname, but a different person, occurs in line 6.
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5. The last part of the name, bi-al-Salàm, is written in a logogram;

it occurs thrice in the text (lines 9 and 10; also compare al-salàm in

line 16).

7. The sentence probably means that of the total eight irdabbs that

Mu˙ammad is supposed to receive, the shipment accompanied by 'Abd

Allàh has carried only six. 

8. The term kirà, literally “rent, fare,” usually signifies leasing rid-

ing animals or space in a shipment to carry the goods as well as

the brokerage fees often associated with them; see MS, 1: 412 (note

34); DAA1, no. 46. For the lucrative business of charging kirà-com-

missions from the shipping boats coming and going on the Red Sea

trade route on both shores of Egypt and Yemen, see Ibn Jubayr,

48.

9. Ghallatì, literally “my crops”; for the term used as “taxes paid in

crops,” see the discussion above.

in the right margin

Kaylàt (sing. kayla), a dry measure in medieval Egypt, which is 8 qada˙
(one qada˙ is 1/96 irdabb), or 7.5 liter; see Hinz, 40. The term is per-

haps used here in a general sense of “small measures.”

verso

3. The name of the “shaykh” in question, namely the addressee of

the letter, is erased; it maybe an acronym for it is too narrow a

space to write the full name “Sunqur ibn 'Ayyàsh ibn al-'Asàwirì,”
the sender of the shipment to Mu˙ammad ibn Ja'far and most likely

the addressee of this response.

5. The word 'Askar could, of course, be a name. The present ren-

dering of “troops” is in light of sàlimìn, a ˙àl circumstantial clause

in the plural, as in “all of the 'askar have arrived safely.” This notion

of plural is reinforced by mentioning, in lines 8 and 9, that “the

'askar have come, one [contingent] after the other.”

7. Qìrà†, carat, equals 1/24 of a measure, and in this context, one

qìrà† is 1/24 of a dinar.

9. The phrase awwaluhu is perhaps a variant of the idiom awwalan

bi-awwalin, or awwalan awwalan, “one after the other,” “by and by,”

“gradually,” and so forth (Dozy, s.v.). The similar usage is found in

line 15. The al-sayyid 'adl could be a name as well. The reading of

the undotted al-franj is tentative.
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12. The reading of Rajìb Majd is uncertain, insofar as the vertical

stroke of the d, in Majd, is awfully long and high, more like a l.

But this is not uncommon in this particular hand; compare, for

instance, the d in al-sayyid, line 9. It is obvious that this Hàrùn, who

was perhaps working for Mu˙ammad ibn Ja'far, had some profit to

make, in that he sold wheat at 2 dinars per irdabb, higher than the

market price, which was 2 dinars minus 2 qìrà†s per irdabb, men-

tioned earlier in the same text.

13. “We did not sell a thing . . .”; from the context, this is perhaps

hinting at the possibilities that Mu˙ammad and his associates did not,

or could not, sell anything from the addressee’s stocks deposited with

them. In other words, Mu˙ammad and his associates were perhaps

selling the grains on behalf of the addressee of the letter, in the capac-

ity of a broker; and since the sale did not go well, or had not been

completed, he had some zàyid, that is, some “leftovers” on hand.

14. Ukrì 'alà; it is obvious that Mu˙ammad ibn Ja'far charged his

client, the addressee of this letter, fees as commission; due to the

fact that he still has the latter’s “leftovers,” he would charge the

commission, to be paid in crops, which is perhaps the amount offered,

by Sunqur ibn 'Ayyàsh, on the recto, namely forty mudds of wheat

for the tithe tax and six mudds for the kirà-commission. The phrase

là tuwaqqifu 'an could also signify, among other meanings, “to desig-

nate, to devote, to spend” (Lane), thus the sentence could be under-

stood within the context as meaning “Don’t spend your money,” or,

“Don’t send me cash; I still have the credit (in the form of leftover

crops) from your account.” The exact context here is not totally

clear. Nevertheless, it clearly hints at some kind of working system

of credit and deposit between the two parties.

15–16. It is evident that Mu˙ammad ibn Ja'far had a business part-

nership with the recipient of this letter (likely Sunqur ibn 'Ayyàsh,

the sender of the memo on the recto) in that they would, as the

text here suggests, sell goods at a price that had been agreed upon

by the two; in other words, they would coordinate, or fix, the ask-

ing prices for the goods they were to put on sale. In this case,

Mu˙ammad ibn Ja'far complained that he did not know the prices

his partner, the addressee, had set up, and as a result, he had to

resort to selling the goods at “the fixed prices” (mà yatawaqqafu), prob-

ably a reference to the prices agreed upon previously by the two.

The quasi-passive verb tawaqqafa, according to Lane, could denote

“to be limited, to be restricted . . .,” and the like. 
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17. This Abù 'Alì Óusayn ought to be the same person mentioned

above, in line 10, most likely a partner, or friend, of the addressee

of the letter.

Text No. 32: Letter Discussing a Slave Girl and Some
Damaged Goods

RN 1027g

Description: Yellow paper, 9.1 × 6.4 cm, recto five lines, verso four

lines, cursive hand, no dots, black ink.

Introduction: The few lines on the recto and the verso appear to make

up one single text. Among the items of business discussed are the

selling of a slave girl (al-jàriya) and some damaged goods (al-damàr).

Text

recto

verso
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Translation

recto

1. They are in need of  [. . . . . . . .].

2. [. . . to be] known. He was told—in God Almighty is [our] trust!—

that 'Abd al-Ra˙màn has been entrusted, on our behalf, 

3. with her sale. O God, O God! If the slave girl, whose sale has

been certified, has arrived at your place,

4. dispatch her to us immediately! You [already] know

5. the legal procedures of [her] guardianship. We have notified 'Abd

al-Naßr about [. . . . . .].

verso

1. The letter you sent did not mention the damages

2. that would [cost] us. Nor [did it mention whether] the damaged

[goods] will be sold or be left out.

3. 'Abd al-Naßr has stopped paying for the 'alàma-trade mark. O

God, O God! Send

4. [him a letter] and tell him to pay them (i.e., the fees) to us. Umm

Ri∂wàn sends her regards to you [. . . . .].

Commentary

recto

2. The k, in al-tawakkulì, lacks the cross bar on the top.

4. Wu'ida bayànuhà, literally “the certificate regarding her [status?

sale?] has been promised.”

5. I read al-˙awßa for al-˙aw†a, “guarding,” “custody.” This 'Abd al-

Naßr is also mentioned on the verso.

verso

1. The details about this damàr, literally “destruction,” “ruin,” “dam-

age,” remain unclear.

2. Uhmilu could be ujhilu, “to be ignored”; the graphemes are similar.

3. The mechanism of al-'alàma needs further study. One is also

tempted to read the undotted word as al-ghulàma, “slave girl (?)”; but

the feminine form of ghulàm, “slave boy,” is, to my knowledge, not
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known of. Also, the pronoun suffix hum, namely the fees for the

'alàma, in line 4, can hardly be justified as referring to a woman. In

light of the context, it is noted that one has to pay for the 'alàma-

trade mark. 

Text No. 33: A Letter Concerning Food Supplies for the
Pilgrims

RN 1053a

Description: Light brown paper, 8.4 × 2.2 cm, recto two lines, verso

two lines, in a clear hand, each line curving up at the end, black

ink.

Introduction: The fragmentary text merits attention for its mention of

the pilgrims (˙ujjàj ) en route to Mecca and for its frequent use of

the Egyptian vernacular expressions.

Text

recto

verso
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Translation

recto

1. [. . . regarding] the shipment. He told them that the flour was

sweetened. Don’t move

2. things around. He took, through me, from the shipment [. . . . . .]

verso

1. eleven qi†'a-units of flour [. . . . . .].

2. They told him, “We are five pilgrims and [. . . . . .];

3. [. . . . . .] dispatch from your [storage] what is worth ten dirhams

[of food supplies . . .!].

Commentary

recto

1. The word al-sukkar is partially erased; the clause literally means

“in the flour there is sugar”; there is also the possibility of al-musakkar,

namely “sweetened” flour. Note the colloquial tashìlù.

2. Note the colloquial expression min hùna ilà hùna, literally “from

here to there.” The reading of the partially erased phrase akhadha

minnì is tentative.

Text No. 34: An Official Letter Concerning Shipping Wheat
to Qùß

RN 1064b

Description: Yellow paper, 10 × 7.5 cm, recto three lines plus one line

marginalia, extraordinarily wide spaces between the lines, in extremely

elegant riqà' style, black ink, verso four lines in a different cursive

hand, faded brown ink.

Introduction: The text on the recto demonstrates the paleographi-

cal features of a typical Ayyubid chancery communiqué. Qùß was

the capital city of Upper Egypt during the time. The few lines on

the verso seem to make up a working account, or inventory list. The
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original paper on which the official letter was written was apparently

re-used later by local merchants in their own daily business dealings.

Text

recto

in the right margin

verso

Translation

recto

1. The arrival of our respectable letter to the judge [. . . . . .]

2. —may God prolong his happiness, including [. . . . . .]!—[To be

dispatched]

3. to the city of Qùß are five loads of wheat [. . . . . .].

in the right margin

Praise be to God alone. [God’s] blessings.
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verso

1. Six [loads for] Sa'd.

2. Two-thirds of a load,

3. [. . .] two-thirds [of a load] and one load.

4. He who delivers them is 'Ammàr the porter.

Commentary

recto

2. The reading of adàma, which is written in a code-like logogram,

is based on the formulaic phrasing adàma allàh sa'àdatahu.

Text No. 35: A Business Letter Ordering Pens and Other
Goods

RN 1072

Description: Yellow paper, 8.5 × 10 cm, recto eight lines plus one line

marginalia, in an elegant but hasty hand, with some irregularities,

verso a few scattered words, black ink.

Introduction: The main content of this letter concludes by line 7. Some

kind of postscript begins from line 8 and is finished with yet another

“peace-be-upon-you” concluding phrase, written vertically in the right

margin. The verso contains words at random without any mean-

ingful context. The paper was perhaps re-used as a scrap sheet of

sorts for writing practice. Thus, in addition to the observation that

the amount of “pens” ordered here is relatively large, one may spec-

ulate some form of schooling to have taken place in the house.

Text

recto
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Translation

recto

1. Greetings to . . . . . . . 

2. By God, by God, O my brother! If you can,

3. please buy me twenty pens

4. quickly.

5. [. . . . . . .] please buy  [. . . . . . . .].

6. by all means. I pray that God will not deprive me from your

kindness. Peace 

7. be upon you. God’s mercy and blessings be upon you. Praise be

to God alone.

8. [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . my] brother alone by all means.

in the right margin

Peace be upon you.

Text No. 36: A Letter Concerning Luxury Items from Persia

RN 1085

Description: Yellow paper, two fragments making up one single text,

15 × 4 cm taken together (15 cm being the width), recto five lines,

verso two lines, in a coarse Persian-like hand, black ink.

in the right margin
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Introduction: The intriguing word al-fàrisìya appears twice, referring to

luxury items mentioned in the text that were coming “from Persia.”

Noteworthy also is the discussion of the exchange of provisions (al-

ma"ùna? al-ma'ùna?) for luxury items, and the mention of “the pilgrims.”

Text

recto

verso

Translation

recto

1. The aforesaid buyer [. . . . . . .] who is by the name of

2. 'Abd al-Wà˙id [who received?] from this Mu˙ammad ibn Sulaymàn
ibn A˙mad all the profits and the payments, and [. . . . .]

3. from Persia, and the like from our slave boy. The provisions [are

provided] in exchange for semi-precious stones, pearls and beads,

stable [supplies], and [. . .]

4. from Persia, which is mentioned above. At his disposal are youths
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whom we employed, together with our own slave boys and com-

pany in [. . . . . .].

5. We hope that the boats will arrive soon [so the shipments could

be delivered] 

6. quickly, from the people [who held them,] to the pilgrims [. . . . . .].

verso

1. [To be dispatched to] Quseir; they were in two boats, arriving

at [. . . . . .].

2. And from them (i.e., the two boats), [anchored] at the valley, you

may sell whatever is good. Do collect the tithe taxes on account of

them, because the sultan demands that [. . . . . .].

Commentary

recto

3. Al-Fàrisìya, “Persian,” is apparently an adjective modifying the

antecedent missing in the manuscript. Judging from the context, the

“Persian” items, together with “all the profits and payments” (line

2), were received by the “buyer” mentioned in line 1, who is likely

the 'Abd al-Wà˙id named in line 2. Al-ma'ùna, “aids,” appears in

the manuscript, when perhaps al-ma"ùna, “provision,” is intended

insofar as the ' could be a w connected by an illegal ligature to the

next w; for the al-ma"ùna, cf. MS, 4: 435–36 (note 72). The a˙jàr,
“semi-precious stones,” listed as luxury items in al-Qaddùmì, 235–36.
The word a˙bàb is undotted; for ˙abba (pl. ˙abb), “pearl” or “bead,”

see al-Qaddùmì, 83, 98, 121–23, 142.

4. The manuscript has ghulùm, likely a rare plural form for ghulàm
(pl. ghilmàn).
6. 'Ashìràt, literally “clan, tribe,” i.e., the pilgrimage “groups.”

verso

2. Akhdh; the correct spelling of the imperative verb is khudh. The

reading of al-sul†àn is tentative in that the undotted n looks like a

flat r.
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Text No. 37: Letter Concerning the Shipping of Grain and
Fruits

RN 1093

Description: Light brown paper, torn at the upper left edge, 10.6 ×
8.5 cm, recto seven lines, verso two lines, black ink.

Text

recto

verso (address)

Translation

recto

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. From his

brother Murta∂à ibn al-Ka'bì:
2. This is to inform Brother Hibat [al-Mun'im]—may God make

his glory last forever!—that [I have dispatched]

3. a half load of green grain, for Abù Bakr, and a small
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4. ba††a-container, and three hundred [units of . . .], all in a camel

load. The flour was dispatched [together with . . .],

5. and a basket of apples, and three wazn-units of green watermel-

ons. Please put them on sale at [. . .]

6. when they remain in good condition. Along with it (i.e., this ship-

ment) there is [another] camel load which I dispatched to al-Íalà˙.

It is for him only. Don’t delay

7. the sale. I am traveling behind this cargo. Peace.

verso (address)

1. To the shore of Quseir, to be delivered to Hibat al-Mun'im, by

the servant of Murta∂à
2. ibn al-Ka'bì. Peace.

Commentary

recto

2. Part of the name, after Hibat, is damaged in the manuscript; its

reconstruction is based on the full name of the sender that appears

on the verso, line 1. 

5. The word wazanàt (sing. wazna), “a standard weight,” is undotted,

the reading of the term is tentative, and the exact measure it implies

unclear; see detailed discussion in chapter 2.

6. For the expression of huwa lahu as a reference to the designated

recipient, see chapter 1.

verso

1. 'Abd is undotted, and the reading of 'inda, in min 'inda, “from,” is

possible.
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Shipping Notes

Text No. 38: A Shipping Note

RN 970b

Description: Yellow paper, torn at the upper left edge, 8.4 × 7.7 cm,

recto six lines, fine naskh, verso one line of which only “nißf wayba”

readable, black ink.

Introduction: A typical tasallum-type shipping note, this incomplete text

is nevertheless noteworthy for several reasons: from a technical view-

point, it sheds light on the relations between the ˙iml (measure) and

irdabb (weight); and from the perspective of the social status of Abù
Mufarrij’s clients, not only is there the involvement of a trade head

(al-'arìf ), often appointed by the government, but there is also his

or someone else’s intriguing nisba al-Màlikì, which may imply the

Hijazi connection.

Text

recto
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Translation

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, [the Compassionate].

2. Abù Mufarrij is to receive [from]

3. the superintendent Abù 'Umar [. . . . . .]

4. Daylam al-Màlikì and [. . . . . . . . . . . .]:

5–6. five ˙iml-loads [of wheat, which weigh] sixteen and two-thirds

irdabbs.

7. Peace.

Commentary

3–4. Because of the abrasion in the manuscript, it is hard to deter-

mine whether Abù 'Umar and Daylam al-Màlikì are the same per-

son or not.

Text No. 39: A Shipping Note

RN 1001a

Description: Yellow paper, worn on the left edge and the lower part,

16.5 × 6 cm, recto three lines, written along the horizontal side of

the page, black ink, verso several lines of various “magic numbers”

making up a charm or amulet.

Text

recto
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Translation

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

2. Shaykh Abù Mufarrij is to receive from Mu˙ammad ibn Sharìf
al-Iß†à[khrì],
3. accompanied by 'Alì al-Si'rì, a load of chickpeas and flour.

Commentary

2. The undotted phrase min 'inda, “from,” can also be read as min

'abd, “from the servant of. . . .” The second part of the surname al-

Iß†à[kharì] (the manuscript has a-l-i-†-ß-a) is damaged by a worm-

eaten hole; Iß†akhr is the ancient name of Persepolis, thirty miles

northeast of Shiraz, Iran.

3. Al-Si'rì is undotted; the surname could be al-Shi'rì.

Text No. 40: A Shipping Note

RN 1004a

Description: Beige paper, 7.2 × 6.3 cm, recto four lines, black ink,

verso blank.

Text

recto

Translation

1. To be delivered to Shaykh Abù Mufarrij,

2. from Nàjì: one and a half ˙iml-loads and two bales [of grain],
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3. on the boat named “Good Tidings.”

4. Also [to be delivered] from Mu'ìn: a half load [of grain]. 

Commentary

2. For 'idl, “(ship’s) bale,” see MS, 1: 220, 335, 336.

3. The term ˙amùlat al-sawàrì may also be rendered literally “carrier

of ship-masts”; for the reference to this particular boat and its prob-

able name, see RN 1027b*.

Text No. 41: A Shipping Note

RN 1004b

Description: Yellow paper, profuse worm-eaten holes and ink stains,

8.6 × 5.9 cm, recto five lines plus one line marginalia, which is

apparently a continuation of the main text, verso four nearly illegi-

ble lines on both ends of the page, in a cursive and naïve hand,

black ink.

Text

recto

in the right margin

[      ]
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Translation

recto

1. To be delivered to Shaykh Abù Mufarrij—may God make him

successful on account of his obedience

2. and humility!—is one load of flour. It is for Abù 'Arùs.

3. Hand it over to 'Alì ibn Murra. The shipment comprises seven

[units?].

4. Peace be upon you. [. . . . . .]

5. [. . . is here and] he says hello to you. And upon Brother Najìb

in the right margin

be peace! And he wrote, “O my dear brother Najìb, if [. . . . . .].”

Commentary

2. Abù 'arùs, literally “the bride’s father.”

Text No. 42: A Shipping Note

RN 1024

Description: Yellow paper, 8.7 × 5 cm, recto three lines, black ink,

verso blank.

Introduction: This short memo consists of four basic segments of a typ-

ical Quseir shipping note: (1) the name of the person who is respon-

sible for receiving the delivery, (2) the name of the sender, (3) the

description of the item(s)—with the amount in figures—to be deliv-

ered, and (4) the name of the recipient of the delivery or the orig-

inal source of the item in question. Quite often, as is shown in other

documents of the same tasallum/taslìm type, segment (4) is left out,

while segment (2) is elaborated with the names of the persons who

escorted the shipment or “accompanied” (ßu˙ba) it on the journey.

This note also raises the question of the role played by Abù Mufarrij’s

warehouse in collecting revenues, and in this case, taxes paid in

crops rather than in cash (al-ghalla). The text further suggests that

some kinds of go-betweens were involved insofar as the taxpayer,
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one ˙àjj Mu˙ammad, was represented first by a certain Ma†ar ibn

'Imràn, who was in charge of sending the crops to Abù Mufarrij,

who, in turn, appears to be no more than a middleman himself. 

Text

recto

Translation

1. Abù Mufarrij is to receive from Ma†ar ibn 'Imràn
2. al-Qàdirì ten irdabbs [of wheat], which are part of the ghalla-

taxes (?)

3. [paid] by the ˙àjj Mu˙ammad. Peace.

Commentary

2. Ten irdabbs are seven hundred kilograms. For ghalla as taxes paid

in agricultural products, see the discussion above in chapter 2. Also

note the phrase min ghalla, literally “among,” that is, “part of ” the

taxes owed.

Text No. 43: Shipping Notes Containing the Name of a Boat

RN 1027b

Description: Yellowish-brown paper, 7 × 11.8 cm, recto six lines in

two separate parts, two dots under the y, black ink, verso blank.

Introduction: Some details remain unclear as to the nature and con-

tent of the apparently nearly identical short shipping notes: (1) the
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references to “abroad” (khàrij ) and “the south” (al-qibl ), and (2) the

meaning of the term ˙amùlat al-sawàrì that occurs twice in this page

and elsewhere (RN 1004a*). In addition, general questions arise:

Why would the two seemingly separate but almost identical notes

have been written in the same hand, on the same piece of paper?

Why would the two cargo loads, from geographically distant areas,

have been loaded on the same “carrier”? One is left with the suspicion

that this sheet may not be a working document, but rather a writ-

ing sample, something in the line of “business writing for dummies.”

Text

recto

Translation

1. To be delivered to Shaykh Abù Mufarrij from abroad (?) are:

2. one load and eight waybas [of grain] and an [oil] strainer,

3. to be loaded on the carrier “Your Good Tidings.”

4. To be delivered to Shaykh Abù Mufarrij from

5. the south are: one and a quarter loads [of grain] and an oil

strainer,

6. to be loaded on the carrier “[Your] Good Tidings.”
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Commentary

1. Khàrij, literally “outside,” or “foreign land”; the exact reference

here is not clear. It could mean the lands that were “outside” of

Egypt, but could also signify the places “outside” of Quseir, such as

Middle Egypt or the Delta, in contrast to the “south,” i.e., Upper

Egypt, mentioned in line 5.

2. Gharbalat zayt; the phrase is partially erased; the reading is in light

of the parallel wording in line 5.

3. The word ˙amùla, literally “load,” was frequently used to denote

“carrier,” “cargo,” or “shipment,” “boat”; for instance, DAA1, no.

48; DAA3, no. 35. The reading of the undotted akhbàrka, literally

“your news,” is tentative. The word sawàrin (sing. sàriya) means “ship-

masts,” thus ˙amùlat al-sawàrì could simply mean “a load of ship-

masts.” But with the insertion of akhbàrka, the sawàrì appears, in

grammatical terms, as an adjective (in plural form, which is itself

irregular), not a noun. I read the word as an active participle of the

verb root s-r-w, “to rid some one of worries,” “to cheer some one

up,” and the like; hence the present translation. If this proves to be

the case, then ˙amùlat al-sawàrì ought to be seen as an abbreviation

of the full name of the boat, or cargo, ˙amùlat akhbàrika al-sawàrì.

Text No. 44: A Shipping Note

RN 1077a

Description: Light brown paper, 6.3 × 4.4 cm, recto three lines, black

ink, verso blank.

Text

recto
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Translation

1. To be shipped to Shaykh Abù Mufarrij,

2. from your brother 'Al[ì] ibn Rizq,

3. the slave boy of 'A†à" Allàh are: flax and thirty [irdabbs of ?] barley. 

Commentary

2. Note the hyper-correct akhà, for akhì. The partially soiled name

'A[lì] could be 'Umar or the like.

Text No. 45: A Shipping Note

RN 984a

Description: Beige paper, upper part missing, 6.5 × 7 cm, recto six

lines, in a clear naskh, generous dots (including the ones underneath

y), vowel signs, occasional misspelling, black ink, verso blank.

Text

recto
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Translation

[To be dispatched from so-and-so, in the company of ]

1. As'ad Rayyis al-Wafqì are:

2. two loads, which weigh two waybas, of pure wheat;

3. also two fardas of rice. Please verify them. The cargo

4. is for the jurist 'Alì and Abù 'Alì Nu'màn.

5. To be delivered to the warehouse of Abù Mufarrij are fine crops,

6. in full measures.

Commentary

1. According to the usual format, this As'ad is likely the person who

accompanied the shipment (ßu˙bat . . .).

2. Óamlayn waybayn, literally “two loads two waybas”; the exact mean-

ing here, in respect to the relationship between the ˙iml (measure)

and wayba (weight), is unclear insofar as the common scheme, as we

learn from most of the texts, is that one ˙iml equals approximately

three irdabbs.

3. The reading of athbit is conjectural, because in the manuscript the

dots are not written in the right place. The root th-b-t also has the

connotation of “registration, book keeping,” and so forth; cf. ALAD,

nos. 49, 53.

5. The name Mufarrij is misspelled, in an otherwise carefully writ-

ten note.

6. Wa-kayl jayyid, literally “and a good scale”; it is possible that the

phrase should be taken at its face value as well, i.e., a certain amount

of fine grain and a good scale were to be delivered to the warehouse.

Text No. 46: A Dated Shipping Note

RN 988

Description: Yellow paper, two fragments making up one single text,

the lower part of the paper is mutilated, 12.5 × 7.7 cm taken together,

recto six lines, verso eight lines in a different hand, black ink, 

Date: A.H. 633/A.D. 1235.
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Introduction: One of the few dated texts of Quseir provenance, the

text on the recto offers a good example of the tasyìr type shipping

note. Judging from the content, it is also likely that some sort of

revenue collecting (al-ghalla) is discussed here, but the details are

unclear due to the damage to the second half of the text. The text

on the verso is a different letter, addressed to one 'Alì and sent by

one Mu˙ammad, “your brother.” Its content, however, is too dam-

aged to be deciphered with certainty. 

Text

recto

Translation

1. To be dispatched to the shore of Quseir, the warehouse of Abù
Mufarrij, for Shaykh Nàbigh and the jurist

2. 'Uthmàn [are]: twenty-seven irdabbs of wheat, seven bottles of

lighting oil,

3. and ten hawsers. He who is to receive it for safekeeping is 'Alì
ibn 'Addàl. On the 14th, 

4. the month of Íafar, the year six hundred and thirty-three. The

Master should know that the jurist 'Uthmàn
5. [. . .] the grains [. . . . . .] for me and for him; and among its total

sum is the [present] dispatched shipment from us to the jurist. And

in this regard [. . .]

6. [. . . . . . . . . . . .] its [. . . . . . . . . . . .]
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Commentary

1–2. Nàbigh; the word is not dotted and therefore the name can be

Bàligh, Tàligh, Nàbi', or the like.

2. For zayt ˙àrr as “lighting oil,” or “flax oil,” “linseed oil” (variants:

zayt al-˙àrr, zayt ˙arr), see MS, 1: 426 (note 28); Smith, “Maritime

Trade,” 133 (note D of Table 2).

3. The reading of al-musallam, literally “he who is to be delivered

[to],” that is, “the receiver,” rather than al-musallim, “he who deliv-

ers,” is based on the fact that this 'Alì ibn 'Addàl was a clerk work-

ing for the warehouse at the time. The information about the sender

is, as a rule, usually not given in the shipping notes; and for that

matter, the persons who escorted the shipment are usually intro-

duced by the phrase ßu˙bat fulàn, “accompanied by so-and-so,” as it

is frequently seen in the Quseir texts. The term taslìm also has the

probable connotation of “safekeeping”; see Little, “Documents,” 108,

124. So a musallam was not only the one to “receive” the shipment,

but also the one put in charge of its “safekeeping.” The terms musallim

and musallam ilayhi were also used in Islamic legal writings, particu-

larly in the salam contract (sale with prepayment and later delivery),

where the former denotes “the one advancing the cash,” that is, the

buyer, whereas the latter is “the one receiving the cash and the

delivery,” namely the seller; see Wakin, 41–42.

3–4. 14 Íafar, A.H. 633 fell on 29 October, A.D. 1235. 

4. “Master” perhaps refers to Abù Mufarrij.

5. For the possible meaning of ghalla, literally “grains,” as “taxes

paid in crops,” see the discussion in chapter 2. Jumlatihà, “its total

sum,” is not dotted, so the possible reading of ˙amlatihà, “its ship-

ping,” cannot be ruled out.

Text No. 47: A Shipping Note

RN 966c

Description: Yellow paper, 8.4 × 8.1 cm, recto eight lines, nearly com-

plete except for a few words in the last line, black ink, verso blank.

Introduction: The note was sent from one 'Alì ibn I˙sàn to one A˙mad

who was, as the text implies, associated with Abù Mufarrij’s warehouse.
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Text

recto

Translation

1. That which I [am writing to] inform Brother A˙mad

2. is as follows: [I,] 'Alì ibn I˙sàn dispatched to

3. Abù Mufarrij’s warehouse high-quality nuts,

4. baked goods, and flour. These

5. three [items total] five hundred

6. and ninety-five pounds.

7. Find the defects in them. I will arrive [immediately]

8. following this shipment [. . . . . .].

Commentary

2. Note the shift of subject of the verb sayyartu, from third person

'Alì ibn I˙sàn, to first person.

6. The word khamsa wa tis' ìna, “ninety-five,” seems to have been

added; it ought to be inserted into line 5, between mi"a and ra†la.
7. The first two words, as they are read here as wa-jid al-'aybì, are
unpointed and the present reading is conjectural. For Islamic legal

discourse on the so-called barà"at al-'ayb, that is, the proper ways to
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handle the goods in the event of some flaw and defect, see Wakin,

57; Udovitch, 109, 136. 

8. Al-raw˙a (?), literally “journey, errand in the evening”; only the

upper part of the word is recognizable due to abrasion.

Text No. 48: A Shipping Note

RN 968a

Description: Brown paper, slightly worn on the left and right edges,

9 × 8.8 cm, recto five lines, elegant naskh, rarely dotted, black ink,

verso blank. 

Introduction: This complete codex has been analyzed by Thayer (“Land

Politics,” 47–48); my reading of the text, however, is slightly different

from hers.

Text

recto

Translation

1. Shaykh Najìb ibn Mabàdì al-Sayyidì (al-Fayyùmì?) is to receive

2. two loads of flour, which are for Óamd ibn 'Abd al-'Aqqàl.
3. O God! O God! put them in a safe place.

4. To the warehouse of Abù Mufarrij. Peace be upon you. God’s

mercy [be upon you].

5. Ismà'ìl is here and sends his regards to you.
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Commentary

1. For this “Shaykh Najìb,” one of the most frequently mentioned

associates, or business partners, of Abù Mufarrij, see chapter 1. The

nisba-surname al-Sayyidì, as it appears so in the manuscript, might

well be al-Fayyùmì, which also occurs elsewhere, e.g., RN 977*. 

Text No. 49: A Shipping Note

RN 979

Description: Light brown paper, slightly worn on the right side, 16 ×
8.5 cm, recto six lines, in a large but fine naskh, luxuriously large

spaces between the lines, all the cross bars on top of the letter k

missing, verso one line written in the top center of the paper, faded

black ink.

Introduction: The significance of this short note is perhaps the infor-

mation it reveals regarding weights and measures. The “shortage”

note on the verso is written in a different hand and perhaps by the

person who inspected, and verified, the shipment in question.

Text

recto
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Translation

recto

1. [. . . . .] two full [loads?] of flour and barley,

2. in three and a half ˙imls,

3. which weigh eleven irdabbs,

4. or sixty and a quarter waybas,

5. in ninety-five ba††a-containers.

6. To Abù Mufarrij’s warehouse.

verso

Balance: three irdabbs.

Commentary

recto

3. Al-badl, literally “exchange rate, equivalent.”

4. An alif may be missing from the damaged paper, so the wa might

well be an aw, “or,” that is, three and a half ˙imls equal eleven

irdabbs, or sixty and a quarter waybas.

5. This line is badly erased; the reading is uncertain.

Text No. 50: A Dated Shipping Note

RN 1063a

Description: Yellow paper, 8 × 4.5 cm, recto four lines, each word

stacked above the last, black ink, verso blank.

Date: A.H. 612 /A.D. 1215–1216

verso
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Introduction: The note was sent from one unidentified al-Marjahì to

Abù Is˙àq, who was evidently in charge of the business, in the year

612/1215–1216. Also noteworthy is the unusual format in that the

text opens with the date and the address. 

Text

recto

Translation

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

2. The date: the year six hundred and twelve.

3. To the port of Quseir, to [the care of ] Shaykh Abù Is˙àq,

4. [from . . .] al-Marjahì, to be handed over by Sa'd, the slave boy

of [. . . . . .].

Commentary

4. The missing word before al-Marjahì is expected to be a prepo-

sition min, min 'inda, or the like. 'Alà yad, literally “by the hand of. . . .”

Text No. 51: A Dated Shipping Note

RN 967b

Description: Light brown paper, soiled and torn, 8.5 × 5.5 cm, recto

six lines, faded black ink, verso blank.
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Introduction: The note contains an extremely valuable and rare date

of “the end of Jumàda I, A.H. 612,” which falls on the second half

of September A.D. 1215. Also worth noting is the intriguing men-

tion of the “cavalry (?)” that accompanied the shipment.

Text

recto

Translation

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

2. [To arri]ve . . . is the ghalla payment of Abù Hàshim; [it is to be

delivered]

3. to the shore of Quseir, [to the care of Ibr]à[hìm ibn] Abù Mufarrij;

4. [Its] upcoming arrival, accompanied by the cavalry (?), would be

in the end of the month of Jumàda I, the year

5. six hundred twelve,

6. at [. . . . . . . . . . . .].

Commentary

4. The syntax, and meaning, of the first part of the line is not very

clear to me. The verbal noun iqbàl, “arrival, coming, drawing near,”

is clear in the manuscript, although b lacks the dot underneath; but

the subject, or main verb, is missing. More puzzling is al-jawlìn (sing.
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jawl, “troop of horses, herd of camels” [Hava]); the word has dots

underneath j and y, but between the l and y there seems to be one

more undotted tooth, hence al-jawlatayn, “two rounds,” that is, car-

avan that embarked upon a “round trip”?

Text No. 52: A Shipping Note

RN 983

Description: Light brown paper, slightly worn on the edges, 6 × 7.9 cm,

recto seven lines, in a naïve and raw hand, black ink, verso blank.

Text

recto

Translation

1. Shaykh Ibràhìm ibn Abù Mufarrij is to receive

2. a load of flour, to be accompanied by

3. 'Abd al-Ghanì al-Shanhùrì.
4. It is decided that Îirghàm al- ufaylì (?),

5. Baraka’s slave boy, and the porter

6. should forgive the debts altogether.

7. Peace be upon you.
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Commentary

3. Shanhùrì, of Shanhùr, an ancient town in Upper Egypt; see

Garcin, 607, 637 (index; has “Sanhùr,” for Shanhùr).

4. The reading of the passive verb rusima is conjectural: the r has

only one wave. †-r-'-a-m is the spelling that appears in the manu-

script, but the common name is Îirghàm; also note the exaggerated

long tail of y, in al- ufaylì (?), pointing back to the right after mak-

ing a full circle.

4–6. Rusima . . . bi-raf ' al-duyùn li-ghayr shay", literally “it is prescribed

that . . . should lift off the debts for nothing.”

5. For this Baraka, apparently a client of the warehouse, and the

same name that appears in a wooden key in front of the “Sheikh’s

house,” see Preface, note 2.

Text No. 53: Shipping Note Concerning the Delivery of Flax

RN 997

Description: Yellow paper, worn on the bottom, 12.7 × 10 cm, recto

five lines, black ink, verso blank. 

Text

recto
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Translation

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

2. Shaykh Ibràhìm, the son of Abù Mufarrij—may God have mercy

on him!—is to receive from Shaykh

3. Óasan, the merchant of Alexandria, accompanied by Mufli˙, the

young slave boy 

4. of the superintendent, two loads of flax [in] four bundles.

5. Peace.

Commentary

2. “May God have mercy on him!” It is obvious that by the time

Ibràhìm was to receive this note, his father Abù Mufarrij had already

died. The undotted phrase min 'inda, “from,” could also be read as

min 'abd, “from the servant of,” indicating that it was one of Shaykh

Óasan’s assistants who sent the shipment.

4. Al-'arìf; the term usually means “head of a profession,” or “super-

intendent” authorized by the government (MS, 1: 84; 4: 434 [note

39]). The exact person involved here is unclear. It is likely referring

to the above-mentioned Shaykh Óasan, the merchant of Alexandria,

whose young slave boy Mufli˙ escorted the shipment.

Text No. 54: Shipping Note Concerning Some Domestic Items

RN 1022

Description: Brown paper, worn on the top and the right edge, 7.5 ×
7.5 cm, recto six lines, very black ink, verso blank.

Text

recto
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Translation

1. To be dispatched to the shore of Quseir, from Ja'far the ˙àjj,
2. entrusted to the hands of Sul†àn ibn 'Awnihi the porter,

3. are two farda-loads, which contain six minus a quarter waybas of

wheat,

4. stoneware cups, a sugar container along with (?) a juice presser,

5. and eleven fine sprinkler bottles. He who is to receive and safe-

keep them is Ibràhìm
6. ibn Abù Mufarrij—may his prosperity last forever!

Commentary

1. The word ˙àjj is written between lines 1 and 2; so there is the

possibility that it may refer to Sul†àn ibn 'Awnihi whose name occurs

in line 2.

4. The reading of kìzàn (sing. kùz), “cup, mug for ointments,” is ten-

tative; the z looks like a redundant stroke, while the alif is connected

with the preceding letter. Therefore other possible readings such as

kattàn, “flax,” is possible; so ˙ajar kattàn could mean “stones (used to

press?) flax.” One is also tempted to read ˙ajar ka-mìzàn, “stones (to

be used as) scale.” All these domestic items are found abundantly

in the Cairo Geniza documents; see MS, vol. 6 (Cumulative Indices),

“ba††a,” “kùz,” and “kammàd.” Óawlahà, literally “around it,” appears

so in the manuscript; the reading is tentative.

5. For the term musallam that bears the connotation of “to receive

and safe-keep,” cf. RN 988* (Text No. 46, commentary recto line 3).
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Text No. 55: A Note Concerning the Shipping of Medicine

RN 1037a

Description: Yellowish-brown paper, some water stains, 6.5 × 12 cm,

recto nine lines, verso two lines, black ink.

Text

recto

verso (address)

Translation

recto

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

2. [From] His servant Ya˙yà Abù [. . .]

3. To be delivered by Naßßàr are: one load of

4. fresh water, four waybas of barley,
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5. six [units of ] medicine [wrapped in?] three cases and three

6. leather-baskets. [You,] the Master know about this.

7. Store them [in a safe place]. Nothing will prevent me from send-

ing forward [the aforesaid goods]

8. except [if the payment is made in] silver dirhams. [You,] the

Master know

9. that very well. Peace.

verso (address)

1. To the shore of [Quseir]

2. to Ibràhìm ibn Abù [Mufa]rrij. 

Commentary

4. Judging from the plural waybàt, the r-b-' as it appears in the man-

uscript must be arba', “four,” not rub', “a quarter.”

5. The reading of wujùr is conjectural; for its meaning as “medicine

poured into the mouth,” see Hava, s.v. The word q-r-b is undotted;

it can be qurub (sing. qiràb), “scabbard,” “case,” or qirab (sing. qirba),

“water-skin” (Hava, s.v.). In light that the conjunction w is missing

between wujùr and thalàtha, it is possible that the “three cases” and

“three baskets” have to do with the “six [units?] of wujùr.”

6–8. Note the shift from the subject in third person, “the Master,”

to the verb in second person 'arafta, “you knew.”

7. Al-khurùj, literally “(going) out”; the exact meaning is not very

clear.

7–8. Mà 'àqanì . . . illà daràhim, as in, “I will not accept silver dirham

for payment.”

Text No. 56: A Shipping Note Concerning the Delivery of
Livestock

RN 1042a

Description: Light brown paper, torn along the right side, 10 × 5 cm,

recto five lines, verso six nearly erased lines, black ink.
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Text

recto

Translation

1. Shaykh Ibràhìm ibn Abù Mufarrij is to receive,

2. from Sa'd al-Jamàlì, three adult she-camels,

3. and two loads of wheat, which weigh forty waybas, for 'Abd al-

'Azìz,
4. the fuller’s son. Among the she-camels, one

5. is a foal.

Commentary

2. Rakà"ib kibàr could also indicate “large female cows”; cf. APEL,

6: 7–8.

3. Forty waybas are approximately four hundred and seventy kilograms.

4. For †affàl as “fuller,” see MS, 4: 407–8 (note 200).

Text No. 57: Shipping Notes with Witness Clauses

RN 1055a

Description: Yellowish-brown paper, with holes and wrinkles, 10 ×
8 cm, recto six lines, in a rudimentary hand, verso four lines, in a

different cursive hand, black ink. 

Introduction: The text on the recto is a musayyar-type delivery note. It

confirms the status of the warehouse, now headed by Ibràhìm, as a

transit stop. The text on the verso contains a witness statement. It
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is unclear whether the statement has to do with the delivery men-

tioned in the recto or otherwise.

Text

recto

in the right margin

verso

Translation

recto

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

2. To be dispatched to Shaykh Abù Is˙àq Ibràhìm ibn Abù Mufarrij,
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3. accompanied by 'Umar ibn Fa∂à"il al-Qif†ì, is one load of flax.

4. It is for Shaykh Îiyà" [al-Dìn] Abù al-Óajjàj
5. Yùsuf al-Rayàfarì (?). He (i.e., Ibràhìm) is to receive the items

6. and put them in a secure place. Peace.

in the right margin

Mu˙ammad ibn Óasan is here and sends his greetings to you.

verso

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2 . . . . . . them, in the capacity of a partner and agent for his friend

Mu˙ammad [. . .].

3. Its content is witnessed by the three entrusted representatives who

issued the orders,

4. and it is written by A˙mad, the servant of al-Najìb Mùsà ibn

Mukhliß, on the same day.

Commentary

recto

3. The writing of kattàn, “flax,” is too cursive to rule out the possi-

ble reading kitàb, “a letter,” that came along with the cargo.

4. Maktùb 'alayhim, literally “they are consigned to,” or “destined

for. . . .” The plural hum imply the “items” carried on the shipment. 

verso

1. Only the lower half of this line has survived and the reading is

impossible.

2. Note the illegal ligature between the alif and the w in ßà˙iban
wakìlan. The last word is missing due to a worm-hole.

3. The word àmirìn appears in the manuscript whilst perhaps al-

àmirìn is intended. For the pattern of shahida bi-ma∂mùnihi fulàn, see
Stephan Conermann and Suad Saghbini, “Awlàd al-Nàs as Founders

of Pious Endowments: The Waqfìyah of Ya˙yá ibn ùghàn al-Óasanì
of the Year 870/1465,” MSR 6 (2002), 49. On the other hand, the

term ma∂mùn also denotes “source of liability for an agent or part-

ner” in legal writings; see Udovitch, 240.
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4. For the combined pattern shahida fulàn 'alà . . . wa-kataba fulàn fì
ta"rìkhihi (with slight variations), see Little, “Documents,” 98–99, 114, 163.

Text No. 58: A Shipping Note Concerning the Ghalla Tax
Dues

RN 1008

Description: Light brown paper, two fragments making up one single

text, 12 × 5.5 cm taken together; recto five lines, verso two lines

written vertically in relation to the text on the recto, in cursive hand,

with some peculiar paleographic features, such as the extraordinary

slant of the final l, and the y with two vertical dots, black ink.

Introduction: This is a rare example of the ßàdir-type shipping note.

The function of the unusual logo yu'lamu al-akh, at the top of the

paper, is unclear. It might imply some registration procedure. The

items listed here may all have to do with the ˙aml al-ghall[a], “a load

of the ghalla dues” (compare with ˙aml ghall, “a load of grain”), to

be paid by two individuals, one Fà"iz ibn Mùsà al-Kinànì and one

arfàl, through the warehouse. 

Text

recto

verso (address)
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Translation

recto

1. Let it be known to the Brother:

2. To be delivered to Brother Ibràhìm, the son of Abù Mufarrij, in

the company of Óusayn’s clerk, is a cargo of ghalla dues and [. . .].

3. To be handed over from Fà"iz ibn Mùsà al-Kinànì are fine grain,

butter, chickpeas,

4. and a bottle of lighting oil. To be handed over from arfàl al-
[. . .]rì are [ jars?] of soap and some presents

5. that include fine almonds and eggs, which make up one third of

the [entire] cargo. This is the ghalla dues, in addition to the [. . .]

as the rahn-security deposits for [the debt of. . . . . .].

verso (address)

1. To the care of the agent of Abù Is˙àq Ibràhìm
2. the son of Abù Mufarrij—may God make his prosperity everlasting!

Commentary

recto

2. Li-yad, literally “to the hand of. . . .”

3. Bi-yad, literally “at/from the hand of. . . .”

4. The y, in zayt, has two dots written vertically, and are placed after

the word. The reading of ßàbùn is tentative; the n, unpointed and

lacking the full loop, looks like an r.

5. 'Ilàwa, “addition, increase,” could also be used as a technical term

for “the attaching of a package to a larger container by fastening it

on top of the latter”; see MS, 1: 337. The second part of this line

is erased, and the present reading is conjectural. For discussion of

the rahn (pl. rahà"in), “pledged commenda property as security for a

debt,” see chapter 2.

verso

1. Wa-hwa, literally “and he is . . .”; the expression can be used,

according to Khan (citing Grohmann), to indicate various things,

such as “the tenant” of a person or to prevent confusion with people
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bearing the same name; see APK, 79. The textual device here was

perhaps meant as a confirmation, thus highlighting the seriousness

of the message.

Text No. 59: Shipping Note Concerning the Delivery of
Flour and Rice

RN 967a

Description: Thick yellow paper, 8.3 × 12.5 cm, recto eight lines, in

a large and elegant hand, letters rarely dotted, black ink, verso blank.

Introduction: This complete text, a wàßil-type shipping note, presents

a rare example in which the tarjama is not that of the sender, as

would have usually been the case, but rather the recipient, one

Shaykh Abù al-Óamd. Of the several named and unnamed parties

involved, it is clear that the shipment in question had been sent from

an unknown source, perhaps an anonymous “accountant” (al-˙isàbì ),
to the “master” (al-mawlà), most likely Shaykh Abù Mufarrij, who,

in turn, would later relay the items to their destination to one Abù
al-Óamd named in the tarjama and repeated twice in the text. It is

less clear, however, what the relation of this Abù al-Óamd was to

Abù al-Qàsim al-Nàjì, who was, if the present rendering is correct,

supposed to take possession of the rice. It could be that Abù al-

Óamd was to receive the whole shipment, which included flour and

rice, from Abù Mufarrij, and then to give the rice to Abù al-Qàsim
al-Nàjì. If that is the case, then one more chain could be added to

this long line of transmission.

Text

recto
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Translation

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. To His

servant Abù al-Óamd.

2. Having arrived—in the company of the assistant to the accoun-

tant—

3. for Shaykh Abù al-Óamd are: six containers of flour,

4. and two sacks of rice. The rice is consigned for Abù al-Qàsim
5. al-Nàjì. He who is to receive them (i.e., the commodities) for safe-

keeping in a timely manner (?) is the Master. Please write, on account

of them, 

6. a receipt. Peace be upon you. God’s mercy and blessings be upon

you.

7. The recipient is Abù al-Óamd, the son-in-law of Yùsuf Zaytùn.

8. Peace.

Commentary

2. Al-wàßil, “that which has arrived,” is the subject of the sentence;

its predicate is the “six containers of flour . . .” in line 3.

4. 'Alà al-ruzz maktùb, “the rice is consigned for . . .,” is a tentative

reading because the words are not dotted; the cross bar on the top

of the letter k, in maktùb, is missing as well.

5. Since the loop of m, in musallam, is nearly unrecognizable, the

possibility of a t (or y), i.e., tasallama/tusallamu (or yusallamu), “he is/

you are to receive,” cannot be totally ruled out. Note that the word

musallam is misspelled in the manuscript, which seems to be a common

scribal error; see the similar example in ABPH, no. 15 (line 15). The

reading of al-mawlà ˙ìn is tentative in that the letter after the m

appears to be an r, not a w, and the final n is not fully developed.
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Another possibility is that it is actually all one word. “The master”

here perhaps refers to Abù Mufarrij. The un-dotted imperfect <

imperative verb taktubu, also can be jussive yaktub, “let him (i.e., the

master) write”; but, in any cases, it implies the same person, the

“master.”

7. For the expression wa-hwa, see RN 1008* (Text No. 58, commentary

verso line 1). In the present context, the phrase is apparently used

to reiterate the name of the recipient Abù al-Óamd.

Accounts

Text No. 60: A Certificate Issued by Abù Mufarrij

RN 1027e

Description: Yellow paper, 9.3 × 13.4 cm, recto ten lines, divided into

two parts, lines 1–7 in a fluent and clear hand, whereas the three

lines on the opposite side of the paper in a naïve and inexperienced

rough hand, verso two lines, in fine naskh, brown and black ink.

Introduction: The text on the recto presents a unique example of the

tadhkira-type certificate. It remains unclear whether the contents writ-

ten in various hands represent, in fact, different entries or accounts.

The relationship between the contents on the recto to that on the

verso is unclear either. It is possible that the paper was re-used sev-

eral times. Noteworthy also is the writing of the basmala logogram,

with a long tail stretching all the way down to the bottom of the

paper.

Text

recto
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Translation

recto

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

2. A blessed certificate by God’s will.

3. Received by Abù Mufarrij is pepper of regular quality.

4. [It is] for Yùsuf ibn Bar†ù† and [weighs] twenty-seven waybas plus

5. eleven waybas minus one-sixth wayba. And on your behalf,

6. [this is to confirm that] the aforesaid Shaykh Yùsuf has received

7. the [aforesaid] pepper.

turn page upside down

8. That which [. . . . . .] ' sà from 'Abd

9. al-Wahhàb a letter to Mu˙ammad [regarding] four dirhams

10. and eleven qìrà†s of [. . .].

verso

1. ' sà still owes thirty-five

2. minus one-eighth dirhams.

turn page upside down and read from the top down

verso
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Commentary

recto

3. The use of the verb qaba∂a in this context is quite unusual; the

verb was, for the most part, used in the Cairo Geniza papers in the

sense of “received payment” (Dictionary, 168), not commodities.

5. The reading of illà suds is tentative, insofar as the second s lacks

the teeth and tail. The reference to “you” is unclear.

10. The text ends here abruptly, at the preposition min.

verso

1. This ' sà is likely the same person mentioned on the recto, line 8.

Text No. 61: Certificate of Flour Prices

RN 1021a

Description: Brown paper, torn on the right and lower edges, 8.7 ×
5.5 cm, recto four lines, verso four faded lines, black ink.

Introduction: The text on the recto presents a sample of the bayàn
business certificate. It specifies the total cost of flour, to be purchased

from an unnamed female customer.

Text

recto

Translation

1. A blessed certificate of the cost of flour from the woman, [with]

the 'alàma trade mark

]
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2. [signed] by Abù Mufarrij. Ninety-five waybas forty-nine

3. [mudds; and . . . .] four waybas and [. . . . . . .]

4. [at the price of one thousand three hundred] and twenty dirhams.

Commentary

1. A long vertical stroke stretching all the way down to line 4 is

inserted between the word daqìq and al-mar"a. For a discussion of the

use of al-mar"a when a specific woman is intended, see Smith, “Ibn

al-Mujàwir,” 333. The exact function of al-'alàma, “trademark (on

paper)” (MS, 1: 81; 2: 578 [note 59]), needs further exploration; cf.

chapter 1, note 19.

2. Bi-yad, literally “in the hand of. . . .” Due to the incompleteness

of the text, it remains unclear as to what extent is the relation

between the nine-five waybas and the forty-nine something (mudds?).

4. If we take the common price of two dinars per irdabb in Quseir

at the time (see chapter 2), then the approximately one hundred

waybas (16.7 irdabbs) dealt with in this note would command roughly

thirty-three dinars, or 1,320 dirhams (at the rate of 1: 40). But this,

of course, is just a speculation.

Text No. 62: A Grocery Shopping List

RN 965

Description: Thick brown paper, 8 × 10 cm, recto nine lines, slanting

down at the end, verso one line on the top, black ink.

Introduction: The text contains a grocery shopping list; the items range

from flour to vegetables and other foodstuffs. The statement on the

verso also reaffirms the speculation that this is an ongoing account.

Text

recto
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Translation

recto

1. The household of Qir†às [. . .] 'Imràn the porter:

2.                        thirty dirhams.

3. The household of Yùsuf al-Damanhùrì the carpenter: ten [dirhams].

4. 'A†à: ten [dirhams]. Thàbit: ten [dirhams].

5. The money order for the received goods––flour included––totals

seventy-three and a half [dirhams].

6. Chickpeas: half [dirham]; onions: one dirham; lemon: two dirhams;

7. carrots: one and a quarter dirhams; milk: three and a quarter

[dirhams];

8. butter: half [dirham];

9. chicken eggs and other items: two and a half and a quarter

dirhams.

verso

Of the [amount mentioned] above, seventy dirhams have been paid.

verso
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Commentary

recto

3. Al-najjàr, “carpenter,” is unpointed; the reading could be al-ba˙˙àr,
“the sailor.”

4. Thàbit is unpointed; so nà"ib, “the agent,” is also possible.

5. Al-istilàm, literally “receipt”; the reading of the word is conjectural:

it is written in one long stroke, without dots, and the supposed alif

is missing. Thalàtha and nißf are stacked above the end of the line.

8. Zubda, “butter, cream”; the first letter appears to contain a small

flat loop, making it look like an f or q, thus allowing the possibility

of qidra, “cooking pot.”

Text No. 63: Accounts of Brokerage/Hoarding Activities and
Grain Prices

RN 966a

Description: Yellow paper scroll, worn on the right edge, several worm-

eaten holes on the lower right side, 5.8 × 16 cm, recto seventeen

lines, verso five lines, black ink. 

Introduction: On the recto are two tables of accounts separated by a

line. Although the functions of the two separate accounts are not

entirely certain, the word ßafà, which heads the second account

(line 8), makes it clear that the itemization, at least in the second

part of the text, has to do with the paid debts, or “cleared” accounts

of the individuals named in the list. The two different figures at the

bottom of the chart (lines 15–17, recto) may reflect the discrepan-

cies between the actual payments and the amount that was supposed

to be brought in. As for the first account, no such definitive word

can be found to determine whether the itemization reflects the cred-

its, that is, the cereal grains that were actually given to, or brought

in, by the individuals listed herein, or the debts, namely, the amount

owed by these people, to the “head of the hoarders,” most likely

Shaykh Abù Mufarrij. Whatever the case may be, what we learn

from the first account are some concrete figures that reflect the grain

prices in Quseir at the time. The contents of the second table or

account are incomplete, due to holes and abrasions, but thanks to

the relative completeness of the parallel first table, some comparisons
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may be drawn to help fill in the lacunae. It is clear that the second

account deals with a much larger amount of wheat: a total of thirty-

three irdabbs (approximately two hundred waybas). The problem is

that the extant figures of weight under the six persons’ names do

not add up to this total amount: it yields only some twelve irdabbs

out of the thirty-three. It is also unlikely that the right margin of

the paper, which is badly worn, would have contained another col-

umn in the tabulation; judging from the manuscript as a whole, this

is evidently very much near the edge of the paper. One plausible

explanation would be that this account is a tentative one, wherein

only a portion of the thirty-three irddabs is accounted for. We have

reached here a ratio of twelve irdabbs (or seventy-seven waybas) cost-

ing several “hundred and fifty-one dirhams,” as is written in the first

line below the word of al-qìma, “total cost.” If the same price quoted

in the first account is applied here, that is, 11.43 dirhams per wayba

or 1.72 dinars per irdabb, the word before the recognizable mi"a (hun-

dred) could be thamàniya, that is, “eight hundred and fifty-one dirhams.”

As for the figure given below in line 17, which is partially read as

“six hundred (?) and fifty-nine,” it is unclear precisely what this stands

for. If it means the alternate price for the same twelve irdabbs in

question, then we have a different scenario of price range: approx-

imately fifty-five dirhams per irdabb, or nine dirhams per wayba, which

is much lower than the price mentioned in the first account. But,

as discussed above, this figure may also mean that this amount was

actually received by the “head of the hoarders,” or taken by him as

the brokerage fee, so the price range remains the same. Also note-

worthy is the certification sign of thabàt al-'arìf, which occurs at the

very end of the badly damaged text on the verso, preceded by sev-

eral lines the reading of which is still uncertain; these are likely to

be idiosyncratic acronyms or perhaps signatures of the persons

involved.

Text

recto
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Translation

recto

1. [Owed to? paid to?] the head of the hoarders [are] the costs of

twenty-four and a half [waybas of wheat]:

2. Mufri˙: Mu˙ammad and Ismà'ìl:
3. one and a half irdabbs; four waybas;

4. And Umm Jafànì (?): Umm Ismà'ìl:
5. eleven waybas; one wayba.

6. The total costs:

7. Two hundred and eighty dirhams.

––––––––

8. Brokerage commission [owed to? paid to?] the head [of the

hoarders] is cleared; [and] the costs of thirty-three irdabbs [of wheat]

are:
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9. [. . .]sàs: 'Abd al-Ra˙ìm: The mayor:

10. [three?] waybas; two waybas; one irdabb;

11. Khalaf: Marzùq: Najìb:

12. eleven waybas; one irdabb; six irdabbs

13. and a half.

14. The total costs:

15. [Eight?] hundred and fifty-one dirhams.

16. [Owed to, or paid to, the head of ?] the hoarders and his

associates:

17. Six hundred and fifty-nine dirhams.

Commentary

recto

1. The right margin is partially worn at the first word, which pre-

sumably would be something similar to the heading of the second

part of the manuscript (line 8), <dà>llat al-'arìf. The heading 'arìf al-
˙ukkàr in this line is conjectural, and is problematic on paleographic

and lexicographic levels. With regard to paleography, the similarity

between the writing of the oblique f, in the incomplete [ ]ìf, and the

f in the complete al-'arìf (line 8) prompts the present reading. As for

al-˙ukkàr, the unusual lengthening of the ˙ may be written this way

for the purpose of margin justification, or it was simply a whimsical

impulse by the scribe. While the r is a little questionable, the k is

clear. On the lexicographic level, the word al-˙ukkàr, “hoarders,” is

read here as the plural of the active participle of the verb root ˙-k-
r, which Lane lists forms V and VIII as in “he withheld wheat, wait-

ing for a time of dearness,” or “he bought wheat and withheld it

in order that it might become scarce and dear”; the practice is thus

called ˙ukra in postclassical usage (Lane, s.v.).

8. The reading of dàlla (or dilàla) is conjectural; another possibility would

be ˙awàla, or i˙àla, “certificate of transfer of credit,” since the letter

on the right does look like a w, to be connected with the alif by an

unconventional ligature. For dàlla, see DAA2, no. 23. For dilàla, “broker-

age commission,” see MS, 1: 160–61; Smith, “More on the Port Practices

and Taxes of Medieval Aden,” New Arabian Studies 3 (1996), 212–14.

10. The first word of this line is damaged, with only the surviving

tà" marbù†a, thus leaving it wide open for any numbers, from thalàtha
(three) to 'ashara (ten).
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16. The incomplete [ ]kàr points to the possible reading of al-˙ukkàr,
and the conjectural 'arìf is based on the singular pronoun suffix h,

“his,” attached to the unclear word 'alà"iq, literally “those who are

related to him,” or “those who are attached to him.” The reading

of 'alà"iq is uncertain, in that the q, with a rounded loop, looks like

an ' (or gh), with a pointed and curved loop.

Text No. 64: Accounts of Cereal Grain Collecting or
Distribution

RN 966b

Description: Yellow paper scroll, 8.5 × 21 cm, slightly worn on the

right side, recto twenty-five lines, in two columns, verso six lines,

black ink.

Introduction: This is a well-preserved document. The text on the recto

contains an itemized account of grain collection or distribution. Each

individual account, divided by a short line, includes (1) a person’s name,

(2) the number of “loads” of grain he brought in, or carried out, and

(3) the exact measure of its volume. All the numbers add up to the total,

which is the “forty-three irdabbs” claimed at the top of the document.

Prices are not mentioned. Another interesting observation about this

document is that on the verso, the persons whose cargoes, or shipments,

fell short (naqaßa) of the supposed weights are singled out, and the

exact amount of the discrepancy is indicated. All of the six lines on

the verso, written on the left side of the paper, and in different hands,

are crossed through with a stroke, suggesting some sort of finished

business. Perhaps the “shortage” was either owed by these individuals

to Abù Mufarrij’s warehouse or vice versa, or the debt was canceled.

After all, the amount at stake—several mudds (i.e., less than a kilo-

gram)—is merely a small fraction of the large amount dealt with here.

Text

recto
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Translation

recto

–––––––––––––––

1. Forty-three irdabbs

2. In detail:

––––––––

3. 'Ajyàn: six irdabbs

4. two loads [and] one-third jàrib
––––––––

5. Jalàl: six irdabbs

6. two loads [and] one-third jàrib
––––––––

7. [Óam]d: four irdabbs

8. one load [and] one-sixth [ jarìb]
––––––––

9–10. Mukram Ismà'ìl: two irdabbs [and] a half

––––––––

verso
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11. Mirdàd: three irdabbs

12. one load [and] one-third jàrib
13. and two waybas

––––––––

14. Abù Rìs: four irdabbs

15. one load and one-sixth [ jarìb]
––––––––

16. Dìb: five irdabbs

17. one load

18. and a half

––––––––

19–20. Óarìß ibn Sayyàd: six irdabbs and a half and one-third [ jarìb]
21. two loads

22. and one wayba

––––––––

23–24. Naßr ibn Nabìl: three irdabbs and one-third [ jarìb]
25. one load

verso

1. Balance [owed by] 'Ajyàn and Jalàl: half

2. mudd and [. . .]

3. Balance [owed by] Dìb and Óarìß: five mudds

4. Balance [owed by] Óamd: [. . . . . .]

5. Balance [owed by] Naßr Abì Rif 'ì [and] Abù Rìs:
6. Three mudds.

Commentary

recto

1. The word irdabban is written in a logograph.

2. Mufaßßaluhà, literally “its details.” A similar use of the term is

found in the Óaram al-Sharìf documents as well; see Little, “Docu-

ments,” 113, 117. 

4. Jàrib appears in the manuscript, but most likely jarìb is intended,

which, besides its more common use as “a patch of arable land,”

was also used for dry weight or liquid measure. Its amount varied;

see Hinz, 38; al-Qaddùmì, 341. Thulthu, “one-third,” a reading of

thalàtha, “three” is also possible, but given the distinction made in
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the same manuscript between sitta, “six” and sudsu, “one-sixth,” in

the two columns, the reading of thulthu on the left column (the right

in the translation) is more plausible.

7. The reading Óamd is based on the reference to the Óamd men-

tioned in the verso (line 4) as among those whose shipments fell

“short” of the amount due. All the names on the verso appear on

the recto.

19–20. The name Óarìß ibn Sayyàd is written across two lines; judg-

ing from the uniform format throughout the entire document, it is

likely that these lines (19–22) make up one account under the name

of one person.

22–24. The name Naßr ibn Nabìl is written across lines 23 and 24;

and the amount, three irdabbs and a third [ jarìd ], is written on the line

above, where it is supposed to be (that is, line 23, instead of line

22 where it appears), and belongs to this person, not the one above. 

verso

1. 'Ajyàn and Jalàl are mentioned on the recto, in lines 3 and 5,

respectively.

3. Both Dìb and Óarìß are mentioned on the recto, in lines 16 and

20, respectively.

4. This Óamd must be the same person mentioned on the recto, in

line 7, whose name is all erased but the letter d.

5. Naßr Abì Rif 'ì; the corresponding name on the recto, in lines

23–24, is Naßr ibn Nabìl; thus Abù Rif 'ì is likely his kunya-surname.

Text No. 65: An Account

RN 977

Description: Thick beige paper, only the lower half has survived, 8.5 ×
6.5 cm, recto four lines plus one line marginalia, main text in elegant

naskh, with wide spacing between the lines, marginalia in bold letters,

black ink, verso blank. 

Introduction: One extraordinary thing about this short account is the

semi-official titles in the left margin, which, together with the pale-

ographical features in the main text, indicates the influence of chancery

writing practice. The marginalia are perhaps registration marks for

bookkeeping. The title of “slave owner” is intriguing as well.
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Text

recto

in the left margin

Translation

1. [O]n a twenty-dirham loan deposit,

2. it is underwritten by the head of merchants.

3. Najìb al-Fayyùmì has written down

4. the numbers: six Nile barges.

in the left margin

[. . . . . .] the slave owner, the head of merchants.

Commentary

2. Wa-hya kutibat, literally “it was written”; the reference to this “it,”

presumably an account or certificate, must have been indicated in

the now missing upper portion of the page.

4. For ajràm (sing. jarm) as specifically “Nile barges,” see MS, 1: 295,

322, 473 (note 4).
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Text No. 66: Tax Registers

RN 987b

Description: Yellow paper, torn on the right side, several holes in the

middle, 15.5 × 6.5 cm, recto thirteen lines at various levels, black

ink, verso blank.

Introduction: The text on the recto appears to be a work-sheet of tax

returns, or an account of revenue collecting. Divided into two columns

and separated by several bordering lines, the entries are nearly iden-

tical. The most interesting thing about this account is the probable

use of a letter numeral, in line 12, instead of the usual practice of

writing out the numbers in words as is seen in the other documents.

There are, though, some unanswered questions, chief among them

the term nißàb, which only occurs in the first entry, with no numeral,

whereas all the other entries have a numeral, “one thousand,” but

not the term nißàb. Presumably a total of nine entries are dealt with

here, five in the right column and four in the left; however, the third

entry in the left column (right in the translation) is missing. 

Text

recto
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Translation

1. The first nißàb payment installment The first

2. in waybas: paid. thousand

3. ––––––––––––– waybas: paid.

4. The second thousand –––––––––––––––––

5. waybas: paid. The second thousand

6. waybas: paid.

____________________________

7. The third thousand The fourth

8. waybas: paid. thousand

9. ______________ waybas: paid.

10. The [fourth] thousand _________________

11. [waybas: paid.] Total:

12. [The fifth thou]sand Nine [payment installments].

13. [waybas: paid.]

Commentary

1. Nißàb, “minimum amount of property liable to payment of the

zakàt tax” (Hans Wehr, An Arabic-English Dictionary, s.v.). It is noted

that three dots precede the word (the same in line 4), but they do

not seem to be the zero sign in Arabic numerals.

2. Alf; the word is written in a monogram, with the f attached to

an extra tail; similar example is found in Ifrah, 544.

3. S-w-a appears in the manuscript, but perhaps sawìy (a < alif

maqßùra), literally “straight, even, proper,” was intended. Possible read-

ings include: siwà, “except,” or sawwà, verb form II, “to equalize,

to get even,” and the like.

13. The letter is unpointed; it can be either †, for 9, or Ω, for 900;

the former is more likely in the context here. 
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Text No. 67: Accounts

RN 1023

Description: Yellow paper, soiled and torn, profuse worm-eaten holes

and abrasions, 15.7 × 25.3 cm, recto twenty one lines, verso twenty-

six lines plus one line marginalia, various hands, black ink.

Introduction: This partially preserved text proves to be one of the most

important among the documents found in the “Sheikh’s house.”

Written in two columns, on both the recto and the verso, it con-

tains detailed accounts of at least fifty clients. In reading the lengthy

and at times confusing text, it is helpful to follow the basic pattern

that is in fact quite straightforward: each entry begins with a client’s

name and a monetary figure, which perhaps indicates either the debt

owed to, or payment made by, the person in question. As a rule,

the commodities dealt with are usually not mentioned, except for a

few cases where new patterns emerge; lines 17 and 18, recto, for

example, list some exotic commodities, such as “Ethiopian gowns

and Jewish cloaks”; other merchandise such as “necklace” and “nuts”

are cited as well (lines 2 and 10, verso). The occasional mention of

commodities, nevertheless, does not break the basic pattern of “name

and monetary figure.” It is perhaps simply a reflection of the fact

that unusual items deserve more detail than others. It is also worth

noting that each line is crossed with a stroke, a probable “check”

sign of finished business. The various styles of handwriting further

reveal the origins of the document as a sheet containing working

accounts, written down by various people at different times. To facil-

itate reading and synthesizing, the translation is arranged in two sep-

arate columns.

Text

recto
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verso
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Translation

recto (right column)

1. [. . .] the client of  [. . .]

2. [. . .] ibn [. . . . . . . . . . .]

3. Sàlim the superintendent [: . .]:

4. six dirhams [. . . . . . . . .].

5. 'Arafàt: a half and a quarter [dirhams].

6. Óamùda al-Óàwì: estimated at [. . .].

7. [. . .] Sul†àn: a quarter [dirham].

8. Óusayn al-Óijàjì the money changer: eight

9. and a quarter, and one-sixth dirhams.

in the right margin
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10. The municipal judge: two and a half dirhams.

11. al-Rushd 'Alì: [. . . . . . . . . .].

12. And Anßàr [: . . . . . .:]

13. ten dirhams minus a fraction (?).

14. al-Rayyis: estimated at two and a half dirhams.

15. [. . .] al-Óuraysì and Balàdhurì: estimated at

16. three hundred (?) and two and a quarter dirhams.

17. Ibn al-Shà'ir owes Saydùq and Ya'sir
18. [an amount] that is the equivalent of a pledge of eighteen dirhams.

19. The [. . .] of the mayor owes a quarter and one-seventh [dirhams].

20. Mu˙ammad ibn Màlik al-Jazzì: two dirhams.

21. Sharìf Abù al-Faraj: five dirhams.

recto (left column)

1. [. . . . . . . . . . . .].

2. [. . . . . . . . . . . .].

3. [. . . the ma]yor: thirty [. . . .]

4. [. . .] a half and a quarter and [. . .]. 

5. [. . . .] al- àhir: two dirhams.

6. [. . . .] ibn Nàßir: a quarter and 1/32 [dirham].

7. Kurz ibn Yàsìn the carpenter: two and a half dirhams

8. and six d[irhams].

9. al-'Asàkir: a quarter [dirham].

10. [. . .] al-Óàwì: a quarter [dirham] plus a fraction.

11. [. . .] 'Alì: six dirhams.

12. [blank]

13. [blank]

14. Ja'far ibn Óasan: one dirham [. . .].

15. Yàsì ibn Anktù (? or Anktuwà): one dirham [. . .].

16. [blank]

17. The Ethiopian gowns and Jewish cloaks [are valued] at

18. twenty-one dirhams.

19. Óasan the water carrier: a half and one-eighth [dirham].

20. Murjàn ibn Humàm: one and a quarter dirhams.

21. Shaykh 'Allàm: a quarter [dirham] and a fraction.

verso (right column)

1. [. . .] Kiràm [. . . . . .].

2. The orders by the super[intendent . . . . . .]
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3. Óamza ibn Bint al-'Izzì: one dirham [. . .].

4. [blank]

5. [. . .] the slave boy of Sa'ìd: four and a quarter dirhams.

6. Cleared accounts:

7. Jàbir al-'Azìz: a quarter [dirham].

8. Faraj al-Zimàm: three d[irhams, which is valued] at

9. [. . .] and a quarter dirhams.

10. The necklace for Umm Qashshàsh: two dirhams [. . .].

11. [blank]

12. [. . . . . . . . . . . .]

13. [. . . . . . . . . . . .]

14. [. . . . . . . . . . . .]

15. [. . . . . . . . . . . .]

16. [. . . . . . . . . . . .]

17. [. . . . . . . . . . . .]

18. [blank]

19. 'Abd Allàh al- arnà˙ì: a quarter [dirham].

20. [blank]

21. 'Azìz ibn Sì al-Nàjì: one and a quarter dirhams.

22. Abù Khamìs: fourteen dirhams; and it is

23. to pay for the Nile barges and the dispatches; [they] have already

[. . . . . .]

24. Yemen.

25. Abù Óasan: eight and a half dirhams, and [. . .]. 

26. His provision is forthcoming; and the dispatches and barges [are

to be expected?].

verso (left column)

1. [. . . dir]ham, estima[ted] at [. . . . .]

2. [To be dis]patched with it are almonds of the highest quality.

3. [. . .] orders [from] al-Danàwì: eight

4. and 1/24 dirhams.

5. [. . .] Ja'far: one dirham and [. . .].

6. [blank]

7. [. . .] ibn Óamàd al-Milà˙ì: [. . . . . .].

8. Sa'd, the slave boy of the mayor: a quarter [dirham . . .].

9. [blank]

10. Abù Mu˙ammad: a ba††a-container of grain, [valued] at one

11. and 1/40 dirhams.
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12. [. . . . . .] clothes on loan, [valued] at

13. [. . . . .] and a half [dirhams] minus a fraction.

14. [. . .]ì: a half [dirham].

15. The sum [weighed by] the grain measurer is worth three and a

quarter dirhams and [. . .].

16. Yield [at the estimation of ] the grain measurer: two dirhams.

Account cleared.

17. 'Alì Sharaf al-Dìn Qatàda: owes ten 

18. and a quarter and one-sixth dirhams worth of the rahn-pledges.

19. 'Uthmàn ibn Óamza Tammàm: owed twenty

20. and a half dirhams of the rahn-pledges. Account cleared.

21. 'Abd Allàh ibn Yàsì: five and a half dirhams.

in the right margin

[. . . . . .] and three dirhams [. . . . . . . . . . . .].

Commentary

recto (right column)

5. The f, in 'Arafàt, is without the closing loop; the reading of the

name is tentative.

6. The reading of the undotted kharß 'alà is conjectural. The same

term appears consistently throughout; e.g., recto, lines 14, 15; verso,

line 1. A similar use of the kh-r-ß is found in AB, 112–21, especially

117 (nos. 24, 25). However, the preposition 'alà does not occur in

the cases cited in AB. Alternate readings include ˙-r-ß, “to be vigi-

lant,” “to be keen on . . .,” and qar∂, “loan” (the supposed q with-

out a closing loop), i.e., Óamùda owes the amount quoted here.

13. The problematic ˙/kh/j-r-b-h appears several times in the text

and is apparently used in the context as part of the dirham figures.

It could be khirba, “ruins,” or kharba, “sieve,” hence “dust,” “frac-

tion (?),” or juz"a, “small portion.” An alternate explanation would

be that it was a scribal error for kharrùba, “1/24 dirham”; the term

was used, accordingly to Goitein, in speaking of a “fraction,” or

“very small portion” of a dirham; see MS, 1: 360.

14. The name al-Rayyis also means “trade head.”

15. The problem here is the nearly illegible word inserted between

kharß and 'alà. The word, which I tentatively read as Balàdhurì, looks

like having been either added or erased; so in the normal word order
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this would be al-rayyis wa-Balàdhurì kharß 'alà . . .; or simply al-rayyis

kharß 'alà. . . .

16. The word thalàth-mi"a seems to have been doctored; it is not

clear whether the change was meant to correct the figure or simply

erase it.

17. This is another problematic line. The reading of the two names

saydùq and ya'sir is not certain, nor is the function of the 'alà. Compared

with the similar use in the same line, left column, the possible mean-

ing could be “on account of,” “to be valued at,” among others.

18. It is obvious that the content of this line is related to the line

above, hence the present translation. The term rahn 'alà, “pledges as

security for a debt,” appears frequently in this text (e.g., verso, lines

12, 17, 19), but the context here is not totally clear. 

19. For the word rubà'[ì], “a quarter dinar,” see MS, 1: 343–44.

recto (left column)

6. Thumn murabba', literally “one-eighth by four,” i.e., 1/32.

15. The spelling of the unusual name a-n-k-t-w-a is very clear in the

manuscript; in light of the Ethiopian connection alluded to below

(lines 17–18), it could be an Ethiopian or East African name.

verso (right column)

6. [Ía] fà; the barely recognizable f is horizontally elongated along

the base line as a device to fill in the space; a similar use of the

term is found in RN 966a*.

24. The word yamànì, with two dots under the first y, is very clear

in the manuscript, whereas the noun it was meant to modify (place?

commodity?) is missing.

verso (left column)

3–4. An independent letter m, with a slanted tail, is written below

thamàn[iy]a, the function of which is unclear.

11. The reading of the last word of this line as khums is tentative;

the tail of the supposed s stretches flat, instead of going down to

make a loop.

12. The word khirqa, literally “rag,” “tatter,” perhaps refers to sec-

ond-hand clothes and the like.

16. For the use of sawwà, literally “got even,” in the sense of “account

being cleared,” cf. RN 987b*.
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Text No. 68: A Grocery Shopping List

RN 1077b

Description: Yellowish-brown paper, 8.5 × 8.6 cm, recto six lines, verso

nine lines, black ink.

Introduction: The text on the recto appears to be a list of personal

accounts wherein certain items, such as clarified butter and bread,

are repeated several times. While the text on the verso is virtually

of the same nature, each item is crossed out, suggesting some kind

of finished business: either the item was delivered, or the payment

was made.

Text

recto

verso
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Translation

recto

1. [. . .] and one dihram’s [worth of ] henna, and a quarter [dirham’s

worth of ] bread, of the mursal type (?) [. . .]; 

2. [. . .] and a half [dirhams’ worth of ] harìsa-meat dish and clarified

butter;

3. and a half and a quarter [dirhams’ worth of ] bread, and a silver

dirham’s [worth of . . .];

4. and [. . . dirhams’ worth of ] onions, and four and a half [dirhams’

worth of ] clarified butter;

5. and [. . . . . . . . . . . .];

6. [. . . . .] ten and a quarter dirhams’ [worth of ] saffron.

verso

1. And one dirham’s [worth of ] clarified butter, or three and

[. . . dirhams’ worth of . . .];

2. [. . . . . .] and a porcelain bottle of perfume, and two silver dirhams’

[worth of . . .];

3. and one and a half dirhams’ worth of assorted goods (?);

4. and two dirhams’ [worth of ] rose water, and a half [dirham’s

worth of . . .];

5. and one dirham to be handed over by his slave boy, and five

[dirhams] to be handed over by Óamza;

6. and [. . .] hundred dirhams, and one and a half dirhams’ [worth

of . . .]; 

7. [. . . . . .] one and a half silver dirhams’ [worth of ] Jew’s mallow;

8. [. . . .] to be handed over by Mufli˙, one dirham’s [worth of ]

clarified butter and [. . .];

9. [. . . . . .] dirham for the water man [ . . . . . . . .].
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Commentary

recto

1. The exact meaning of the word mursal, expected to be an adjec-

tive of khubz, is uncertain.

verso

2. The ', in 'i†rìya, is written above the word; it is to either replace

the alif for 'i†rìya, or add to the alif for 'à†irìya.
3. Óaml qi†a', literally “a load of various sorts of. . . .”

5. 'An yad, 'alà yad, literally “by, or from, the hand of . . .,” and “on,

or at, the hand of . . .,” respectively.

Text No. 69: A Business Diary

RN 1090b

Description: Yellow paper, two fragments making up a single text, 4.8 ×
6 cm and 4 × 4.8 cm each, recto five lines, black ink, verso blank.

Text

recto

Translation

1. Sunday: Abù . . . : . . . and three waybas of. . . . . .; [Monday:]

2. Two and a half waybas . . . [of ] wheat. . . . .;
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3. Tuesday and Wednesday: . . . . . .;

4. Thursday: one and a half waybas. Friday: 

5. Thirty and a half waybas.

Commentary

1. Abù so-and-so; since the rest of the account does not specify any

parties involved in the daily transactions of wheat, it is assumed that

the text deals exclusively with this particular Abù so-and-so.

Text No. 70: A Letter Discussing Business Litigations

RN 1015c

Description: Glossy yellow paper, torn on all sides, 8.2 × 5.8 cm, recto

four lines, verso four lines, in an elegant chancery hand, each line

slightly slanting up towards the end, black ink. 

Introduction: Although some details remain unclear due to the incom-

pleteness of the document, the extant text deals with the involve-

ment of a municipal judge, Zayn al-Dìn, in a legal dispute concerning

the business transactions of the “two stores” in an unnamed “port,”

most likely Quseir. A ma˙∂ar-court document was drafted and court

witnesses were called upon. It is also evident that as the results of

the trial, a payment in waraq silver coins was ordered. Also note-

worthy is the mention of the 'ulamà", which is rarely seen in the doc-

uments from the “Sheikh’s house.”

Text

recto
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Translation

recto

1. [. . . . .] Abù al-Ri∂à ibn àhir ibn Sayyidihim [. . . . . .]

2. [. . . . .] in the presence of the qà∂ì, the jurist Zayn al-Dìn, the

municipal judge,

3. [. . . . . .] of the aforesaid port, by means of transfer from the most

notable qà∂ì and jurist

4. [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .] the 'ulamà", the municipal judge [. . . . . . .

. . . . .].

verso

1. [. . . . . .] and the two stores at the roofed (?) marketplace [. . . . .] 

2. and others at the aforesaid port. He swore that [. . . . . .].

3. Hereby is the court report [signed by] the legal witnesses [. . . . . .].

4. His fees [will be paid] in sum, in waraq silver coins [. . . . . .].

Commentary

recto

2. The unpointed word 'inda could be 'abd, “the servant of. . . .” The

identity of this qà∂ì and faqìh Zay al-Dìn needs further verification.

4. The rarely seen al-'ulamà" is intriguing in the present context, inso-

far as the involvement of the 'ulamà" in this mercantile dispute is

evident.

verso
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verso

1. Al-musha[ yyad ], literally “built, constructed”; the reading could be

al-mash[hùr], “famous,” or al-mush[àr ilayhi], “aforesaid,” and the like. 

2. “The aforesaid port” should refer to the same “port” mentioned

in line 3, recto.

4. For the waraq “black” silver coin, see chapter 2. 

Text No. 71: A Legal Acknowledgment with Witness Clauses

RN 1079

Description: Yellow paper scroll, torn at the upper left side, 8.3 × 24.5

cm, recto twenty-eight lines, black ink, verso blank.

Introduction: This is a so-called iqràr, or “formal acknowledgments.”

According to Little’s description of the same type of documents found

in the Óaram al-Sharìf: “The text of an iqràr always begins with the

word aqarra/aqarrat; . . . The name of the muqirr follows, complete with

two nasabs and distinguishing laqabs, nisbas, and “uhras. At this point

a statement is made in a stereotyped phrase to the effect that the muqirr

is qualified to make an iqràr, that is to say that he is sound of mind and

body and legally competent: ‘fì ßi˙˙a minhu wa-salàma wa-jawàz
amr,’ or a variant thereof. Then the main body of the acknowledgment

appears, in which it is stated that the muqirr received such-and-such

an amount from the muqarr lahu or that the former owes the latter

a certain amount, and so forth. The text closes with the date on

which the document was written, and the witnessing clauses of the

witnesses appear at the end. Such is the form of a simple, non-

judicial iqràr, . . . an acknowledgment that is not accompanied by

ancillary documents and that was not signed or certified by a judge”

(CHSH, 60, 188–89; the quote is from 189). Although the main con-

tent of the document, which touches upon the selling of rice and

flour, has yet to be fully deciphered, several elements make it clear

that it fits the above description; among these are: the beginning

clause introduced by the aqarra (line 2), the “stereotyped phrase” for

the qualification of the muqirr, or “declarant” (line 3), the mention

of al-muqarra lahu, or “the beneficiary” of the document (line 14), and

the witness clauses (lines 16–26). The only difference is that a vari-

ant of the “stereotyped phrase” for the qualification of the muqirr is

reiterated, in line 15, after the main body of the acknowledgment
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(lines 5–14). A total of nine witness clauses are to be found. Appearing

in two columns, the statements are written in various hands, appar-

ently either by the witnesses themselves, or by others who wrote on

their behalf. To facilitate comprehension, in the translation below

each witness clause is separated from the others by quotation marks.

Text

recto
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Translation

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

2. Master Màhir [. . .] acknowledges [the following]

3. in writing. [This is done while] he is sound of body

4. [and mind, and legally competent.]

5. [. . . . . .,] whose mention is to be glorified, for four months

6. [he has provided?] me with grains, and upon him be peace!

7. [. . . . . .] the remaining flour to [. . . . . .]

8. [. . . . . .] sell it on my behalf [. . . . . .]

9. [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]

10. [. . .] upon him from me whatever he has demanded

11. [. . . . . .] the store, day and night

12. [. . . . . .] gradually [. . . . . .,] God is praised!

13. The judge [. . . . . regarding] the rice in question.

14. This is the beneficiary of this document, by the authority of

which he would sell [. . .].

15. And he is issuing the acknowledgment on his own, voluntarily,

and sound [of body and mind]. To serve as witnesses to that [are]:

16. “I witness that in writing.” “The customers Mùsà and Óajjàj
witness

17. “I witness that in writing, and write it at his order and in his 

right,

18. on the document’s date.” on the document’s date.”

19. “Karàm ibn Sa'd “I witness that, and

20. witnesses that and writes, Qàsim ibn Khadamihi writes,

21. at his order and in his on the document’s date.”

right, on the document’s 

date.”
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22. “I witness that, and “Wà"il ibn Ma˙mùd witnesses that

23. Óasan ibn Abù al-Óasan and writes 

writes.”

24. “I witness that, and at his order and in his right,

25. on the document’s date.”

26. Abù al-Karam ibn Yùsuf “Sàwir ibn Óìla witnesses that

27. writes, on the document’s and writes,

date.”

28. at his order and in his right.”

Commentary

16. Shahidtu dhàlika wa-kutiba (or kataba?), literally “I witnessed that

and it (i.e., my testimony) was written down.” This implies that per-

haps the testimony was not necessarily written down by the witness

himself; cf. lines 19–21 (left column), “I witness that and Qàsim ibn

Khadamihi writes it down . . .”; lines 22–23 (right column), “I wit-

nessed that and Óasan ibn Abì al-Óasan writes it down”; and lines

24–27 (right column), “I witness that and Abù al-Karam writes it

down. . . .” For the shahàdàt, or “testimony clauses,” in medieval

Arabic legal documents in general, see CHSH, 248–59; for the ish-

hàdàt, or “attestation clauses,” associated with the iqràr documents,

see CHSH, 224–42; MS, 1: 250–51; Wakin, 44–45, 55, 66–67, 92–93.

17. Wa-kataba 'anhu, literally “he wrote about it,” that is, the witness

wrote the testimony himself. Similar pattern is found in lines 19–21

(right column), lines 22–25 (left column), and lines 26–28 (left column).

Text No. 72: Note Containing Instructions of Legal
Procedures

RN 1017b

Description: Thick brown paper, 8 × 2.5 cm, recto two lines in black

ink, verso blank.
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Text

recto

Translation

1. [A]nd the carrier of the letter ought see to that the judge looks

at it and seals it off with a stamp.

2. And [then] deliver it, by hand, to the person who owes the rahn-

security deposit.

Commentary

1. The reference to “it,” in 'alayhi and yakh†imuhu, is unclear due to

the incompleteness of the text. It is likely referring to the “letter” in

question, which in turn must have to do with al-rahn, “pledged com-

menda property as security for a debt,” or “safe deposit,” mentioned

in the text.

Official and Semi-Official Correspondence

Text No. 73: Petition to a High-Ranking Official

RN 1049

Description: Light brown paper, soiled, with profuse worm-eaten holes,

7.7 × 7.3 cm, recto five lines, verso six faded illegible lines, black ink.

Introduction: The fragment bears the beginning of a petition addressed

to an apparently high-ranking official, a certain Rashìd al-Dìn whose

honorific titles occupy all of the four extant lines. The tarjama of the

author of the petition, of which only the title al-mamlùk has survived,

is written in the right margin.
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Text

recto

in the right margin

Translation

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

2. [The servant . . . . . .] kisses the ground before the exalted, the

most noble seat,

3. the master, he who is to be served, the highly respected, the

superintendent,

4. the amìr, the knowledgeable, the practical, the [. . . . .],

5. the most glorious Rashìd al-Dìn 'Alà" [al-Islàm? . . . . . .].

in the right margin

The servant [. . . . . . . . . . .].

Commentary

recto

2. The grammatical subject of the verb yuqabbilu must be al-mamlùk

so-and-so in the right margin.

3. The titles al-makhdùmì al-mu˙taramì were, according to al-Qalqashandì,
used by sultans and a number of amìrs; see QS, 6: 26–27. The title
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al-ßadrì had, according to al-Qalqashandì, been reserved for the head

of merchants, but was later used as one of the generic honorific titles

for the head of any given profession; see QS, 6: 18, 116–17.

4. The titles al-'àlimì al-'àmilì are listed in QS, 6: 19–20. The com-

bination of al-mawlawì and al-'àlimì al-'àmilì is listed in QS, 6: 156.

5. The honorific title al-amjadì has not been found in the sources I

have consulted; a cognate al-màjidì is listed in QS, 6: 152. In most

of the Ayyubid and Mamluk petitions, the adjective honorific titles

are to be followed by compound honorific titles such as Sayf (or the

like) al-Dìn wa-al-Dawla, Majd (or the like) al-Islàm wa-al-Muslimìn,
'Umdat al-Mulùk, and so forth.

Text No. 74: Official Petition Requesting Wheat Supply

RN 1057

Description: Yellow paper, 8.5 × 14.5 cm, recto nine lines, in a clear

cursive naskh, unconventional ligatures between letters, scarce dots,

black ink, verso blank.

Introduction: This is one of the few documents that have survived in

their entirety. The recto contains a complete petition, with both the

petitioner’s and the recipient’s names, the opening stock clause of

official petition and the closing greetings. No address is given. It is

to be noted that this petition is not addressed to Abù Mufarrij.

Although the identity of its recipient cannot be verified, judging from

the honorific titles, he must have been a high-ranking official at the

Ayyubid court in Cairo or Qùß, the capital of Upper Egypt. This

petition was perhaps presented to Abù Mufarrij, or his business part-

ners, as a certificate or power-of-attorney connected with the supply

of wheat as well as other provisions. We do not know the context

of the nafaqa, “expense,” mentioned in the text, nor the identities of

the petitioner Abù 'Alì Munajjà, his son, and others, mentioned in

the petition as “our family,” and “the youths”; they seem to have

been associated with some sort of company, perhaps a military expe-

dition or pilgrimage caravan that was in need of cash and a food

supply.
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Text

recto

Translation

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. The slave

Abù 'Alì Munajjà
2. kisses the ground before the sublime, the most exalted, the lofty,

the reverend

3. and auspicious seat Abù Zakarìyà––may God give him success!––and

reports that the son

4. of this slave has come today from our family who have com-

plained about

5. the lack of funds; they have mentioned that it is for them the

source of livelihood.

6. I wanted to request [your] the Master’s granting of expenses for

these youths from [your] the Master’s grace

7. and benevolence. He (i.e., my son) pledges allegiance

8. to [you] the Master. This slave is (i.e., I am) waiting for [your]

the Master’s grace 

9. and benevolence in [granting] a small amount of wheat for the

sake of the youths. Peace be upon you!
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Commentary

2. For al-majlis, see discussion above in chapter 1. Examples of related

use found in the Cairo Geniza papers are: al-majlis al-'àlì . . . al-ajallì
(ALAD, nos. 78, 80, 82, 83, all in letters addressed to Fatimid viziers),

al-majlis al-sàmì al-'àlì al-ajallì, or al-majlis al-'àlì al-sàmì al-ajallì (ALAD,

nos. 84, 85, 87, addressed to Fatimid viziers), al-majlis al-karìm (ALAD,

no. 98, addressed to a Fatimid qà∂ì), majlis al-mawlà (ALAD, no. 102,

to an Ayyubid dignitary; ABPH, no. 69, to a Mamluk qà∂ì); the title

of al-majlis, and majlisuhu, is also found in a Mamluk letter (ABPH,

no. 70, to an imàm).

4. I read wa-hum yashtakù as a ˙àl circumstantial clause modifying

ahlinà and thus the proposed translation.

6. The reference of al-'iyàl, literally “the children,” is not clear; from

the context, they were closely associated with the author of this peti-

tion, who refers to them as “our family” in line 4.

6–7. Tafa∂∂ul al-mawlà wa-i˙sànuhu, “the Master’s grace and benev-

olence,” are metonymic references to the person of al-mawlà. The

use of this phrase was, according to Ibn Shìth, common in Ayyubid

chancery writing: the sender of an official petition may call himself

(other than al-mamlùk, al-'abd, or al-khàdim) shàkir tafa∂∂ulihi, “the

grateful to his grace,” and shàkir i˙sànihi, “the grateful to his benev-

olence”; see MK, 34. A related phrase is also found in the Cairo

Geniza letters (ALAD, no. 89, ra"fatihi wa-i˙sànihi, “his compassion

and benevolence”).

Text No. 75: An Official Petition from Mecca and a
Register of Accounts

RN 1060b

Description: Yellowish-brown paper, profuse worm-eaten holes, 11 ×
9.2 cm, recto three lines, in fine chancery riqà', two dots under the

y, verso ten lines, in various cursive hands, black ink.

Introduction: The text on the recto merits special attention. From the

viewpoint of paleography, the wide spaces between the lines are

extraordinary by Quseir standards, and the way the tarjama is arranged

is rarely seen as well. With regard to historical background, the peti-

tioners claim themselves of the “Banù Shayba,” the “pious guardians
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of the Holy Mosque” in Mecca. The verso contains some ten accounts,

each separated from the other by horizontal and vertical lines. It

appears that each account consists of a person’s name, the amount

of grain, and a calculation of, probably, the cost. But this pattern

is not always followed throughout insofar as some accounts do not

give names or amounts of grain. It could be that either these accounts

are not independent, but rather related to others (for example, in

the first right column, lines 4–6 seem to be a continuation of lines

1–3), or that omissions and shorthand codes were used. In light of

our knowledge of the grain prices, at roughly two dinars (or eighty

dirhams) per irdabb, the “costs” mentioned here (the only complete

one being that of 'Imràn Bashìr, in the middle column on the top,

which is itself divided into two columns, with a figure of “two hundred

plus one hundred fifty dirhams,” i.e., three hundred fifty, for “ten

irdabbs”) are not necessarily the full price (which would seem to be

too low) but rather the “paid” portion only. It is unclear whether

the two texts, on the recto and verso, are related or otherwise.

Text

recto

verso
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Translation

recto

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. The ser-

vants

2. from the Shayba tribe, the pious guardians of the Holy Mosque

[in Mecca]

3. kiss the ground and report that they would like to ask for [. . . . . .].

verso

1. The second [. . .]: 'Imràn [Ba]shìr: Ràmì[. . .], the second:

2. six irdabbs ten irdabbs. nine irdabbs and [. . .]

3. minus one third. Paid: nearly two Paid: [. . .]

hundred plus one and thirty [dirhams?].

hundred and fifty

[dirhams?].

––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––––––

4. Paid: Îamad[. .]'ì:
5. two hundred four and a half

thirty-two irdabbs.

6. and a half [dirhams?].

––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––––––

7. Eighty-five Paid: [. . . . . . . . . . . .]

8. [waybas of grain?]. seventy-nine and [. . . . . . . . . . . .]

a half [dirhams?].
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––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––––––

9. Eight hundred [. . . . . . . . . . . .]

10. sixty-seven and [. . .]

[waybas of grain?]. One quarter [. . . . . .].

Commentary

recto

2. For the Banù Shayba, “the custodians of the Holy Sanctuary in

Mecca (˙ajab al-ka'ba),” see QS, 1: 410; 4: 269; and discussion in

chapter 2.

verso

1. The reading of the undotted al-thànì is tentative; it could be a

surname, such as al-Bàqì, al-Bàlì, al-Bànì, and the like.

2–3. The mi"a and wa-khamsìn, in the middle column, are written

between the lines, indicating perhaps one numeral unit.

3. Istawfà, “[prices] received in full”; similar usage is found in legal

writings as well; see Wakin, 54, 57.

5. The reading of the middle column is uncertain; the original word-

ing al-rub', “a quarter,” does not seem to make sense, while the sup-

posed aràdib is slightly erased.

Text No. 76: Official Communiqué to One Amìr Nàßir al-Dìn

RN 1069

Description: Light brown paper, soiled, 13.5 × 5.5 cm, recto four lines,

verso one line, black ink.

Introduction: This is an official letter sent to the highest ranked official

in the court, an amìr either associated with, or he himself being, the

amìr al-mu"minìn, “the Commander of the Faithful.” 
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Text

recto

verso (address)

Translation

recto

1–2. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. The

loving servant, the one who salutes your Majestic Youth

3. [kisses the ground] in front of the sublime, lofty, respectable,

truthful, and the most special seat, Nàßir al-Dìn,

4. [. . . . . . . . . . . . .] Commander of the Faithful, and reports the

following:

verso

Via special delivery service (?), to the seat of the reverend [. . . . .]

Amìr Nàßir al-Dìn.

Commentary

recto

1. The most likely reading of the combination m-w-d is mawadd, as

a verbal noun. The use of the cognate verbal noun al-wadd as
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“Epitheton des Adressaten” (Diem) is documented in a Mamluk court

correspondence; see DAA3, no. 45 (mamlùkuhu al-wadd ); DAA1, no.

23 (al-akh al-'azìz al-muwaqqar al-wadd ); MK, 34 (wàdduhu; discussed in

chapter 1). Masrùr bi-shabàbat fulàn is likely another “Epitheton des

Adressaten” the parallel of which has not been found in the con-

temporary sources consulted.

3. The identity of this Nàßir al-Dìn remains unclear. Many Ayyubid

sultans, including Saladin and al-Kàmil, and amìrs bore the shuhra-

title Nàßir al-Dìn.

verso

1. The word safarì, literally “travel,” is slightly erased and the read-

ing uncertain.

Text No. 77: An Official Petition

RN 1092a

Description: Yellowish-brown paper, torn and soiled, 12.3 × 6 cm,

recto four lines plus one line marginalia, verso a few erased lines of

which only the word al-mamlùkì, in the last line, is readable, black

ink.

Introduction: The petition, submitted by one merchant named Abù al-

Fat˙ ibn Ma'àlì, was sent to a high-ranking official whose honorific

titles are the only extant part of the text and, therefore, the main

interest here.

Text

recto
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Translation

1–2. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. The

servant Abù al-Fat˙ ibn Ma'àlì
3. kisses the ground before the high, the noble, the most exalted,

the most revered seat, Who Is To Be Served, the respected,

4. the successful, the auspicious, the favored, the Sword of the State

and the Religion, [the Treasure for] the poor [and needy. . . . . .].

in the right margin

The command [is from God.] Praise be to God Almighty!

Commentary

3–4. Similar, but not identical, combination of the honorific titles is

found in DAA1, no. 45: al-majlis al-sàmì al-ajallì al-mawlawì al-amìrì
al-kabìrì al-muwaffaqì al-sa'ìdì amìn al-dìn 'umdat al-mulùk wa-al-salà†ìn
kanz al-fuqarà" wa-al-masàkìn khàlißat amìr al-mu"minìn. The letter in

DAA1 was send by a merchant named Yùsuf and is dated from the

twelfth or thirteenth centuries. For al-majlis al-'àlì, see the discussion

above in chapter 1; for al-sàmì al-ajallì, al-muwaffaqì al-sa'ìdì, and kanz

al-fuqarà", see DAA1, 271 (notes 3–5); for al-af∂alì, al-mu˙taramì, and

al-makhdùmì, see QS, 6: 9, 26–27.

Private Letters

Text No. 78: A Personal Letter from Ibràhìm’s Nephew to
His Mother

RN 1056a

Description: Light brown paper, two fragments making up a single

text, 6 × 8.2 cm and 3.4 × 7.3 cm respectively, recto nine lines,

verso five lines on both ends of page, black ink.

in the right margin
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Introduction: The lengthy letter was sent by Ibràhìm’s nephew, per-

haps named Nù˙ (Noah), to his mother. Family affairs, including

concerns over the mother’s health and some kind of feud between

the mother and the son, are discussed, along with business matters.

Text

recto

verso

turn page upside down and read from the top down
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Translation

recto

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

2. That which I am writing to inform the dear, successful, and aus-

picious mother—may God

3. prolong her life, make her strength and happiness everlasting, and

assure that success will never elude her!—

4. is the following: Your letter to me arrived. It was delivered by

Khalìfa ibn al-Óàwì.
5. [From it we learned that] you have been ill. Everyone was very

upset about that. We thank God Almighty

6. [for granting] you all good health, for seeing to it that you will

only be in thankfully [improved conditions], and that there will be no

7. [more] mistrust between you and me. We pray to God that noth-

ing but

8. [good will come out of this; and He] will bring [good] things to

you as long as

9. [you are in need; and as long as you are] in hardship [. . . . .

. . . . .].

verso

1. [. . . . . .] the price [has risen?] over two dirhams [. . . . . .] for all

[. . . . .]. 

2. [Greetings to] your neighbors A˙mad al-Jinnì ibn Karìma [and

. . . . . . . . . .]

3. [Hope that] the brother [will visit with] us soon. [Greetings] to

my uncle Abù Is˙àq.

4. [. . . . . . .] To be delivered to Shàfi' for sale is a quarter [of . . .],

which will be paid for

5. [by . . . . . .]. Nù˙ has fulfilled his master’s wishes.

Commentary

recto

4. 'Alà yad, literally “by the hand of. . . .”

6. The subject of the plural verb yarawna ought to be God.
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8. Note the verb jàb, which is Egyptian colloquial, in the optative,

“may he bring.”

verso

4. The term rub' could refer to “quarter of a dinar” (Dictionary, 78–79),

but also a dry measure.

5. Judging from the format of letter writing at Quseir as we know

it, the lines written on the other end of the paper are usually reserved

for the address where the name of the recipient and, occasionally,

of the sender, is mentioned. Nù˙ (Noah) is thus likely the sender of

the letter.

Text No. 79: A Private Letter or Prayer

RN 991a

Description: Yellow paper, 8.2 × 5.4 cm, recto five lines, black ink,

verso blank.

Introduction: The addressees of this letter, or prayer, include men and

women. They could be on a pilgrimage mission traveling to Mecca,

or with a trade caravan, or both. The writer’s concern over their

well-being and safe return is genuine, although at times seems overly

dramatic.

Text

recto
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Translation

1. May God Almighty destine your safety and well-being and bring

you back to us, safe and

2. in good health. We have been turning over [in bed], vigilant and

awake all night long,

3. only to pray that God Almighty may safe-guard all of you,

4. your niece, and Abù Mu˙ammad, and his friends, all of them.

5. [. . . . . . May God Almighty] destine your safety and [the safety

of ] all those who surrender themselves to His will.

Commentary

1. For allàh yaktubu salàmatakum, cf. DAA1, no. 43; DAA2, no. 27.

2–3. Óìn ilà ˙ìn, literally “from time to time.”

Miscellanies

Text No. 80. A Prayer with the Scribe’s Motto

RN 964a

Description: Brown paper, slightly torn on the top, several worm-holes,

13.5 × 7.5 cm, recto five lines, verso three lines, brown and black ink. 

Introduction: The lines on the recto are rhymed but fail to scan any

meters of Arabic poetry. A woman’s name, Asmà Umm Mùsà, is
written on the other side of the paper, to be read from the top

down. The function of the text is unclear. One scenario would be

that by expressing the woman’s yearning for her departed loved ones

and her prayer for their safe return, the text could be carried by

those travelers as some kind of amulet for protection. On the verso

is something resembling the 'alàma, or scribe’s motto (see chapter 1,

note 19), with various combinations of the formulaic utterances in

intricate calligraphic styles. The hands on the recto and verso are

different and they do not seem to be related. It is likely that the

paper was re-used and that the 'alàma motto constitutes merely cal-

ligraphic practice.
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Text

recto

verso

turn page upside down

Translation

recto

1. [She/it] had come and gone, and, thanks to their companion-

ship, my longing has since subdued.

2. Now that they are gone as well, I am weeping over their depar-

ture, day and night.

3. O, would they come back soon? Would she/it return safely [. . . . .]?

verso

1. Asmà Umm Mùsà
2. [. . . . . . . .] . . . . .

turn page upside down

1. Praise be to God alone! Praise be to God alone! Praise be to

God alone and may God bless our Lord Mu˙ammad!
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2. Praise be to God! Praise be to God! Praise be to God! Praise

be to God!

3. Thank God for His grace! Thank God for His grace! Thank

God for His grace!

Commentary

recto

1. The subject of the singular, third person verbs, ˙allat and rà˙at,
is erased; it could refer to a female person, but is more likely refer-

ring to a caravan, a mission, and so forth.

Text No. 81: An Amulet

RN 1016b

Description: Yellow paper, worn on the right edge, profuse worm-

eaten holes, 9 × 7.5 cm, recto seven lines, verso seven lines, in cur-

sive naskh, black ink.

Text

recto
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Translation

recto

1. He who maintains the soundness of [his] right [. . . . . . . . . . . .].

2. He who maintains the soundness of his left [. . . .], he will be able

to foresee the invisible.

3. Chapter: On the Maintenance of the Beard.

4. He who trims his beard [on the right side, he will . . . . . . . .].

5. [He who trims his beard] on the left side, his speech will be

improved [. . .].

6. [. . . . . . .] will last long [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .].

verso

1. [. . . . . .] his [. . . .] will be healthy [. . .] and handsome [. . . . . .].

2. Chapter: On the Fitness of the Two Temples.

3. He who maintains the soundness of his right temple, the full moon

will draw people closer to him.

4. He who maintains the soundness of his left temple, his body will

be healthy, and his eyes will stay firm.

5. Chapter: On the Fitness of the Two Ears.

6. He who maintains the soundness of his right ear, his senses will

be at ease and [his . . .] will be smooth [. . .].

7. [. . . . . .] the possession of his  [. . . . . . . . . .].

verso
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Commentary

recto:

2. m-˙-d-l-h appears in the manuscript; its reading is uncertain.

Text No. 82: A Charm for Woman Wishing to Give Birth to
a Boy

RN 1031a

Description: Yellowish-brown paper, a few worm-eaten holes, 10 × 7.4

cm, recto eight lines, verso seven lines, naïve hand, black ink.

Introduction: On the recto is a charm, in rhyming prose, for a woman

wanting to give birth to a boy. The verso contains a letter to a judge

(al-qà∂ì al-ajall al-murta∂à); the content of the letter is too cursive to

be deciphered with certainty.

Text

recto

Translation

1. For woman who wanted [to have] a boy.

2. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. (Mystical

letters.) May God bless everything!
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3. When heaven is rent asunder and gives ear to its Lord, and is fitly disposed;
when earth

4. is stretched out and casts forth what is in it, and voids itself, every Muslim

woman may cast forth [what is] in

5. her womb. [O] Muslim woman! Wake up, wake up from under

[the effect of ] your tight labor!

6. Cast forth and hold tight! This is your month of truth! Until

7. The Virgin Mary gave birth to Jesus, O Lord, peace be upon

Him! And when heaven is split asunder,

8. and turns crimson like red leather––O which of your Lord’s bounties will

you and you deny?

Commentary

2. For the “mystic” letters, of the so-called al-†ahà†ìl, see al-Suyù†ì,
249. Seven variants, all with the suffix of †ah†ìl, can be used in the

case of granting a woman fertility.

3–4. Qur"an 84: 1–4.

5. Note the incorrect verb conjugation of afìq, for afìqì.
6. Note the incorrect verb conjugation of awthiq, for awthiqì.
7–8. Qur"an 55: 37–38.

Text No. 83: Words of Magic

RN 1052

Description: Yellow paper, 7.8 × 6.6 cm, recto five lines, dots and the

top bar on the k missing, black ink, verso blank.

Introduction: This text deals with the magic power of invoking the

story of the “Men of the Cave” in everyday situations, and in this

case, putting out the fires. The Christian story of the “seven sleepers,”

as related in the Muslim tradition, has drifted in the course of time

“into the realm of the magical. In this way can be explained the

custom of hanging up leaves on which the names of the sleepers are

inscribed, for the sake of baraka or for averting evil” (R. Paret, “Aß˙àb
al-kahf,” EI 2; also cf. Fodor, 54 [no. 95, a modern-day pendent with

the names, for general protection]). The Arabic spelling of the names

varies in different sources. Following Ibn Is˙àq, al- abarì has it that
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the number of the youths was eight, and they are: Maksimilinà,
Ma˙similinà, Yamlìkhà, Mar†ùs, Kaßù†ùnas, Bìrùnas, Rasmùnas (?),

Ba†ùnas, and Qàlùs; see The History of al- ǎbarì, IV, trans. by Moshe

Perlmann (Albany, 1987), 155–59; also see al- abarì’s Tafsìr (Beirut,

1992), 8: 183. The names and their order in the present text are

slightly different from al- abarì’s.

Text

recto

Translation

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. The names

of the “Men

2. of the Cave” are: Yamlìkhà, Maksimilìnà,
3. Qàlùs, Ba†ùniyùs, and the remainder. It is said that

4. they saw to it that if these [names] were written down and then

thrown in

5. the fire, the fire will be put out. 

Commentary

3. Ba†ùniyùs; al- abarì’s version, both Tafsìr and Ta"rìkh, has Ba†ùnas.

Tawàtara, literally “to follow in succession.”
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Text No. 84: A Poem

RN 968c

Description: Fine yellow paper, a few worm-eaten holes, 16.5 × 8 cm,

recto three lines written horizontally along the side of the paper,

first line in black ink, the verses in brown ink, verso blank.

Introduction: The couplet appears to be a farewell song, in memory

of a departing traveler or sailor. The source of the original is unknown.

The verses are of the sarì ' meter, with some irregularities. An 'alàma,

the scribe’s motto, is found in the first line. The codex perhaps could

serve as an amulet of sorts.

Text

recto

Translation

1. Praise be to God alone.

2. Pray at night! I am telling you;

Be kind to those free-born men that have come to you.

3. Let your eyes shed no tears, as I am leaving,

[my] heart will stay, forever, with you.

Commentary

2. Mukhbirukum, is unpointed; it could be mu˙ayyirukum, i.e., “I am

making you bewildered.” Óuraran, “free-born men”; the reference

and the context here are unclear. 
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'abà", woolen wrap, 42, 68, 206
'Abbasid, 23
'Abd Abù al-Sa'àda ibn Ri∂wàn,

client, 18, 157 
'Abd al-Akram, client, 18
'Abd Allàh, client, 18, 165
'Abd Allàh Fakhruhum, associate, 166,

167
'Abd Allàh ibn A˙mad al-'Asàwirì,

escort, 214, 216
'Abd Allàh ibn Yàsì, client, 282
'Abd Allàh al- arnà˙ì, client, 281
'Abd al-'Azìz ibn al- affàl, client, 22,

253
'Abd al-Bàqì, client, 46, 139
'Abd al-Ghanì al-Shanhùrì, client, 247
'Abd al-Karìm, client, 22, 144–45
'Abd al-Mu˙sin, client, 22, 49,

144–45, 188
'Abd al-Naßr, associate, 219
'Abd al-Ra˙ìm, client, 165, 181, 268
'Abd al-Ra˙màn, client, 15, 43, 219
'Abd al-Ra˙màn Abù Óamd, client,

19
'Abd al-Wahhàb, client, 261
'Abd al-Wà˙id, buyer, 225, 226
abjad, letter numerals, 114
Abù 'Abd Allàh ibn Jazìl ibn 'Alì

Óasan, associate, 191
Abù 'Alì Óusayn, brother of Abù

Mufarrij, 6, 9, 13, 15, 178, 198,
199–200, 215, 218

Abù 'Alì Óusayn ibn al-Ra˙bayn,
associate, 215

Abù 'Alì Munajjà, petitioner, 23,
295–96

Abù 'Alì Nu'màn ibn 'A†ìya, clerk, 14,
238

Abù 'Arùs, client, 22, 233
Abù Bakr, client, 18, 22, 27, 137, 

227
Abù al-Fa∂à"il ibn 'Alì al-Kinàwì,

client, 27
Abù al-Faraj, sharìf, client, 280
Abù al-Fat˙, client, 46, 139
Abù al-Fat˙ ibn Ma'àlì, merchant, 23,

302, 303

Abù al-Óajj 'Alì, client, 209
Abù al-Óamd, shaykh, client, 17,

258–59, 260
Abù Óasan, client, 281
Abù Óasan 'Alì al-Mu'awwal, judge,

15, 198
Abù Hàshim, client, 18, 48, 246
Abù al-Karam ibn Naßr bi-al-Salàm,

client, 48, 214
Abù al-Karam ibn Yùsuf, witness, 

292
Abù Khamìs, client, 281
Abù al-Majd, client, 27
Abù al-Milà˙, escort, 123, 173, 174
Abù Mufarrij al-Qif†ì, al-'Abàwì (?),

shaykh, passim
Abù Mu˙ammad, client, 281, 307
Abù al-Qàsim al-Nàjì, client, 17,

258–59
Abù al-Qàsim Yùsuf Mukhallaf, client,

19, 189, 191, 192
Abù al-Ri∂à ibn àhir ibn Sayyidihim,

plaintiff, 288
Abù Rìs, client, 272
Abù Sulaymàn, deputy of judge, 20,

50, 162
Abù 'Umar . . . Daylam al-Màlikì, 'arìf,

18, 230
Abù 'Uthmàn Mithqàl, client, 5, 15,

18 (?), 123, 188 (?), 189, 191–92
Abù Ya˙yà Abù Bakr, seller, 151–52
Abù Zakarìyà, official, 23, 296
Abù Zayd, client, 22, 179, 182
Abyssinia, Abyssinian, 58–59, 63, 68.

Also see Ethiopian
Acre, 65
Aden, 30 n. 5, 48 n. 55, 62, 63
'Àdil, see al-Malik al-'Àdil
Africa, African, 55, 59, 63, 66, 283
A˙mad, clerk, 14, 240–41, 255
A˙mad, client, 19
A˙mad al-Jinnì ibn Karìma, neighbor,

305
'Ajlàn Abù Ma˙mùd, client, 18
ajnàd, military, 24, 25. Also see 'askar,

troops
'Ajyàn, client, 271, 272–73
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'alàma, trade mark, 21, 152–53,
161–62, 171, 219–20, 262, 263;
scribe’s motto, 21 n. 19, 24, 307,
314

alcoholic beverages, 39
Alexandria, 18, 37, 55 n. 62, 59, 60,

249
'Alì, faqìh, 15, 238
'Alì, ˙àjj, mu˙tasib, 27
'Alì, administrator of the pilgrims 

(al-˙àjj al-matawàlì), 28
'Alì al-Ba†awì, clerk, 14, 143–44
'Alì ibn 'Addàl, clerk, 14, 47, 239–40
'Alì ibn Badr, client, 12, 18, 50, 54,

160, 163
'Alì ibn Fallà˙ al-Óillì, escort, 159
'Alì ibn Óijàzì, client, 18, 143
'Alì ibn Óusayn al-Jàbirì, client, 18,

141
'Alì ibn Ibràhìm, client, 22, 152
'Alì ibn I˙sàn, client, 18, 240–41
'Alì ibn Murra, employee, 233
'Alì ibn Rizq, slave boy, 237
'Alì Sharaf al-Dìn Qatàda, client, 282
'Alì al-Si'rì, escort, 231
'Allàm, shaykh, client, 280
almonds, 39, 125, 257, 281
amìr, military officer, 16, 23, 151, 294,

300, 301, 302
'Ammàr, porter, 223
amulet, xiv, xv, 39, 70, 75–82, 83, 84,

85, 87–89, 98, 110, 116, 230, 307,
309, 314. Also see block printing

Anawati collection of Arabic
documents, the, 114

Anßàr, client, 280
Antioch, 65
apple, 39, 67, 228 
'àqa, withhold or detain (shipment), 46,

50, 128, 148, 160, 172, 174,
185–87, 252

'Aqaba, 65, 97
Arabian Peninsula, 60, 65 n. 98. 

Also see Hijaz 
'Arafàt, clerk, 14, 173–74
'Arafàt, client, 279, 282
'arìf, superintendent, trade leader, 16,

18, 20, 43, 45, 97, 229–30, 249,
266, 267–68, 269, 274, 277–79

As'ad Rayyis al-Wafqì, employee, 238
'Asàkir, ˙àjj, client, 18, 184, 185, 

186
al-'Asàkir, client, 280
'Asàkir 'Alì al-Mamlùkì, client, 18, 173

'Asàkir ibn 'Umayr, client, 19, 45 (?)
Ashmùnayn, 60, 91 n. 4
Asia, 91, 92
'askar, troops, 24, 25, 65, 216. Also see

ajnàd
Asmà Umm Mùsà, client, 307, 308
astrology and astronomy, astrological

dials, xii, 70, 79, 82–83, 86, 88–89 
Aswan, 60
'A†à", client, 264
'A†à" Allàh, client, 27, 237
'a††àrì, druggist, 8, 127–28, 209
'Aydhàb, 29, 62, 65, 97, 98, 149
Ayman, the son of, client, 29
Ayyubid, xii, 4, 7 n. 8, 21 n. 19,

23–24, 48 n. 55, 55, 56, 57 n. 69,
60 n. 80, 63 n. 87, 63 n. 91, 64 
n. 92, 64 n. 93, 65, 91 n. 4, 92,
96, 97, 107 n. 20, 109, 118, 119,
120 n. 42, 148, 150, 221, 295, 297,
302

'Azìz ibn Sì al-Nàjì, client, 281

Badr al-Dìn, scale master, 46, 139
Balàdhurì, client, 280, 282–83
Banù 'Abd al-Mu"min, Fayyùm, 93 

n. 6
Banù Shayba, Mecca, 25, 60–61,

297–99, 300
Baraka, ˙àjj, shaykh, client, xi n. 2,

20, 247–48
bark (barak), bale, 32, 67, 123, 205, 

206
barley, 30, 31, 33, 35–38, 50, 53, 67,

147, 162, 237, 244, 251
barniya, pl. barànì, clay vessel, bottle,

34, 67
ba††a (bu††a), leather container, 33, 34,

67, 162, 203, 228, 244, 281 
bayàn, certificate, 2, 43, 47, 103, 184,

186, 262 
beads, 40, 67, 225, 226
beans, 39, 67
Beirut, 65
block printing, xii, 70, 75–80, 86,

87–89, 98, 110 
boat, 5, 19, 42, 59, 60, 64, 123, 128,

131, 206, 216, 226, 232, 234, 236.
Also see ship 

bottle, shaker or sprinkle, 39–40, 68,
250

brass and copper, 40
bread, 33, 38, 44, 67, 285
broker, brokerage, 9, 22, 25, 26, 40,
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45, 47, 48, 50, 53, 84, 101, 151,
152, 159, 216, 217, 265–66. 
Also see middleman

butter, clarified or fresh, 33, 38, 39,
67, 125, 141, 162, 257, 264, 265,
285

Cairo, xv, xvi, 37, 39 n. 36, 42 n. 49,
57, 59, 85, 87, 92, 93, 119, 149,
295

Cairo Geniza, the, xiv, 4, 13, 25, 31,
34, 51, 53–54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 62,
84 n. 35, 86, 87, 91, 94, 97, 102 
n. 4, 103 n. 9, 105, 119, 121 n. 47,
125, 138, 145, 147, 155, 166, 167,
172, 174, 186, 201, 250, 262, 297

cake, baked goods, 33, 38, 67, 125,
131, 155, 203, 241 

camel, 43, 58, 73, 228, 253. Also see
riding animals

caravan, xiii, 9, 19, 21, 28, 58, 60, 61,
62, 70, 85, 92, 295, 306, 309

carrots, 38, 67, 264
chancery writing, 21 n. 19, 23, 24,

105, 109, 118, 119, 120, 148, 187,
221, 273, 287, 297

charms, xiv, xv, 39, 80, 82, 83, 84,
98, 230, 311. Also see amulet

chickpeas, 26, 31, 38, 44, 67, 125,
231, 257, 264

China, 86
Chinese celadons, 63
Christian, 91, 116 n. 37, 117 n. 38,

312
Classical Arabic, 106, 107, 117, 122,

124, 129, 133, 153
clothes, clothing, 5, 13, 41–42, 56, 57,

60, 76, 158–59, 177, 192, 194, 204,
211, 282, 283

coat, coat tails, 57, 68, 194, 195
coins, coinages, 4, 55, 56, 57 n. 69 
commenda, partnership, 13 n. 12, 27,

94–96, 257, 293
commission, fee, 48, 58, 217. Also see

kirà, dilàla
container, 17, 33–34, 39. Also see

ba††a, qi†'a
contract, 14, 15, 96, 103, 121, 157,

240
copper, coin, 55, 56 n. 68; vessel, 68
Coptic, 115, 116
coral, 40, 67, 212, 214 
Cordoba, 59
cotton, 41, 47, 68 

court, legal, 58, 109, 197, 287, 288
court document, see ma˙∂ar
credit, 45, 49, 52, 53, 95, 103, 104,

145, 148, 217 
credit economy, 51
crops, 33, 36, 39, 47, 49, 53, 69, 131,

135, 147, 158–59, 203, 204, 217,
234, 238. Also see grain

Crusaders, Crusades, 4 n. 6, 25, 65,
97, 212. Also see Franks

Damascus, Damascene, 55 n. 63, 57
n. 69, 64

al-Danàwì (al-Dinàwì), client, 281
dàr al-wakàla, transit stop, 25, 97
dates, dried, 67, 173, 174
debt, 45, 52, 53, 96, 104, 147, 148,

247–48, 257, 265, 269, 277, 283,
293

defects of goods, damaged goods, 19,
138–39, 218, 219, 241–42

dhirà', cubit, 41, 68, 211
Dìb, client, 272, 273
dilàla, commissions, 51, 267–68
dinar, xv, 36, 37, 54–56, 57, 61, 69,

129, 131, 135, 137, 153, 166, 167,
215, 216, 217, 263, 298, 306

Îirghàm al- ufaylì (?), slave boy, 247,
248

dirham, xv, 26, 27, 33, 36, 37, 42, 52,
54–58, 61, 69, 116, 123, 124, 153,
162, 165, 166, 167, 174, 194, 195,
209, 215, 221, 252, 261, 263, 264,
266, 279, 280, 281, 282, 285, 298,
299, 305

Îiyà" al-Dìn Abù al-Óajjàj Yùsuf
al-Rayàfarì (?), shaykh, client, 22,
40, 255

domestic items, 32, 33, 38, 39, 40,
67–68, 212, 249, 250

eggs, 26, 38, 39, 67, 125, 257, 264
eggplant, 44, 67
Egypt, Egyptian, xii, 13, 24, 27, 29,

30, 35, 37, 38 n. 34, 41, 44, 48,
55, 56, 58, 59, 60, 63, 65, 72, 75,
84, 87, 90, 91, 92, 96, 98, 105,
110, 121 n. 47, 122, 132, 148, 153,
156, 183, 207, 216, 220, 221, 236,
248, 295, 306

elephantiasis, 81
Ethiopian, 277, 280, 283. Also see

Abyssinian
Europe, 91, 96
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exchange, exchange rate, 54–56,
57–58, 59, 69, 164, 166, 167, 244.
Also see ßarf

fabric, 41, 68, 127, 178, 192, 205
Fa∂l, client, 45
Fà"iz ibn Mùsà al-Kinànì, client,

256–57
Fakhr, clerk (?), 195
Far East, 62
Faraj al-Óà†ibì, client, 18, 49–50, 159
Faraj al-Zimàm, client, 281
farda ( firda), sack, package, 32, 67, 123,

238, 250
farmers, 26, 158
Fatimid, 4 n. 6, 21 n. 19, 23–24, 64

n. 93, 75, 78 n. 20, 91 n. 4, 107 n.
20, 109 n. 21, 118, 149, 150, 297

Fayyùm, 13, 35, 37, 91 n. 4, 93 n. 6
fertility, 8, 312
flax, 15, 31, 34–35, 40–41, 42, 60, 68,

191, 203, 237, 248, 249, 255
flax comber, 41, 68
flour, 2, 17, 18, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,

35–38, 50, 52, 67, 69, 116, 123,
125, 131, 140, 141, 142, 160, 162,
165, 173, 203, 205, 215, 221, 228,
231, 233, 241, 242, 244, 247, 258,
259, 262, 263, 289, 291

Franks, 25, 65–66, 212, 215–16. 
Also see Crusaders

fruits, 34, 38 n. 34, 39, 174, 227 
fulùs, see copper coin 
Fustat, 55, 65, 75–76 n. 12, 87
fù†a, pl. fuwa†, waist-wrapper, 42,

62–63, 68, 206

galabiya clothes, 42, 68, 203
ghalla, crops, 39, 47, 54, 212–14;

revenue in kind, 41, 47–48, 204,
214, 216, 233, 234, 239, 240, 246,
256–57

ghulàm, pl. ghilmàn, slave boy, 20, 59,
219–20, 225, 226, 237, 247, 249,
281, 285

glass, 4, 33 n. 19, 40 n. 38
gold, 33 n. 17, 55, 56, 57, 58, 63,

129, 194, 196. Also see dinar
government functionaries, 9, 24, 25,

44, 111, 150. Also see office holders,
officials

grain, 13, 18, 19, 20, 22, 25, 26, 28,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35–38, 44–45,
48, 61, 69, 84, 125, 127, 143, 145,

148, 158, 169, 184, 201, 209, 212,
217, 227, 231, 232, 235, 238, 257,
265–66, 269, 281, 282, 291, 298,
299, 300. Also see crops

˙a∂ara, to attend before witness, 21,
141, 242, 254–55

˙afß, pl. ˙ufùß, leather basket, 34
Óajjàj, witness, 291
˙akam, municipal judge, 15, 26, 27,

197, 280
Óamd, client, 271, 272–73
Óamd ibn 'Abd al-'Aqqàl, client, 242
˙ammàl, cargo carrier, porter, 16, 20,

21, 77, 153, 174
Óamùda al-Óàwì, client, 279
˙amùla, cargo, boat, 19, 60, 138, 228,

232, 235–36
Óamza, escort, 285
Óamza ibn Bint al-'Izzì, client, 281
Óanafì, law, 56 n. 66
“happy drink” (shiràb mufri˙), 8, 39,

209–10
al-Óaram al-Sharìf, Jerusalem, 102,

272, 289
Óarìß ibn Sayyàd, client, 272, 273
harìsa, wheat-and-meat dish, 38, 67,

285
Hàrùn, client at marketplace, 37, 215,

217
Óasan, water carrier, 280
Óasan ibn Abì al-Óasan, witness, 292
Óasan ibn Ja'far, client, 29
Óasan al-Tàjir al-Iskandarì, client, 18,

249
Óàtim, shaykh, client, 26, 54, 169
˙awàla, transfer of credit, money order,

52–53, 102 n. 5, 103, 148, 182–83,
264, 268

˙aw†a (˙awßa), custody, guardianship (of
slaves), 43, 219

henna, 33, 40, 67, 285
Hibat al-Mun'im, client, 15, 227, 228
˙ijàb (Hegap), pl. ˙ujub, see amulet
Hijaz, Hijazi, 55, 56, 59, 60, 61, 65,

91, 92, 96, 97, 154, 229 
˙iml (˙aml ), pl. a˙màl, “camel load,”

29, 31, 32, 40, 42, 67, 68, 123,
185, 229, 230, 231, 238, 244 

hoarders, see ˙ukkàr
hoarding, crops, 37, 265–66
honorific, honorific title, 9, 10, 12,

23–24, 95, 150, 160, 176, 183, 192,
211, 273, 293, 295, 302, 303 
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˙ukkàr, sing. ˙àkir, hoarders, 37, 53,
62, 265–66, 267–69

al-Óuraysì (?), client, 280
Óusayn, client, 257
Óusayn, son of Abù Mufarrij, 5, 6, 9,

19, 155, 178
al-Óusayn, carrier, 46, 139, 182, 184,

186
al-Óusayn al-'Asqalànì, associate, 191
Óusayn al-Óijàzì, money changer, 

279
Óusayn ibn Zakarìyà, associate, 214

[. . .] Ibn Óamàd al-Milà˙ì, client, 281
Ibn Jubayr, 58–59, 62, 216
Ibn Kìlàn, client, 18, 157
Ibn Mubàrak, clerk, 206
Ibn al-Mujàwir, 117 n. 38, 133
[. . .] Ibn Naßr, client, 280
Ibn al-Shà'ir, client, 280
Ibn Shìth, 24, 101, 297
Ibràhìm ibn Abì Mufarrij, Abù Is˙àq,

shaykh, passim
Ibràhìm ibn Naßr Allàh, client, 18,

148, 149
'idl, ship bale, 32–33, 127, 231–32;

half of a shipment, 32–33, 95, 127,
201, 203

'ilàwa, package attached to a larger
container, 257

illness, ailment, xiv, 7, 8, 39, 70, 80,
84, 90, 204, 207–9, 305 

'Imràn, porter, 26
'Imràn Bashìr, client, 298, 299
India, 58, 62, 86, 154
Indian Ocean, xii, xiii, xiv, 2, 25, 43,

48 n. 55, 58–59, 60, 62, 64, 65,
90–91, 92, 96, 151, 179–80

Indian prickly ash, 43, 68
indigo, 30 n. 5, 41, 47
invest, investment, 13, 49, 56, 94–95,

188–89
iqràr, legal acknowledgement, 120,

289–90
irdabb, measure of grain, 20, 30, 31,

32, 35, 36, 37, 47, 48, 53, 67, 69,
131, 143, 147, 185, 209, 214, 215,
216, 217, 229, 230, 234, 237, 238,
239, 244, 263, 266, 267, 268, 269,
271, 272, 273, 298, 299

' sà, client, 165, 261, 262
ishhàdàt, attestation clause, 292
Ismà'ìl, client, 169, 242, 267
Is†akhr, Persepolis, 231

istawfà, payment received in full,
299–300

istilàm, receipt, reception, 52, 265
i†làq-type shipping note, 103

Jàbir al-'Azìz, client, 281 
Ja'far, ˙àjj, client, 18, 32, 250, 281
Ja'far ibn Óasan, client, 280
Jalàl, client, 271, 272–73
Jalìl, client, 19
Jamàl al-Dìn, judge, 20, 50, 162
jàrib (for jarìb?), dry weight measure,

34, 271, 272, 273
jarm, pl. ajràm, Nile barge, 60, 274,

281
jarra, jar, 34, 68, 203
jawlìn ( jawlatayn), horse troops, round

trip caravan (?), 48, 246–47
Jerusalem, 65
Jew, Jewish, 53, 63, 68, 91, 117 n. 38,

277, 280
Jew’s mallow, mulùkhìya, 33, 38, 67,

285

kafan, shroud, 42, 68
Kamàl al-Dìn, porter, 191 
Kàmil, see al-Malik Kàmil
kammàd, juice presser, 39, 67, 250
Karàm ibn Sa'd, witness, 291
Kàrimìs, the, 27, 62 n. 86, 64, 96, 97,

179, 182, 210
kàtib, scribe, clerk, 16, 18, 20, 77, 101,

107
kayl, pl. akyàl, scale, 46, 130, 139, 216,

238
kayla, dry measure, 216
Khalaf, clerk, 13, 15, 26, 94, 128,

201, 203, 214
Khalaf, client, 268
Khalìfa ibn al-Óàwì, employee, 7, 21,

31, 185, 305
al-Khalìl, employee, 178 
kharß, estimated value (?), 278–82
kha†ìb, sermon giver, 9, 10, 11, 84, 

176
Khi∂r, porter, 51, 137
khirba (kharba, kharrùba), fraction (?),

278–83
khirqa, tatter, second-hand clothing,

282–83
Kilwa, East Africa, 55, 63
kirà, lease, rent, commission, 28, 43,

48, 54, 96, 131, 164–66, 214, 216,
217. Also see riding animals
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kiswa, robe, 41–42, 50, 68, 125, 160,
203

kitàb, letter, 21, 102, 103, 125, 127,
143, 145, 179, 199, 222, 255, 293;
book, amulet (?), 77

Kurz ibn Yàsìn, carpenter, 280
kùz, pl. kìzàn, cup, 40, 250

leather, 33, 34, 68, 72, 82, 88, 252
Lebanon, 55 n. 63
legal, writings, discourse, Islamic, xiv,

19 n. 15, 51, 55, 94, 103 n. 9, 121,
240, 241–42, 255, 292, 300;
procedures, dispute, litigation, 15,
18, 43, 59, 101, 102, 219, 287–88,
292; tender, document, 58, 103,
138; witnesses, 287–88, 291–92

lemon, 38, 39, 67, 264 
lentils, 39, 67
leprosy, 81
letter writing, epistle writing, xii, 21 

n. 19, 58, 117, 118, 150, 168
license, 172, 173
linen, 60
livestock, 38, 68, 252. Also see camel,

riding animals
logo, logogram, 102, 105, 106,

111–14, 148, 160, 169, 179, 189,
196, 216, 223, 256, 260, 272

Luxor, xi
luxury items, 40, 64, 224, 225, 226

mablagh, proceeds, 53, 148
ma∂mùn, content (of a cargo), source of

liability (?), 255
Maghrib, 55 n. 63, 58
magic, magical, xii, xiv, xv, 8, 70, 75,

80, 81–82, 84, 85–86, 97, 98, 111,
114, 230, 312

Ma˙àsin, client, 209
ma˙∂ar, court document, 27, 109, 287
Màhir, client, 291
Majlì (Mujallì), porter, 157–58
majlis, “seat,” office, 22–24, 28, 61,

296–97, 301, 302, 303 
al-Makìn, client, 54, 165
Al-Malik al-'Àdil, Ayyubid sultan, 4,

65
Al-Malik al-Kàmil, Ayyubid sultan, 4,

56 n. 68, 65, 109 n. 21, 302;
Kàmilì dirham, 56 n. 68, 57 n. 71

Al-Malik al-Íàli˙ Ayyùb, Ayyubid
sultan, 65

Màlikì, law, 59, 229

Mamluk, xii, 4, 21 n. 19, 23–24,
55–56 n. 65, 64 n. 93, 76 n. 13, 91
n. 4, 92, 96, 107 n. 20, 109 n. 21,
118, 119, 295, 297, 302 

al-mamlùk, al-mamlùkì, honorific, 10, 23,
24, 25, 118, 119, 155, 174, 293,
294, 296, 297, 302

maritime activities, 42, 95–96, 154
al-Marjahì, client, 245
market, marketplace, market economy,

22, 26, 36, 37, 38, 40, 44, 49, 56,
85, 86, 184, 188, 207, 212, 215,
217, 288

Marzùq, client, 268
Mas'ùd, Bità'ì (?), client, 206, 207
Ma†ar ibn 'Imràn al-Qàdirì, client, 20,

234
al-mawlà, “lord,” “master,” 9, 10, 12,

23, 127, 129, 130, 131, 138, 150,
165, 169, 176, 178, 181–82, 194,
195, 199, 209, 211, 215, 239, 252,
258, 294–95, 296, 297; depute,
client, 20, 50, 163, 166, 167

meat, 33, 39, 67
Mecca, xiii, 9, 25, 27, 28, 36, 43, 44,

45, 55 n. 65, 60, 61, 72, 176, 220,
297–98, 299, 300, 306

medicine, medical care, 8, 34, 39, 68,
84, 97, 207, 251–52

Mediterranean, 55 n. 63, 65, 66, 85
“Men of the Cave,” 81, 312–13
merchant, xiv, 9, 11, 16, 20, 24, 45,

54, 56, 58, 60, 62, 64, 85, 96, 97,
98, 110, 116, 124 n. 33, 222, 274,
295, 302

Middle Arabic, xiv, 8, 106, 117, 118,
121–34

middleman, 26, 27, 51, 234. Also see
broker

milàyat ˙aram, women’s wraps, 68, 200
military expedition, 23, 25, 61, 65, 75,

184, 212, 295 
milk, 38, 264
Mirdàd, client, 272
mirrors, 40, 67, 212, 214 
money, monetary, xiii, 26, 27, 36, 49,

50, 51–58, 63, 93, 102, 116, 124,
127, 128, 138, 147, 148, 165, 166,
185, 188, 192, 195, 196, 207, 209,
215, 217, 277

monogram, 81, 82, 111, 114, 276.
Also see logogram

mosque, 9, 25
Mubàrak, client, 18, 147, 211
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mudd, pl. amdàd, measure of grain, 30,
31, 46, 67, 139, 145, 214, 217, 263,
265, 269, 272

mufaßßal, itemized accounts, 269,
271–72

Mufli˙, slave boy, 249, 285
Mufri˙ (Mufarrij), client, 267
Mu˙ammad, client, 195, 261, 234,

261, 267
Mu˙ammad, son of Abù Mufarrij, 5,

6, 9, 15, 19, 26, 154, 155, 178,
189, 191–92

Mu˙ammad 'A†à" Allàh, client, 186
Mu˙ammad ibn Óasan, associate, 255
Mu˙ammad ibn Ja'far, client, 6, 15,

48–49, 214, 215, 216, 217
Mu˙ammad ibn Màlik al-Jazzì, client,

280
Mu˙ammad ibn Sharìf al-Iß†àkhrì,

client, 18, 231
Mu˙ammad ibn Sulaymàn ibn A˙mad,

225
Mu˙sayn ibn 'Àmir, client, 19
mu˙tasib, market inspector, 16, 27, 97
Mu'ìn [al-Dìn], client, 18, 182, 232
Mu'ìn al-Dìn Khalìl, client, 195
Mukhtàr, employee, 200
Mukram Ismà'ìl, client, 271
al-murattabayn, payment installments,

53–54, 124, 169 
Murjàn ibn Humàm, client, 280
Murta∂à ibn al-Ka'bì, client, 18, 227,

228
Mùsà, witness, 291
Mùsà ibn al-Khi∂àr, client, 153
musallam, handler, 14, 17, 47, 239–40,

250, 259
musayyar, see tasyìr-type shipping note
Museum of Islamic Art, Cairo, xv, xvi,

87, 88
Muslim ibn Mufarrij (Mufri˙), client,

19, 45
al-MuΩaffar, client, 18, 137 
Muzhir, associate, 191
“mysterious sign,” 111–14

Nàbigh, shaykh, client, 47, 239, 240
nafaqa, funds, expenses, provisions, 23,

61, 184–86, 295
al-nà"ib fì al-˙ukm, municipal judge, 27,

287–88
Nàjì, client, 18, 231
Najìb, client, 268
Najìb ibn Mabàdì al-Sayyidì

(? al-Fayyùmì), senior associate,
11–13, 26, 31, 36, 50, 53, 57, 94,
124 n. 53, 151–52, 160, 162, 163,
164, 166, 167–68, 201, 203, 233,
242–43, 274

Najìb Mùsà ibn Mukhliß, associate,
255

naqßa, shortage in delivery, 46, 139,
147, 191, 243–44, 269, 272–73

Nàßir al-Dìn, amìr, 23, 300, 301, 302
naskh (naskhì), script, 76, 78, 107, 109,

110, 143, 148, 151, 160, 163, 207,
212, 229, 237, 242, 243, 260, 273,
295, 309. Also see scripts 

Naßr ibn Nabìl, Abù Rìf'ì, client,
272–73

Naßßàr, client, 251
necklace, 40, 67, 76, 277, 281 
Nile, the Delta, Nile Valley, xi, 11, 58,

59, 60, 85, 236 
nißàb, minimum amount of property

liable to payment of the zakàt tax,
275–76

Nubia, Nubian, 63
Nù˙ (Noah), Ibràhìm’s nephew, 7, 9,

304–5, 306
Nu'màn, client, 57, 194
numerals, 81, 114–16, 122, 124, 275,

276
numismatic, 4. Also see coins 
nuts, 14, 33, 38, 67, 125, 241, 277

office holder, official, semi-official, 10,
15, 16, 17, 20, 22–23, 24–25, 27,
28, 43, 44, 48, 96, 109, 150, 151,
211, 273, 293, 295, 300, 302. 
Also see government functionaries

oil, 26, 34, 38, 47, 54, 67, 162, 169,
212, 214, 239, 240, 257; oil strainer,
38, 59, 67, 235–36

onion, 26, 33, 38, 67, 264, 285

papyri, papyrology, 25, 93 n. 6, 104
n. 10, 107 n. 29, 112, 118, 120,
121 n. 44, 121 n. 46

partnership, propriety (sharikat al-milk),
xiv, 13, 20, 49, 51, 56, 93–96, 151,
201, 217 

payment, 5, 8, 18, 26, 27, 44, 47, 52,
53–54, 95, 104, 118, 127, 128, 132,
135, 137, 145, 147, 148, 164, 167,
174, 183, 188, 191, 192, 225, 226,
252, 262, 265, 276, 277, 284, 287

pearl, 40, 225, 226
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peddlers, 45, 85, 96
pen, 40, 68, 109, 223, 224
pepper, 31 n. 9, 43, 62, 67, 261
perfume, 15, 36, 40, 44, 52, 62, 67,

165, 166, 182, 285
Persia, Persian, 40, 59, 64, 112 n. 27,

114, 224, 225, 226
pickles, 39, 47, 67, 125 
pilgrim, ˙àjj, 9, 13, 16, 27–28, 36, 43,

44, 45, 49, 58, 60, 61, 62, 72, 83,
85, 96–97, 98, 151–52, 176, 184,
186, 205–6, 220, 221, 225, 226 

pilgrimage, xiii, 9, 14, 25, 27, 60, 61,
71, 72, 84, 85, 92, 96, 176, 226,
295, 306

plague, 81, 85
poetry, poem, xii, xv, 307, 314
porcelain, 40, 68, 285
postal address, 25, 97
pottery, earthenware, 40, 49, 68, 128,

131, 188
prayer, xii, xiv, xv, 9, 70–75, 84,

85–86, 98, 306, 307
prices, xiii, 2, 18, 22, 33, 35–38, 49,

62, 69, 103, 104, 118, 131, 162,
196, 212, 214, 215, 217, 262, 263,
265–66, 269, 298, 305

prunus mahaleb, 43, 68

al-Qalqashandì, 23–24, 151, 210,
294–95

Qàsim ibn Khadamihi, witness, 291,
292

Qasr Ibrim, Upper Egypt, 114
al-Qaßr al-Yamànì, 5, 154, 155–56
Qif†, 1, 2 n. 3
Qinà, 57, 59, 69, 166
qìrà†, measure unit, 37, 69, 131, 215,

216, 217, 261
qirba, pl. qurub (qirab), case, cabinet, 34,

251–52
Qir†às [. . .] 'Imràn, porter, 264
qi†'a, pl. qi†a', container/measure, 29,

30, 31, 32, 35, 67, 68, 123, 143,
144, 159, 173, 174, 203, 205, 221,
249, 286

quffa, basket, 34, 67, 227–28
Qura"n, 60 n. 78, 71–72, 72–73,

74–75, 76–77, 78, 80, 81, 83, 88,
89, 147, 311–12

Qùß, 1, 24, 27, 29, 42, 48, 57, 58, 59,
60, 62, 65, 69, 92, 97, 119, 148–49,
151, 166, 221, 222, 295

Quseir (al-Qaßayr al-qadìm), passim

rahn, pledged property for a debt, 27,
52, 74, 95–96, 257, 274, 280, 282,
283, 293

Ràjì and son, porters, 21, 152
Ràjib Majd, client, 37, 215, 217 
Rashìd al-Dìn 'Alà" [al-Islàm], official,

23, 293–95
al-Rashìd Hàrùn, associate, 214
Ràshid ibn Najm al-Dìn, client, 18,

152
Rashìd al-Jamàlì, official, 28
Rasulid dynasty, Yemen, 63
ra†l, pound, 15, 30, 31, 33, 34, 35, 38,

67, 169, 195, 241
raw˙a, shipment, 19, 242
ray˙ànì, script, 107. Also see scripts
rayyis (ra"ìs), rayyis al-tujjàr, trade head,

9, 10, 16, 26, 64, 84, 94, 97, 176,
179, 182, 274, 282–83

Red Sea, xi, xii, xiii, xv, xvi, 2, 5, 9,
22, 25, 27, 28, 29, 37, 42, 48, 51,
54, 55, 58–59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64,
65, 70, 85, 90–98, 117, 118, 133,
149, 151, 154, 156, 176, 179–180,
216

registration mark, document, 43, 238,
256, 273

resin, 44, 67
revenues, 16, 45, 47–48, 49, 92, 233,

275. Also see taxes 
rice, 17, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35–38, 67,

123, 125, 203, 205, 238, 258, 259,
289, 291

riding animals, 28, 43, 54, 57, 96,
116, 123, 165, 166, 171, 178, 203,
216. Also see camel, kirà, livestock 

riqà', script, 107, 109, 110, 187, 221,
297. Also see scripts

risàla, “shipment,” 192
rizma, bundle (of flax), 34, 68, 192
Roman, 4 n. 6, 4 n. 7
rose water, 33, 40, 44, 67, 285
ruq'a, memo, short note, 53, 54, 102,

103, 126, 147, 148, 259
al-Rushd 'Alì, client, 280
rusùm, sing. rasm, fees, tax dues, 200,

201

Sàbiq ibn Iyàs al-Badrì, client, 26, 54,
169

ßaby, young apprentice, 20
Sa'd, slave boy, 245, 281
Sa'd, client, 223
Sa'd al-Jamàlì, client, 18, 253
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ßàdir-type shipping note, 103, 256
ßafà, ßafy, cleaned account, 265, 267,

281–83
safety, security, on trade route, 19, 61,

96–97, 307
saffron, 33, 39, 40, 44, 67, 285
ßà˙ib al-zakàt, tax collector, 8, 48,

209–10
Sa'ìd, slave boy of, 281
sailing equipment, vessels, 38, 58, 64.

Also see boat, ship, salab
sailor, 265, 314
salab, pl. aslàb, rope, hawser, 42, 47,

68, 175, 203, 239
Saladin, 302
al-Íalà˙ (Íalà˙ al-Dìn), client, 22, 

228
Salàl al-Kaljì, porter, 21, 31, 185 
al-Íàli˙ Ayyùb, see al-Malik Al-Íàli˙

Ayyùb
Sàlim, 'arìf, 279
ßarf, money change, cash the payment,

53, 54, 57, 148, 167. Also see
exchange

Sasanian, 118
Sàwir ibn Óìla, witness, 292
sawwà, sawìy, amount paid, account

cleaned, 275–76, 283 
Saydùq (?), client, 280, 283
Íayf [Óusay]nì, client, 153
ßayrafì, money changer, 58, 173, 174,

279
Sayyiduhum, client, 195, 196
scripts, Arabic, 105, 107–8. Also see

naskh, riqà', ray˙ànì, tawqì '
seafaring, 20, 60. Also see maritime

activities
services, public, 16, 25, 45, 72, 83,

84–85, 95, 97
Shàfi', client, 305
Shàfi'ì, law, 56, 94 
shahàdàt, testimony clause, 292
al-shamàl (al-shimàl ), northerly wind,

155–56
shamla, cloak, winter clothing, 42, 63,

68
Shanhùr, Upper Egypt, 248
Shawls, 42, 68, 125, 203
“Sheikh’s house,” the, passim
ship, 29, 60 n. 78, 65, 118, 153–54.

Also see boat
shipmast, 232, 236
shipping business, xii, 5, 6, 11, 13, 22,

44, 59, 62, 64 n. 94, 90, 101, 189

shùna, warehouse, 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11,
12, 14, 15, 18, 93, 94, 97, 148, 151

shuwàl, large sack, 34, 203
silk, 34, 41–42, 68, 203
silver, 33, 55, 56, 57, 58, 174, 285.

Also see dirham
Sinai, Mount, 61 n. 82, 91, 105
si'r, price of unit, 131, 138, 163
Sir˙àn, employee, 200
slave, slave traffic, 38, 43, 59, 68, 218,

219, 273–74
small objects, xii, 1
soap, 38 n. 34, 40, 68, 203, 257
Spain, Muslim, 87
spices, 38, 43–44
stable supplies, 43, 68, 225
stones, semi-precious, 40, 68, 225, 226
stoneware, cup, 40, 68, 250
storage, storerooms, xi, 25, 38, 40, 46,

57, 143, 163, 194, 221
store, ˙ànùt, dukkàn, 27, 287–88, 291
Íubay˙, son of Óusayn ibn Abì

Mufarrij, 6, 9, 178
sugar, 36, 67, 221
su˙ba, escort of the shipment, 17, 19,

20, 21, 118, 124, 233, 238, 240
sultan, 4, 23, 61, 65, 91 n. 2, 91 n. 3,

109 n. 21, 226, 294, 302
Sul†àn, shaykh, client, 50, 160, 162,

279
Sul†àn ibn 'Awnihi, porter, 250
Sunqur ibn 'Ayyàsh ibn al-'Asàwirì,

client, 15, 48, 214, 216, 217
Swahili, 63
sword, 13, 28, 43, 61, 68, 152–53 
Syria, Syrian, 64–65, 97, 110, 117 

n. 38
syrup, medicinal, 38 n. 34, 39, 67

al-†abalkhàna, rank, 24
tadhkira, receipt, 2, 47, 103, 260
al- àhir, client, 280
†a˙†ìl, pl. †a˙à†ìl, mystic letters, 311–12
talisman, 81

arfàl al- [. . .]rì, client, 256–57
tarjama, sender’s name and titles, 24,

25, 101, 118, 119, 120, 150, 160,
166, 186, 191, 258, 293, 297

†arsh, see amulet
tasallum, taslìm-type shipping note, 103,

229, 233 
tasyìr-type shipping note, musayyar, 20,

103, 236–37, 239, 253
tawqì ', script, 109. Also see scripts
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taxes, taxation, 33, 48, 127, 131, 174,
200–1, 203, 204, 207, 234, 275.
Also see revenues

tax return, tax register, 48, 275
textiles, 38, 40–42, 56, 60, 62, 63, 68,

88, 201, 212
thabàt al-'arìf, certification sign, 266
Thàbit, client, 264
thaman, price of one sale, 49, 132, 138,

156, 225 
thawb clothes, 41, 68, 123, 211
tillìs (tallìs), pl. talàlìs, treillis, 34–35,

68, 203
†iràz (al-†arìz), embroidered fabric, 41,

42, 68, 213–15
tithe taxes, al-'ushra, 48, 212, 214, 217,

226
travel and trade routes, xii, xiii, 7, 

9, 14, 20, 22, 25, 27, 28, 44, 48 
n. 55, 58–66, 96–97, 149, 180, 216

Tripoli, 55 n. 63, 65
troops, 97, 212, 215. Also see 'askar,

ajnàd
Tumbatu, East Africa, 63
turbans, al-'imàma, 41, 56, 68, 127,

194
Tyre, 65

'ulamà", 24, 287–88
'Umar, son of Abù Mufarrij, 5, 9, 155
'Umar, client, 46
'Umar al-'Adì, client, 18
'Umar ibn Abù al-Óasan, associate,

214
'Umar ibn al-Fa∂à"il al-Qif†ì, client,

40, 255
'Umar ibn Mu˙ammad, family of,

clients, 18, 47
Umm Ismà'ìl, client, 26, 267
Umm Jafànì, client, 26, 267
Umm Qashshàsh, client, 281
Umm Ri∂wàn, 219
'unwàn, see honorific
Usàma Ibn Munqidh, 117 n. 38, 126

n. 56, 132, 133
'Uthmàn, faqìh, client, 15, 22, 47, 

239
'Uthmàn ibn Óamza Tammàm, client,

282
'Uthmàn al-Nàjì, client, 19, 199–200

vegetables, 39, 47, 263
Vienna, Arabic documents collection,

32 n. 14, 37, 86, 87, 91, 112–13

Wadi Hammamat, xi
al-Wàfì, clerk, 195
Wà"il ibn Ma˙mùd, witness, 292
wakìl, agent, 95, 97, 255
wàlì, mayor, governor, 16, 24, 26,

161–62, 268, 280, 281
waqf-deeds, Cairo, 91, 105
waraq, “black” dirham, 58, 287,

288–89
waraqa, notice, memo, 143, 145
warehouse, see shùna
wàßil-type shipping note, 20, 47, 103,

258
water, 28, 67, 155, 251
watermelon, 35, 39, 67, 228
wayba, measure of grain, 30, 31, 32,

36, 46, 50, 53, 67, 123, 124, 139,
157, 160, 185, 214, 235, 238, 244,
250, 251, 252, 253, 261, 263, 266,
267, 268, 272, 276, 286, 287, 299,
300

wazn, weight, 35, 39, 67, 228
wheat, 12, 27, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34,
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